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Overview
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Per the Report of the Higher Education Subcommittee submitted to the Governor on May 6, 2020 
which set forth the guidance and requirements for colleges and universities to reopen undergraduate 
residential programs during the COVID-19 pandemic, Southern CT State University has prepared  
a 4-Part Plan, outlining the senior administration’s plan and approach for reopening the campus for  
the Fall 2020 semester. The four plans outlined in this document include:  
 

• A plan for repopulating the campus (the reentry of students)  
• A plan for monitoring the health of students, faculty and staff  
• A plan for containing cases that develop  
• A plan for shutdown of the campus if it becomes necessary.  

 
 As we manage in the COVID-19 pandemic crisis, we must analyze and respond to each  
decision within structured framework that is also, by necessity, flexible. This requires deliberately 
being mindful of equity, access, and inclusive challenges facing our campus community.  
 
Southern is taking a phased in approach to reopening administrative and student services offices on 
campus. Please see the appendix for SCSU’s approach on “Inclusive Excellence During the Covid-19 
Advancing Access, Equity and Inclusion.” Should the CDC guidelines or State Department of Health 
guidelines be changed or amended the plans will be adjusted accordingly.  
 
  
This plan is respectfully submitted to the Department of Public Health (Thomas.St.Louis@ct.gov; 
Av.Harris@ct.gov and Brie.Wolf@ct.gov), with and to President Mark Ojakian, the Governor’s appointed 
State lead for the reopening of higher education in Connecticut (CSCU-President@ct.edu.) 



With planning underway for a return to campuses for the Spring 
2021 semester, some of the specific recommendations concerning 
mitigation strategies and other guidance have been revised by the 
Connecticut Department of Health (DPH) related to cleaning and 
disinfection procedures for campus reopening for the Spring 
semester. Southern Connecticut State University will follow all 
guidelines, as outlined by the CT DPH as received on 1/8/2021. 

Test and quarantine all residential students prior to fully opening 
the SCSU campus. 
 

• Residential students should receive a negative PCR test 
  within the 7 days prior to their “move-in” date. 
• Residential students should receive an antigen or PCR test 
  upon arrival on campus (Day 0) and entry into 
  quarantine.   
• Residential students should observe their entire quarantine  
  period in residence on campus (i.e. in the dormitory where 
  movements can be controlled) rather than at their  
  permanent home residence or elsewhere 
• Residential students should receive a PCR test at Day 7  
  of quarantine or later. 
• Non-residential students are advised to severely limit their  
  interactions with individuals outside of their household  
  (including with the surrounding community) prior to the  
  beginning of the academic semester. 
• Per the CDC and DPH, an individual’s ability to end  
  quarantine before 14 days is conditioned on their ability  
  to continue with daily COVID-19 symptom screening,  
  continuous mask use when outside of the home, as well as  
  avoiding gatherings with people who are not in their  
  immediate household, who are over 65 years old, or who  
  have medical conditions that place them at increased risk  
  for COVID-19. 
 

Cleaning and Disinfection 
Consistent and proper cleaning and targeted disinfection of 
surfaces is just one part of a system of procedures that will 
safeguard the health and safety of students, faculty, and staff 

during the upcoming Spring semester.  As we have learned more 
about the virus and how it spreads over the past several months, 
it has become more evident that contaminated surfaces are not 
likely to be a very effective mode of transmission for SARS- 
CoV-2.  The virus has shown the ability to survive for 24 hours  
or more on surfaces (depending on the surface materials and 
environmental conditions); however, the risk of enough virus 
being deposited on a surface and surviving for a long enough 
period to allow another individual to take up the virus and 
expose themselves to a sufficiently infectious dose appears 
exceedingly small, at least in comparison to the most common 
route of direct respiratory droplet transmission between 
individuals.  As such, careful attention to proper routine cleaning 
schedules and procedures, coupled with appropriate spot 
disinfection of high-touch areas and good hand hygiene, is 
sufficient to protect the spread of COVID-19 via surfaces.   
Based on the relatively low risk of surface transmission, the 
following updated recommendations will be implemented at 
Southern Connecticut State University for Spring 2021.  
 
Fall 2020 Guidance Updated Spring 2021 Guidance
Hand sanitizer available at 
entrances to all buildings, 
classrooms, and dining halls. 

Disposable wipes available 
in all bathrooms, 
classrooms, and other shared 
facilities (e.g. copy 
machines, coffee stations, 
etc.) for wiping down 
surfaces touched before and 
after every use. 

 
Frequent hand-washing  
and frequent deep cleaning  
of bathrooms and other  
high touch areas 

Disinfectant wipes should be 
placed near sinks, shower 
stalls and toilets  
in residence halls.   
Users should wipe 
sinks/toilets/showers/soap 
dispensers following use.

Hand sanitizer stations should be made 
available in common areas of buildings to 
the extent possible. 

Disposable wipes, spray bottles, or other 
cleaning products or disinfection are not 
needed for general use in shared areas.  
Shared areas and equipment should be 
included in a cleaning and disinfection 
plan.  Good hand hygiene (frequent hand 
washing with soap/water or alcohol-based 
sanitizer) should be encouraged after use 
of shared equipment and common areas. 

Routine cleaning and spot disinfection of 
bathrooms and high touch areas at least 
twice daily is recommended, as is 
continued good hand hygiene. 

Disposable wipes, spray bottles, or other 
cleaning or disinfection products are not 
needed for general use in shared 
bathrooms.  Shared bathrooms should be 
included in a cleaning and disinfection 
plan.  Good hand hygiene (frequent hand 
washing with soap/water or alcohol-based 
sanitizer) should be encouraged after use 
of shared bathrooms.

Addendum Spring 2021 •  Plan for Repopulating the Campus 
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Southern Connecticut State University will have in place 
written standard protocols and procedures for the cleaning and 
disinfection of surfaces within each campus building, and visibility 
in the implementation of those procedures will help  
to alleviate some of the fear that students, faculty, and staff may be 
feeling about entering campus buildings. Facility  
Operations will: 

 
1. Perform routine cleaning in all buildings prior to the 

start of the semester.  Any areas inside buildings that have 
been unoccupied for seven (7) or more days need only 
routine cleaning, not disinfection.  The virus that causes 
COVID-19 cannot survive outside of the body for long 
periods and after seven (7) days, no viable virus is likely to 
have survived on any type of surface, even under ideal 
conditions. 

 
2. Review Written Plans.  Review the cleaning and 

disinfecting plan for each campus building in light of the 
experience during the Fall semester.  Reaffirm what areas 
need cleaning, what areas need cleaning and disinfection, the 
appropriate schedule for cleaning and disinfection, what 
cleaning and disinfection products are needed, what 
personal protective equipment (PPE) is needed, and the 
person responsible for the cleaning and disinfection. 

 
3. For each campus building, consider which areas need 
     only cleaning and which need cleaning, followed by 

 disinfection. 
• Areas needing only routine cleaning include: 

− Outdoor areas such as benches, tables, and railings.   
Do not spray disinfectants on these surfaces, as it is a 
waste of disinfection products, unnecessarily exposes 
individuals to potentially harmful disinfectant products, 
and is not shown to provide any additional protection 
above routine cleaning alone.  Cleaning of wooden 
surfaces outdoors is not recommended. 

− Areas or items located indoors that are not routinely  
touched with the hands or used frequently by many 
different individuals, such as desks, floors, walls, 
windows, carpeting, light fixtures, and air vents. 

• Areas needing cleaning, followed by disinfection include:  
− “High-touch areas”, which refers to hard surfaces 

indoors that are routinely touched by the hands of 

different individuals.  Examples may include (but not 
limited to) doorknobs, bathroom surfaces, shared 
equipment, locker rooms (benches, showers, and 
toileting areas), and hand rails. 

− Porous materials are not as easy to disinfect as hard 
surfaces, so it is recommended that porous surfaces that 
may be contacted by many different individuals 
throughout the day but are not easily cleaned (such as 
cloth-upholstered chairs) be removed from shared  
use areas. 

 
4. Review schedules for cleaning and disinfection. 

• Daily 
− Routine cleaning of all areas of buildings that have 
     been used on a given day. 
− Cleaning and disinfection of “high-touch” areas that  
    you have targeted in your plan. 

• Twice Daily (or more) 
− Plan to fully clean and disinfect bathroom surfaces 

twice per day, especially during times of potential heavy 
use (e.g. weekdays during usual class hours) and in high-
traffic bathrooms that are in areas where they  
are more commonly used. 

 
5. Ensure a sufficient supply of appropriate cleaning  
     and disinfection products for your facilities. 

• Cleaning Products:  
− Detergent products (soap) and water are  
    recommended for surface cleaning and are very 
    effective at removing the virus that causes COVID-19 
    from surfaces.   
− Instead of soap and water, commercially prepared 
    cleaning products may also be used.   

• Disinfection Products: 
− Select products listed on the Environmental 
    Protection Agency’s List N.  These products are  
    approved for use against the virus that causes 
    COVID-19.  
− If you use an EPA List N Product stating that it is both 
a cleaner and disinfectant, you must use the product  twice 
on surfaces that need both cleaning and  disinfection. 
First, use the product to clean the surface.  Let air dry then 
use product again, allowing it to remain on the surface for 
the contact time stated on the label. 
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− Most products are for use on hard surfaces but there  
    are a limited number of products approved for use  
    on soft and porous surfaces. 
− Be sure to double-check products being sold that  

claim that they are on the EPA List N.  EPA recently 
disseminated a Compliance Advisory related to 
fraudulent claims by product sellers about their ability to 
kill the virus that causes COVID-19. 

− The Connecticut Department of Public Health published  
a circular letter (#2020-48) strongly advising against the 
use “Foggers” (also known as misters or electrostatic 
sprayers) for dispensing disinfection products.  The 
volume of disinfectant and small droplet size generally 
associated with these devices are potentially dangerous 
to the custodial staff responsible for disinfecting 
surfaces, as well as the other occupants of the building.  
Spraying or fogging of disinfectants in large quantities 
inside buildings may lead to increased adverse 
respiratory and dermal issues for occupants 
unnecessarily wastes disinfectant products, negatively 
impacts budgets, and does not replace the need for 
regular manual cleaning.  

 
6. Ensure training of staff regarding how to use cleaning  
    and disinfection products safely. 

• Ensuring proper ventilation during cleaning and 
disinfecting will reduce exposure to the chemicals in these 
products.  

• Custodial or other staff performing cleaning and  
disinfecting activities must receive appropriate training  
on how to properly use, store, label, transfer, and dilute 
(if appropriate) the specific products being used at each 
facility. 

• Cleaning staff must be equipped with the appropriate 

personal protective equipment (PPE) recommended by the 
product manufacturer, which may include gloves, eye 
protection, respiratory protection, and other protective 
equipment.  See the product label and SDS (Safety Data 
Sheet) for each product used to identify specific PPE 
recommendations. 

• Follow the manufacturer’s instructions about how to apply  
disinfectant products, including dilution instructions  
(if product is not “ready to use”). 

• In order to be effective at killing viruses, disinfectant 
products generally must be left on surfaces for the amount 
of time stated on the label (also known as the 
 “contact time”). 

• Allow disinfected surfaces to air dry.  Do not use fans or  
other mechanical means to shorten product drying times. 

• If custodial or other staff who will be assigned cleaning  
and disinfecting tasks have asthma or other underlying 
respiratory problems, they should be given safety data 
sheets for the products that the school intends to use and 
receive medical clearance from their health provider before 
using any industrial or commercially-available cleaning  
or disinfection products. 

 
Additional resources: 
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,  
Cleaning and Disinfecting Your Facility:  
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html 

• University of Washington, Safer Cleaning, Sanitizing  
and Disinfecting Strategies to Reduce and Prevent  
COVID-19 Transmission: 
https://osha.washington.edu/sites/default/files/docume
nts/FactSheet_Cleaning_Final_UWDEOHS_0.pdf 
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Classrooms  
The Facilities Department prepared a document titled COVID 
Spacing Capacity Study for Instructional Spaces dated June 5, 
2020. This study established occupancy guidelines for six-foot 
social distancing for all spaces scheduled by the University 
Registrar. The methodology used incorporated seating capacity 
currently used by the Registrar for all instructional spaces and 
data from the 2015 Master Plan that established the assignable 
square footage for each space. Plan prototypes were prepared 
with seating layouts to derive an estimated space per seat for 
general purpose classrooms, lecture halls, labs and studios using 
the six-foot spacing requirements. These square foot estimates 
were applied to each instructional space to determine the 
occupancy that would be allowed in each room using the COVID 
reopening capacity for each instructional space. A room layout 
for each space was not developed at this time.  
     The Study was provided to the Administration, Provost, Deans 
and Registrar on June 5, 2020 so that class scheduling could 
begin. The Registrar has incorporated the data into the Ad Astra 
software used to prepare class schedules for the Fall 2020 
semester.  The Facilities Team completed a campus wide review 
of spaces that could be turned into classrooms with correct social 
distancing. These spaces with anticipated student occupancy 
counts and actual spacing layouts are done. After the Deans 
reviewed the COVID study based on estimated square footage 
calculations they have requested actual space layout/floor plans 
for unique teaching spaces. The development of these floor plans 
is also done. The results of these floor plan layouts were 
incorporated into a revised COVID Space study.  
 
Dining Halls  
On June 2, 2020 Facilities Department representatives Lisa 
Kortfelt, Stan Seliga and Peter Visentin met with our food service 
provider district manager and the Director of the Adanti Student 
Center to review the food service areas in Connecticut Hall and 
the Adanti Center. This meeting established occupancy guidelines 
for six-foot social distancing in the dining areas and at food 
serving stations. Based on the discussions at that meeting the 
Facilities Team agreed to developed floor plans addressing 
building and space entry sequences that promoted one-way 
student traffic, six-foot social distancing and seating layout with 

Plexiglas barriers to reduce the occupancy by 50%. The floor 
plans first and second floor for Connecticut Hall addressing these 
requirements are attached. The floor plans for the Adanti Center 
food court and Starbucks coffee bar are in design now.  
     Sodexo has identified the requirements for the Plexiglas 
guards that will be needed in addition to the sneeze guards 
already in place. Stan agreed to have all of the locations field 
measured and Plexiglas guards fabricated and installed. Sodexo 
and the university are working to develop online ordering, menus 
and food preparation and distribution that provides correct 
social distancing for students and staff.  
 
Declaration that the State’s restaurant guidelines with the 
exception of capacity limits have been achieved (e.g., single 
use condiments, cleaning of surfaces after every diner).  
 
SCSU will follow the State of Connecticut’s “Reopen rules for 
Restaurants” in all dining-related facilities on campus; SCSU  
will ensure that any 3rd party vendor or food servicer will also 
adhere to the rules set forth by the State of Connecticut. SCSU’s 
guidelines for dining hall areas include the following:  
 

• A plan for reopening the dining halls; this plan and 
  rules will be shared with food service employees  
  and inform them of any additional specific  
  measures being taken in response to COVID-19.  
• A maximum indoor capacity is 50% of its regular 
  indoor seating capacity for dining hall and food  
  court area. We have added seating areas to  
  complement our traditional dining room to  
  increase indoor seating capacity. Outdoor dining is  
  still encouraged as long as the dining hall does not  
  exceed its regular operating capacity and physical 
  distancing can be maintained.  
• Appoint a program administrator who is 
  accountable for implementing these rules within  
  the dining halls; this administrator will be the  
  Certified Food Protection Manager.  
• Institute a training program and ensure employee  
  participation in the program prior to reopen.  
  Training shall include: the rules contained in outline  

Part 1  |  Plan for Repopulating The Campus 
(the reentry of students)
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  in the dining hall plan, protocols on how to clean  
  and use cleaning products (including disinfectants) 
  safely. For any on-site duties which are subcontracted,  
  SCSU will ensure subcontractors are also  
  appropriately trained.  

 
THOROUGH CLEANING  Complete a thorough cleaning of 
facility prior to reopening, including, but not limited to all dining, 
kitchen, bathroom, and seating areas, and any commonly touched 
surfaces.  
 
LOG EMPLOYEES  Maintain a log of employees on premise over 
time, to support contact tracing.  
 
CERTIFICATION  Complete the self-certification on the DECD 
website to receive a Reopen CT badge. Once complete, businesses 
can choose to post the badge on-site and on social media to 
advertise adherence to CT rules and build customer confidence.  
 
CAPACITY TRACKING  SCSU will enforce revised capacity 
limits (50%).  
 
SHIFTS  Stagger shift start/stop times and break times to 
minimize contact across employees. SCSU will recommend to 
Sodexo to consider cohosting staff within each shift (e.g. keeping 
the same shift schedules and avoiding mixing staff across shifts).  
 
ENTRY & EXIT  All food and dining areas will have separate 
entrances and exits and/or designated traffic patterns in and out 
of a common entrance to allow for one-way foot traffic and to 
optimize traffic flow.  
 
SIGNAGE  Abundant clear signage will be posted that supports 
new policies, (e.g.: social distancing protocols, cleaning and 
disinfection protocols, personal protection requirements (face 
masks, gloves), etc. Employees should stay home if 
sick/experiencing symptoms. No one should enter dining 
facilities if they are experiencing symptoms.  
 
VENTILATION  SCSU will increase ventilation rates and 
increase the percentage of outdoor air that circulates into the 
system where possible.  
 

WAITING AREAS  SCSU will close indoor waiting areas.  
SOCIAL DISTANCING MARKERS  SCSU will install visual 
social distancing markers to encourage customers to remain 6 ft 
apart (e.g. the entrance to the dining facilities, lines to be seated, 
lines to make payments.  
 
BUFFETS & SELF-SERVICE STATIONS  
SCSU will eliminate buffet and self-serve stations.  
 
SEATING/TABLE ARRANGEMENT  SCSU will rearrange space 
to maintain at least 6 ft of empty space between student groups. 
Student groups may be seated less than 6 ft. apart if non-porous 
barriers (e.g. Plexiglas, wood) that extend 30 inches above table 
height are installed between tables/booths. SCSU will consult 
with local Fire Marshal to ensure that any barriers constructed 
inside their venues are compliant with life safety code 
regulations.  
 
NON-ESSENTIAL AMENITIES  
SCSU will close or remove amenities non-essential to the main 
function of the dining facilities.  
 
DISCRETE WORK ZONES FOR SERVERS  Servers will serve 
specific zones to minimize overlap, where possible.  
 
IN THE KITCHEN  SCSU will request that Sodexo  
re-arrange workstations so that food workers do not face one 
another and are 6 ft. apart where possible (e.g. stagger 
workstations on either side of processing lines).  
 
SILVERWARE  Utensils should be rolled or packaged. Disposable 
silverware will be used as needed.  
 
TOUCHLESS APPLIANCES  SCSU will install touchless 
appliances wherever possible, including: Contactless payments, 
paper towel dispensers, soap dispensers, and trash cans.  
 
SHARED EQUIPMENT  SCSU will request that Sodexo ensures 
employees do not share equipment to the extent possible (e.g. 
cooking equipment, trays, etc.). If shared, clean after each use.  
 
CONDIMENTS  SCSU will use single use packets or containers.  
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HOTLINE FOR VIOLATIONS  SCSU will post clear signage that 
includes the state hotline (211) for employees and customers to 
report potential violations of these rules.  
 
PERSONAL PROTECTION FOR EMPLOYEES  
All employees are required to wear a facemask or other cloth face 
covering that completely covers the nose and mouth, unless doing 
so would be contrary to his or her health or safety due to medical 
conditions.  Employees may utilize their own cloth face covering 
over that provided by their employer if they choose. Latex-free 
gloves are required for table servers, and must be replaced 
frequently, including after handling any dishes or utensils 
previously handled by a customer. Latex-free gloves and eye 
protection are required when using cleaning chemicals.  
All restaurant employees shall follow FDA guidelines on usage  
of gloves where appropriate.  
 
EMPLOYERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING 
PERSONAL PROTECTION TO THEIR EMPLOYEES   
If the food facilities do not have adequate personal protection, 
they cannot open.  
 
PERSONAL PROTECTION FOR CUSTOMERS  Students, 
faculty and staff are required to wear a surgical style mask or 
other face covering (e.g. cloth mask) that completely covers the 
nose and mouth when in the dining and other food facilities, 
unless doing so would be contrary to his or her health or safety 
due to a medical condition, or when eating in the restaurant.  
 
HAND SANITIZER  Hand sanitizer shall be made available at 
entrance points and common areas, where possible.  
 
CLEANING, DISINFECTANT PRODUCTS, &/OR 
DISPOSABLE DISINFECTANT WIPES   
SCSU will make available near commonly used surfaces where 
possible (e.g. tables and chairs, bathrooms).  
 
HANDWASHING  Ensure employees wash their hands routinely 
using soap and water for at least 20 seconds.  
 
BATHROOMS   
Clean frequently, and implement use of cleaning log for tracking.  
 
CLEANING & DISINFECTING  Follow federal guidelines (CDC, 
EPA) on what specific products should be used and how. Use 

products that meet EPA’s criteria for use against SARS-CoV-2 and 
that are appropriate for the surface. Prior to wiping the surface, 
allow the disinfectant to sit for the necessary contact time 
recommended by the manufacturer. Train staff on proper 
cleaning procedures to ensure safe and correct application of 
disinfectants. Disinfectants are irritants and sensitizers, and 
should be used cautiously. Avoid all food contact surfaces when 
using disinfectants; these surfaces should be sanitized instead.  
Clean and disinfect common areas, high transit areas, and 
frequently touched surfaces on an ongoing basis (at least daily) 
and more frequently if used more often. Clean and disinfect 
shared objects after each use (e.g. PIN pads at payment).  
 
SEATING AREA & TABLES  Disinfect seating area, tables, and 
common items after each seating.  
 
KITCHEN  Sanitize kitchen and kitchen equipment on  
an ongoing basis (at least daily) and more frequently if used 
more often.  
 
DAILY HEALTH CHECK  Ask employees resuming on-premise 
work to confirm they have not experienced COVID-19 CDC-
defined symptoms and to monitor their own symptoms, 
including cough, shortness of breath, or any two of the following 
symptoms: Fever, Chills, Repeated shaking with chills, Muscle 
pain, Headache, Sore throat, New loss of taste or smell, employees 
should stay home if sick.  
 
IN THE EVENT OF A POSITIVE COVID-19 CASE   
Employees should inform their employers, and follow state 
testing and contact tracing protocols.  
 
WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION  SCSU and Sodexo will not 
retaliate against workers for raising concerns about COVID-19 
related safety and health conditions.  
 
LEAVE  SCSU will communicate to Sodexo the need to adhere  
to federal guidance pertaining to paid leave for employees and 
provide this guidance to employees. Employers shall post the 
Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) Department  
of Labor poster. The poster can be accessed at 
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/posters 
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Athletics  
SCSU Athletics will comply with all guidance provided by the 
NCAA Division II and the Northeast-10 Conference. The NE10 
announced on July 16, 2021 that all conference-sponsored 
competition will be suspended until December 31, 2020. They 
will explore a return to competition for fall and winter sports in 
Spring 2021 if deemed able to safely execute.  
     SCSU Athletics has established a protocol for the return of 
athletes to campus in coordination with the return of all students 
to campus. They will engage a set of pre-activity screenings and 
testing, beginning with athletes who compete in fall sports. 
Student athletes must have documentation that they have had a 
RT-PCR COVID-19 test within 14 days of arrival on campus. They 
have protocol for quarantining and isolating student-athletes, 
including out-of-state students, in conjunction with the plans for 
all SCSU students.  
     SCSU Athletics will also be prepared to implement safe 
training protocols. The Sports Medicine department will make 
appropriate modifications to the training room. An equipment 
sanitation protocol will be put into place. Coaches must submit  
a weekly training schedule plan for review prior to training.  
The number of student-athletes allowed in weight rooms and 
locker rooms will be limited and will comply with social 
distancing guidelines. Additionally, practice protocol will  
comply with guidelines for social distancing, mask-wearing,  
and indoor/outdoor gathering limits.  
 
Return to Training Safe Protocols  
Coaches will be required to submit a practice plan weekly for 
each of the three phases of return to play.  

• Coaches will not use whistles during practice.  
• Coaches and other staff present at practices will be  
   required to wear masks.  
• Each student-athlete/group should be given a designated  
   time to be present at the facility. 
• Arrival/departure must be scheduled so that groups will not  
   meet each other on the way in or way out.  
• Student-athletes will remain part of the same group for  
   each phase.  
• Always enforce social distancing guidelines.  
• 6 feet between persons; 12 feet between persons  
   during workouts.  
• 15 feet is advised for coaching staff.  
•  If multiple groups are on the field at the same time,  
   quadrants must be established on the field to maintain  
   adequate distancing.  

•  If multiple coaches are on the field they must stay with  
   their assigned group. They are not to circulate during the 
    training session with other groups.  
• Limit touch surfaces on the way in and way out of  
   training area.  
• Surfaces and equipment must be disinfected prior to  
   each training groups arrival and after each group departure. 
    (Equipment won’t be used until phase II or 14 days after  
   the beginning of phase I; Ex: balls, cones, goals )  
• Student-athletes reporting to training should arrive  
   wearing/bring any clothes, equipment, towels, etc.  
• At the completion of training student-athletes should  
   leave promptly showering at home or in their residential  
   hall room.  
• A policy for the return of clothing to the equipment room  
  for proper washing will be established.  

 
Spaces “Where Other Groups Congregate”  
Lounge spaces and open seating spaces such as the Engleman 
lounge, the learning commons, and the fireplace lounge will limit 
the number of people allowed and be reconfigured to allow for 6-
feet of physical distancing. Social distancing signage /posters and 
directional arrows or foot prints on the floor will be needed.  
 

• Spaces such as the meeting rooms in the Student Center  
   will be reconfigured to allow for 6-feet of physical distancing 
   and refitted as pods/cubicles with the necessary  
   plugs/outlets or tabletop plexiglass dividers.  
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• Fixed spaces such as the Lyman Center theater and the  
  Student Center theater will limit the number of people  
  allowed and adhere to 6-feet of physical distancing by  
  cordoning off seats.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• Computer labs will limit the number of people allowed to  
  use the computers at one time by blocking off every other  
  computer and allowing only one user at a time for each  
  computer. Some chairs and computers may be removed to  
  ensure 6-feet of physical distancing and/or computer labs  
  can be refitted with Plexiglas dividers.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Extracurricular activities can be held outside, weather 
  permitting, while maintaining 6 feet of social distancing.  
  Spaces indoors that would have been traditionally used for  
  extracurricular activities will still be considered if they are  
  available and have not been refitted to accommodate classes.  

 
Shuttles and Other Transportation  
SCSU will follow the guidance from the Department of 
Transportation on how the university will operate public buses  
as outlined below:  
 

• Where possible only allow rear door boarding except  
   in the case where a rider needs access to a ramp.  
• Enforce that riders must wear a mask unless they  
   have medical reason not to.  
• Mark seats for social distancing.  
• Install driver barriers.  
• On smaller vehicles, implement sneeze guards   
   between rows of seats.  
• Where possible, increase service in order to reduce  
   the potential for crowding.  

• Drivers will monitor passenger loads and pass by stops  
   if they can’t take more passengers.  
•  High touch surfaces will be cleaned twice a day and  
   more intense cleaning once a day.  

 
Residence Halls 
Student rooms/apartments are being considered as a family unit; 
however, occupancy has been reduced in several residential 
facilities to offer greater social distancing so that no single 
bedroom will have greater than two students assigned.  
     Residential students are required to comply with health and 
safety laws, orders, ordinances, regulations and health and safety 
guidance adopted by the CSCU System Office, University or the 
Office of Residence Life as it relates to public health crises, 
including COVID-19. This guidance may evolve as the public 
health crisis evolves and requires. For the purposes of health  
and safety, residents will be expected to maintain 6 ft. social 
distancing in the residence halls wherever possible, including but 
not limited to lobbies, floor community lounges, basements, 
hallways, and entryways. In residence halls with community 
bathrooms, laundry rooms, and utility rooms/kitchens, 
occupancy will be limited and residents are expected to abide by 
posted occupancy warnings. Residents will also be required to 
wear masks in these same public areas within the residence halls. 
To further promote social distancing, residents should follow 
elevator capacity guidelines and directional arrows in stairwells 
and heed other posted signage throughout the residence halls.  
     Lounge/lobby furniture is being relocated and/or removed to 
encourage social distancing.  
     Approximately 120 student beds have been allocated in 
university-owned apartments for quarantine or other students 
who must be isolated.  
     Students who have greater risk for complications or COVID 
can request an accommodation from the Disability Resource 
Center. Students will receive priority for single rooms as required.  
 
Orientation/Arrival  
All students, prior to returning, will be required to review and 
accept additional terms related to living on campus and 
remaining safe with regard to COVID-19. This will begin with a 
statement that the University holds as paramount the health, 
safety and welfare of every member of its community. While the 
University is committed to taking steps to minimize the risk of 
COVID-19 infections, this is a shared responsibility and every 
member, including students, must do their part. This means 
adhering to national, state and local health guidelines and these 
guidelines. However, despite the restrictions and confines 
required in response to the coronavirus/COVID-19, the Office of 
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Residence Life remains committed to ensuring a positive, 
productive and engaging experience for residential students.  
     In addition, once students move into the residence halls, 
meetings will occur either online or in person as space permits to 
review the specific residential facility in which they are assigned.  
     Students will return to campus in a staggered, multi-day 
format to help facilitate social distancing. The moving in of 
students' belongings is also planned for a week in advance of the 
students’ returning. Students will submit an online self-screening 
symptom questionnaire via their Medicat portal upon arrival and 
each day for their first 7 days on campus.  
 
Personal Protective Equipment: Masks  
SCSU will promote a culture of care, asking members of the 
community to comply with COVID safety protocols in support of 
a healthy and caring community. Faculty, staff, students and 
visitors are required to wear masks or face coverings in all 
academic and administrative buildings at all times. Additionally, 
residential students must wear masks or face coverings in all 
residential common areas.  Everyone is required to wear masks or 
face coverings outdoors when six-foot social distancing cannot 
be maintained.  
     Enforcement will begin with a philosophy that people want to 
do the right thing. Faculty, administrators, and/or staff members 
will be asked to speak with any person not wearing a mask, 
assuming they may have forgotten theirs, and point them to the 
nearest location where they could obtain one.  Masks will be 
available in key locations throughout campus. If a student refuses 
to put on a mask, they will be asked to leave campus.  If the 
student fails to comply with both requests, University Police will 
contacted in line with the Disruptive Student Policy. University 
Police would notify Student Conduct for review and adjudication.  
If a faculty or staff member refuses to wear a mask, they will be 
reported to Human Resources for appropriate action.  
     There will be signage at all building entrances notifying 
requirement to wear a face covering in all buildings. There will be 
signage at University road entrances notifying the face covering 
requirement on SCSU campus. Five cloth face coverings will be 
supplied to all students/Faculty/Staff. Employees are responsible 
for the care of cloth issued face masks. Medical personnel will be 
supplied with N95 respirators and face shields.  
 
Other PPE Requirements  
All food service personnel will wear a face covering. All food 
service personnel will wear gloves (instruction on use provided 
by Sodexo, approved through SCSU EH&S). Healthcare personnel 
with frontline contact will use N95 respirator, face shield, gloves, 
and disposable gown. Healthcare personnel behind the scenes 

will wear provided cloth face covering. CSCU/SCSU will provide 
the PPE for Healthcare personnel.  
 
Disinfection  
Restrooms will be cleaned frequently throughout the day and 
disinfected twice a day (mid-day and at the end of each day) 
using an electrostatic sprayer and an EPA-approved disinfectant. 
Classrooms, Labs, Studios, and other common spaces will be 
disinfected at the end of each day with an electrostatic sprayer 
and an EPA-approved disinfectant. Custodians will wipe common 
touch surfaces (i.e. knobs, door handles, railings, elevator 
buttons, etc.) frequently, using an EPA approved disinfectant.  
     Disposable disinfectant wipes are located near common-use 
computers, along with instructions, for users to wipe down 
keyboard and mouse before and after each use, as well as the 
desk surface used. Music practice rooms used for voice and/or 
wind instruments will be disinfected after each use.  
     Common-use instruments (i.e. piano, drums etc.) will be 
disinfected by the user before and after each use.  
     Disposable wipes or cleaning solutions will be made available 
in all bathrooms, classrooms and other shared facilities (e.g., 
copy machines, coffee stations) for wiping down surfaces.  
 
Cleaning Strategies in Accordance with State  
and CDC Guidelines  

• Bathroom disinfecting will be twice daily, once in the  
   afternoon and once in the evening, with an electrostatic  
   sprayer using an EPA-approved disinfectant for  
   electrostatic sprayers.  
• Bathrooms will be cleaned frequently using an  
   EPA-approved disinfectant.  
• There will be a log for every time custodian cleans and 
    disinfects the bathrooms and the log will be given to the  
   custodial supervisor daily by each shift to maintain records.  
• All shifts will frequently wipe down frequent touch points:  

Doorknobs/Handles  
Main lobbies  
Stairwells  
Elevators  
Railings  
Light Switches  

• Electrostatic sprayer will be used at the end of the day  
   to disinfect all Computer labs, lecture halls, science labs, 
    classrooms, bathrooms, and common areas. This system is 
    going to be use mainly on the 2nd and 3rd shifts, but all  
   will be trained.  
• Training will be provided by Richard Cogswell and 
    Jeffrey Payne on use of electrostatic sprayers.  
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• Custodial staff will not be wiping down any monitors, 
keyboards, or any electronics. 

• Custodians will not be responsible for cleaning offices, 
just removing the trash daily and wiping off door handles.
Disinfectant wipes will be available in all office suites for
disinfecting personal spaces. 

***These cleaning levels can change based on the situation*** 

Below is the disinfectant that we will be using:  
Hypochlorous Acid  
Concentration – 200 ppm (pH 5-6)  
Dwell Time – 10 minutes  
CAS# - 7790-92-3  
EINICS# - 232-232-5  
Symbols of Hazardousness – None  

• 100 percent safe for humans, non-toxic and all-natural
• When salt water is electrolyzed, it produces an anolyte

solution that consists of >99.3% water, chloride salt
and Hypochlorous Acid (HOCl). 

• HOCl is a naturally occurring chemical that is produced
by our neutrophils, or white blood cells, to fight bacteria
and inflammation after an infection or trauma. 

• HOCl provides a unique power to eradicate dangerous
organisms while not causing harm to our cells. 

• HOCl is one of the only agents that is both nontoxic to
the delicate cells that can heal our wounds while being
lethal to almost all known dangerous bacteria and viruses
that threaten our health. 

• Fresh air in buildings will be increased in an effort
to minimize droplets that could spread the virus. 

Travel 
The following advisement from the University will continue 
through the end of the Fall 2020 semester: All members of the 
SCSU campus community, including new and returning students, 
faculty, staff, and management, are advised to avoid unnecessary 
international and domestic travel. Any member of the campus 
community who travels internationally or to affected states as 
identified by the State of Connecticut Travel Advisory must self-
isolate for 14 days prior to coming to campus, per Centers for 
Disease Control recommendations 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019- 
ncov/travelers/index.html).  
     University-sanctioned domestic and international travel will 
not be permitted for faculty, staff, and management. Executive 

Vice President of Finance and Administration, Mark Rozewski, 
may approve travel deemed critical for maintaining the daily 
operations of the University on a case-by-case basis. University-
sanctioned domestic travel for students will be permitted only 
under special circumstances, and will require approval by Dr. 
Tracy Tyree, Vice President for Student Affairs. Approved travel 
will require students to wear face coverings and observe 
appropriate social distancing measures as defined by the Centers 
for Disease Control (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/prevent-getting- sick/social-distancing.html).  
     The University has cancelled all Fall 2020 faculty-led study 
abroad programming through the Office of International 
Education. Students are prohibited from participating in study 
abroad through University partner institutions and third-party 
affiliates.  
     International students on a student (F/J) visa will be permitted 
to begin or continue their academic programs in person if they 
currently reside in the U.S. or are able to secure visas to enter the 
U.S., and will be subject to appropriate self-isolation (as
applicable), testing, and contact tracing measures implemented
by the University. 

Staffing 
Faculty and staff have been Instructed to quarantine at home and 
refrain from reporting to work in the event they present COVID-
like symptoms. Accrued sick leave credit may be utilized to avoid 
any disruption in pay.  
     Exemptions from reporting to work for faculty and staff who 
face higher risk of contracting COVID due to a documented 
medical condition are being granted on a case-by-case basis. 
Students who face similar risks are being directed to select a class 
schedule of online courses only.  

Access to Campus
- Visitors   A SCSU Novel-Coronavirus (Covid-19) Questionnaire
was developed for Visitors/Contractors/Vendors. Everyone on
Southern Connecticut State University (SCSU) campus must
wear face masks per Governor Lamont's Executive Order 7BB, 
requiring face mask covering while working at Southern
Connecticut State University.  https://portal.ct.gov/-
/media/Office-of-the-Governor/Executive-
Orders/Lamont-Executive-Orders/Executive-Order-No-7BB.pdf. 
The health and wellbeing of our employees, visitors, and
community remain SCSU’s primary priority and as such SCSU
is now requiring all visitors to provide responses to the
questionnaire prior to being permitted entry into our facilities. 
Anyone working on SCSU campus must notify SCSU PD upon
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arrival and on departure from SCSU Campus to gain access.  
The SCSU PD phone number is 203-392-5375. The online 
questionnaire can be located at: 
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=Y2hzWA7
WzkCVxgcjx-qvZ5vYV1HpAnBGrJjquL6-
oldUQ0RCWVRCRUpFRjlBNVlLSUlORVEzUTdUWi4u 
 
- Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
Information sessions and campus tours will be conducted for 
groups of 10 or fewer, with an adequate number of professional 
and student staff conducting these events. Visitors to Admissions 
are asked to bring a mask and maintain a 6-foot distance from 
others; those arriving without a mask will be provided a 
disposable mask. Tours and visits will be modified/scheduled to 
avoid any campus areas where the 6- foot social distance cannot 
be maintained. We will also continue to provide online 
information sessions, virtual tours, live web chats, as well as 
video appointments. Visitors will be asked to schedule an 
appointment and check in upon arrival in order to participate in 
Admissions activities or meet with staff.  
     Admissions will maintain both physical and virtual office 
hours and advisement sessions and will follow state requirements 
for PPE and social distancing as well as building occupancy.  
     Safety precautions will be in place, including a one-stop check-
in at a Plexiglas-protected area, hand sanitizer and disinfecting 
wipes. Appropriate PPE will be worn by the staff.  
     Open House Events – tentatively planned for 9/24 & 10/26  
These gatherings will meet the Governor’s requirements for 
groups and will be limited to fewer than 50 participants with 
required masks and social distancing. Both virtual and on-
ground formats will be available.  
 
- Graduate Admissions  
Recruitment Events: As most graduate recruitment events will 
attract far more than 100 individuals, such events will remain 
virtual in nature and be delivered through the university’s 
partnership with PlatformQ. This will ensure the safety of 
prospective students, faculty, and staff.  
 
 

     Visits to campus (fewer than 10):  Assuming on campus-
staffing is adequate to perform such visits, i.e. tours, the SGPS 
staff member will wear adequate PPE, as designated by the 
institution, and maintain a 6-foot distance from all participants. 
Tours and visits will be modified to avoid any campus areas 
where the 6-foot social distance cannot be maintained.  
     Visits to campus (more than 10):  Visits of more than 10 
individuals will remain online at this time. Office hours, and 
advisement sessions are available at a mutually agreed-upon day 
and time via Teams and WebEx.  
      Front End office visits: Proper safety precautions will be in 
place, as per Facilities, with regard to Plexiglas and hand 
sanitizer. Appropriate PPE will be worn by the staff. All staff will 
utilize workstations not less than 6 feet apart.  
      Graduate Orientation:  As with recruitment events, due to 
the expected attendance at such an event, the fall Graduate 
Orientation will be delivered in a virtual modality via PlatformQ.  
     The process for determining/reviewing requests to continue 
remote work, given health concerns, will need to be published by 
Campus Leadership.  
 
-Residence Life 
Immediate family members will be the only non-residents 
allowed to visit students in the residence halls. Due to COVID-19, 
the number of guests permitted is limited to one guest per 
student. In support of social distancing measures, the maximum 
number of residents and/or guests in a resident’s room will be 
limited to three persons per bedroom to include the resident(s) 
assigned to the space. (West Campus Single Suites are limited to 
two persons per bedroom due space limitations.) However, the 
University encourages residents to avoid gathering in groups and 
to opt for outdoor socialization whenever possible (while still 
maintaining social distancing). [Note: Commuter students will 
attend classes being held in residence hall programming spaces 
that have external entry such that they will have no access to 
living areas of the halls.]  
 
Contracted staff are expected to abide by the same 
requirements/expectations as employees. 
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Testing of Students in Residential Institutions  
for the COVID-19 Virus  
Southern Connecticut State University (SCSU) will require all 
residential students to document a negative RT-PCR COVID-19 
test result within 14 days prior to their arrival on campus for the 
fall 2020 semester (testing is permitted to begin prior than 
8/24/2020, where applicable, through the resource support of 
Griffin Health). This documentation must be submitted to Health 
Services through the student’s patient portal. Health Services will 
verify the documentation along with other immunization 
requirements and notify the COVID-19 Coordinator. The COVID-
19 Coordinator will log the clearance and notify Residence Life 
that they have been cleared for arrival. Once cleared Residence 
Life will notify the student that they can schedule an arrival time. 
Arrival times will be staggered to allow for appropriate physical 
distancing.   
     Students who test positive prior to arrival will be required to 
notify Health Services and not be cleared to arrive on campus 
until 10 days without symptoms from the date of the test. 
Students will be required to submit daily self-monitoring check-
ins through patient portal documenting any symptoms. If the 
student has no symptoms for a 10-day period, the COVID-19 
Coordinator will notify Health Services and Residence Life that 
the student has been cleared and is ready to schedule a move-in 
time.  
     SCSU will require all students arriving in Connecticut from out 
of state to document a negative RT-PCR COVID-19 test result as 
close to the time of arrival on campus as possible. The test must 
be administered preferably 72 hours but no earlier than 14 days 
in advance of moving into their residence hall room. All out-of-
state students, from “non-hotspot” declared states (as of 7/28/20), 
can obtain the initial pre-arrival test and will not need to 
quarantine as was originally planned in the June 23rd guidance.    
     For students from “hotspot” declared states (as of 7/28/20), 
should test in advance of arrival and then be quarantined for 14 
days.  These students must complete the travel advisory form that 
is filed with Department of Public Health.  
     For students who are unable to gain access to COVID-19 
testing prior to arrival due to financial, insurance, or other 
circumstance, SCSU will provide the opportunity for testing on-
campus during days designated for dropping off belongings.  
 

 All residential students will be required to submit a daily self-
screening report to the COVID-19 Coordinator for the first seven 
days after their arrival on campus.  
 
 Ongoing Testing of Students for the COVID-19 Virus  
Aside from the documentation indicating a negative test upon 
arrival for all residential students and all students from out of 
state, Southern Connecticut State University (SCSU) will require 
testing of all symptomatic faculty, staff and students and will 
follow a testing strategy for all asymptomatic residential 
students. Symptomatic faculty, staff and students will receive 
testing priority.  
 
Symptomatic   Southern Connecticut State University (SCSU) 
will continue to test symptomatic students, faculty and staff. 
Students will be tested through the University Health Center or 
private providers, while faculty and staff will be referred to either 
their own provider or Urgent Care for testing. Students, faculty, 
and staff will be required to quarantine until the results of the 
testing are available. Once test results are received they must be 
reported to the COVID-19 Coordinator. If the test result is 
negative, the Coordinator will clear the faculty, staff or student  
to be removed from quarantine. If positive, the faculty, staff, or 
student will be required to self-isolate and contact tracing will 
commence. Faculty, staff, and students in self-isolation will be 
required to remain in isolation until they have had 10-days 
without symptoms from the date of the test. Faculty, staff and 
students will be required to submit daily self-monitoring check-
ins to the COVID-19 Coordinator documenting any symptoms.  
If the faculty, staff or student has no symptoms for a 10-day 
period, the COVID-19 Coordinator will notify Health 
Services/Human Resources that they have been cleared to  
return from isolation.  
 
Asymptomatic   Asymptomatic SCSU students and staff residing 
in university housing will be tested periodically by the University 
Health Center. SCSU will test 5-10% of each residential building 
on a weekly basis. The Health Center, in coordination with the 
COVID-19 Coordinator, will utilize the electronic health record to 
randomly select the sample of residents and notify them that 
they have been selected for testing.  Residents will be provided 
directions on what they need to do to receive the test. COVID-19 

Part 2  |  Plan for Monitoring the Health  
             of Students, Faculty, and Staff 
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Coordinator and the residents will be notified of their results and 
if they are positive they will be required to self- isolate at private 
residency or in University isolation housing and contact tracing 
will commence. Residential students in self-isolation will be 
required to remain in isolation until they have had 10 days 
without symptoms from the date of the test. Residents will be 
required to submit daily self-monitoring check-ins to the COVID-
19 Coordinator documenting any symptoms. If the resident has 
no symptoms for a 10-day period, the COVID-19 Coordinator will 
notify Health Services/Residential Life that they have been 
cleared to return from isolation.  
     In the first week of classes, SCSU will test all residential and 
non-residential students from out of state in addition to the 
randomized sample.  
 
Appointment of a COVID-19 Coordinator  
The University will identify a COVID-19 Coordinator to 
coordinate and monitor the plans for testing to support the health 
of students, faculty and staff; to implement the University’s plan 
for containment; and, to serve as a campus expert and resource 
around public and community health. Reporting to the Associate 
Vice President for Student Affairs and/or the Director of Health 
Services, the COVID-19 Coordinator will:  

•Serve as the liaison with the COVID-19 Coordinators at other 
  colleges and universities across the state.  
•Oversee reporting for external stakeholders when requested.  
•Collaborate with the University’s Director of Health Services 
  to coordinate, implement and document testing  
  requirements for the University, to include initial testing  
  and ongoing testing strategy. Serve as the operational liaison 
  with the health care provider contracted to provide testing  
  on campus.  
•Provide leadership, coordination and documentation  
  for the University’s contact tracing program, to include  
  the recruitment and training of contact tracers and  
  protocols/procedures for documenting process and results.  
•Collect and report on all data relating to COVID-19 testing,  
  quarantine/isolation, and contact tracing.  
•Collaborate with the University’s Director of Health Services 
  to oversee faculty, staff, and student self-monitoring  
  reporting and tracking those in quarantine and isolation.  
•Serve as a liaison between Health Services and Residence Life 
  in the coordination of residential quarantine and  
  isolation space.  
•Collaborate with Health Services and Human Resources  
  to coordinate the clearance of faculty, staff, and students  
  regarding testing requirements, and quarantine/isolation  
  requirements.  

Protocol for Collecting Information About COVID-19 Cases  
All faculty, staff and students will be required to report to the 
COVID-19 Coordinator if they are experiencing possible  
COVID-19 symptoms.  
     Faculty and staff will be referred to their own providers or to 
the local urgent care center for evaluation and testing. Students 
will be referred to their own providers or the Health Center. 
Faculty, staff and students will be told to self-quarantine until 
results are received and they are cleared to return from the 
COVID-19 Coordinator. Faculty, staff and off-campus students 
will quarantine at home and resident students will be moved to 
the quarantine space in the residence halls, if necessary. Once a 
negative test result is received they will be cleared to return. If the 
result is positive they will be required to self- isolate until they 
have had 10 days without symptoms from the date of the test. 
Faculty, staff and students will be required to submit daily self-
monitoring check-ins to the COVID-19 Coordinator documenting 
any symptoms through the Medicat Portal. If the faculty, staff or 
student has no symptoms for a 10-day period, the COVID-19 
Coordinator will notify Health Services/Residential Life or 
Human Resources that they have been cleared to return from 
isolation.  
     If a positive test is received, faculty, staff, or students 
considered to be close contacts will be identified and notified that 
they have been in close contact with a positive case. Faculty, staff 
and students deemed to be close contacts will be directed to self-
quarantine at home (commuters, faculty, staff) or on campus in 
quarantine space (residential) for a 14-day period from their last 
exposure to the individual who tested positive and be required to 
be tested. Faculty, staff and students will be required to submit 
daily self-monitoring check-ins to the COVID-19 Coordinator 
documenting any symptoms through the Medicat Screening 
Portal. Faculty, staff and students will be released from 
quarantine by the COVID-19 Coordinator in collaboration with 
Health Services after a 14-day period from the last exposure, 
assuming a negative test and symptom free. Faculty/Staff 
considered to be close contacts will be referred to Urgent Care  
for testing and must report results to the COVID-19 Coordinator. 
Faculty and staff will not return to work unless cleared by  
the Coordinator. 



Southern Connecticut State University will increase testing 
protocols for students through the end of February 2021. 
 
Due to the continuing high community rates of transmission in 
many of the communities SCSU plans to increase the cadence for 
testing of students to ensure that all residential students, as well  
as any traditional undergraduate students residing in off-campus 
housing who will be accessing campus to attend classes or 
otherwise, are tested a minimum of once per week for  
January and February 2021.   
 
The intent would be for this weekly testing cadence to begin in 
the form of pre-arrival and in-quarantine testing as described 
above (Days -7, 0, and 7) and then continue until at least the end 
of February 2021.  Ideally, weekly testing would be in the form of  
RT-PCR or other molecular testing, however antigen testing can  
be used for students living on campus (i.e. congregate settings), 
provided that: 
 

• Test results (both positive and negative) will be reported  
   to CT DPH in a prescribed electronic format at least weekly 
• Positive antigen test results will be confirmed with a  
   molecular test 
• A weekly testing cadence will be maintained throughout  
   at least the months of January and February 2021 

 
Given that the ability of campus administrators to control the 
movements and interactions of off-campus students is 
admittedly limited in many situations, and if SCSU cannot 
provide congregate residential populations and traditional 
undergraduate students residing in off-campus housing with 
weekly testing, these students be restricted from attending 
classes or otherwise visiting campus in-person through  
February 2021.   

• Any student with symptoms of potential COVID-19  
infection WILL be evaluated and tested as soon as possible 

• 100% of residential students and residence hall   
 directors will be tested weekly in each dorm using the RT-
PCR COVID-19 test (least the months of January and 
February 2021).  This will include random sampling of the 
population and targeted testing. The purpose is to identify 
person-to-person spread of the virus and guide the 
implementation of control measures throughout the 
semester. When pooling of samples for PCR testing is 
approved for use by the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA), this approach can be used to implement screenings. 

• Students and staff who test positive must self-isolate until  
10 days have passed with no symptoms from the date of the 
test. This 10-day period may be extended for those who 
develop symptoms according to CDC guidelines.    

• Contacts of students and staff who test positive will be 
 identified and tested using the RT-PCR COVID-19 test.  
 If an asymptomatic contact tests negative during their  
14-day quarantine period, this person should continue to 
observe quarantine for the full 14-days and self- monitor  
for symptoms.  

• Contact tracing might result in the testing of all the  
   students and staff in a residence hall. 

Addendum Spring 2021 
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- Isolation Space  
Southern Connecticut State University (SCSU) has designated 
space in the University Residential area to be able to isolate 
students when deemed appropriate. SCSU has designated 36 
units to house students who need to be quarantined or isolated 
for a period of time. These units have a capacity for 144 students. 
If additional space is needed, Residential Life will work with the 
COVID-19 Coordinator to determine how to meet the need. Each 
unit can house up to four students with two students per 
bathroom. Students will not share a bedroom space or bathroom 
if their health condition warrants private accommodations. 
Quarantine and isolation space will be located in North Campus 
Townhouses and Mid-Rise building. Students who test positive 
and those waiting for results will be housed separately. Each unit 
will have food available in the units immediately upon moving 
into one of the units. A schedule of further food delivery and 
contactless drop off will be determined in consultation with the 
student once moved to the quarantine housing. Food will be 
provided by our food service provider and delivery coordinated 
between our food service provider and Office of Residence Life.  
 
- Isolation Protocol  
When faculty, staff or students are identified as having a positive 
COVID-19 test result they will be required to self-isolate until 10 
days have passed with no symptoms from the date of the test. 
This 10- day period may be extended for those who develop 
symptoms according to CDC guidelines. Faculty, staff, and off-
campus students will be required to self-isolate at their private 
residences, and residential students will either self-isolate in their 
private residences or in the University’s designated isolation 
residential spaces. Once the COVID-19 Coordinator receives a 
positive result, they will initiate contact tracing to identify faculty, 
staff and students who have been in close contact with the 
positive individual. Faculty, staff and students deemed to be close 
contact will be required to be tested and quarantine for a 14-day 
period from their last exposure with the person who tested 
positive. Faculty, staff, and off-campus students will be required 
to quarantine at their private residences. Residential students will 
either self-quarantine in their on-campus housing assignment or 
they will quarantine in the University’s designated quarantine 
area if their assigned space is not conducive (e.g., share a 
bathroom with other residents).  

     Faculty, staff and students will be required to submit daily self-
monitoring check-ins to the COVID-19 Coordinator documenting 
any symptoms through Medicat Screening Portal. Faculty, staff 
and students will be released from quarantine by the COVID-19 
Coordinator in collaboration with Health Services after a 14-day 
period from the last exposure, assuming a negative test and 
symptom free. Faculty/Staff considered to be close contacts will 
be referred to Urgent Care for testing and must report results to 
the COVID-19 Coordinator. Faculty and staff will not return to 
work unless cleared by the Coordinator.  
 
- Medical Care for Those Isolated  
Southern Connecticut State University will have three levels of 
quarantine and isolation; quarantine, isolation-asymptomatic, 
and isolation-symptomatic. Students who are in quarantine or 
self-isolation asymptomatic will be required to complete a daily 
symptom check-in daily, through a Medicat daily symptom 
tracker email or text that will populate their EHR for tracking  
and monitoring. Contact tracers will monitor the daily 
symptoms. If a student in quarantine or isolation-asymptomatic 
indicate the onset of symptoms the contact tracer will notify 
Health Services of any students exhibiting symptoms to follow-
up with a telehealth appointment to determine if further 
treatment is necessary. Students who are in residential  
isolation-symptomatic will be required to have a daily  
telehealth appointment to track symptoms with the University 
Health Center.  
     Faculty, staff and students who are in self-isolation off campus 
will be required to submit daily self- monitoring check-ins to the 
COVID-19 Coordinator documenting any symptoms through 
Medicat Symptom Tracking system and should follow the 
guidance of their provider relating to the onset of or additional 
symptoms.  
 
- Quarantine Protocol  
Southern Connecticut State University (SCSU) will require all 
faculty, staff and students considered to be in close contact with a 
person who has tested positive for COVID-19 to quarantine. This 
will include roommates and suitemates of residential students. 
For residential students deemed required to quarantine, this 
quarantine can include students being broken into family 
groups/pods based on the sharing of bathrooms. For instance,  

Part 3  |  Plan for Containing Cases That Develop 
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if you have 12 students on a hall sharing a single multi-stall 
bathroom, they could be considered a pod; suitemates are also 
counted as a family.  These family groups/pods can socialize 
together, while wearing masks and social distancing, dwell 
outside, and obtain food service in groups.  They should stay 
away from other pods but otherwise can leave their 
rooms/residence halls and could be engaged, similarly to how 
Connecticut based summer camps. Faculty, staff and off-campus 
students deemed close contact will be required to quarantine at 
home. Quarantine will be for a 14-day period from their last 
exposure to the individual who tested positive and be required to 
be tested. Faculty, staff and students will be required to submit 
daily self-monitoring check-ins to the COVID-19 Coordinator 
documenting any symptoms. Faculty, staff and students will be 
released from quarantine by the COVID-19 Coordinator in 
collaboration with Health Services after a 14-day period from the 
last exposure, assuming a negative test and symptom free. 
Faculty/Staff considered to be close contacts will be referred to 
Urgent Care for testing and must report results to the COVID-19 
Coordinator. Faculty and staff will not return to work unless 
cleared by the Coordinator.  
     Close contacts will be defined using the CDC recommend 
definition which defines close contacts as “any individual who 
was within 6 feet of an infected person for at least 15 minutes 
starting from 2 days before illness onset (or, for asymptomatic 
patients, 2 days prior to positive specimen collection) until the 
time the patient is isolated” (CDC Website).  
     Southern Connecticut State University (SCSU) has designated 
space in the University Residential area to be able to quarantine 
students when deemed appropriate. SCSU has designated 36 
units to house students who need to be quarantined or isolated 
for a period of time. These units have a capacity for 144 students. 
If additional space is needed, Residential Life will work with the 
COVID-19 Coordinator to determine how to meet the need. Each 
unit can house up to four students with two students per 
bathroom. Students will not share a bedroom space or bathroom 
if their health condition warrants private accommodations. 
Quarantine space will be located in North Campus Townhouses 
and Mid-Rise building. Students who test positive and those 
waiting for results will be housed separately. Each unit will have 
food available in the units immediately upon moving into one of 
the units. A schedule of further food delivery and contactless 
drop off will be determined in consultation with the student once 
moved to the quarantine housing. Food will be provided by our 
food service provider and delivery coordinated between our food 
service provider and Office of Residence Life.  

– Contact Tracing  
For laboratory-confirmed or probable COVID-19 patients, SCSU 
will conduct contact tracing for close contacts, defined by the 
CDC as any individual within 6 feet of an infected person for at 
least 15 minutes, of, starting from 2 days before illness onset (or, 
for asymptomatic cases, 2 days prior to testing). COVID- 19 
Coordinator, in collaboration with the College of Health and 
Human Services, will train and oversee a team of student, faculty 
and staff contact tracers, equivalent to four (4) FTEs, based on 
NACCHO recommendations per 100,000 people. Required 
training will include online modules and resources offered by 
Johns Hopkins and the CDC. Contact tracers will use ConTact 
(state system) in addition to the contact tracing program made 
available within Medicat, the university electronic health records 
system, to enroll individuals needing to be monitored, monitor 
daily for symptoms, and connect to additional medical care when 
indicated. In addition, contact tracers will notify the COVID-19 
Coordinator of individuals deemed close contact to coordinate 
quarantine and testing. Contact Tracers will trace close SCSU 
contacts of confirmed SCSU positive cases (students, faculty and 
staff). Contacts who are not SCSU community members will be 
referred to the New Haven Public Health Department. All 
students, faculty and staff being monitored will be required to be 
tested and will be required to quarantine for a 14-day period. 
Students may be tested by Health Services and faculty/staff will 
be referred to urgent care or local testing center. Individuals 
being monitored will be required to check in daily, through a 
Medicat daily symptom tracker email or text that then populates 
into the EHR for tracking and monitoring. Contact tracers will 
monitor the daily symptoms of those quarantined and refer to 
Health Services when symptoms present that may require further 
medical attention. Contact tracers will also monitor confirmed 
COVID students who are isolating and/or in quarantine, using the 
same Medicat daily alerts. Contact tracers will notify the COVID-
19 coordinator when contacts have met the requirement to be 
cleared to be removed from quarantine/isolation.  
 
– Liaison With Regional Hospitals and Health Care Facilities  
Southern Connecticut State University is located in New Haven, 
CT, within 2 miles of the Yale New Haven Health System and 
Cornell Scott Hill Health Center. Additionally, the university has 
strong relationships with Hartford Healthcare and most other 
healthcare organizations in the state of Connecticut where we 
collaborate to train students for clinical careers. In the event that 
our campus experience begins to trend toward a surge (criteria to 
be determined), we will communicate directly with three key 
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providers: 1) Director of Health, New Haven Department of 
Public Health; 2) Office of the Chief Operating Officer, 
Christopher O’Connor, Yale New Haven Health; and 3) Office of 
the Chief Executive Officer, Michael Taylor, Cornell Scott Hill 
Health Center. Yale New Haven Hospital will coordinate local 
efforts to ensure adequate in-patient COVID-19 related care.  

Yale New Haven Health and Cornell Scott Hill Health will 
coordinate local efforts to ensure adequate ambulatory care and 
COVID-19 testing capacity. The New Haven Health Department 
will support campus contact tracing efforts and track incidence 
rates for individual cases.  

Quarantine Procedures 
• A 7 to 10 day quarantine period will suffice; however,  
   a 14-day containment and monitoring period is  
   still required.  
• This must be a dorm-centric quarantine, integrated  
   into the testing protocol. 
• Grab & Go Nutrition will be the sole method for  
   residential students. 

 
Local public health authorities determine and establish the 
quarantine options for their jurisdictions. CDC currently 
recommends a quarantine period of 14 days. However, based on 
local circumstances and resources, the following options to 
shorten quarantine are acceptable alternatives. 

• The quarantine can end after Day 10 without testing and if  
   no symptoms have been reported during daily monitoring. 

- With this strategy, residual post-quarantine transmission  
   risk is estimated to be about 1%, with an upper limit of  
   about 10%. 

 

• When diagnostic testing resources are sufficient and available  
   (see bullet 3, below), then quarantine can end after Day 7  
    if a diagnostic specimen tests negative and if no symptoms 
    were reported during daily monitoring. The specimen  
    may be collected and tested within 48 hours before the  
    time of planned quarantine discontinuation (e.g., in  
    anticipation of testing delays), but quarantine cannot be  
    discontinued earlier than after Day 7. 

- With this strategy, the residual post-quarantine  
   transmission risk is estimated to be about 5% with an  
   upper limit of about 12%. 

 
In both cases, additional criteria (e.g., continued symptom 
monitoring and masking through Day 14) must be met and are 
outlined in the full text. 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/more/scientific-
brief-options-to-reduce-quarantine.html  

Addendum Spring 2021 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/more/scientific-brief-options-to-reduce-quarantine.html


Part 4  |  Plan for Shutdown 
Shutdown initiated by the institution if a serious outbreak 
occurs on campus  
 
As of the filing date of this plan (7/28/2020), the following seems 
a reasonable and prudent interpretation of current guidelines.  
     If the campuses’ designated quarantine and isolation spaces 
near capacity, the number of infections continue to rise, and there 
are fewer than 7 days remaining until the quarantining/isolating 
capacity reaches zero, the University, with the affirmation and 
approval of the CSCU System Office, will start a physical 
shutdown of the campus. Similarly, with the guidance of the 
CSCU System Office, if it is determined that the threat for 
a significant demonstrable spread of the virus (among students, 
staff and/or faculty) across campus exists, the University will 
begin a physical shutdown. The determination for non-state 
directed closures will be resolved through a special emergency 
meeting of the Presidents' Leadership Team.  In addition, if the 
state or region requires housing or other facilities to manage a 
resurgence of the virus, the campus will close.  The final 
determination for closure in the latter case is not optional.  
 
- Shutdown of the State  
The campus does declare that if so directed by the Regents or the 
Governor for any reason, the campus will immediately close.  
 
- Plan for Continuation of Instruction  
   if a Shutdown Occurs  
The plan for ongoing instruction in response to a serious 
emergence of COVID-19 on campus or in the local community 
would include a series of steps:  

 1. Upon notification from Department of Public Health, CDC,  
    State, System Office, or SCSU Student Health Services that  
    there is a wider health threat on campus due to the COVID- 
    19 virus, the President’s Office will call an immediate  
    emergency meeting of the President’s Leadership Team.       

    That team will collectively consider the circumstances and   
     make the decision as to whether to “move off campus.”  
2. With that decision made, the University will begin a process 
    that alerts all faculty, staff and students that within the next 
    24 hours we will transition to an all-online process of  
    education. This notification will be transmitted by emails,  
    texts and website postings via our Office of Integrated  
    Communications and Marketing.  
3. With that notice, faculty members who are not already  
   teaching fully online, will revert to fully online teaching  
   modes from off campus.  
4. On-ground or hybrid classes that were scheduled to meet  
   within that 24-hour block of time will be able to do so if it is 
   too late to notify all student participants; if warning is given 
   early in that block of time faculty will be asked to direct  
   students to remain home and that their course will continue 
   in fully online mode.  
5. As needed, our Office of Information Technology will  
   initiate a process, already tested in Spring 2020, to allow 
   students with a technology infrastructure gap to borrow  
   laptops for the remainder of the semester.  
6. Buley Library will activate their plan for remote work and  
   ongoing virtual programs and processes.  
7. Because of the unpredictability of the spread of the virus if 
    it emerges on campus, if the University enters a fully online 
    mode of teaching, a return to on-ground or hybrid teaching 
    will not be considered and the rest of the semester will  
   remain online. If the quarantining and isolating spaces are  
   near capacity, the residence halls will be shut down and  
   students will be notified that they need to leave campus.  
   The University will work with students for whom getting  
   home is difficult (e.g., international students) and those for  
   whom campus housing serves as their primary residence.   
   Students who are in isolation or quarantine will remain on  
   campus until safe to go home.  
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Appendix 

SCHOOL  
 
School of Business  

College of Arts & Science  

College of Education  

College of Health and Human Services  

Total Number of Sections  

Relative Percent 

Master Fall 2020 Schedule  
Please see the embedded MS Excel File for Schedule.  
To view, please open this PDF using Acrobat Reader,  
then click on paperclip in the left navigation menu for the .XLS file. 

COVID Classroom Capacities with HyFlex Designations 

Delivery Mode Percentiles 

ONLINE  
 
61.1%  

66.8%  

56.6%  

66.0%  

1413  

62.1% 

ON-GROUND/HYBRID  
 
38.9%  

43.2%  

43.4%  

34.0%  

863 

37.9% 

ROOM  
 
ASC 313A - Ballroom A  
ASC P24 - Theater  
BU 007B - Emporium Classroom  
BU 202 - Classroom  
BU 204 - Classroom  
BU 205 - PC Classroom  
BU 206 - MAC Classroom  
BU 207 - Classroom  
BU 438 - Grad Study  
DA 101 - Classroom  
DA 102 - Classroom  
DA 104 - Seminar Room  
DA 120 - Classroom  
DA 122 - Classroom  
DA 124 - Classroom  
DA 211 - Classroom  
DA 218 - Classroom  
DA 219 - Classroom  
DA 222 - Classroom  
DA 224 - Classroom  
DA 226 - Classroom  
 

TYPE 
 
TEMP CLASSROOM  
TEMP CLASSROOM  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom - PC Lab  
Classroom - PC Lab  
Classroom  
TEMP CLASSROOM  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
 
 

CAPACITY 
 

75  
56  
13  
13  
26  
11  
16  
27  
29  
38  
26  
6  

11  
11  
7  
8  

12  
9  

11  
7  
9  
 
 

HYFLEX TECHNOLOGY 
 
  
  
  
  

HyFlex   
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

HyFlex  
  
  
 

HyFlex  
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COVID Classroom Capacities with HyFlex Designations 

ROOM  
 
EA 114 - Band Room  
EA 118 - Music Studio  
EA 216 - Art Studio  
EN A105 - Classroom  
EN A107 - Classroom  
EN A109 - Classroom  
EN A113 - Classroom  
EN A115 - Classroom  
EN A117 - Classroom  
EN A120 - Lecture Hall   
EN B027A - Art History Lab Sections  
EN B111 - Classroom  
EN B118 - Classroom  
EN B121A&B - Combined Seminar Room  
EN B125 - Classroom  
EN B206 - Classroom  
EN B208 - Classroom  
EN B210 - Classroom  
EN B211 - Classroom  
EN B212 - COM Lap Top Lab  
EN B214 - Classroom  
EN B216 - Classroom  
EN B218 - Classroom  
EN B220 - Classroom  
EN B221 - Computer Lab  
EN B303 - English Lap top Lab  
EN B304 - Classroom  
EN B305 - English Comp Lab  
EN B306 - English Comp Lab  
EN B307 - English Lap top Lab  
EN B308 - Classroom  
EN C007 - Classroom  
EN C008 - Classroom  
EN C009 - Classroom  
EN C010 - Classroom  
EN C020 - Classroom  
EN C022 - Classroom  
EN C108 - Seminar  
EN C112 - Lecture Hall  
EN C113 - Standard  
EN C115 - Classroom  
EN C132 - Classroom  
EN C134 - Smart Classroom  
EN C136 - Classroom  
EN C138 - Classroom  
EN C140 - Classroom  

TYPE 
 
TEMP CLASSROOM  
TEMP CLASSROOM  
Art Studio  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
TEMP CLASSROOM  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom - PC Lab  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom - PC Lab  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom - PC Lab  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
 

CAPACITY 
 

18  
17  
11  
6  

10  
8  

10  
10  
9  

43  
12  
15  
9  

33  
7  
7  
9  

13  
12  
7  

12  
9  

12  
7  

17  
9  
8  
9  
7  
9  
8  
8  

21  
7  

21  
10  
6  
5  

49  
15  
15  
8  
9  

12  
12  
15  

 

HYFLEX TECHNOLOGY 
 
  
  

 HyFlex   
  
  
  
  
  

 HyFlex  
 HyFlex  

 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 HyFlex  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 HyFlex  
 
 
 
  
 

HyFlex  
 

 HyFlex  
 
 
 
 

 HyFlex 
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COVID Classroom Capacities with HyFlex Designations 

ROOM  
 
FH FPS  
JE 114 - Classroom  
JE 127 - Lecture Hall  
JE 227 - Classroom  
JE 335 - Classroom  
MFH 203 - Classroom  
MFH 204 - Classroom  
MFH 255 - Classroom  
MO 6 - Classroom  
MO 8 - PC Classroom  
MO 9 - Classroom  
MO 10 - Classroom  
MO 11 - Classroom  
MO 13 - PC Classroom  
MO 14 - Classroom  
MO 16 - Classroom  
MO 102 - Classroom  
MO 103 - Lecture Hall  
MO 108 - Lecture Hall  
MO 111 - Classroom   
MO 113 - PC Classroom  
MO 120 - Classroom  
NE B - Neff Basement  
SB 020A - Seminar Room  
SB 020B - Seminar Room  
SCI 210 - Lecture Hall  
SCI 222 - Lecture Hall  
TE8 101 - Classroom  
TE8 102 - Classroom  
TE8 103 - Classroom  
TE8 104 - Classroom  
TE8 105 - Classroom  
TE8 106 - Seminar Room  

TYPE 
 
TEMP CLASSROOM  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom - PC Lab  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom - PC Lab  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom 
Classroom - PC Lab  
Classroom  
TEMP CLASSROOM - FYE  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom  
Classroom   
 

CAPACITY 
 

25  
16  
24  
11  
13  
8  
9  

12  
10  
14  
13  
14  
12  
21  
11  
11  
11  
14  
23  
11  
9  

11  
25  
14  
13  
14  
15  
17  
12  
12  
8  

11  
7  
 
 

HYFLEX TECHNOLOGY 
 
  

 HyFlex   
HyFlex  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 HyFlex  
 
  
 

HyFlex  
 
 

HyFlex  
 
 
 
 
 
 

HyFlex  
HyFlex  

 
HyFlex  
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Connecticut Hall Lower Floor Plan
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Connecticut Hall Main Floor Plan

Return to Labs/Studios  
The CT DPH approved procedures for faculty access to labs  
and studios on campus during the summer of 2020 can be  
found at the following public URL: 
https://inside.southernct.edu/coronavirus/summer- 2020-return  
 
  
Inclusive Excellence During the Covid-19 
Advancing Access, Equity and Inclusion  
Recommendations to Drive Inclusive Excellence During the 
COVID-19 DEI CRISIS   
 
In welcoming our students, faculty and staff back to campus, 
listed below are key recommendations and strategies to creating 
an inclusive excellence framework during the continued Covid-19 
DEI crisis. As well, the recent racial tensions, despair and 
collective activism that we continue to witness across the nation, 
provokes SCSU to create an intentional and strategic approach for 
healing, community action and significant change led by each 

community member and senior leaders who are informed allies 
willing to fight antiblack and anti-racist narratives that have 
become ever so present on our current college campuses.  
     These recommendations pulled from various resources 
including, The Covid-19 DEI Crisis Action Strategy Guide, 2020, 
Recommendations to Drive Inclusive Excellence authored by Dr. 
Damon Williams, we hope, will assist in building capacity, and 
creating an inclusive learning and supportive environment both 
on the ground and in remote operations.  
 
Recommendation One: Make Culturally Relevant 
Decisions to Avoid Unconscious Bias   
Foremost, it is essential that we lift up our commitment to the 
values of access, equity and inclusivity within the SCSU 
community. Applying cultural relevance is a skill that must be 
added to all decision- making committees. While understanding 
that we are each dealing with our own issues, we must keep 
asking Access/Equity/Inclusion questions, at every point, to 
ensure we are reaching and including our most vulnerable and 



marginalized populations. This means taking a pause to look at  
a situation from multiple angles.  
     For example, how might each decision affect economically 
vulnerable students? Students living with mental health 
challenges? Those who have no place to go or be? Those who  
are minoritized and don’t feel that they belong? Those who are 
worried about basic needs, from housing to food insecurity to 
finding free wi-fi so they can finish their courses online?  
Ask yourself “what is the worst thing that can happen if we  
move forward with this course of action?”  
     By using a cultural relevance lens, one is more likely to see all 
the angles that lead in ways that don’t have us falling prey to our 
unconscious bias.  In this instance, a bias that says “everyone can 
get home and wants to get home in the face of the COVID-19” is 

clearly not the case. This past spring semester, some students 
neither wanted to go home, because it was unsafe, nor were 
financially capable of it. For some college campuses, this 
decision-making process became micro-invalidating for these 
students, leaving them embarrassed, frightened and stressed 
because they were unable to comply.  
     Putting time and energy into supporting students through this 
continued crisis will result in better outcomes for students and 
for Southern. The types of outreach described here will help 
students feel connected and committed to SCSU. In turn, they  
will be more likely to endure this crisis with their education  
and health intact, complete their degrees, and repay their loans 
and become engaged and active alumni. 
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UNIT/DIVISION 
 
• Academic Affairs  
 
• Student Affairs  
 
• Development  
 
• Information Technology  
 
• Enrollment Management  
 
• Finance and Administration  

STRATEGIES 
 
1. Proactively Engage with VPDEI in developing strategy and driving execution.  
 
2. Seek advice from the inclusion Partners from each unit to avoid creating too much weight  
in meeting and convening.  
 
3. Find DEI expertise in the schools and colleges, disability services, Multicultural and Sage Centers, 
VPDEI and academic units like, gender studies, public health, sociology, social work, communications 
and other areas that can bring crisis communication, access, equity and inclusion, and other areas  
of relevance together for managing the issues on the DEI strategy group.  
 
4. Now is not the time for hierarchy and process. Now is a time for leadership, creativity and execution.  
 
5. Rely on the diversity leaders who are the campus experts for dealing with trauma. They do it  
every day. They see it every day, and we need their voices to help us amplify our ability to support  
all students. We must get these leaders involved in COVID-19 DEI teams and strategy circles and 
ensure that their voices are being heard in their roles leading on the ground and in community  
with diverse and often minoritized students. 



Recommendation Two: Ground-Truth Your Solutions 
Every solution we create must be based on ground truth. It must relate back to actual reality, to lived 
experiences of those you are working with, not assumptions. Remember, it is essential to ground-truth 
solutions to ensure they do not actively (or inadvertently) invalidate or harm members of any identity group. 

UNIT/DIVISION 
 
• Academic Affairs  
 
• Enrollment Management  
 
• Finance and Administration  
 
• Information Technology  
 
• Institutional Advancement  
 
• Student Affairs  

STRATEGIES 
 
1. Leverage the Inclusion Partners, Intersectional Justice group, and other allies before making 
cascading decisions. Get a point of view. You don’t have to follow it but take it into consideration.  
 
2. Use technology to grow-source information or point of view to a potential strategy, leveraging the 
Inclusion Partners group and others to potentially find unintended consequences.  
 
3. Leverage leaders from wherever they may live to gather fresh confirming and disconfirming 
information to drive better strategy.  
 
4. Prime Meetings to Become More Mindful.  
     One technique that can potentially mitigate bias and groupthink in decision-making is to  
begin each meeting with an opening statement that recognizes Access, Equity and Inclusion  
as a goal, for example:  
     “Okay, we have to figure out our next steps, but I want to start by saying it is paramount that we 
figure this out in a way that does not cause harm to our vulnerable students? So, just to let you know, 
as we begin to work this problem, I’m going to keep coming back to checking in against the question 
‘how does this affect our diverse and vulnerable students?’”  
 
5. Rely on data (i.e., 2017 Campus Climate Survey, COVID-19 Student Survey, qualitative narratives 
collected from educational workshops, trainings to establish benchmarks, evaluate, and assess.  
 
6. Utilize White Accountability Group and consultants to check ourselves and each other for how white 
privilege shows up in our actions and decisions. Work intentionally and collective to eradicate racism 
on campus.  
 
7. Consider ways that students can help us and each other ground-truth new initiatives to create a 
more equitable and inclusive community 
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An institution of learning is also a place of healthy living, 
connecting, eating and working. We must set up processes to 
address not just academic but basic and cultural needs. Specific 
diverse communities may need additional support. Mental and 
emotional health, job loss and limited financial resources, weak 
social networks, abusive home situations, disabilities, digital 
deserts, sick leave—these issues and more must be addressed  
as we work to maintain a strong sense of community in classes, 
departments, units and for the entire school.  
     As the pandemic and the nation's racial-injustice crisis rage 
on, the effects are taking their toll on Black and other 
marginalized students. Mental-health concerns are exacerbated 

for Black and Latinx students, whose communities are 
disproportionately harmed by both the coronavirus and police 
violence. Asian students are still dealing with racial slurs and 
jokes related to the pandemic. When these students return to 
their socially distanced colleges this fall, they will need a range  
of different mental-health-care options. Students will need to  
be able to access these services easily and quickly.  And colleges  
may need to destigmatize mental-health care for the group  
of students who may need it the most. 
https://www.chronicle.com/article/Students-of-Color-Are- 
Not-OK/249125 

UNIT/DIVISION 
 
• Academic Affairs  
 
• Enrollment Management  
 
• Finance and Administration  
 
• Information Technology  
 
• Institutional Advancement  
 
• Student Affairs  

STRATEGIES 
 
Student Engagement  
1.  As classes continue to move online, recognize that some students will continue to lack good internet access and may 
not have access to technology. This may prevent students from having the access to software products that are typically 
available in computer labs. Though some if these products are available for download, not all students have technology 
that would permit the download and installation of the software (due to device type, operating system version, storage 
space, computing power, etc.). In response to these issues, Southern is piloting a cloud-based platform that will require 
just a web browser to access many of the primary software solutions. Adjunct faculty and staff may have similar 
barriers to technology.  
 

 • Continue to offer loaner technology and Wi-Fi hotspots, and equip students with a caring guide.  
  • Provide remote access to software to ensure that students have access to the tools necessary for their success.  
  • Provide training opportunities for students that may require additional technology proficiency  
    to be prepared for an online and/or hybrid learning environments.  

 
2.  Promote the University’s health services for all students, and especially for students who are uninsured or otherwise 
have challenges accessing care. Promote avenues for access to specialty care as needed.  
 
3.  COVID-19 will intensify education around inequities for black and other minoritized students - 
https://diverseeducation.com/article/177796/  
 
4.  Open the new SCSU Food Bank and Opportunity Center to provide wrap-around services to students including 
addressing food insecurity, deploying emergency funds, and connecting students to local services and resources.  
 
5.  Continue to work with students who are housing insecure to help them find more reliable housing options, 
especially after the university closes at Thanksgiving or should we have to close before that time.  
 
6. Financial Consequences — Students’ incomes will be impacted in a variety of ways.  
Here are a couple of additional considerations: 

• How will students who have a Federal Work-Study (FWS) position and are unable to work due to school  
   closure or distance learning continue to be paid for the FWS hours they are scheduled to work.  
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Recommendation Three: Support Diverse Communities Through Access, Equity, Inclusion 

- continued -



UNIT/DIVISION 
 
• Academic Affairs  
 
• Enrollment Management  
 
• Finance and Administration  
 
• Information Technology  
 
• Institutional Advancement  
 
• Student Affairs  

STRATEGIES 
 
- continued - 

• Students who are receiving assistance through public programs such as the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance  
   Program (SNAP), the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program, or a child care subsidy should  
   discuss with their caseworker how to handle unexpected changes in school or work schedules due to COVID-19  
   to avoid disruptions in their assistance. Students can also check their local human services websites to see if  
   there are proactive updates. 

 
7.  Tap the expertise in Counseling Services to increase access to support for students who are struggling and are 
disproportionately impacted by the COVID pandemic and structural racism.  
 
8.  Continue use of Why These Feelings forums and other student gatherings to provide support, process experiences, 
offer opportunities for students to hold us accountable for doing better.  
 
9.  Expand engagement with white students to help them explore their white identity, recognize their contributions  
to a white dominant culture, and take action to dismantle racism at Southern and in the world around them.  
 
Faculty Engagement  
1.  As faculty continue to teach using different modalities, Online, Hybrid, or HyFlex courses, recognize that they are 
also stressed and scared, and worrying about their own families, finances, and health. Equip them with resources 
developed by their peers; there are many talented professors who have been teaching online for decades and they  
have created a special crowdsourced support called Teaching Online with Care.  
 
2.  Continue to create an online space for faculty to confer with each other about strategies and share their stresses; 
remember that faculty working conditions are a critical driver of student success.  
 
3.  Continue to provide accessible teaching for disability culture and community. Another COVID-19 DEI angle  
that could be slipping through the cracks is the reality of the disability community. Students with physical and  
mental disabilities can face academic hurdles for a variety of reasons.  
https://www.mapping-access.com/blog-1/2020/3/10/accessible-teaching-in- the-time-of-covid-19  
 
4.  Teaching with an Inclusion, Equity, and Access Lens While Teaching Remotely 
https://www.pcc.edu/coronavirus/covid-19-diversity-equity-and-inclusion-dei- resource-list/  
https://cte.rice.edu/blogarchive/2020/3/13/inclusion-equity-and-access-while-teaching-remotely 
 
Staff Engagement  
1.  Support for Black Staff  
https://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2020/06/10/recommendations-how- white-allies-can-truly-support- 
black-people-and-thei  
 
2.  While students are a top concern for obvious reasons and while faculty are influential in important ways, it is the 
experiences of staff who are too often forgotten in our priorities conversation generally and as we are simply trying 
to figure out how to work in this new “normal” environment. These dynamics will drive anxiety, reduce productivity 
and create a sense of othering at a time when we are all struggling with instability and uncertainty. One of the most 
important things for leaders to do is to affirm their teams, clearly outline teleworking arrangements and be nimble 
in this new normative context.  
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Recommendation Four: Communicate Thoughtfully and Inclusively   
There is no such thing as over-communication in a crisis, when stress reduces memory and cognitive 
functions and multiple touches are needed, yet all such communication must be sensitive and effective, and 
they must reach everyone. We offer guidance here for communicating intentionally and inclusively, as well as 

UNIT/DIVISION 
 
• Academic Affairs  
 
• Enrollment Management  
 
• Finance and Administration  
 
• Information Technology  
 
• Institutional Advancement  
 
• Student Affairs  

STRATEGIES 
 
1.  Show Empathy, Clarify the Big Picture, and Provide the Method  
 
2.  Be Mindful of Dog-Whistle and Micro-aggressive Language  
 
3.  Over-Communicate to the Communities You Serve, Especially the Vulnerable  
 
4.  Diversify the mechanisms by which we communicate to increase the likelihood  
that we reach all intended audiences.  
 
5.  Ensure a variety of voices and experiences are represented to reflect the diversity  
of our audiences. 
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Scenario 1:  
The Reason for Travel on the TA (e.g., conference  
or other professional event) has been cancelled because  
of the COVID-19 virus. 
Next Steps for the Traveler:  

• Pursue reimbursement of any registration fees  
   with sponsor 
 • Pursue reimbursement of travel expenses with carrier  
   (e.g., airline)  
• If sponsor or carrier does not reimburse, university  
   will reimburse upon receipt of the following in  
   Academic Affairs:  

- original travel and event receipts  
- documentation of event cancelation  
- documentation of refusal of sponsor and/or carrier  
   to reimburse  

• No replacement travel funds can be made available  
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Pandemic Reimbursement Travel Policy  
SCSU Academic Affairs Policy for COVID-9 Impacted Travel Funds; Effective March 4, 2020.  
 
The COVID-19 virus may impact planned travel in the coming weeks. In cases where faculty have already  
submitted Travel Authorizations which encumber university funds, please handle TAs and advise accordingly.

Scenario 2:  
The Reason for Travel has not been canceled, but it is in an 
international location with a level 2 or higher travel warning  
from the US Centers for Disease Control (CDC) because of  
the COVID-19 virus.  
Next Steps for the Traveler:  

• Pursue reimbursement of any registration fees  
   with sponsor 
 • Pursue reimbursement of travel expenses with carrier  
   (e.g., airline)  
• If sponsor or carrier does not reimburse, university  
   will reimburse upon receipt of the following in  
   Academic Affairs:  

- documentation of location’s (CDC) status  
- original travel and event receipts  
- documentation of sponsor and/or carrier refusal  
   to reimburse  

• No replacement travel funds can be made available 

Scenario 3:  
The traveler is not comfortable traveling specifically because of the COVID-19 virus,  
but the Reason for Travel on the TA (i.e., conference or other professional event) has not  
been canceled and/or the location does not (yet) have a level 2 or higher travel warning  
from the US Centers for Disease Control (CDC).  
Next Steps for the Traveler:  

• Pursue reimbursement of any registration fees with sponsor 
 • Pursue reimbursement of travel expenses with carrier (e.g., airline)  
• If sponsor or carrier does not reimburse, university will reimburse upon receipt  
  of the following in Academic Affairs:  

- documentation of location’s (CDC) status  
- original travel and event receipts  
- documentation of sponsor and/or carrier refusal to reimburse  

• No replacement travel funds can be made available 



Master spring 2021 schedule

		COLL./SCH.		TERM		CRN		SUB		CRSE		SEC		COURSE FORMAT		TITLE		DAYS		TIME		ROOM		MEETING TYPE		INSTRUCTOR		SEATS		PERM		LAB FEES		CREDITS		SCHEDULE NOTES

		AS		1		40271		ANT		101		01		ONL		Cultural Anthropology		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Skoczen, Kathleen		25						3		     

		AS		1		40272		ANT		101		02		ONL		Cultural Anthropology		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Skoczen, Kathleen		25						3		     

		AS		1		40274		ANT		101		04		ONL		Cultural Anthropology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Manzella, Joseph		25						3		     

		AS		1		40275		ANT		101		05		ONL		Cultural Anthropology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Maragliano, Elise		25						3		     

		AS		1		40276		ANT		101		06		ONL		Cultural Anthropology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Maragliano, Elise		25						3		     

		AS		1		42262		ANT		101		07		LEC		Cultural Anthropology		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		Bosch, Claudia		21						3		HyFlex     

		AS		1		40277		ANT		102		01		HYB		Biological Anthropology		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Crohn, Frank		23						3		Hybrid Course; Half the class will meet on alternating  sessions as assigned   

		AS		1		40278		ANT		102		02		HYB		Biological Anthropology		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		EN C112		LEC-Lecture		Crohn, Frank		23						3		Hybrid; Half the class will meet on alternating sessions as  assigned   

		AS		1		40279		ANT		102		03		ONL		Biological Anthropology		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Leiss, Amanda		23						3		     

		AS		1		40280		ANT		102		04		ONL		Biological Anthropology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Waweru, Veronica		23						3		     

		AS		1		40281		ANT		102		05		ONL		Biological Anthropology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Waweru, Veronica		23						3		     

		AS		1		40282		ANT		102		06		ONL		Biological Anthropology		MF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hensley-Marschand, Blaire		23						3		Additional Asynchronous work required.     

		AS		1		40283		ANT		102		07		ONL		Biological Anthropology		MF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hensley-Marschand, Blaire		23						3		Additional Asynchronous work required.     

		AS		1		40284		ANT		201		01		ONL		The Global Community				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Conroe, Andrew		25						3		     

		AS		1		40285		ANT		201		02		ONL		The Global Community				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Conroe, Andrew		25						3		     

		AS		1		40286		ANT		201		03		ONL		The Global Community				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bosch, Claudia		25						3		     

		AS		1		40287		ANT		201		04		ONL		The Global Community		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bell, Sierra		28						3		     

		AS		1		40288		ANT		204		01		HYB		Language and Culture		T		11:00am -12:15pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		McGill, Kenneth		21						3		Hybrid Course; HyFlex Option Available; Course  will meet in-person and online as directed by  instructor 

		AS		1		40289		ANT		204		02		ONL		Language and Culture				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McGill, Kenneth		25						3		     

		AS		1		40290		ANT		205		01		HYB		Archaeology & the Human Past				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Farley, William		98						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex Option Available     

		AS		1		40290		ANT		205		01		HYB		Archaeology & the Human Past		T		11:00am -11:50am		EN C112		RES-Recitation		Farley, William		98						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex Option Available     

		AS		1		40291		ANT		224		01		HYB		Self, Language & Society		R		11:00am -12:15pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		McGill, Kenneth		21						3		Hybrid Course; HyFlex Option Available; Course  will meet in-person and online as directed by  instructor 

		AS		1		40292		ANT		311		01		ONL		Applied Anthropology		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bell, Sierra		21						3		     

		AS		1		40293		ANT		312		01W		ONL		*Medical Anthropology		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Skoczen, Kathleen		22						3		Dual listed w/PCH 352-01W     

		AS		1		40294		ANT		321		01		ONL		Indians of North America				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Farley, William		23						3		     

		AS		1		40296		ANT		352		01		LEC		Crime Scene Investigation		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Murray, Keith		21						3		     

		AS		1		40298		ANT		376		01W		ONL		*Anthropology of Education				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McGill, Kenneth		22						3		     

		AS		1		40300		ANT		432		01		HYB		Evidence of Human Evolution		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		EN C013		LEC-Lecture		Rogers, Michael		14						4		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		42591		ANT		491		01		IND		Supervised Research				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Farley, William		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42592		ANT		491		02		IND		Supervised Research				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Farley, William		2		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42672		ARB		101		01		IND		Arabic II				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Abdullah, Amer		1		DN		25		3		     

		AS		1		42640		ARB		200		01		IND		Arabic III				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Abdullah, Amer		2		DN		25		3		     

		AS		1		42198		ART		104		01		ONL		History of Western Art I		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ter-Stepanian, AnahIt		30						3		     

		AS		1		40301		ART		105		01		ONL		History of Western Art II		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Katz, Melissa		30						3		     

		AS		1		40302		ART		105		02		ONL		History of Western Art II		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Serchuk, Camille		30						3		     

		AS		1		42218		ART		105		03		ONL		History of Western Art II		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cantor, Sarah		30						3		     

		AS		1		40306		ART		112		01		STU		Color and 2-D Design		MW		8:10am -10:50am		EA 202		STU-Studio		Lovell, Kenneth		16				60		3		     

		AS		1		40307		ART		112		02		STU		Color and 2-D Design		TR		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 211		STU-Studio		DiGiovanni, Steven		16				60		3		     

		AS		1		40308		ART		113		01		HYB		3-Dimensional Design		TR		11:00am -1:40pm		EA 109		STU-Studio		Slomba, Jeffrey		16				60		3		Hybrid Course; meets in groups of 8 on-ground once per week     

		AS		1		40309		ART		113		02		ONL		3-Dimensional Design		MW		8:10am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		STU-Studio		Vaters-Carr, Rachael		16				60		3		Students will be expected to come to campus to pick up  materials;Optional in-person lab available outside of  scheduled class 

		AS		1		40310		ART		150		01		STU		Introductory Drawing I		TR		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 104		STU-Studio		Quesnel, Benjamin		11				60		3		     

		AS		1		40311		ART		150		02		STU		Introductory Drawing I		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 104		STU-Studio		McLeod, Marla		11				60		3		     

		AS		1		40312		ART		150		03		STU		Introductory Drawing I		TR		8:10am -10:50am		EA 104		STU-Studio		Shpitalnik, Vladimir		11				60		3		     

		AS		1		40313		ART		150		04		STU		Introductory Drawing I		MW		11:10am -1:50pm		EA 104		STU-Studio		Faulkner, Michael		11				60		3		     

		AS		1		40314		ART		151		01		STU		Introductory Drawing II		MW		8:10am -10:50am		EA 104		STU-Studio		Curiel, Christian		11				60		3		     

		AS		1		40315		ART		151		02		STU		Introductory Drawing II		TR		8:10am -10:50am		EA 204		STU-Studio		Vu, Thuan		16				60		3		     

		AS		F8W		40316		ART		201		01		ONL		Visual Art & Studio Exp		TR		8:10am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		STU-Studio		Donovan, Michael		14				30		3		Expect to collect materials kits in-person during the second  week of classes   

		AS		S8W		40317		ART		201		02		ONL		Visual Art & Studio Exp		TR		8:10am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		STU-Studio		Donovan, Michael		14				30		3		Expect to collect materials kits in-person during second  week of classes   

		AS		S8W		40318		ART		201		03		ONL		Visual Art & Studio Exp		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		STU-Studio		Slomba, Jeffrey		14				30		3		Expect to collect materials kits in-person during second  week of classes   

		AS		1		40319		ART		215		01		STU		Principles in Graphic Design		MW		11:10am -1:50pm		EA 216		STU-Studio		Girard, Alexander		16				60		3		     

		AS		1		40320		ART		216		01		STU		Typography		TR		11:00am -1:40pm		EA 216		STU-Studio		Uribe, Melanie		16				60		3		     

		AS		1		40321		ART		220		01		STU		Introductory Painting		TR		11:00am -1:40pm		EA 204		STU-Studio		Vu, Thuan		16				60		3		     

		AS		1		40322		ART		220		02		HYB		Introductory Painting		MW		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 204		STU-Studio		Brownell, Mia		16				60		3		Hybrid Course; Majority of instruction synchronous online  with on-ground meetings for materials/intro, midterm review,  final review and as needed. Students have the choice to work in Earl Hall or from their home studio.

		AS		1		40323		ART		220		03		STU		Introductory Painting		TR		1:50pm -4:30pm		EA 204		STU-Studio		Joo, Leeah		16				60		3		     

		AS		1		40325		ART		233		01		STU		Jewelry/Metals I		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 205		STU-Studio		Perry, Allison		11				60		3		     

		AS		1		40326		ART		233		02		STU		Jewelry/Metals I		TR		11:00am -1:40pm		EA 205		STU-Studio		Lake, Michael		11				60		3		     

		AS		1		40327		ART		236		01		STU		Ceramics I: Hand-Building		MW		11:10am -1:50pm		EA 103		STU-Studio		Maxwell, Ashley		16				60		3		     

		AS		1		40328		ART		236		02		STU		Ceramics I: Hand-Building		MW		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 103		STU-Studio		Rossomando, Josephine		16				60		3		     

		AS		1		40329		ART		236		03		STU		Ceramics I: Hand-Building		TR		11:00am -1:40pm		EA 103		STU-Studio		Van Grinsven, Penelope		16				60		3		     

		AS		1		40331		ART		240		01		STU		Sculpt:Construct/Subtract		TR		1:50pm -4:30pm		EA 109		STU-Studio		Slomba, Jeffrey		8				60		3		     

		AS		1		40332		ART		241		01		ONL		Sculpture: Modeling & Casting		MW		11:10am -1:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		STU-Studio		Vaters-Carr, Rachael		10				60		3		Students will be expected to come to campus to pick up  & drop off materials; Optional in-person lab available  outside of scheduled class 

		AS		1		40333		ART		250		01		HYB		Intermediate Drawing		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 204		STU-Studio		Brownell, Mia		16				60		3		Dual listed w/ART 320, 321, 350, 351 & 420 -01;  Lab Fee; Majority of instruction will be synchronous online.   Students have the choice to work in Earl Hall or Home

		AS		1		40335		ART		260		02		STU		Etching, Woodcut, & Collograph		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 102		STU-Studio		Carr, T.		9				60		3		Dual listed w/ART 360-01 & 460-01     

		AS		1		40336		ART		261		01		STU		Lithography and Silkscreen		TR		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 102		STU-Studio		Dow, Karen		9				60		3		Dual listed w/ART 361-01 & 461-01     

		AS		1		40338		ART		264		01		STU		Intro to Digital Photography		MW		8:10am -10:50am		EA 216		STU-Studio		Van Aelst, Kevin		16				60		3		SLR Digital Camera Required     

		AS		1		40339		ART		264		02		ONL		Intro to Digital Photography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		STU-Studio		Workman, Lachell		16				60		3		SLR Digital Camera Required     

		AS		1		40340		ART		264		03		HYB		Intro to Digital Photography		TR		11:00am -1:40pm		EA 207		STU-Studio		Chandler, Jeremy		14				60		3		Hybrid Course; SLR Digital Camera Required;  Course will include both online and in-person instruction   

		AS		1		42715		ART		264		HS1		LEC		Intro to Digital Photography				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Lengyel, Kristen		25		AA		60		3		Woodland High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		40341		ART		270		01W		ONL		*Intro to Art Education		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bode, Patty		22				20		3		Field Work Required     

		AS		1		42420		ART		298		01		STU		~Conspiracy Theories		MW		11:00am -1:40pm		EA 207		STU-Studio		Chandler, Jeremy		14				60		3		Dual listed with HIS 298-01; Camera Required;  Conspiracy Theories, Photography and U.S. History   

		AS		1		42420		ART		298		01		STU		~Conspiracy Theories		MW		11:00am -1:40pm		EA 207		STU-Studio		Rondinone, Troy		14				60		3		Dual listed with HIS 298-01; Camera Required;  Conspiracy Theories, Photography and U.S. History   

		AS		1		40342		ART		301		01W		ONL		*Hist: Italian Renaissance Art		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cantor, Sarah		22						3		     

		AS		1		42199		ART		317		01W		ONL		*History of Women and Art		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Serchuk, Camille		22						3		     

		AS		1		40345		ART		320		01		HYB		Intermediate Painting I		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 204		STU-Studio		Brownell, Mia		16				60		3		Hybrid Course; Dual listed w/ART 250, 321, 350, 351 & 420;  Majority of instruction will be synchronous online.   Students have the choice to work in

		AS		1		40346		ART		321		01		HYB		Intermediate Painting II		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 204		STU-Studio		Brownell, Mia		16				60		3		Hybrid Course; Dual listed w/ART 250, 320, 350, 351 & 420;  Lab fee; Majority of instruction will be synchronous online.   

		AS		1		42743		ART		333		02		IND		Jewelry/Metals II				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Lake, Michael		1		DN		60		3		     

		AS		F8W		40349		ART		335		01		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Bode, Patty		25		DA				6		     

		AS		F8W		40349		ART		335		01		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Sawyer, Julie		25		DA				6		     

		AS		1		40352		ART		340		01		STU		Intrmed Sculpt-Material/Concep		TR		 -		EA 109		STU-Studio		Slomba, Jeffrey		8		IS		60		3		Dual listed w/ART 440-01; Instructor Permission     

		AS		1		40353		ART		341		01		HYB		Intrmed Sculpt:Process/Content				 -		ONLINE ASYN		STU-Studio		Vaters-Carr, Rachael		10		IS		60		3		Dual listed w/ART 441-01; Students will be expected to come  to campus to pick up & drop off materials; Optional  in-person lab available outside of scheduled class 

		AS		1		40354		ART		350		01		HYB		Advanced Drawing I		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 204		STU-Studio		Brownell, Mia		16				60		3		Hybrid Course; Dual listed w/ART 250, 320, 321, 351 & 420;  Majority of instruction synchronous online with on-ground  meetings for materials/intro, midterm review, final review and as needed. Students will have the choice to work in

		AS		1		40355		ART		351		01		HYB		Advanced Drawing II		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 204		STU-Studio		Brownell, Mia		16				60		3		Hybrid Course; Dual listed w/ART 250,320, 321, 350 & 420;  Majority of instruction synchronous online with on-ground  meetings for materials/intro, midterm review, final review and as needed. Students have the choice to work

		AS		1		40356		ART		360		01		STU		Intermediate: Etching,Wdct,Col		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 102		STU-Studio		Carr, T.		9				60		3		Dual listed w/ART 260-02 & 460-01     

		AS		1		40357		ART		361		01		STU		Intermediate: Litho & Silk Sc		TR		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 102		STU-Studio		Dow, Karen		9				60		3		Dual listed w/ART 261-01 & 461-01     

		AS		1		40359		ART		370		01		ONL		Strategies/Methods Tching Art		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bode, Patty		25				20		3		Field work required; Dual listed w/ART 371-01     

		AS		1		40360		ART		371		01		ONL		Curric Devel in Art Education		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bode, Patty		25				30		3		Dual listed w/ART 370-01     

		AS		1		40361		ART		375		01		FLD		Supervised Clinical Field Exp				 -		 		FLD-Field Study		Bode, Patty		25						1		Field work & clearances required     

		AS		1		40362		ART		398		01		STU		~Interactive Design		TR		1:50pm -4:30pm		EA 216		STU-Studio		Uribe, Melanie		16		DA		60		3		Special Topics: Interactive Design; Departmental  Permission   

		AS		1		40364		ART		412		01		ONL		Professional Topics in Art Ed		M		5:00pm -6:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bode, Patty		25						1		     

		AS		1		40365		ART		415		01		STU		Prof. Practice Graphic Design		F		9:30am -3:00pm		EA 216		STU-Studio		Uribe, Melanie		16				60		3		     

		AS		1		40366		ART		420		01		HYB		Advanced Portfolio		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 204		STU-Studio		Brownell, Mia		16				60		3		Hybrid Course; Dual listed w/ART  250, 320, 321, 350, & 351.  Majority of instruction will be synchronous online.   

		AS		1		42742		ART		434		02		IND		Jewelry/Metals IV				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Lake, Michael		1		DN		60		3		     

		AS		S8W		40370		ART		435		01		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Sawyer, Julie		25		DA				6		     

		AS		S8W		40370		ART		435		01		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Bode, Patty		25		DA				6		     

		AS		1		40371		ART		440		01		STU		Advanced Sculpture		TR		 -		EA 109		STU-Studio		Slomba, Jeffrey		8		IS		60		3		Dual listed w/ART 340-01; Instructor Permission     

		AS		1		40372		ART		441		01		HYB		Adv. Sculpt.: Studio Practice				 -		ONLINE ASYN		STU-Studio		Vaters-Carr, Rachael		10		IS		60		3		Dual listed w/ART 341-01; Students required to pick up &  drop off materials; Optional in-person lab available outside  of scheduled class 

		AS		1		40375		ART		460		01		STU		Experimental Printmaking		MW		2:00pm -4:40pm		EA 102		STU-Studio		Carr, T.		9				60		3		Dual listed w/ART 260-02 & 360-01     

		AS		1		40376		ART		461		01		STU		Innovative Printmaking		TR		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 102		STU-Studio		Dow, Karen		9				60		3		Dual listed w/ART 261-01 & 361-01     

		AS		1		42261		ART		480		01		STU		Advanced Art Problems I				 -		 		STU-Studio		Girard, Alexander		4		DC		60		3		     

		AS		1		42478		ART		480		02		STU		Advanced Art Problems I				 -		 		STU-Studio		Brownell, Mia		3		DC		60		3		     

		AS		1		42745		ART		480		03		STU		Advanced Art Problems I				 -		 		STU-Studio		Sierpinski, Cort		3		DC		60		3		     

		AS		1		42746		ART		480		04		STU		Advanced Art Problems I				 -		 		STU-Studio		Carr, T.		3		DC		60		3		     

		AS		1		40377		ART		493		01		STU		Studio Art Capstone		F		11:00am -2:00pm		EA 211		STU-Studio		Slomba, Jeffrey		20		IS		60		3		     

		AS		1		42694		ART		497		01		INT		Design Practicum				 -		 		INT-Internship		Girard, Alexander		1		DN				1		     

		AS		1		42624		ART		499		01		IND		Independent Study				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Uribe, Melanie		1		DN				1		     

		AS		1		40440		BIO		100		01		ONL		General Zoology		T		8:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Koerner, Sarah		25				60		3		Lecture & Labs both synchronous online     

		AS		1		40440		BIO		100		01		ONL		General Zoology		MW		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Koerner, Sarah		25				60		3		Lecture & Labs both synchronous online     

		AS		1		40441		BIO		100		02		ONL		General Zoology		R		11:10am -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Alling, Carolyn		25				60		3		Lecture & Labs both synchronous online     

		AS		1		40441		BIO		100		02		ONL		General Zoology		MW		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Alling, Carolyn		25				60		3		Lecture & Labs both synchronous online     

		AS		1		40442		BIO		100		03		ONL		General Zoology		R		4:40pm -6:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Smith, Donna		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40442		BIO		100		03		ONL		General Zoology		MW		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Donna		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40443		BIO		100		04		ONL		General Zoology		F		10:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Sormrude, Michael		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40443		BIO		100		04		ONL		General Zoology		MW		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sormrude, Michael		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40444		BIO		100		05		ONL		General Zoology		W		2:10pm -4:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Smith, Donna		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40444		BIO		100		05		ONL		General Zoology		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Donna		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40445		BIO		100		06		ONL		General Zoology		T		11:10am -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Koerner, Sarah		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40445		BIO		100		06		ONL		General Zoology		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Koerner, Sarah		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40446		BIO		100		07		ONL		General Zoology		M		2:10pm -4:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Alling, Carolyn		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40446		BIO		100		07		ONL		General Zoology		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Alling, Carolyn		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40449		BIO		100		10		ONL		General Zoology		W		8:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Sormrude, Michael		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.						     

		AS		1		40449		BIO		100		10		ONL		General Zoology		TR		3:25pm -4:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sormrude, Michael		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.						     

		AS		1		40450		BIO		100		11		ONL		General Zoology		W		7:10pm -9:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Wisniewski, Christopher		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.						     

		AS		1		40450		BIO		100		11		ONL		General Zoology		M		5:10pm -7:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wisniewski, Christopher		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.						     

		AS		1		40451		BIO		100		12		ONL		General Zoology		W		5:10pm -7:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Wisniewski, Christopher		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40451		BIO		100		12		ONL		General Zoology		M		5:10pm -7:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wisniewski, Christopher		25				60		3		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40452		BIO		101		01		HYB		General Botany		M		10:10am -12:00pm		JE 223		LAB-Laboratory		Green, Laura		18				60		3		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside   

		AS		1		40452		BIO		101		01		HYB		General Botany				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Silady, Rebecca		18				60		3		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside   

		AS		1		40453		BIO		101		02		HYB		General Botany		M		1:10pm -3:00pm		JE 223		LAB-Laboratory		Green, Laura		18				60		3		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside   

		AS		1		40453		BIO		101		02		HYB		General Botany				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Silady, Rebecca		18				60		3		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside   

		AS		1		40455		BIO		101		04		HYB		General Botany		M		5:10pm -7:00pm		JE 223		LAB-Laboratory		Green, Laura		18				60		3		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside   

		AS		1		40455		BIO		101		04		HYB		General Botany				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Silady, Rebecca		18				60		3		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside   

		AS		1		40456		BIO		102		01		ONL		Biology I		TR		8:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Troiano, Stephanie		24						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.						     

		AS		1		40456		BIO		102		01		ONL		Biology I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Brady, Steven		24						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.						     

		AS		1		40458		BIO		102		03		ONL		Biology I		TR		10:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Troiano, Stephanie		24						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.	     

		AS		1		40458		BIO		102		03		ONL		Biology I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Brady, Steven		24						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.	     

		AS		1		40461		BIO		103		01		HYB		Biology II		MW		10:10am -12:00pm		JE 232		LAB-Laboratory		Silady, Rebecca		15				60		4		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside.   

		AS		1		40461		BIO		103		01		HYB		Biology II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Silady, Rebecca		15				60		4		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside.   

		AS		1		40462		BIO		103		02		HYB		Biology II		MW		1:10pm -3:00pm		JE 232		LAB-Laboratory		Silady, Rebecca		15				60		4		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside.   

		AS		1		40462		BIO		103		02		HYB		Biology II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Silady, Rebecca		15				60		4		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside.   

		AS		1		40463		BIO		103		03		HYB		Biology II		TR		10:10am -12:00pm		JE 232		LAB-Laboratory		Maier, Michael		15				60		4		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside.   

		AS		1		40463		BIO		103		03		HYB		Biology II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Silady, Rebecca		15				60		4		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside.   

		AS		1		40464		BIO		103		04		HYB		Biology II		TR		1:10pm -3:00pm		JE 232		LAB-Laboratory		Maier, Michael		15				60		4		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside.   

		AS		1		40464		BIO		103		04		HYB		Biology II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Silady, Rebecca		15				60		4		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside.   

		AS		1		40465		BIO		103		05		HYB		Biology II		TR		5:10pm -7:00pm		JE 232		LAB-Laboratory		Gluck, Benjamin		15				60		4		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside   

		AS		1		40465		BIO		103		05		HYB		Biology II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Silady, Rebecca		15				60		4		Hybrid: lecture asynchronous, labs synchronous online until  March 11, then on-ground outside   

		AS		1		40466		BIO		104		01		ONL		General Biology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Grace, Sean		24						4		Lecture and labs both asynchronous online.						     

		AS		1		40468		BIO		120		01		ONL		Microbiology		T		1:10pm -3:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Maltz-Matyschsyk, Michele		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; LAB &exams synchronous online     

		AS		1		40468		BIO		120		01		ONL		Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fisher, Michael		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; LAB &exams synchronous online     

		AS		1		40469		BIO		120		02		ONL		Microbiology		W		12:10pm -2:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Maltz-Matyschsyk, Michele		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40469		BIO		120		02		ONL		Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fisher, Michael		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40470		BIO		120		03		ONL		Microbiology		T		3:10pm -5:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		VanDeusen, Lynn		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40470		BIO		120		03		ONL		Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fisher, Michael		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40471		BIO		120		04		ONL		Microbiology		R		12:10pm -2:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Maltz-Matyschsyk, Michele		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40471		BIO		120		04		ONL		Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fisher, Michael		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40472		BIO		120		05		ONL		Microbiology		T		11:10am -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Mulhern, Erin		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40472		BIO		120		05		ONL		Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fisher, Michael		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40473		BIO		120		06		ONL		Microbiology		W		8:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Maltz-Matyschsyk, Michele		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40473		BIO		120		06		ONL		Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fisher, Michael		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40474		BIO		120		07		ONL		Microbiology		W		4:10pm -6:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		VanDeusen, Lynn		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40474		BIO		120		07		ONL		Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fisher, Michael		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40475		BIO		120		08		ONL		Microbiology		T		9:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Shrestha, Bishakha		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40475		BIO		120		08		ONL		Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fisher, Michael		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40476		BIO		120		09		ONL		Microbiology		F		11:00am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		John, Lori		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40476		BIO		120		09		ONL		Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		John, Lori		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40477		BIO		120		10		ONL		Microbiology		F		1:00pm -2:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		John, Lori		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40477		BIO		120		10		ONL		Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		John, Lori		15						4		LEC asynchronous online; labs & exams synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40478		BIO		200		01		ONL		Human A & P I		F		11:00am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Dutta, Indrani		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40478		BIO		200		01		ONL		Human A & P I		F		8:30am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dutta, Indrani		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40479		BIO		200		02		ONL		Human A & P I		F		1:00pm -2:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Dutta, Indrani		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40479		BIO		200		02		ONL		Human A & P I		F		8:30am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dutta, Indrani		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40480		BIO		200		03		ONL		Human A & P I		R		5:10pm -7:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Santiago, Tina		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40480		BIO		200		03		ONL		Human A & P I		T		5:10pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Santiago, Tina		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40481		BIO		200		04		ONL		Human A & P I		R		7:10pm -9:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Santiago, Tina		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40481		BIO		200		04		ONL		Human A & P I		T		5:10pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Santiago, Tina		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40482		BIO		200		05		ONL		Human A & P I		W		5:10pm -7:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Petrillo, Anthony		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40482		BIO		200		05		ONL		Human A & P I		M		5:10pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Petrillo, Anthony		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40483		BIO		200		06		ONL		Human A & P I		W		7:10pm -9:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Petrillo, Anthony		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40483		BIO		200		06		ONL		Human A & P I		M		5:10pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Petrillo, Anthony		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40484		BIO		201		01		ONL		Human A&P II		M		10:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Tarbell, Rachael		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40484		BIO		201		01		ONL		Human A&P II		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		DeCristofaro, Anthony		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40485		BIO		201		02		ONL		Human A&P II		M		12:10pm -2:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Sulkowski, Gisela		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40485		BIO		201		02		ONL		Human A&P II		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sulkowski, Gisela		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40486		BIO		201		03		ONL		Human A&P II		T		8:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		DeCristofaro, Anthony		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40486		BIO		201		03		ONL		Human A&P II		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		DeCristofaro, Anthony		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40487		BIO		201		04		ONL		Human A&P II		W		12:10pm -2:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Sulkowski, Gisela		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40487		BIO		201		04		ONL		Human A&P II		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sulkowski, Gisela		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40488		BIO		201		05		ONL		Human A&P II		W		8:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Tarbell, Rachael		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40488		BIO		201		05		ONL		Human A&P II		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		DeCristofaro, Anthony		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40489		BIO		201		06		ONL		Human A&P II		T		10:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Kelsey, Ilana		25						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40489		BIO		201		06		ONL		Human A&P II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dunbar, Miranda		25						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40490		BIO		201		07		ONL		Human A&P II		R		8:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Nguyen, Mytien		25						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40490		BIO		201		07		ONL		Human A&P II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dunbar, Miranda		25						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40491		BIO		201		08		ONL		Human A&P II		R		10:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Nguyen, Mytien		25						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40491		BIO		201		08		ONL		Human A&P II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dunbar, Miranda		25						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40492		BIO		201		09		ONL		Human A&P II		W		10:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Tarbell, Rachael		25						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40492		BIO		201		09		ONL		Human A&P II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dunbar, Miranda		25						4		Lectures asynchronous online; labs synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40495		BIO		220		01		ONL		Genetics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Crawford, Sarah		25						4		Lecture and labs both asynchronous online.     

		AS		1		40495		BIO		220		01		ONL		Genetics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Crawford, Sarah		25						4		Lecture and labs both asynchronous online.     

		AS		1		40496		BIO		220		02		ONL		Genetics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Crawford, Sarah		25						4		Lecture and labs both asynchronous online.     

		AS		1		40496		BIO		220		02		ONL		Genetics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Crawford, Sarah		25						4		Lecture and labs both asynchronous online.     

		AS		1		40497		BIO		228		01		ONL		Vertebrate Zoology		M		1:10pm -4:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Weinbaum, Jonathan		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40497		BIO		228		01		ONL		Vertebrate Zoology		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weinbaum, Jonathan		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40498		BIO		228		02		ONL		Vertebrate Zoology		W		1:10pm -4:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Weinbaum, Jonathan		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40498		BIO		228		02		ONL		Vertebrate Zoology		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weinbaum, Jonathan		25						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40500		BIO		233		01		HYB		Introductory Microbiology		TR		9:00am -10:50am		JE 334		LAB-Laboratory		Campano, Paul		14				60		4		Hybrid Course; LEC asynchronous online; LAB meet on campus-  half of students meet Tue, half of students meet Thur.   

		AS		1		40500		BIO		233		01		HYB		Introductory Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Roberts, Elizabeth		14				60		4		Hybrid Course; LEC asynchronous online; LAB meet on campus-  half of students meet Tue, half of students meet Thur.   

		AS		1		40501		BIO		233		02		HYB		Introductory Microbiology		TR		11:50am -1:40pm		JE 334		LAB-Laboratory		Campano, Paul		14				60		4		Hybrid; LEC asynchronous online; LAB meet on campus--half of  students meet Tue the other half Thur.   

		AS		1		40501		BIO		233		02		HYB		Introductory Microbiology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Roberts, Elizabeth		14				60		4		Hybrid; LEC asynchronous online; LAB meet on campus--half of  students meet Tue the other half Thur.   

		AS		1		40502		BIO		235		01		HYB		Histology		TR		12:25pm -3:05pm		JE 221		LAB-Laboratory		Barboza, Meghan		16				60		4		Hybrid; LEC Asynchronous online LAB meets on campus - 1/2 of students meet Tue. the other half meets Thur.    

		AS		1		40502		BIO		235		01		HYB		Histology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Barboza, Meghan		16				60		4		Hybrid; LEC Asynchronous online LAB meets on campus - 1/2 of students meet Tue. the other half meets Thur.    

		AS		1		40503		BIO		236		01		ONL		Cell Biology		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Jeffrey, Rachel		20				60		4		LEC Asynchronous online, LAB synchronous online     

		AS		1		40503		BIO		236		01		ONL		Cell Biology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Jeffrey, Rachel		20				60		4		LEC Asynchronous online, LAB synchronous online     

		AS		1		40506		BIO		337		01		LEC		Medically Important Arthropods		W		2:00pm -4:30pm		JE 236		LEC-Lecture		Burian, Steven		12						3		On-ground Course     

		AS		1		42552		BIO		337		02		LEC		Medically Important Arthropods		R		2:00pm -4:30pm		JE 236		LEC-Lecture		Burian, Steven		12						3		on ground course     

		AS		1		40508		BIO		386		01		ONL		Practical Bioinformatics		MW		9:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Edgington, Nicholas		16						4		LEC & LAB both synchronous online     

		AS		1		40508		BIO		386		01		ONL		Practical Bioinformatics		MW		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Edgington, Nicholas		16						4		LEC & LAB both synchronous online     

		AS		1		40511		BIO		398		01		L/L		~Developmental Neurobiology		R		1:50pm -3:05pm		JE 213		LAB-Laboratory		Sulkowski, Mikolaj		12				60		3		Developmental Neurobiology; Satisfies upper-level A&P  requirement or upper- level Cell/molecular requirement;  Prerequisite BIO 220 

		AS		1		40511		BIO		398		01		L/L		~Developmental Neurobiology		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		DA 101		LEC-Lecture		Sulkowski, Mikolaj		12				60		3		Developmental Neurobiology; Satisfies upper-level A&P  requirement or upper- level Cell/molecular requirement;  Prerequisite BIO 220 

		AS		1		42555		BIO		398		02		L/L		~Developmental Neurobiology		T		1:50pm -3:05pm		JE 213		LAB-Laboratory		Sulkowski, Mikolaj		12						3		Developmental Neurobiology; Satisfies upper-level A&P  requirement or upper- level Cell/molecular requirement  Prerequisite BIO 220 

		AS		1		42555		BIO		398		02		L/L		~Developmental Neurobiology		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		DA 101		LEC-Lecture		Sulkowski, Mikolaj		12						3		Developmental Neurobiology; Satisfies upper-level A&P  requirement or upper- level Cell/molecular requirement  Prerequisite BIO 220 

		AS		1		40512		BIO		399		01		HYB		Mammalian Biology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Dunbar, Miranda		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; LEC & LABs asynchronous online,  Field trips meet at listed lab times (dates TBD)   

		AS		1		40512		BIO		399		01		HYB		Mammalian Biology		F		12:10pm -2:00pm		 		LAB-Laboratory		Dunbar, Miranda		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; LEC & LABs asynchronous online,  Field trips meet at listed lab times (dates TBD)   

		AS		1		40512		BIO		399		01		HYB		Mammalian Biology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dunbar, Miranda		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; LEC & LABs asynchronous online,  Field trips meet at listed lab times (dates TBD)   

		AS		1		40514		BIO		401		01		HYB		Comparative Physiology		W		10:10am -1:00pm		JE 238		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Jeffrey, Rachel		16				60		4		Hybrid; Online Asynchronous LEC; Exams & LAB meet on campus,  1/2 students attend lab in person every other week.   

		AS		1		40513		BIO		436		01W		HYB		*Molecular Biology		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		JE 314		LAB-Laboratory		Edgington, Nicholas		14				60		4		Hybrid Course; LEC asynchronous online; LAB meets on Campus     

		AS		1		40513		BIO		436		01W		HYB		*Molecular Biology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Edgington, Nicholas		14				60		4		Hybrid Course; LEC asynchronous online; LAB meets on Campus     

		AS		1		40515		BIO		440		01		LEC		Parasitic Infections		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		SCI 210		LEC-Lecture		Fisher, Michael		18						3		HyFlex     

		AS		1		40516		BIO		460		01		ONL		Paleontology		T		1:50pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Weinbaum, Jonathan		20						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		40516		BIO		460		01		ONL		Paleontology		TR		12:25pm -1:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weinbaum, Jonathan		20						4		Lecture and labs both synchronous online.     

		AS		1		42186		BIO		491		01		ONL		Seminar in Biotechnology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SEM-Seminar		Edgington, Nicholas		14						1		     

		AS		1		42627		BIO		497		01		INT		In-Service Training in Biology				 -		 		INT-Internship		Edgington, Nicholas		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42630		BIO		497		02		INT		In-Service Training in Biology				 -		 		INT-Internship		Silady, Rebecca		2		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42623		BIO		499		01		IND		Independent Study and Research				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Sulkowski, Mikolaj		3		DN		60		1		     

		AS		1		42642		BIO		499		02		IND		Independent Study and Research				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Weinbaum, Jonathan		1		DN		60		1		     

		AS		1		42643		BIO		499		03		IND		Independent Study and Research				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Crawford, Sarah		2		DN		60		1		     

		AS		1		42674		BIO		499		04		IND		Independent Study and Research				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Barboza, Meghan		1		DN		60		1		     

		AS		1		40518		BIO		525		01		ONL		Icthyology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Burian, Steven		16						3		Online asynchronous lectures     

		AS		1		40519		BIO		529		01		ONL		Endocrinology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Barboza, Meghan		16						3		Online asynchronous lectures     

		AS		1		40521		BIO		547		01		ONL		Virology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Crawford, Sarah		16						3		Online asynchronous lectures     

		AS		1		40522		BIO		561		01		ONL		Special Topics Seminar				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SEM-Seminar		Brady, Steven		16						1		     

		AS		1		42728		BIO		590		01		THS		Thesis Research				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Edgington, Nicholas		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		40394		CHE		103		01		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Kim, Youngjoo		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous.   

		AS		1		40394		CHE		103		01		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous.   

		AS		1		40395		CHE		103		02		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Kim, Youngjoo		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous   

		AS		1		40395		CHE		103		02		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous   

		AS		1		40396		CHE		103		03		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Kamal, Mehrnaz		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous   

		AS		1		40396		CHE		103		03		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous   

		AS		1		40397		CHE		103		04		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Flanders, Jremy		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous   

		AS		1		40397		CHE		103		04		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous   

		AS		1		40398		CHE		103		05		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Huebner, Thomas		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous   

		AS		1		40398		CHE		103		05		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry		W		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous   

		AS		1		40399		CHE		103		06		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Huebner, Thomas		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous   

		AS		1		40399		CHE		103		06		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry		W		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous   

		AS		1		40400		CHE		103		07		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Huebner, Thomas		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous;   

		AS		1		40400		CHE		103		07		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry		W		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous;   

		AS		1		40401		CHE		103		08		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Huebner, Thomas		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous;   

		AS		1		40401		CHE		103		08		ONL		Crime Scene Chemistry		W		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		24						4		LEC synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other LEC & all LABs are asynchronous;   

		AS		1		42125		CHE		120		01		HYB		General Chemistry I		M		11:10am -2:00pm		JE 311		LAB-Laboratory		Horowitz, Marc		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs  meet every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42125		CHE		120		01		HYB		General Chemistry I		W		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kearns, James		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs  meet every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42125		CHE		120		01		HYB		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Kapoor, Saroj		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for  exams; all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs  meet every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42126		CHE		120		02		HYB		General Chemistry I		W		11:10am -2:00pm		JE 311		LAB-Laboratory		Feger, Tyler		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42126		CHE		120		02		HYB		General Chemistry I		W		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kearns, James		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42126		CHE		120		02		HYB		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Kapoor, Saroj		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42127		CHE		120		03		HYB		General Chemistry I		M		2:10pm -5:00pm		JE 311		LAB-Laboratory		Horowitz, Marc		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42127		CHE		120		03		HYB		General Chemistry I		W		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kearns, James		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42127		CHE		120		03		HYB		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42128		CHE		120		04		HYB		General Chemistry I		W		2:10pm -5:00pm		JE 311		LAB-Laboratory		Feger, Tyler		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42128		CHE		120		04		HYB		General Chemistry I		W		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kearns, James		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		42128		CHE		120		04		HYB		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/24, 3/24, 4/21 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		40402		CHE		120		05		ONL		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Kim, Youngjoo		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;     all other LECs are asynchronous; Recitation & LABs

		AS		1		40402		CHE		120		05		ONL		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Ferrucci, Kate		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;     all other LECs are asynchronous; Recitation & LABs

		AS		1		40402		CHE		120		05		ONL		General Chemistry I		R		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ryder, Todd		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;     all other LECs are asynchronous; Recitation & LABs

		AS		1		40403		CHE		120		06		ONL		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Solbrig, Camille		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for  exams; all other LECs are asynchronous; Recitation & LABs   are asynchronous online

		AS		1		40403		CHE		120		06		ONL		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Ferrucci, Kate		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for  exams; all other LECs are asynchronous; Recitation & LABs   are asynchronous online

		AS		1		40403		CHE		120		06		ONL		General Chemistry I		R		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ryder, Todd		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for  exams; all other LECs are asynchronous; Recitation & LABs   are asynchronous online

		AS		1		40404		CHE		120		07		ONL		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Ferrucci, Kate		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;     all other LECs are asynchronous; Recitation & LABs are

		AS		1		40404		CHE		120		07		ONL		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Nable, Jun		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;     all other LECs are asynchronous; Recitation & LABs are

		AS		1		40404		CHE		120		07		ONL		General Chemistry I		R		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ryder, Todd		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;     all other LECs are asynchronous; Recitation & LABs are

		AS		1		40405		CHE		120		08		ONL		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Nable, Jun		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for  exams; all other lectures are asynchronous;   Recitation & LABs are asynchronous online

		AS		1		40405		CHE		120		08		ONL		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Ferrucci, Kate		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for  exams; all other lectures are asynchronous;   Recitation & LABs are asynchronous online

		AS		1		40405		CHE		120		08		ONL		General Chemistry I		R		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ryder, Todd		24						4		LECs synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for  exams; all other lectures are asynchronous;   Recitation & LABs are asynchronous online

		AS		1		40406		CHE		120		09		HYB		General Chemistry I		T		6:15pm -9:05pm		JE 311		LAB-Laboratory		Betageri, Rajashekhar		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronously online

		AS		1		40406		CHE		120		09		HYB		General Chemistry I		R		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronously online

		AS		1		40406		CHE		120		09		HYB		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronously online

		AS		1		40407		CHE		120		10		HYB		General Chemistry I		R		6:15pm -9:05pm		JE 311		LAB-Laboratory		Turcotte, Tracy		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		40407		CHE		120		10		HYB		General Chemistry I		R		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		40407		CHE		120		10		HYB		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		40408		CHE		120		11		HYB		General Chemistry I		M		6:15pm -9:05pm		JE 311		LAB-Laboratory		Betageri, Rajashekhar		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		40408		CHE		120		11		HYB		General Chemistry I		R		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Kristen		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		40408		CHE		120		11		HYB		General Chemistry I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous on 2/25, 3/25, 4/22 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students; Recitation is asynchronous online

		AS		1		40410		CHE		121		01		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Gerbino, Jason		18						4		LEC synchronous on 1/26, 2/16, 3/19, 3/30 & 4/20; all other  LECs are asynchronous; LAB & Recitation are asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40410		CHE		121		01		ONL		General Chemistry II		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hwang, Candy		18						4		LEC synchronous on 1/26, 2/16, 3/19, 3/30 & 4/20; all other  LECs are asynchronous; LAB & Recitation are asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40410		CHE		121		01		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Kapoor, Saroj		18						4		LEC synchronous on 1/26, 2/16, 3/19, 3/30 & 4/20; all other  LECs are asynchronous; LAB & Recitation are asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40411		CHE		121		02		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Gerbino, Jason		18						4		LEC is synchronous online 1/26. 2/16, 3/9, 3/30 & 4/20; all  other LECs asynchronous; LAB & RES are asynchronous online   

		AS		1		40411		CHE		121		02		ONL		General Chemistry II		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hwang, Candy		18						4		LEC is synchronous online 1/26. 2/16, 3/9, 3/30 & 4/20; all  other LECs asynchronous; LAB & RES are asynchronous online   

		AS		1		40411		CHE		121		02		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Kapoor, Saroj		18						4		LEC is synchronous online 1/26. 2/16, 3/9, 3/30 & 4/20; all  other LECs asynchronous; LAB & RES are asynchronous online   

		AS		1		40412		CHE		121		03		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Savino, Cara		18						4		LECs synchronous online 1/26, 2/16, 3/9, 3/30 & 4/20; all  other LEC are asynchronous; LAB & RES are asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40412		CHE		121		03		ONL		General Chemistry II		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hwang, Candy		18						4		LECs synchronous online 1/26, 2/16, 3/9, 3/30 & 4/20; all  other LEC are asynchronous; LAB & RES are asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40412		CHE		121		03		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Kapoor, Saroj		18						4		LECs synchronous online 1/26, 2/16, 3/9, 3/30 & 4/20; all  other LEC are asynchronous; LAB & RES are asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40413		CHE		121		04		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Savino, Cara		18						4		LEC is synchronous online 1/26, 2/16, 3/9, 3/30 & 4/20; all  other LEC are asynchronous; LAB & RES are asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40413		CHE		121		04		ONL		General Chemistry II		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hwang, Candy		18						4		LEC is synchronous online 1/26, 2/16, 3/9, 3/30 & 4/20; all  other LEC are asynchronous; LAB & RES are asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40413		CHE		121		04		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Kapoor, Saroj		18						4		LEC is synchronous online 1/26, 2/16, 3/9, 3/30 & 4/20; all  other LEC are asynchronous; LAB & RES are asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40414		CHE		121		05		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Flanders, Jremy		18						4		Lecture meets synchronously on 1/26, 2/16, 3/9,  3/30, 4/20; all other lectures are asynchronous;  Recitation and labs are asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40414		CHE		121		05		ONL		General Chemistry II		T		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Barnes, Ericka		18						4		Lecture meets synchronously on 1/26, 2/16, 3/9,  3/30, 4/20; all other lectures are asynchronous;  Recitation and labs are asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40414		CHE		121		05		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Kapoor, Saroj		18						4		Lecture meets synchronously on 1/26, 2/16, 3/9,  3/30, 4/20; all other lectures are asynchronous;  Recitation and labs are asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40415		CHE		121		06		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Lipe, Justin		18						4		Lecture meets synchronously on 1/26, 2/16, 3/9,  3/30, 4/20; all other lectures are asynchronous;  Recitation and labs are asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40415		CHE		121		06		ONL		General Chemistry II		T		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Barnes, Ericka		18						4		Lecture meets synchronously on 1/26, 2/16, 3/9,  3/30, 4/20; all other lectures are asynchronous;  Recitation and labs are asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40415		CHE		121		06		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Kapoor, Saroj		18						4		Lecture meets synchronously on 1/26, 2/16, 3/9,  3/30, 4/20; all other lectures are asynchronous;  Recitation and labs are asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40416		CHE		121		07		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Gasparro, Francis		18						4		Lecture meets synchronously on 1/26, 2/16, 3/9,  3/30, 4/20; all other lectures are asynchronous;  Recitation and labs are asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40416		CHE		121		07		ONL		General Chemistry II		T		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Barnes, Ericka		18						4		Lecture meets synchronously on 1/26, 2/16, 3/9,  3/30, 4/20; all other lectures are asynchronous;  Recitation and labs are asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40416		CHE		121		07		ONL		General Chemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Kapoor, Saroj		18						4		Lecture meets synchronously on 1/26, 2/16, 3/9,  3/30, 4/20; all other lectures are asynchronous;  Recitation and labs are asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40418		CHE		125		01		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Webb, Jeffrey		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC are asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40418		CHE		125		01		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Chick, David		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC are asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40418		CHE		125		01		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC are asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40419		CHE		125		02		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Webb, Jeffrey		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC are asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40419		CHE		125		02		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Cusumano, Stephen		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC are asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40419		CHE		125		02		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC are asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40420		CHE		125		03		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Chick, David		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC are asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40420		CHE		125		03		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Webb, Jeffrey		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC are asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40420		CHE		125		03		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC are asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40421		CHE		125		04		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Cusumano, Stephen		22						4		    Recitation, LAB & LEC  are asynchronously online 

		AS		1		40421		CHE		125		04		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Webb, Jeffrey		22						4		    Recitation, LAB & LEC  are asynchronously online 

		AS		1		40421		CHE		125		04		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		22						4		    Recitation, LAB & LEC  are asynchronously online 

		AS		1		40422		CHE		125		05		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Kamal, Mehrnaz		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC  are asynchronously online     

		AS		1		40422		CHE		125		05		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Webb, Jeffrey		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC  are asynchronously online     

		AS		1		40422		CHE		125		05		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC  are asynchronously online     

		AS		1		40423		CHE		125		06		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Kamal, Mehrnaz		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC  are asynchronously online     

		AS		1		40423		CHE		125		06		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Webb, Jeffrey		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC  are asynchronously online     

		AS		1		40423		CHE		125		06		ONL		General, Organic, & Biochem				 -		ONLINE ASYN		RES-Recitation		Ferrucci, Kate		22						4		Recitation, LAB & LEC  are asynchronously online     

		AS		1		40424		CHE		240		01W		HYB		*Analytical Chemistry		T		2:00pm -5:50pm		JE 332		LAB-Laboratory		Demet, Nicholas		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures meets synchronously for exams only;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students 

		AS		1		40424		CHE		240		01W		HYB		*Analytical Chemistry		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kearns, James		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures meets synchronously for exams only;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students 

		AS		1		40425		CHE		240		02W		HYB		*Analytical Chemistry		R		2:00pm -5:50pm		JE 332		LAB-Laboratory		Apuzzo, Zachary		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures meets synchronously for exams only;  All other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students 

		AS		1		40425		CHE		240		02W		HYB		*Analytical Chemistry		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kearns, James		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures meets synchronously for exams only;  All other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students 

		AS		1		40426		CHE		240		03W		HYB		*Analytical Chemistry		F		9:10am -1:00pm		JE 332		LAB-Laboratory		Demet, Nicholas		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures meets synchronously for exams only;  All other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students 

		AS		1		40426		CHE		240		03W		HYB		*Analytical Chemistry		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kearns, James		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures meets synchronously for exams only;  All other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs meet  every other week with half the students 

		AS		1		40427		CHE		261		01W		HYB		*Organic Chemistry II		M		2:00pm -5:50pm		SCI 345		LAB-Laboratory		Lo, Ho Yin		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous exams; 2/24, 3/31, and 4/28;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs  meet every other week with half the students 

		AS		1		40427		CHE		261		01W		HYB		*Organic Chemistry II		W		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ryder, Todd		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous exams; 2/24, 3/31, and 4/28;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground labs  meet every other week with half the students 

		AS		1		40428		CHE		261		02W		HYB		*Organic Chemistry II		W		2:00pm -5:50pm		SCI 345		LAB-Laboratory		Lo, Ho Yin		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous exams; 2/24, 3/31, and 4/28;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground  labs meet every other week with half the students 

		AS		1		40428		CHE		261		02W		HYB		*Organic Chemistry II		W		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ryder, Todd		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; synchronous exams; 2/24, 3/31, and 4/28;  all other lectures are asynchronous; On-ground  labs meet every other week with half the students 

		AS		1		40429		CHE		261		03W		ONL		*Organic Chemistry II		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Ryder, Todd		16						4		Synchronous on 2/25, 3/30, 4/29 for exams; all other LECs  are asynchronous; LABs are mixed synchronous & asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40429		CHE		261		03W		ONL		*Organic Chemistry II		T		6:15pm -8:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Pikul, Jan		16						4		Synchronous on 2/25, 3/30, 4/29 for exams; all other LECs  are asynchronous; LABs are mixed synchronous & asynchronous  online 

		AS		1		40430		CHE		261		04W		ONL		*Organic Chemistry II		R		6:15pm -8:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Pikul, Jan		16						4		Synchronous on 2/25, 3/30, and 4/29 for exams; all other  LECs are asynchronous; LABs are mixed synchronous and  asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40430		CHE		261		04W		ONL		*Organic Chemistry II		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ryder, Todd		16						4		Synchronous on 2/25, 3/30, and 4/29 for exams; all other  LECs are asynchronous; LABs are mixed synchronous and  asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40431		CHE		371		01		ONL		Physical Chemistry II		W		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Barnes, Ericka		20		DN				3		Lecture meets synchronously online on 1/27, 2/24, 3/24,  4/21; all other lectures are asynchronous online   

		AS		1		40432		CHE		373		01		ONL		Physical Chemistry II:Lab		W		2:00pm -4:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Barnes, Ericka		12		DN				1		Lab meets synchronously online on 2/3, 2/17,  3/3, 3/17, 3/31, 4/14, 4/28; all other labs are  asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40433		CHE		436		01W		LAB		*Inorganic Chemistry Lab		R		2:00pm -5:50pm		SCI 325		LAB-Laboratory		Lesley, Melvin		10				60		1		     

		AS		1		40435		CHE		451		01		ONL		Biochemistry II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Pang, Jiong Dong		16						4		Meets synchronously only on 1/27, 2/24, 3/31 and 5/5  for exams; all other lectures asynchronous; lab  asynchronous online 

		AS		1		40435		CHE		451		01		ONL		Biochemistry II		W		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Pang, Jiong Dong		16						4		Meets synchronously only on 1/27, 2/24, 3/31 and 5/5  for exams; all other lectures asynchronous; lab  asynchronous online 

		AS		1		42489		CHE		451		02		HYB		Biochemistry II		M		2:00pm -5:50pm		JE 321		LAB-Laboratory		Pang, Jiong Dong		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lecture meets synchronously only on  1/27, 2/24, 3/31, and 5/5 for exams; all other lectures  asynchronous; lab is on-ground every other week with half the students

		AS		1		42489		CHE		451		02		HYB		Biochemistry II		W		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Pang, Jiong Dong		12				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lecture meets synchronously only on  1/27, 2/24, 3/31, and 5/5 for exams; all other lectures  asynchronous; lab is on-ground every other week with half the students

		AS		1		40434		CHE		456		01		ONL		Medicinal Chemistry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Coca, Adiel		30						3		Dual listed with CHE 555-01     

		AS		1		42413		CHE		490		01		IND		Chemistry Research I				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Pang, Jiong Dong		1		IS		60		3		     

		AS		1		42460		CHE		490		02		IND		Chemistry Research I				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Kearns, James		2		IS		60		3		     

		AS		1		42550		CHE		490		03		IND		Chemistry Research I				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Webb, Jeffrey		1		IS		60		3		     

		AS		1		42304		CHE		491		01		HYB		Chemistry Research II				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Ryder, Todd		3		IS		60		3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40436		CHE		496		01		ONL		Chemistry Seminar				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SEM-Seminar		Webb, Jeffrey		14						1		     

		AS		1		40438		CHE		550		01		ONL		Advanced Biochemistry I		R		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Pang, Jiong Dong		20						3		Meets synchronously only on 1/28 and 3/11 for exams;  all other lectures are asynchronous   

		AS		1		42726		CHE		555		01		ONL		Advanced Medicinal Chemistry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Coca, Adiel		12						3		Dual listed with CHE 456-01     

		AS		1		42564		CHE		586		01		IND		Chemistry Research I				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Webb, Jeffrey		1		IS				3		     

		AS		1		42305		CHE		587		01		IND		Chemistry Research II				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Lesley, Melvin		1		IS		60		3		     

		AS		1		42306		CHE		587		02		ONL		Chemistry Research II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Barnes, Ericka		1		IS				3		     

		AS		1		42307		CHE		587		03		HYB		Chemistry Research II				 -		 		LAB-Laboratory		Hwang, Candy		1		IS		60		3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		42611		CHE		588		01		IND		Sci.Writing & Research Methods				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Pang, Jiong Dong		1		IS				3		     

		AS		1		42312		CHE		590		01		THS		Research				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Lesley, Melvin		1		IS		60		3		     

		AS		1		42461		CHE		590		02		THS		Research				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Ryder, Todd		1		IS		60		3		     

		AS		1		42308		CHE		591		01		THS		Research Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Coca, Adiel		1		IS		60		3		     

		AS		1		42309		CHE		591		02		THS		Research Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Breslin, Vincent		1		IS		60		3		     

		AS		1		42332		CHI		100		01		ONL		Chinese I		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Song, Xin-Rong		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs required.     

		AS		1		42333		CHI		101		01		ONL		Chinese II		MW		1:40pm -2:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cardone, Resha		24				25		3		     

		AS		1		40149		CHI		200		01		ONL		Chinese III		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tu, I-Ju		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40150		CHI		210		01		ONL		China: Culture through Food		MW		9:25am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cardone, Resha		24				25		3		     

		AS		1		40554		COM		101		02		ONL		Public Speaking		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Von Beeden, Marisa		25						3		     

		AS		1		40555		COM		101		03		ONL		Public Speaking		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kuchta, Lisa		25						3		     

		AS		1		40556		COM		101		04		ONL		Public Speaking		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kuchta, Lisa		25						3		     

		AS		1		40557		COM		101		05		ONL		Public Speaking				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Baker Bailey, Sara		25						3		     

		AS		1		40558		COM		101		06		HYB		Public Speaking		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN C112		LEC-Lecture		Sargent, Margaret		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		42475		COM		122		01		ONL		Professional Voice & Diction		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hinton, Michael		16						3		Dual listed w/THR122-01     

		AS		1		40559		COM		135		01		ONL		Intro. Computer Mediated Comm.		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kimball, Christin		18						3		     

		AS		1		40560		COM		135		02		ONL		Intro. Computer Mediated Comm.		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kimball, Christin		18						3		     

		AS		1		40562		COM		135		04		ONL		Intro. Computer Mediated Comm.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Petroski, David		25						3		     

		AS		1		40563		COM		135		05		ONL		Intro. Computer Mediated Comm.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rogers, Dana		18						3		     

		AS		1		40565		COM		135		07		ONL		Intro. Computer Mediated Comm.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Savelli, Melanie		25						3		     

		AS		1		40567		COM		150		01		ONL		World of Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Savelli, Melanie		25						3		     

		AS		1		40568		COM		150		02		ONL		World of Communication		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Councilor, KC		25						3		     

		AS		1		42266		COM		150		03		ONL		World of Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rogers, Dana		25						3		     

		AS		S8W		42686		COM		150		04		ONL		World of Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		25						3		     

		AS		1		40569		COM		210		01		ONL		Human Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Farley-Lucas, Bonnie		25		DA				3		     

		AS		1		40570		COM		210		02		HYB		Human Communication		TR		9:35am -10:50am		EN C113		LEC-Lecture		Sargent, Margaret		15		DA				3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40571		COM		212		01		ONL		Visual Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Powers, John		22		DA				3		     

		AS		1		40572		COM		212		02		ONL		Visual Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Taylor, Derek		22		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42129		COM		221		01		ONL		Ad & PR Theories and Concepts				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Savelli, Melanie		23						3		     

		AS		1		40573		COM		228		01		ONL		Capturing Family Stories		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Councilor, KC		22						3		     

		AS		1		40574		COM		228		02		ONL		Capturing Family Stories		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Councilor, KC		22						3		     

		AS		1		40575		COM		238		01		ONL		Communication Design				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Petroski, David		22						3		     

		AS		1		40576		COM		258		01W		ONL		*Cinematic Technique				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		O'Brien, Wesley		22		DA				3		     

		AS		1		40577		COM		274		01		ONL		Experimental Media Production				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Taylor, Derek		20						3		     

		AS		1		40578		COM		287		01		ONL		Intro: Communication Research				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Farley-Lucas, Bonnie		25						3		     

		AS		1		40579		COM		302		01W		ONL		*Relational Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Farley-Lucas, Bonnie		22		DA				3		     

		AS		1		40581		COM		333		01W		ONL		*Scriptwriting for Film and TV				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Taylor, Derek		22		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42416		COM		335		01		ONL		Adv Strategy & Planning				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rogers, Dana		25						3		     

		AS		1		40584		COM		350		01		ONL		Workplace Communication		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Councilor, KC		25		DA				3		     

		AS		1		40585		COM		350		02		HYB		Workplace Communication		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		EN C113		LEC-Lecture		Sargent, Margaret		15		DA				3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40586		COM		359		01		LEC		Studio Production		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		EA 122		LEC-Lecture		Bay, Michael		20						3		     

		AS		1		42668		COM		360		02		LEC		Field Production		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 122		LEC-Lecture		Forsyth, Jason		20						3		Class will meet in groups of 10 or less as assigned.     

		AS		1		40588		COM		368		01		ONL		Graphics for Film and TV				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Schleif, Michael		22						3		     

		AS		1		42424		COM		375		01		ONL		Family Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Farley-Lucas, Bonnie		25						3		     

		AS		1		40591		COM		410		01		ONL		Crisis Communication		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Baker Bailey, Sara		25						3		     

		AS		1		40592		COM		422		01		HYB		Prof Com Training & Dev.		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN C140		LEC-Lecture		Sargent, Margaret		15						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40593		COM		450		01		ONL		Communication Capstone				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rogers, Dana		25						3		     

		AS		1		40594		COM		450		02		ONL		Communication Capstone				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Savelli, Melanie		25						3		     

		AS		1		40595		COM		472		01		ONL		Advertising & PR Campaigns				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Petroski, David		22						3		     

		AS		1		40596		COM		480		01		LEC		Narrative Filmmaking		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 122		LEC-Lecture		Forsyth, Jason		20						3		Will meet in person in groups of 10 or less as assigned.     

		AS		1		40597		COM		490		01		ONL		Practicum: Pers & Prof Com		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Baker Bailey, Sara		25						3		     

		AS		1		40598		COM		492		01		PRC		Practicum: Digital Production		M		1:50pm -4:40pm		EA 122		PRC-Practicum		Taylor, Derek		20						3		Will meet in person in groups of 10 or less as assigned.     

		AS		1		40599		COM		497		01		ONL		Com Field Experience				 -		ONLINE ASYN		INT-Internship		Baker Bailey, Sara		25		DA				1		     

		AS		1		42568		COM		499		01		IND		Independent Study				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Farley-Lucas, Bonnie		1		DN				1		     

		AS		1		40602		CSC		101		01		ONL		Intro to Computers & Applic		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Meislitzer, Andrew		20						3		     

		AS		1		40604		CSC		104		01		ONL		Web Technology		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Chang Suk		20						3		     

		AS		1		40606		CSC		104		03		ONL		Web Technology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Young, John		20						3		     

		AS		1		40608		CSC		152		01		ONL		CS1: Programming Fundamentals		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yu Ng, Winnie		16						3		     

		AS		1		40609		CSC		152		02		ONL		CS1: Programming Fundamentals		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yu Ng, Winnie		16						3		     

		AS		1		40612		CSC		152		05		ONL		CS1: Programming Fundamentals		MW		4:45pm -6:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Islam, Mohammad		16						3		     

		AS		1		40613		CSC		200		01		ONL		Info Mgmt/ProductivitySoftware		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brignola, Joseph		20						3		     

		AS		1		40614		CSC		200		02		ONL		Info Mgmt/ProductivitySoftware		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Chang Suk		20						3		     

		AS		1		40616		CSC		200		04		LEC		Info Mgmt/ProductivitySoftware		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Chang Suk		20						3		     

		AS		1		40617		CSC		200		05		LEC		Info Mgmt/ProductivitySoftware		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		DaPonte, John		20						3		     

		AS		1		40621		CSC		200		09		ONL		Info Mgmt/ProductivitySoftware				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Abdel Raouf, Amal		20						3		     

		AS		1		40623		CSC		200		11		ONL		Info Mgmt/ProductivitySoftware		T		3:15pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Goralski, Joseph		20						3		Tuesday time is online synchronous; remaining  lecture time is online asynchronous   

		AS		1		40624		CSC		200		12		ONL		Info Mgmt/ProductivitySoftware		R		3:15pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Goralski, Joseph		20						3		Thursday time is online synchronous; remaining lecture  time is online asynchronous   

		AS		1		40625		CSC		200		13		ONL		Info Mgmt/ProductivitySoftware		T		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Scipio, Angela		20						3		Tuesday time is online synchronous; remaining lecture time  is online asynchronous   

		AS		1		40626		CSC		207		01		ONL		Computer Systems		W		11:10am -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Elahi, Ataollah		15						4		     

		AS		1		40626		CSC		207		01		ONL		Computer Systems		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Elahi, Ataollah		15						4		     

		AS		1		40627		CSC		207		02		HYB		Computer Systems		R		5:00pm -7:00pm		MO 13		LAB-Laboratory		Randall, Joshua		15						4		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40627		CSC		207		02		HYB		Computer Systems		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Randall, Joshua		15						4		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40628		CSC		207		03		ONL		Computer Systems		W		2:00pm -3:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Lancor, Lisa		0						4		     

		AS		1		40628		CSC		207		03		ONL		Computer Systems		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lancor, Lisa		0						4		     

		AS		1		40629		CSC		212		01		ONL		CS 2: Data Structures		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Abdel Raouf, Amal		20						3		     

		AS		1		40630		CSC		212		02		ONL		CS 2: Data Structures		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Abdel Raouf, Amal		20						3		     

		AS		1		40631		CSC		212		03		ONL		CS 2: Data Structures		MW		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Islam, Mohammad		16						3		     

		AS		1		40632		CSC		212		04		ONL		CS 2: Data Structures		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yu Ng, Winnie		20						3		     

		AS		1		40633		CSC		229		01		ONL		Object-Oriented Programming		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		BaradaranSeyed, Taraneh		20						3		     

		AS		1		40634		CSC		229		02		ONL		Object-Oriented Programming		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		BaradaranSeyed, Taraneh		20						3		     

		AS		1		40635		CSC		235		01		ONL		Web and Database Development		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Podnar, Hrvoje		20						3		     

		AS		1		40636		CSC		235		02		ONL		Web and Database Development		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Clark, Michael		20						3		     

		AS		1		40637		CSC		265		01		ONL		Computer Networking & Sec. I		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Podnar, Hrvoje		15						3		     

		AS		1		40638		CSC		265		02		ONL		Computer Networking & Sec. I		W		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wu, Hao		15						3		     

		AS		1		40639		CSC		305		01		ONL		Computer Organization		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Elahi, Ataollah		15						3		     

		AS		1		42632		CSC		305		02		ONL		Computer Organization		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Elahi, Ataollah		15						3		     

		AS		1		40640		CSC		321		01		ONL		Algorithm Design & Analysis		TR		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wu, Hao		20						3		     

		AS		1		40641		CSC		324		01W		ONL		*Computer Ethics		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lockwood, Heidi		22						3		Dual listed w/PHI 324-01W     

		AS		1		42583		CSC		324		02W		ONL		*Computer Ethics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lockwood, Heidi		22						3		Dual listed w/PHI 324-02W     

		AS		1		40643		CSC		330		01		ONL		Software Design & Development		M		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Antonios, Imad		20						3		Monday time is online synchronous; remaining lecture  time is online asynchronous   

		AS		1		40644		CSC		330		02		ONL		Software Design & Development		M		4:45pm -6:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Antonios, Imad		20						3		Monday time is online synchronous; remaining lecture  time is online asynchronous   

		AS		1		40645		CSC		334		01		ONL		Human Computer Interaction		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Al Seesi, Sahar		16						3		     

		AS		1		40646		CSC		335		01		ONL		Database Systems		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Islam, Mohammad		20						3		     

		AS		1		40647		CSC		398		01		ONL		~Blockchain Development		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Clark, Michael		20						1		Blockchain Development; Prerequisite: CSC 229 & CSC 235     

		AS		1		40648		CSC		400		01W		ONL		*Computer Science Project Sem		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Sheta, Alaa		20						3		     

		AS		1		40649		CSC		424		01		HYB		System Administration		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN B221		LEC-Lecture		Brenckle, Nicholas		20						3		Hybrid Course; meets on-ground every other week     

		AS		1		40650		CSC		425		01		ONL		Operating Systems		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		BaradaranSeyed, Taraneh		20						3		     

		AS		1		40651		CSC		453		01		ONL		Information Security		T		7:35pm -10:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dawson, Richard		20						3		     

		AS		1		40652		CSC		463		01		ONL		Distrib. & Parallel Computing		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wu, Hao		20						3		     

		AS		1		40655		CSC		543		01		ONL		Web Programming		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Al Seesi, Sahar		20						3		     

		AS		1		40654		CSC		550		01		ONL		Fund. of Mobile App. Dvpmt.		R		7:35pm -10:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Barello, Philip		20						3		     

		AS		1		40657		CSC		555		01		ONL		Prin of Information Security		W		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dawson, Richard		15						3		     

		AS		1		40656		CSC		565		01		ONL		Computer Networks		M		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rivera, Luis		15						3		     

		AS		1		40653		CSC		581		01		ONL		Computational Intelligence		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sheta, Alaa		20						3		     

		AS		1		42584		CSC		590		01		ONL		Proposal Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Wu, Hao		3		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42752		CSC		591		01		THS		Thesis Completion				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Podnar, Hrvoje		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42670		CSC		595		01		ONL		Special Project Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		IND-Independent Study		Abdel Raouf, Amal		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42687		CSC		595		02		ONL		Special Project Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SEM-Seminar		Wu, Hao		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42689		CSC		595		03		ONL		Special Project Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		IND-Independent Study		Sheta, Alaa		1						3		     

		AS		1		42182		CTR		300		01		PRC		Cooperative  Education				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Latorre, Sobeira		20		IS				0.5		     

		AS		S8W		42183		CTR		300		02		PRC		Cooperative  Education				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Latorre, Sobeira		20		IS				0.5		     

		AS		1		41958		DSC		101		1		ONL		Data Science II		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mugno, Raymond		20						3		     

		AS		1		42709		EDU		198		HS1		LEC		Special Topics				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Yavuz, Olcay		20		AA				3		Early College     

		AS		1		41447		EGR		151		01		ONL		Engineering Concepts		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schwendemann, Todd		12						3		     

		AS		1		41448		EGR		251		01		ONL		Engineering Mech I: Statics		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brown, Eric		12						3		     

		AS		1		40945		ENG		110		01		ONL		Fund of Academic Writing		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weinmann, Leon		14						3		     

		AS		1		40946		ENG		110		02		ONL		Fund of Academic Writing		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ellis, Scott		14						3		     

		AS		1		40947		ENG		110		03		ONL		Fund of Academic Writing		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ellis, Scott		14						3		     

		AS		1		40948		ENG		110		04		ONL		Fund of Academic Writing		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Stutsman, Drew		14						3		     

		AS		1		42727		ENG		110		05		ONL		Fund of Academic Writing		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Obiora, Nkechi		14						3		     

		AS		1		42596		ENG		110		HS1		ONL		Fund of Academic Writing				 -		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Giza, John		14		AA				3		Restricted to Hillhouse High School students     

		AS		1		40949		ENG		112		01		ONL		Writing Arguments		MW		7:45am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wild, Clara		20						3		     

		AS		1		40950		ENG		112		02		ONL		Writing Arguments				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Braselmann, Erin		20						3		     

		AS		1		40951		ENG		112		03		HYB		Writing Arguments		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Martin, Thaddius		20						3		Hybrid Course; Students will meet in-person  on MW and synchronously on Fridays   

		AS		1		40952		ENG		112		04		ONL		Writing Arguments		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sorensen, Paul		20						3		     

		AS		1		40953		ENG		112		05		ONL		Writing Arguments		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Garcia, Jennifer		20						3		     

		AS		1		40957		ENG		112		08		ONL		Writing Arguments		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Garcia, Jennifer		20						3		     

		AS		1		40958		ENG		112		09		ONL		Writing Arguments		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sorensen, Paul		20						3		     

		AS		1		40959		ENG		112		10		HYB		Writing Arguments		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		EN C115		LEC-Lecture		Dirschel, Michael		20						3		Hybrid Course; Students will alternate meeting  in-person in groups of (10) as assigned   

		AS		1		40962		ENG		112		11		ONL		Writing Arguments		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mason, Joseph		20						3		     

		AS		1		40963		ENG		112		12		LEC		Writing Arguments		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		Tonnies, Andrea		20						3		     

		AS		1		40965		ENG		112		13		HYB		Writing Arguments		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		EN A113		LEC-Lecture		Mason, Damien		20						3		Hybrid Course; Students will alternate meeting  in-person in groups of (10) as assigned   

		AS		1		40966		ENG		112		14		ONL		Writing Arguments		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brelsford, Michael		20						3		     

		AS		1		40968		ENG		112		16		ONL		Writing Arguments		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		20						3		     

		AS		1		40971		ENG		112		19		ONL		Writing Arguments		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brelsford, Michael		20						3		     

		AS		1		40972		ENG		112		20		ONL		Writing Arguments		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schilpp, Margot		20						3		     

		AS		1		40974		ENG		112		22		ONL		Writing Arguments		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Byrne, Elena		20						3		     

		AS		1		40975		ENG		112		23		ONL		Writing Arguments		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lanaro, Shelby		20						3		     

		AS		1		40976		ENG		112		24		HYB		Writing Arguments		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		Fluhr, Nicole		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40976		ENG		112		24		HYB		Writing Arguments		M		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Fluhr, Nicole		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40977		ENG		112		25		ONL		Writing Arguments		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Byrne, Elena		20						3		     

		AS		1		40978		ENG		112		26		ONL		Writing Arguments		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Merlo, Michele		20						3		     

		AS		1		40980		ENG		112		28		ONL		Writing Arguments		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rizza, Anne		20						3		     

		AS		1		40982		ENG		112		30		ONL		Writing Arguments				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Butz, Kimberly		20						3		     

		AS		1		40985		ENG		112		33		ONL		Writing Arguments		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wesser-Mitra, Pavelle		20						3		     

		AS		1		40986		ENG		112		34		ONL		Writing Arguments				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dell, Garrett		20						3		     

		AS		1		40987		ENG		112		35		ONL		Writing Arguments		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mceachern, Isabel		20						3		     

		AS		1		40988		ENG		112		36		ONL		Writing Arguments				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dell, Garrett		20						3		     

		AS		1		40990		ENG		112		38		HYB		Writing Arguments		R		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Stretch, Cynthia		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40990		ENG		112		38		HYB		Writing Arguments		T		11:00am -12:15pm		EN A113		LEC-Lecture		Stretch, Cynthia		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40991		ENG		112		39		ONL		Writing Arguments				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Pritchett, Patrick		20						3		     

		AS		1		40992		ENG		112		40		ONL		Writing Arguments		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Stutsman, Drew		20						3		     

		AS		1		40995		ENG		112		43		HYB		Writing Arguments		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		BU 438		LEC-Lecture		Dimyan, Rebecca		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40996		ENG		112		44		HYB		Writing Arguments		R		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Stretch, Cynthia		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40996		ENG		112		44		HYB		Writing Arguments		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		TE8 101		LEC-Lecture		Stretch, Cynthia		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40998		ENG		112		46		ONL		Writing Arguments		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dunn, Margaret		20						3		     

		AS		1		41001		ENG		112		49		HYB		Writing Arguments		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		EN A113		LEC-Lecture		Koonze, Megan		20						3		Hybrid Course; Students will alternate meeting  in-person in groups of (10) as assigned   

		AS		1		40964		ENG		112		56		ONL		Writing Arguments		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schindel, Jennifer		20						3		     

		AS		1		41006		ENG		120		02		ONL		Writing Arguments: Bilingual		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Maier, Melissa		12						3		     

		AS		1		41008		ENG		120		04		LEC		Writing Arguments: Bilingual		TR		8:10am -9:25am		EN B218		LEC-Lecture		Iqbal, Phylis		12						3		     

		AS		1		41009		ENG		120		05		ONL		Writing Arguments: Bilingual		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sorokina, Anastasia		12						3		     

		AS		1		41010		ENG		120		06		ONL		Writing Arguments: Bilingual		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Stevens, Margaret		12						3		     

		AS		1		42329		ENG		120		07		ONL		Writing Arguments: Bilingual		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Salkey, Tahnee		12						3		     

		AS		1		42328		ENG		120		08		ONL		Writing Arguments: Bilingual		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mceachern, Isabel		12						3		     

		AS		1		41012		ENG		125		02		ONL		Sexism and Homophobia		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Neverow, Vara		20						3		     

		AS		1		41014		ENG		200		01W		LEC		*Intermediate Composition		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Stoehr-McCarthy, Michelle		22						3		     

		AS		1		41015		ENG		200		02W		ONL		*Intermediate Composition		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lacroix, Suzanne		22						3		     

		AS		1		41016		ENG		200		03W		ONL		*Intermediate Composition		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		McEachern, Robert		22		DA				3		CMD Majors Only     

		AS		1		41017		ENG		201		01		ONL		Intro to Creative Writing		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mottola, Patricia		23						3		     

		AS		1		41018		ENG		201		02		ONL		Intro to Creative Writing		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mottola, Patricia		23						3		     

		AS		1		41019		ENG		201		03		HYB		Intro to Creative Writing		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		EN A113		LEC-Lecture		McKee, Valerie		23						3		Hybrid Course; Students will meet in-person in  groups of (8) as assigned   

		AS		1		41020		ENG		201		04		HYB		Intro to Creative Writing		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		EN A115		LEC-Lecture		McKee, Valerie		23						3		Hybrid Course; Students will meet in-person in  groups of (8) as assigned   

		AS		1		41021		ENG		201		05		LEC		Intro to Creative Writing		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Stoehr-McCarthy, Michelle		23						3		     

		AS		1		41022		ENG		201		06		ONL		Intro to Creative Writing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Sonnenschein, Dana		23						3		     

		AS		1		41023		ENG		201		07		ONL		Intro to Creative Writing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Sonnenschein, Dana		23						3		     

		AS		1		42597		ENG		201		HS1		ONL		Intro to Creative Writing				 -		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Grillo, Christopher		23		AA				3		Restricted to Derby High School students     

		AS		1		41024		ENG		202		01		ONL		Intro to Poetry Writing		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mock, Jeffery		18						3		     

		AS		1		41025		ENG		202		02		ONL		Intro to Poetry Writing		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schilpp, Margot		18						3		     

		AS		1		41028		ENG		203		02		ONL		Intro to Fiction Writing		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lacroix, Suzanne		18						3		     

		AS		1		41029		ENG		203		03		ONL		Intro to Fiction Writing		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Parrish, Timothy		18						3		     

		AS		1		41030		ENG		209		01		HYB		Lyrics as Literature		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Talhelm, Melissa		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41031		ENG		217		01W		ONL		*Introduction to Literature				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Shea, Michael		22						3		     

		AS		1		41032		ENG		217		02W		ONL		*Introduction to Literature		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Petrie, Paul		22						3		The Political Imagination     

		AS		1		41033		ENG		217		03		ONL		Introduction to Literature		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Richmond, Andrew		32						3		Otherworlds     

		AS		1		41034		ENG		217		04W		ONL		*Introduction to Literature		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Petrie, Paul		22						3		The Political Imagination     

		AS		1		41035		ENG		217		05		ONL		Introduction to Literature		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Richmond, Andrew		32						3		Otherworlds     

		AS		1		41038		ENG		217		08W		ONL		*Introduction to Literature		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Blackmer, Corinne		22						3		Sexuality and Ethics; Dual-listed w/WMS 298-01W     

		AS		1		41040		ENG		218		01		ONL		Amer Experience & Literature		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		32						3		     

		AS		1		41041		ENG		218		02		ONL		Amer Experience & Literature		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hutchinson, Brandon		32						3		     

		AS		1		41042		ENG		218		03W		ONL		*Amer Experience & Literature		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Baraw, Charles		22						3		Comics     

		AS		1		41043		ENG		218		04W		ONL		*Amer Experience & Literature		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Blackmer, Corinne		22						3		Comics     

		AS		1		41045		ENG		218		06		ONL		Amer Experience & Literature		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kerr, Audrey		32						3		African American Literature and Film     

		AS		1		41046		ENG		219		01W		ONL		*Time and Place in Literature		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ogbaa, Kalu		22						3		     

		AS		1		41047		ENG		219		02W		ONL		*Time and Place in Literature		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ogbaa, Kalu		22						3		     

		AS		1		41048		ENG		219		03W		ONL		*Time and Place in Literature		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dodson, Joel		22						3		Literature and the City     

		AS		1		41049		ENG		219		04W		ONL		*Time and Place in Literature		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Neverow, Vara		22						3		Literature and the City     

		AS		1		41050		ENG		240		01W		ONL		*Prof Writing: Theory & Pract				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lamont, Catherine		22						3		How to Write about Anything     

		AS		1		41051		ENG		240		02W		ONL		*Prof Writing: Theory & Pract		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Landino, Susan		22						3		Writing in Nonprofit Organizations     

		AS		1		41052		ENG		302		01		ONL		Intermediate Poetry Writing		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mock, Jeffery		16						3		     

		AS		1		41053		ENG		304		01W		ONL		*Tech Writing/Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Brierley, Sean		22						3		     

		AS		1		41054		ENG		304		02W		ONL		*Tech Writing/Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fischer, Stephanie		22						3		     

		AS		1		41055		ENG		306		01		ONL		Intermediate Fiction Writing		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Parrish, Timothy		16						3		     

		AS		1		41056		ENG		307		01W		HYB		*Literary Analysis		MF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Fluhr, Nicole		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41056		ENG		307		01W		HYB		*Literary Analysis		W		10:10am -11:00am		BU 438		LEC-Lecture		Fluhr, Nicole		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41057		ENG		307		02W		HYB		*Literary Analysis		MF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Fluhr, Nicole		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41057		ENG		307		02W		HYB		*Literary Analysis		W		11:10am -12:00pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Fluhr, Nicole		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41058		ENG		307		03W		ONL		*Literary Analysis		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Petrie, Paul		22						3		     

		AS		1		41059		ENG		307		04W		ONL		*Literary Analysis		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Richmond, Andrew		22						3		     

		AS		1		41060		ENG		308		01W		ONL		*Critical Theories		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Larocco, Steven		22						3		     

		AS		1		41061		ENG		308		02W		ONL		*Critical Theories		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Larocco, Steven		22						3		     

		AS		1		41062		ENG		309		01W		ONL		*Rhetorical Strategies		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Labbe, Jason		22						3		     

		AS		1		41063		ENG		309		02W		ONL		*Rhetorical Strategies		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Labbe, Jason		22						3		     

		AS		1		41064		ENG		312		01		ONL		English Grammar Systems		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brun, Dina		23						3		     

		AS		1		41065		ENG		312		02		ONL		English Grammar Systems		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brun, Dina		23						3		     

		AS		1		41066		ENG		316		01W		ONL		*Writing/Business & Industry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lamont, Catherine		22						3		     

		AS		1		41068		ENG		316		03W		ONL		*Writing/Business & Industry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Landino, Susan		22						3		     

		AS		1		41069		ENG		316		04W		ONL		*Writing/Business & Industry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fischer, Stephanie		22						3		     

		AS		1		41070		ENG		317		01		ONL		Cross-Cultural Literatures		TR		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Neverow, Vara		25						3		     

		AS		1		41071		ENG		318		01W		ONL		*Writing for the Web				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McEachern, Robert		22						3		     

		AS		1		41072		ENG		318		02W		ONL		*Writing for the Web				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McEachern, Robert		22						3		     

		AS		1		41073		ENG		321		01		ONL		British Literature I		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dodson, Joel		25						3		     

		AS		1		41074		ENG		322		01		HYB		BritishLit through History II		MF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Fluhr, Nicole		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41074		ENG		322		01		HYB		BritishLit through History II		W		12:10pm -1:00pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Fluhr, Nicole		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41075		ENG		322		02		ONL		BritishLit through History II		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rosso, George		25						3		     

		AS		1		41076		ENG		323		01		ONL		American Lit Through History		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Petrie, Paul		25						3		     

		AS		1		41077		ENG		342		01		ONL		Shakespeare I: 1564-1601		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sonnenschein, Dana		25						3		     

		AS		1		42330		ENG		343		01W		ONL		*Shakespeare II: 1601-1616		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Shea, Michael		22						3		     

		AS		1		41079		ENG		372		01		ONL		Young Adult Literature		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hutchinson, Brandon		25						3		     

		AS		1		41080		ENG		380		01		ONL		Chaucer		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Richmond, Andrew		25						3		     

		AS		1		41081		ENG		402		01		ONL		Advanced Poetry Writing		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Shipley, Vivian		16						3		     

		AS		1		41082		ENG		406		01		ONL		Advanced Fiction Writing		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Parrish, Timothy		16						3		     

		AS		1		41083		ENG		424		01		ONL		The Harlem Renaissance		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kerr, Audrey		25						3		     

		AS		1		41084		ENG		486		01		HYB		Seminar in American Literature		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		EN D264		SEM-Seminar		Ellis, Scott		18						3		Hybrid Course; 19th Century American Literature & the  Natural World; Students will alternate meeting in-person in  groups of (9) as assigned 

		AS		1		41086		ENG		492		01		ONL		Teaching English: Methods I		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sinclair, Meredith		25						3		     

		AS		1		41087		ENG		494		01		STT		Student Teaching - English				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Smyth, Andrew		25						10.5		     

		AS		1		41088		ENG		494		02		STT		Student Teaching - English				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Talhelm, Melissa		25						10.5		     

		AS		1		42724		ENG		494		03		STT		Student Teaching - English				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Papa, Michele		25						10.5		     

		AS		1		41089		ENG		496		01		HYB		Student Teaching Seminar - ENG		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN B121A&B		SEM-Seminar		Talhelm, Melissa		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		42544		ENG		498		01		INT		Professional Writing Intern				 -		 		INT-Internship		Ellis, Scott		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42648		ENG		498		02		INT		Professional Writing Intern				 -		 		INT-Internship		Parrish, Timothy		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		41090		ENG		502		01		ONL		Prose Fiction Writing I		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Furey, Rachel		12		DA				3		Dual-listed w/ENG 503-01     

		AS		1		41091		ENG		503		01		ONL		Prose Fiction Writing II		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Furey, Rachel		12		DA				3		Dual-listed w/ENG 502-01     

		AS		1		41092		ENG		506		01		ONL		The Writing of Poetry I		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mock, Jeffery		12		DA				3		Dual-listed w/ENG 507-01     

		AS		1		41093		ENG		507		01		ONL		The Writing of Poetry II		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mock, Jeffery		12		DA				3		Dual-listed w/ENG 506-01     

		AS		1		41094		ENG		509		01		ONL		Contemporary Poetic Theory		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Johnson, Brian		15						3		     

		AS		1		41095		ENG		586		01		ONL		Seminar in American Literature		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Baraw, Charles		15						3		Comics     

		AS		1		42331		ENG		586		02		ONL		Seminar in American Literature		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Stretch, Cynthia		15						3		Precarity in American Literature     

		AS		1		41096		ENG		587		01		ONL		Seminar in British Literature		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Rosso, George		15						3		The Apocalypse in English Literature     

		AS		1		41097		ENG		588		01		ONL		Seminar in Comparative Lit		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Blackmer, Corinne		15						3		Transatlantic Queer Literature     

		AS		1		42473		ENG		590		01		THS		English Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Furey, Rachel		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42599		ENG		590		02		THS		English Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Furey, Rachel		2		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42600		ENG		590		03		THS		English Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Mock, Jeffery		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42601		ENG		590		04		THS		English Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Parrish, Timothy		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42602		ENG		590		05		THS		English Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Parrish, Timothy		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42603		ENG		590		06		THS		English Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Shipley, Vivian		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42636		ENG		590		07		THS		English Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Furey, Rachel		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42669		ENG		590		08		THS		English Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Shipley, Vivian		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42628		ENG		597		01		INT		Grad.Internship Tchng. Writing				 -		 		INT-Internship		Parrish, Timothy		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42629		ENG		597		02		INT		Grad.Internship Tchng. Writing				 -		 		INT-Internship		Furey, Rachel		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42647		ENG		597		03		INT		Grad.Internship Tchng. Writing				 -		 		INT-Internship		Mock, Jeffery		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		40063		ENV		100		01		LEC		Environmental Studies I		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		EN C112		LEC-Lecture		Miller, Matthew		40						3		     

		AS		1		40064		ENV		220		01		ONL		Global Climate Change		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kelly, Miriah		25						3		     

		AS		1		40065		ENV		220		02		ONL		Global Climate Change		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kelly, Miriah		25						3		     

		AS		1		40068		ENV		220		05		LEC		Global Climate Change		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ASC 313B		LEC-Lecture		Cross, Emma		30						3		     

		AS		1		40069		ENV		220		06		LEC		Global Climate Change		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ASC 313B		LEC-Lecture		Cross, Emma		30						3		     

		AS		S8W		42539		ENV		220		07		ONL		Global Climate Change				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Thompson, Carolyn		25						3		     

		AS		1		40070		ENV		350		01		LEC		Envnmntl/Earth Systems Inquiry		M		9:30am -12:00pm		SCI 103		LEC-Lecture		Graves, Scott		12				60		3		     

		AS		1		40072		ENV		401		01		ONL		Pollution Prevention & Control		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Olock, Michael		25						3		     

		AS		1		40073		ENV		491		01W		HYB		*Environmental Problem Solving		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		JE 335		SEM-Seminar		Cusato, Susan		14						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40073		ENV		491		01W		HYB		*Environmental Problem Solving		R		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Cusato, Susan		14						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41189		ESC		103		01		HYB		General Geology		TR		9:35am -11:25am		MO 213		LAB-Laboratory		Adinolfi, Bryan		24				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; labs on ground.     

		AS		1		41189		ESC		103		01		HYB		General Geology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Adinolfi, Bryan		24				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; labs on ground.     

		AS		1		41190		ESC		103		02		HYB		General Geology		TR		11:50am -1:40pm		MO 213		LAB-Laboratory		Adinolfi, Bryan		24				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; labs on ground.     

		AS		1		41190		ESC		103		02		HYB		General Geology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Adinolfi, Bryan		24				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; labs on ground.     

		AS		1		41191		ESC		103		03		HYB		General Geology		TR		11:00am -12:50pm		MO 209		LAB-Laboratory		Rumrill, Julie		24				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; labs on ground.     

		AS		1		41191		ESC		103		03		HYB		General Geology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rumrill, Julie		24				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; labs on ground.     

		AS		1		41192		ESC		103		04		ONL		General Geology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Coron, Cynthia		20				60		3		Limited on-campus activity to pick up & return lab kits req,  LEC/LAB mixed synchronous & asynchronous online.   

		AS		1		41192		ESC		103		04		ONL		General Geology		T		10:00am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Coron, Cynthia		20				60		3		Limited on-campus activity to pick up & return lab kits req,  LEC/LAB mixed synchronous & asynchronous online.   

		AS		1		41193		ESC		103		05		ONL		General Geology		T		10:00am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Coron, Cynthia		20				60		3		Limited on-campus activity to pick up & return lab kits req,  LEC/LAB mixed synchronous & asynchronous online.   

		AS		1		41193		ESC		103		05		ONL		General Geology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Coron, Cynthia		20				60		3		Limited on-campus activity to pick up & return lab kits req,  LEC/LAB mixed synchronous & asynchronous online.   

		AS		1		41194		ESC		103		06		ONL		General Geology		T		3:15pm -4:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Coron, Cynthia		20				60		3		Limited on-campus activity to pick up & return lab kits req,  LEC/LAB mixed synchronous & asynchronous online.   

		AS		1		41194		ESC		103		06		ONL		General Geology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Coron, Cynthia		20				60		3		Limited on-campus activity to pick up & return lab kits req,  LEC/LAB mixed synchronous & asynchronous online.   

		AS		1		41195		ESC		103		07		ONL		General Geology		T		3:15pm -4:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Coron, Cynthia		20				60		3		Limited on-campus activity to pick up & return lab kits req,  LEC/LAB mixed synchronous & asynchronous online.   

		AS		1		41195		ESC		103		07		ONL		General Geology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Coron, Cynthia		20				60		3		Limited on-campus activity to pick up & return lab kits req,  LEC/LAB mixed synchronous & asynchronous online.   

		AS		1		42543		ESC		103		08		HYB		General Geology		TR		5:30pm -7:20pm		MO 213		LAB-Laboratory		Coburn, Daniel		24				60		3		Hybrid Course; LEC asynchronous online; LABs on-ground     

		AS		1		42543		ESC		103		08		HYB		General Geology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Coburn, Daniel		24				60		3		Hybrid Course; LEC asynchronous online; LABs on-ground     

		AS		1		41196		ESC		104		01		ONL		Geohazards: Impact Environment		MW		3:25pm -5:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Lee-Gorishti, Yolanda		24				60		3		Limited on-campus activity to pick up & return lab kits req,  LEC/LAB mixed synchronous & asynchronous online.   

		AS		1		41198		ESC		106		01		HYB		General Oceanography		TR		2:40pm -4:50pm		SCI 127		LAB-Laboratory		Cooper Boemmels, Jennifer		20				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; labs on ground.     

		AS		1		41198		ESC		106		01		HYB		General Oceanography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Cooper Boemmels, Jennifer		20				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; labs on ground.     

		AS		1		41200		ESC		111		01		HYB		Life Through Time		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		SCI 127		LAB-Laboratory		Fedorchuk, Nicholas		20				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; Labs on ground.     

		AS		1		41200		ESC		111		01		HYB		Life Through Time				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fedorchuk, Nicholas		20				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; Labs on ground.     

		AS		1		41203		ESC		200		01		HYB		Physical Geology		T		5:00pm -7:50pm		MO 220		LAB-Laboratory		Smith, Matthew		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures synchronous online; Labs on ground     

		AS		1		41203		ESC		200		01		HYB		Physical Geology		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Balsley, Christopher		16				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures synchronous online; Labs on ground     

		AS		1		41205		ESC		201		01		L/L		Historical Geology		M		2:10pm -4:50pm		SCI 127		LAB-Laboratory		Fedorchuk, Nicholas		14				60		4		All On-ground course     

		AS		1		41205		ESC		201		01		L/L		Historical Geology		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		SCI 127		LEC-Lecture		Fedorchuk, Nicholas		14				60		4		All On-ground course     

		AS		1		41206		ESC		205		01		L/L		Principles of Meteorology		R		2:00pm -4:40pm		MO 209		LAB-Laboratory		Jayawickreme, Dushmantha		15				60		4		All on-ground course     

		AS		1		41206		ESC		205		01		L/L		Principles of Meteorology		TR		9:35am -10:50am		MO 209		LEC-Lecture		Jayawickreme, Dushmantha		15				60		4		All on-ground course     

		AS		1		41207		ESC		220		01W		HYB		*Physical & Chem Oceanography		TR		9:00am -10:50am		SCI 243		LAB-Laboratory		Rumrill, Julie		20				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; labs on ground     

		AS		1		41207		ESC		220		01W		HYB		*Physical & Chem Oceanography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rumrill, Julie		20				60		3		Hybrid Course; Lectures asynchronous online; labs on ground     

		AS		1		41208		ESC		312		01		L/L		Petrology		W		2:00pm -4:40pm		SCI 221		LAB-Laboratory		Fleming, Thomas		10				60		4		All On-ground Course     

		AS		1		41208		ESC		312		01		L/L		Petrology		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		SCI 221		LEC-Lecture		Fleming, Thomas		10				60		4		All On-ground Course     

		AS		1		42294		ESC		421		01		L/L		Marine Geology		TR		8:30am -10:50am		SCI 127		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Cooper Boemmels, Jennifer		13		DN		60		3		All On-ground Course     

		AS		1		42181		ESC		458		01		L/L		Soil Science		T		2:40pm -4:30pm		SCI 243		LAB-Laboratory		Jayawickreme, Dushmantha		13				60		3		All On-ground Course     

		AS		1		42181		ESC		458		01		L/L		Soil Science		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		SCI 243		LEC-Lecture		Jayawickreme, Dushmantha		13				60		3		All On-ground Course     

		AS		1		42720		ESC		493		01		THS		Undergraduate Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Cooper Boemmels, Jennifer		1		DC				3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		42721		ESC		493		02		THS		Undergraduate Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Fedorchuk, Nicholas		1		DC				3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		40062		EVE		532		01		HYB		Ecosystems & Environ Concerns		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Hill, Megan		20						3		Hybrid Course; meets on campus every other week     

		AS		1		42375		EVE		534		01		LEC		Rdngs & Res: Enviro.Concerns		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		TE8 101		LEC-Lecture		Breslin, Vincent		20						3		     

		AS		1		40061		EVE		551		01		HYB		Env. Action Research		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		SCI 210		LEC-Lecture		Axon, Stephen		20						3		Hybrid Course; meets on campus every other week     

		AS		1		42749		EVE		589		01		THS		Thesis Proposal				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Kelly, Miriah		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42542		EVE		590		01		THS		Thesis Seminar				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Heidkamp, Christian		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42718		EVE		590		02		THS		Thesis Seminar				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Cusato, Susan		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42748		EVE		590		03		THS		Thesis Seminar				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Axon, Stephen		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42719		EVE		599		01		FLD		Field Studies: Environ Educat				 -		 		FLD-Field Study		Cusato, Susan		2		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42747		EVE		599		02		FLD		Field Studies: Environ Educat				 -		 		FLD-Field Study		Heidkamp, Christian		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		40151		FRE		100		01		ONL		French I		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Evans, Elizabeth		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40152		FRE		100		02		ONL		French I		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gleisner, Nichole		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40153		FRE		101		01		ONL		French II		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Banack, Luke		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.  Additional online LAB hrs req.   

		AS		1		40154		FRE		101		02		ONL		French II		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ritter, Andrea		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40155		FRE		200		01		ONL		French III		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gleisner, Nichole		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.; Dual listed w/FRE 202-01     

		AS		1		40156		FRE		200		02		ONL		French III		TR		3:15pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Eilderts, Luke		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.; Dual listed w/FRE 201-01     

		AS		1		42558		FRE		200		03		ONL		French III		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ly, Moussa		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hours req. Dual listed w/FRE 201-02     

		AS		1		42334		FRE		201		01		ONL		Fren & Frncphn Lang & Culture		TR		3:15pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Eilderts, Luke		24						3		Additional online LAB hrs req.;Dual listed w/FRE 200-02     

		AS		1		42559		FRE		201		02		ONL		Fren & Frncphn Lang & Culture		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ly, Moussa		24						3		Additional online LAB hours req. Dual listed w/FRE 200-03     

		AS		1		42335		FRE		202		01		ONL		French for a Global World		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gleisner, Nichole		24						3		Additional online LAB hrs req.;Dual listed w/FRE 200-01     

		AS		1		40157		FRE		302		01		ONL		Express Yourself in Speak. II		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Eilderts, Luke		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		42336		FRE		498		01		ONL		~Frncphn Carib Hist & Cultr		TR		4:30pm -5:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cardone, Resha		24						3		Dual listed w/FRE 599; ~Frncphn Carib Hist& Cultr     

		AS		1		42706		FRE		499		01		IND		Directed Reading				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Eilderts, Luke		1		DN				1		     

		AS		1		40159		FRE		599		01		ONL		~Frncphn Carib Hist & Cultr		TR		4:30pm -5:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cardone, Resha		24						3		Dual listed w/FRE 498; ~Frncphn Carib Hist& Cultr     

		AS		1		40074		GEO		100		01		HYB		People, Places, & Environments		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Thompson, Carolyn		60						3		Hybrid Course; Asyn Online lecture and on-ground discussion  in small groups   

		AS		1		40075		GEO		100		02		ONL		People, Places, & Environments		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Doenges, Catherine		25						3		     

		AS		1		40076		GEO		100		03		ONL		People, Places, & Environments		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ross-Reynolds, Gerda		25						3		     

		AS		1		40077		GEO		100		04		ONL		People, Places, & Environments		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Doenges, Catherine		25						3		     

		AS		1		40078		GEO		100		05		ONL		People, Places, & Environments		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hanson, Jesse		25						3		     

		AS		S8W		40080		GEO		100		07		ONL		People, Places, & Environments				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Leiper, Chelsea		17						3		Second 8-week class.     

		AS		F8W		40081		GEO		100		08		ONL		People, Places, & Environments				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Leiper, Chelsea		25						3		First 8-week class.     

		AS		1		40082		GEO		105		01		ONL		Food Systems: A Critical Geog.		TR		3:15pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cusato, Susan		22						3		     

		AS		1		42130		GEO		170		01		LEC		Basic Drone Technology		T		4:30pm -7:00pm		JE 342A		LEC-Lecture		Nicholson, Darryl		14						3		     

		AS		1		40083		GEO		200		01		ONL		Human Geography		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		West, Eric		25						3		     

		AS		1		40084		GEO		200		02		ONL		Human Geography		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		West, Eric		25						3		     

		AS		S8W		40085		GEO		200		03		ONL		Human Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		West, Eric		17						3		Second 8-week class.     

		AS		1		40086		GEO		201		01		HYB		Physical Geography		T		3:15pm -4:55pm		JE 310		LAB-Laboratory		Hill, Megan		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40086		GEO		201		01		HYB		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Malcolm, Robert		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40087		GEO		201		02		HYB		Physical Geography		R		3:15pm -4:55pm		JE 310		LAB-Laboratory		Hill, Megan		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40087		GEO		201		02		HYB		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Malcolm, Robert		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40088		GEO		201		03		HYB		Physical Geography		T		9:35am -11:15am		JE 310		LAB-Laboratory		E, Saroeun		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40088		GEO		201		03		HYB		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Malcolm, Robert		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40089		GEO		201		04		HYB		Physical Geography		R		9:35am -11:15am		JE 310		LEC-Lecture		E, Saroeun		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40089		GEO		201		04		HYB		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Malcolm, Robert		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40090		GEO		201		05		HYB		Physical Geography		M		9:00am -10:40am		JE 310		LAB-Laboratory		Hanson, Jesse		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40090		GEO		201		05		HYB		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Malcolm, Robert		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40091		GEO		201		06		HYB		Physical Geography		W		9:00am -10:40am		JE 310		LAB-Laboratory		Hanson, Jesse		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40091		GEO		201		06		HYB		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Malcolm, Robert		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40092		GEO		201		07		HYB		Physical Geography		M		2:00pm -3:40pm		JE 310		LEC-Lecture		Graves, Scott		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40092		GEO		201		07		HYB		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Malcolm, Robert		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40093		GEO		201		08		HYB		Physical Geography		W		2:00pm -3:40pm		JE 310		LAB-Laboratory		Graves, Scott		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40093		GEO		201		08		HYB		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Malcolm, Robert		18				60		4		Hybrid Course; lecture asynchronous online; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		40094		GEO		201		09		ONL		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		E, Saroeun		25				60		4		Lecture and lab asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40094		GEO		201		09		ONL		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Malcolm, Robert		25				60		4		Lecture and lab asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40095		GEO		201		10		ONL		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		E, Saroeun		25				60		4		Lecture and lab asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40095		GEO		201		10		ONL		Physical Geography				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Malcolm, Robert		25				60		4		Lecture and lab asynchronous online     

		AS		1		40096		GEO		260		01W		LEC		*Population Geography		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		West, Eric		22						3		HYFLEX     

		AS		1		40097		GEO		270		01W		ONL		*Designing Maps		MW		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brady, Jana		22						3		     

		AS		1		40098		GEO		273		01W		ONL		*Land Use Planning		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Flanagan, Robert		22						3		     

		AS		1		40099		GEO		290		01W		L/L		*Research Methods in Geography		W		1:05pm -1:55pm		MO 108		LAB-Laboratory		Axon, Stephen		22						3		     

		AS		1		40099		GEO		290		01W		L/L		*Research Methods in Geography		MW		12:10pm -1:00pm		MO 108		LEC-Lecture		Axon, Stephen		22						3		     

		AS		1		40100		GEO		311		01W		ONL		*The United States and Canada		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ross-Reynolds, Gerda		22						3		     

		AS		1		40101		GEO		345		01W		ONL		*Africa		MW		7:35pm -8:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brady, Jana		22						3		     

		AS		1		40102		GEO		357		01W		ONL		*Coastal and Marine Geography		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kelly, Miriah		22						3		     

		AS		1		40104		GEO		360		01		ONL		Introduction to GIS				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Miller, Matthew		25						4		     

		AS		1		42317		GEO		460		01		L/L		GIS II		TR		10:00am -11:40am		JE 342A		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Miller, Matthew		14						4		     

		AS		1		40160		GER		100		01		ONL		German I		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Geibel, Annemarie		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40161		GER		101		01		ONL		German II		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Geibel, Annemarie		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40162		GER		202		01		ONL		Exploring a German City		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ritter, Andrea		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		42693		HBR		100		01		IND		Hebrew I				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Wu, Binlin		1		DN		25		3		     

		AS		1		41210		HIS		100		01		ONL		Western Civilization I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Nakamura, Byron		25						3		     

		AS		1		41211		HIS		100		02		HYB		Western Civilization I		MW		8:10am -9:00am		EN C113		LEC-Lecture		Kern, Darcy		30						3		Hybrid Course; asynchronous lecture with groups of  15 (to be assigned by instructor) alternating meetings  on-ground 

		AS		1		41212		HIS		100		03		HYB		Western Civilization I		MW		9:10am -10:00am		EN C113		LEC-Lecture		Kern, Darcy		30						3		Hybrid Course; asynchronous lecture with groups of 15  (to be assigned by instructor) alternating meetings  on-ground 

		AS		1		41213		HIS		100		04		ONL		Western Civilization I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Nakamura, Byron		25						3		     

		AS		1		41214		HIS		100		05		ONL		Western Civilization I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Chrissidis, Nikolaos		25						3		     

		AS		1		41215		HIS		100		06		ONL		Western Civilization I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Chrissidis, Nikolaos		25						3		     

		AS		1		42263		HIS		101		02		HYB		Western Civilization II		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		EN C113		LEC-Lecture		Nakamura, Lisa		30						3		Hybrid Course; asynchronous lecture with groups of 15 (to be  assigned by instructor) alternating meetings on-ground   

		AS		1		41220		HIS		110		01		ONL		United States History I		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Jason		25						3		     

		AS		1		41221		HIS		110		02		ONL		United States History I		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Jason		25						3		     

		AS		1		41222		HIS		110		03		ONL		United States History I		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Amerman, Stephen		25						3		     

		AS		1		41237		HIS		110		04		ONL		United States History I		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Amerman, Stephen		25						3		     

		AS		1		41238		HIS		110		05		LEC		United States History I		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Rondinone, Troy		30						3		     

		AS		1		41241		HIS		110		06		ONL		United States History I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Metaxas, Virginia		25						3		     

		AS		1		41243		HIS		110		07		ONL		United States History I		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Forbes, Robert		25						3		     

		AS		1		41244		HIS		110		08		ONL		United States History I		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		25						3		     

		AS		1		41245		HIS		110		09		ONL		United States History I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rondinone, Troy		25						3		     

		AS		1		41246		HIS		111		01		ONL		United States History II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Carter-David, Siobhan		25						3		     

		AS		1		41247		HIS		111		02		ONL		United States History II		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Madison, Julian		25						3		     

		AS		1		41248		HIS		111		03		ONL		United States History II		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Madison, Julian		25						3		     

		AS		1		42111		HIS		150		02		HYB		Crit Think Hist Biography		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		EN C010		LEC-Lecture		Nakamura, Lisa		22						3		Hybrid Course; asynchronous lecture with groups of 11 (or  fewer, to be assigned by instructor) alternating meetings on  ground 

		AS		1		41252		HIS		200		01		ONL		Historical Methods/ Materials		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nakamura, Byron		25		DA				3		     

		AS		1		41253		HIS		200		02		LEC		Historical Methods/ Materials		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Thompson, C.		25		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42173		HIS		201		01W		ONL		*United States History:Film		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Madison, Julian		22						3		     

		AS		1		42174		HIS		201		02W		ONL		*United States History:Film				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rondinone, Troy		22						3		     

		AS		1		42114		HIS		210		01		ONL		U.S. Black History		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Madison, Julian		25						3		     

		AS		1		41256		HIS		216		01		HYB		Hist of American Technology		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Jason		30						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		42115		HIS		232		01		ONL		England and the British Empire		MW		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Beals, Polly		25						3		     

		AS		1		42117		HIS		241		01		LEC		The Modern Middle East		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Judd, Steven		30						3		Dual listed w/JST 241     

		AS		1		42113		HIS		258		01		ONL		Amer Indian History Since 1850		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Amerman, Stephen		25						3		     

		AS		F8W		41257		HIS		290		01W		ONL		*Latin Am. Hist. through Film		T		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Coury, Carmen		22						3		Additional asynchronous work required     

		AS		S8W		42112		HIS		290		02W		ONL		*Latin Am. Hist. through Film		T		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Coury, Carmen		22						3		Additional asynchronous work required     

		AS		1		42421		HIS		298		01		STU		~Conspiracy Theories		MW		11:00am -1:40pm		EA 207		STU-Studio		Rondinone, Troy		14				60		3		Dual listed with ART 298-01; Camera Required;  Conspiracy Theories, Photography and U.S. History   

		AS		1		42421		HIS		298		01		STU		~Conspiracy Theories		MW		11:00am -1:40pm		EA 207		STU-Studio		Chandler, Jeremy		14				60		3		Dual listed with ART 298-01; Camera Required;  Conspiracy Theories, Photography and U.S. History   

		AS		1		42200		HIS		302		01		LEC		The Renaissance		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN C112		LEC-Lecture		Kern, Darcy		8						3		Dual listed w/HIS 599-01     

		AS		F8W		42178		HIS		318		01W		HYB		*Women: Amer. Hist. 1620-1890		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		McDaniel, Marie		22						3		Hybrid Course; Dual listed w/WGS 318-01W     

		AS		1		42119		HIS		320		01		LEC		Indochina War 1965-1993		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		BU 438		LEC-Lecture		Thompson, C.		22						3		     

		AS		1		42180		HIS		340		01W		LEC		*The Crusades		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Judd, Steven		22						3		     

		AS		1		42118		HIS		357		01W		ONL		*Recent American Hist: 1945-				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Carter-David, Siobhan		22						3		     

		AS		1		42175		HIS		367		01		ONL		The 20th-Century World		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Beals, Polly		25						3		     

		AS		1		42176		HIS		367		02		ONL		The 20th-Century World				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Beals, Polly		25						3		     

		AS		1		42177		HIS		367		03		ONL		The 20th-Century World				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Chrissidis, Nikolaos		25						3		     

		AS		1		41266		HIS		398		02W		HYB		*~American Empire		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Jason		22						3		Hybrid Course; American Empire     

		AS		1		41268		HIS		485		01		HYB		Seminar in History		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		Paddock, Troy		18						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41269		HIS		494		01		STT		Student Teaching (History)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Staff, TBA		20						9		     

		AS		1		42479		HIS		494		02		STT		Student Teaching (History)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Coords, Kathleen		1						9		     

		AS		1		42480		HIS		494		03		STT		Student Teaching (History)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Dudley, Clifford		2						9		     

		AS		1		42481		HIS		494		04		STT		Student Teaching (History)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Falvey, Kelly		3						9		     

		AS		1		42482		HIS		494		05		STT		Student Teaching (History)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Staff, TBA		2						9		     

		AS		1		42483		HIS		494		06		STT		Student Teaching (History)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Libero, Patricia		2						9		     

		AS		1		42484		HIS		494		07		STT		Student Teaching (History)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Lucibello, Francine		2						9		     

		AS		1		42485		HIS		494		08		STT		Student Teaching (History)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Shilling, Karen		2						9		     

		AS		1		42486		HIS		494		09		STT		Student Teaching (History)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Skelly, Mary		2						9		     

		AS		1		42487		HIS		494		10		STT		Student Teaching (History)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Sorrells, Mary		2						9		     

		AS		1		41270		HIS		496		01		HYB		Student Teaching Seminar - HIS		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN C010		SEM-Seminar		Fiondella, Federico		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41270		HIS		496		01		HYB		Student Teaching Seminar - HIS		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN C010		SEM-Seminar		Falvey, Kelly		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		42662		HIS		497		01		INT		History Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Smith, Jason		1		DN				1		     

		AS		F8W		42671		HIS		499		01		IND		Independent Study				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Madison, Julian		1		DN				1		     

		AS		1		41271		HIS		571		01		LEC		Medieval Middle East		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		TE8 101		LEC-Lecture		Judd, Steven		18						3		     

		AS		1		42533		HIS		593		01		ONL		History Thesis Seminar I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Madison, Julian		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42612		HIS		593		02		THS		History Thesis Seminar I				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Madison, Julian		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42616		HIS		593		03		THS		History Thesis Seminar I				 -		 		THS-Thesis		McDaniel, Marie		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42725		HIS		593		04		THS		History Thesis Seminar I				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Thompson, C.		1						3		     

		AS		1		42586		HIS		594		01		THS		History Thesis Seminar II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Paddock, Troy		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		41272		HIS		599		01		LEC		~Renaissance Europe		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN C112		LEC-Lecture		Kern, Darcy		18						3		Dual listed w/HIS 302; Renaissance Europe     

		AS		1		41273		HIS		599		02		ONL		~The Black Atlantic		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Carter-David, Siobhan		18						3		The Black Atlantic     

		AS		1		42468		HLS		497		01		INT		Internship in Health Science				 -		 		INT-Internship		Staff, TBA		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		40700		HON		102		01		ONL		First-Year Research Colloquium		M		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Smith, J.		25		HC				1		     

		AS		1		40701		HON		102		02		ONL		First-Year Research Colloquium		M		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Smith, J.		25		HC				1		     

		AS		1		40702		HON		200		01		ONL		Conceptions of Self Seminar		M		5:00pm -6:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Amenta, Rosalyn		15		HC				2		Co-requisite with HON 201     

		AS		1		40703		HON		200		02		ONL		Conceptions of Self Seminar		W		5:00pm -6:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Harlow, Renee		15		HC				2		co-requisite with HON 201     

		AS		1		40704		HON		200		03		ONL		Conceptions of Self Seminar				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Chrissidis, Nikolaos		15		HC				2		co-requisite with HON 201     

		AS		1		40705		HON		200		04		ONL		Conceptions of Self Seminar		T		1:50pm -3:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Baraw, Charles		15		HC				2		co-requisite with HON 201     

		AS		1		40706		HON		200		05		ONL		Conceptions of Self Seminar		W		9:10am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Furey, Rachel		15		HC				2		co-requisite with HON 201     

		AS		1		40707		HON		200		06		LEC		Conceptions of Self Seminar		W		3:15pm -4:55pm		EN C113		LEC-Lecture		Durwin, Cheryl		15		HC				2		co-requisite with HON 201-01     

		AS		1		40708		HON		200		07		ONL		Conceptions of Self Seminar		T		1:50pm -3:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Shea, Michael		15		HC				2		co-requisite with HON 200-08 and HON 201-01     

		AS		1		40709		HON		200		08		ONL		Conceptions of Self Seminar		R		1:50pm -3:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Smith, J.		15		HC				2		co-requisite with HON 200-07 and HON 201-01     

		AS		1		40710		HON		200		09		HYB		Conceptions of Self Seminar		M		5:00pm -6:40pm		EN C113		LEC-Lecture		Ellis, Scott		15		HC				2		Hybrid Course; co-requisite with HON 201-01     

		AS		1		40711		HON		200		10		ONL		Conceptions of Self Seminar		M		12:10pm -2:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Harry, Chelsea		15		HC				2		co-requisite with HON 201-01     

		AS		1		40712		HON		201		01		ONL		Conceptions of Self Plenary		U		2:00pm -4:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gemme, Terese		100		HC				1		co-requisite with HON 200     

		AS		1		40713		HON		298		01		ONL		~International Study Fdn.		TR		4:40pm -5:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Harlow, Renee		20		HC				1		International Study Foundations     

		AS		1		40714		HON		300		01		ONL		Intro. to Service Learning		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Huminski, Suzanne		20		HC				3		     

		AS		1		40715		HON		400		01		ONL		Research Colloquium		W		2:25pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Petto, Christine		15		HC				1		     

		AS		1		42455		HON		494		01		THS		~HIS Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Smith, Jason		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42495		HON		494		02		THS		~WLL Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Cardone, Resha		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42537		HON		494		03		THS		~ENG Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Furey, Rachel		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42538		HON		494		04		THS		~HIS Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Rondinone, Troy		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42540		HON		494		05		THS		~HMS Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Morin, Gary		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42561		HON		494		06		THS		~CMD Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Purdy, Mary		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42613		HON		494		07		THS		~BIO Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Brady, Steven		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42699		HON		494		08		THS		~PHY Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Sherwood, Carrie		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42700		HON		494		09		THS		~EDU Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Lopez-Velasquez, Angela		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42701		HON		494		10		THS		~PSY Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Stiver, Kelly		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42717		HON		494		11		THS		~EGMS Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Cross, Emma		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42734		HON		494		12		THS		~HMS Honors Prospectus				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Gregory, Robert		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42454		HON		495		01		THS		~HIS Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Carter-David, Siobhan		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42456		HON		495		02		THS		~ACC Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Dutta, Sandip		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42457		HON		495		03		THS		~CHE Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Hwang, Candy		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42464		HON		495		04		THS		~ENG Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Baraw, Charles		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42547		HON		495		05		THS		~CSC Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Sheta, Alaa		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42581		HON		495		06		THS		~ENG Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Johnson, Brian		2		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42590		HON		495		07		THS		~ENG Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Richmond, Andrew		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42607		HON		495		08		THS		~PSY Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Anthis, Kristine		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42608		HON		495		09		THS		~ENG Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Parrish, Timothy		4		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42621		HON		495		10		THS		~PSY Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Budnick, Christopher		2		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42631		HON		495		11		THS		~CMD Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Ramachandar, Sujini		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42653		HON		495		12		THS		~PSY Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Marsland, Katherine		2		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42661		HON		495		13		THS		~PCH Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Zigmont, Victoria		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42665		HON		495		14		THS		~EGMS Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Axon, Stephen		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42666		HON		495		15		THS		~ANT Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Rogers, Michael		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42703		HON		495		16		THS		~CHE Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Kearns, James		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42704		HON		495		17		THS		~CHE Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Coca, Adiel		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42723		HON		495		18		THS		~PHY Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Wu, Binlin		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42731		HON		495		19		THS		~EGMS Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Graves, Scott		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42732		HON		495		20		THS		~MAT Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Carrigan, Braxton		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42733		HON		495		21		THS		~EGMS Departmental Honors				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Heidkamp, Christian		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42635		HON		499		01		IND		Independent Study				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Serchuk, Camille		4		HC				0.5		     

		AS		1		42432		IDS		110		01W		ONL		*Experiencing the Arts		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		O'Neil, Kevin		22						3		     

		AS		1		42433		IDS		110		02		ONL		Experiencing the Arts		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		O'Neil, Kevin		22						3		     

		AS		1		40716		IDS		311		01W		ONL		*IDS Research Methods		T		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Marchant-Shapiro, Andrew		17						3		     

		AS		S8W		40717		IDS		311		02		ONL		IDS Research Methods				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Coury, Carmen		20						3		2nd 8-week course     

		AS		F8W		42123		IDS		311		03		ONL		IDS Research Methods				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Coury, Carmen		20						3		1st 8-week course     

		AS		1		40719		IDS		401		02		ONL		Interdis Invest Globalization		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Farley, William		25						3		     

		AS		1		42124		IDS		401		03W		ONL		*Interdis Invest Globalization				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kalbfleisch, Elizabeth		22						3		     

		AS		1		40600		IDS		405		01		ONL		In a World: Capstone Exp.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Petroski, David		25						3		     

		AS		1		40041		ILS		587		01		ONL		SLMS Fld Plcmnts for Teach Cer				 -		ONLINE ASYN		FLD-Field Study		Minichiello, Mary		20		IS				3		     

		AS		1		40720		INQ		101		01		ONL		Intellectual/Creative Inquiry		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robinson, Dyan		20						3		     

		AS		1		40721		INQ		101		02		ONL		Intellectual/Creative Inquiry		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robinson, Dyan		20						3		     

		AS		1		40722		INQ		101		03		ONL		Intellectual/Creative Inquiry		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cathey, Dawn		20						3		     

		AS		1		40723		INQ		101		04		LEC		Intellectual/Creative Inquiry		TR		6:15pm -7:30pm		FH FPS		LEC-Lecture		Rizza, Salvatore		20						3		     

		AS		1		40724		INQ		390		01		ONL		Peer Mentoring in FY Class		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bentley-Drobish, Denise		20		IS				3		     

		AS		1		40725		INQ		390		02		ONL		Peer Mentoring in FY Class		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bentley-Drobish, Denise		20		IS				3		     

		AS		1		40164		ITA		100		01		ONL		Italian I		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		DiPietro, Anthony		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40165		ITA		100		02		ONL		Italian I		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lolaico, Maddalena		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40166		ITA		101		01		ONL		Italian II		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		DiPietro, Anthony		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40167		ITA		101		02		ONL		Italian II		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lolaico, Maddalena		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40168		ITA		200		01		ONL		Italian III		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Palma, Giuseppina		24				25		3		Italian For Business; Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40169		ITA		200		02		ONL		Italian III		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Larkin, Erin		24				25		3		Â Dual listed w/ITA 204-01; Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		42685		ITA		200		03		ONL		Italian III		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Palma, Giuseppina		24				25		3		Italian for Business; Dual listed with ITA 210-01;  Additional online LAB hours required   

		AS		1		42337		ITA		204		01		ONL		Made in Italy: Ital for Global		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Larkin, Erin		24						3		Made in Italy: Italy for Global; Dual listed w/ITA 200-02;  Additional online LAB hrs req.   

		AS		1		40170		ITA		210		01		ONL		Language through Culture		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Palma, Giuseppina		24				25		3		Dual listed with ITA 200-03; Additional online  LAB hours required   

		AS		S8W		42167		ITA		250		02		ONL		Italians in America				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Vitale, Lisa		24						3		2nd 8 Week Course     

		AS		1		42168		ITA		270		01W		ONL		*Italian Cities		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Palma, Giuseppina		22						3		     

		AS		1		42488		ITA		300		01		ONL		Composition		TR		10:50am -12:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cardone, Resha		24				25		3		     

		AS		1		42453		ITA		310		01		ONL		Italian Civilization I		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cardone, Resha		24						3		     

		AS		1		42423		ITA		498		01		ONL		~Italian Cinema		W		4:00pm -4:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Larkin, Erin		6						3		Dual listed with ITA 528, LIT 488     

		AS		1		42423		ITA		498		01		ONL		~Italian Cinema		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Larkin, Erin		6						3		Dual listed with ITA 528, LIT 488     

		AS		1		42649		ITA		503		01		IND		Italy Today				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Larkin, Erin		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		40176		ITA		528		01		ONL		Visions of Modernity		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Larkin, Erin		3						3		Dual listed w/ITA 498, LIT 488     

		AS		1		40176		ITA		528		01		ONL		Visions of Modernity		W		4:00pm -4:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Larkin, Erin		3						3		Dual listed w/ITA 498, LIT 488     

		AS		1		42644		ITA		600		01		IND		Independent Study				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Larkin, Erin		1		DN				1		     

		AS		1		41144		JRN		101		01		LEC		The Media: Freedom & Power		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		MO 108		LEC-Lecture		Blake, Christopher		23						3		     

		AS		1		41145		JRN		101		02		LEC		The Media: Freedom & Power		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		MO 108		LEC-Lecture		Amatulli, Jo		23						3		     

		AS		F8W		41147		JRN		101		04		ONL		The Media: Freedom & Power				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Harris, Frank		25						3		     

		AS		S8W		41148		JRN		101		05		ONL		The Media: Freedom & Power				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Harris, Frank		15						3		     

		AS		1		41150		JRN		135		02		LEC		Digital Media Skills		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		MO 13		LEC-Lecture		Paguaga, Peter		17						3		     

		AS		1		41151		JRN		135		03		ONL		Digital Media Skills		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Harris, Frank		22						3		     

		AS		1		41152		JRN		135		04		ONL		Digital Media Skills		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gil, Joanne (Jodie)		22						3		     

		AS		1		41153		JRN		135		05		ONL		Digital Media Skills		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gil, Joanne (Jodie)		22						3		     

		AS		1		41154		JRN		135		06		LEC		Digital Media Skills		TR		8:10am -9:25am		MO 205		LEC-Lecture		Zonderman, Jacob		17						3		     

		AS		1		42313		JRN		170		01		LEC		Basic Drone Technology		TR		9:35am -10:50am		MO 205		LEC-Lecture		Zonderman, Jacob		17						3		     

		AS		1		41158		JRN		200		01W		LEC		*Basics of Journalism		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		MO 205		LEC-Lecture		Blake, Christopher		17						3		     

		AS		1		41159		JRN		200		02W		LEC		*Basics of Journalism		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		MO 205		LEC-Lecture		Patrick, Michael		17						3		     

		AS		1		41160		JRN		211		01		LEC		Broadcast Sports Journalism		TR		9:35am -10:50am		MO 13		LEC-Lecture		Paguaga, Peter		15						3		     

		AS		1		42327		JRN		227		01		HYB		Audio and Video Storytelling		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		MO 205		LEC-Lecture		Harris, Frank		15						3		Hybrid Course; Meets on campus first 2 weeks and transitions  to Online Synchronous for the remainder of the semester.   

		AS		1		41163		JRN		228		01W		ONL		*Big Data Storytelling				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gil, Joanne (Jodie)		22						3		     

		AS		1		41164		JRN		230		01W		LEC		*Fundamentals:Public Relations		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		BU 438		LEC-Lecture		Sullivan-DeCarlo, Catherine		22						3		     

		AS		1		41165		JRN		300		01W		LEC		*News Writing		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		MO 13		LEC-Lecture		Simoneau, Cindy		16						3		     

		AS		1		42326		JRN		311		01		LEC		Broadcast News Reporting I		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		MO 205		LEC-Lecture		Pierce, Kenton		15						3		     

		AS		1		41166		JRN		331		01		IND		PR for Health		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		IND-Independent Study		Warren, Kenneth		5						3		     

		AS		1		41167		JRN		350		01		ONL		American Journalism History				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Simon, James		25						3		     

		AS		1		41169		JRN		375		01W		LEC		*Courts and Crime		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		MO 108		LEC-Lecture		Griffin, Alaine		22						3		     

		AS		1		42626		JRN		497		01		INT		Journalism Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Gil, Joanne (Jodie)		2		DN				1		     

		AS		1		42325		JRN		498		01W		ONL		*~Advanced Sports Storytelling		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Amore, Dominic		22						3		     

		AS		1		40902		JST		101		01W		ONL		*Jewish Life and Civilization		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Scolnic, Benjamin		22						3		     

		AS		1		40903		JST		110		01		ONL		Israeli-Palestinian Conflict				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Laskin, Esther		22						3		     

		AS		1		40904		JST		204		01W		ONL		*Holocaust/Genocide Studies		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Blackmer, Corinne		22						3		     

		AS		1		42418		JST		204		02W		ONL		*Holocaust/Genocide Studies		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Marsoobian, Armen		22						3		     

		AS		1		40907		JST		207		01		HYB		Religious Dimension Human Exis		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Mixie, Joseph		30						3		Hybrid Course with Hyflex Option; Dual listed w/ PHI 207-01     

		AS		1		42288		JST		241		01		LEC		The Modern Middle East		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Judd, Steven		30						3		Dual listed w/HIS 241-01     

		AS		1		40909		JST		303		01W		ONL		*The Israeli Short Story				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Laskin, Esther		22						3		     

		AS		1		42707		LAC		100		01		LEC		Intro Latin Amer & Carib Stud		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ASC 313B		LEC-Lecture		Ariza, Diane		20						3		     

		AS		1		42465		LAT		101		01		IND		Latin II				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Oddo, Anthony		3		DN		25		3		     

		AS		1		41098		LIT		302		01		ONL		Literature: The New Testament		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Larocco, Steven		25						3		     

		AS		1		40178		LIT		488		01		ONL		Seminar in World Literature		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Larkin, Erin		8						3		Italian Cinema; Dual listed w/ITA 498, ITA 528     

		AS		1		40107		MAR		140		01		ONL		The World Ocean				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Cross, Emma		25						3		     

		AS		1		40108		MAR		340		01		ONL		Coastal Processes/Environment		F		2:00pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Graves, Scott		20						3		     

		AS		1		41960		MAT		100		02		ONL		Intermediate Algebra		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Diehl, Christine		20						3		     

		AS		1		41962		MAT		100P		01		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sloat, Chloe		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least one  active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41963		MAT		100P		02		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Reyman, Peter		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41964		MAT		100P		03		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Fitzpatrick, Thomas		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41965		MAT		100P		04		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Reyman, Peter		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41966		MAT		100P		05		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41967		MAT		100P		06		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gilliam, Susan		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41968		MAT		100P		07		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Benway, Robert		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41969		MAT		100P		08		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cafasso, Cynthia		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41970		MAT		100P		09		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		MW		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Strahowski, Christopher		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41972		MAT		100P		11		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hart, Elizabeth		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least one  active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41973		MAT		100P		12		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Morgan, Winnifred		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41974		MAT		100P		13		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Biolo, Melissa		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41975		MAT		100P		14		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		MacWilliam, Brian		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41976		MAT		100P		15		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Chhabra, Ajay		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41977		MAT		100P		16		ONL		Intro and Interm Algebra		TR		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Chhabra, Ajay		25				50		3		Students must earn credit for 40 fifty-minute  lectures during the semester and complete at least  one active hour in ALEKS every week 

		AS		1		41978		MAT		103		01		ONL		Mathematics for Liberal Arts		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		DeCesare, Vincent		25						3		     

		AS		1		41979		MAT		103		02		ONL		Mathematics for Liberal Arts		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		DeCesare, Vincent		30						3		     

		AS		1		41980		MAT		103		03		LEC		Mathematics for Liberal Arts		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		EN C140		LEC-Lecture		Remec, Erik		30						3		HyFlex:students attend in person or online synchronously     

		AS		1		41981		MAT		103		04		ONL		Mathematics for Liberal Arts				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Pinciu, Valeriu		30						3		     

		AS		1		41982		MAT		103		05		ONL		Mathematics for Liberal Arts				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Pinciu, Valeriu		30						3		     

		AS		1		41983		MAT		103		06		LEC		Mathematics for Liberal Arts		TR		8:10am -9:25am		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Gingrich, Ross		30						3		     

		AS		1		41984		MAT		103		07		LEC		Mathematics for Liberal Arts		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Fields, Joseph		30						3		     

		AS		1		41985		MAT		103		08		LEC		Mathematics for Liberal Arts		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		DA 101		LEC-Lecture		Fields, Joseph		30						3		     

		AS		1		41987		MAT		105		01		ONL		Math for Elementary Ed I		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rondinone, Kathleen		30						3		     

		AS		1		41989		MAT		105		03		ONL		Math for Elementary Ed I		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sharp, Julie		30						3		     

		AS		1		41990		MAT		105		04		ONL		Math for Elementary Ed I		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hartog, Martin		30						3		     

		AS		1		41991		MAT		105		05		ONL		Math for Elementary Ed I		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lee, Younhee		30						3		     

		AS		1		41992		MAT		106		01		ONL		Math for Elementary Ed II		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Rondinone, Kathleen		28						3		     

		AS		1		41992		MAT		106		01		ONL		Math for Elementary Ed II		W		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Rondinone, Kathleen		28						3		     

		AS		1		41993		MAT		106		02		ONL		Math for Elementary Ed II		W		6:15pm -7:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Sharp, Julie		28						3		     

		AS		1		41993		MAT		106		02		ONL		Math for Elementary Ed II		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Sharp, Julie		28						3		     

		AS		1		41994		MAT		106		03		ONL		Math for Elementary Ed II		M		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Kruczek, Klay		28						3		     

		AS		1		41994		MAT		106		03		ONL		Math for Elementary Ed II		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Kruczek, Klay		28						3		     

		AS		1		41995		MAT		107		01		ONL		Elementary Statistics		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Williams, Anne		25						3		     

		AS		1		41996		MAT		107		02		ONL		Elementary Statistics		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mugno, Raymond		25						3		     

		AS		1		41997		MAT		107		03		ONL		Elementary Statistics		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mugno, Raymond		25						3		     

		AS		1		41998		MAT		107		04		LEC		Elementary Statistics		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		BU 438		LEC-Lecture		Chludzinski, Paul		25						3		     

		AS		1		41999		MAT		107		05		ONL		Elementary Statistics		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robbin, Ira		25						3		     

		AS		1		42000		MAT		107		06		ONL		Elementary Statistics		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brennan, Theresa		25						3		     

		AS		1		42001		MAT		107		07		ONL		Elementary Statistics		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		0						3		     

		AS		1		42002		MAT		107		08		ONL		Elementary Statistics		MW		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Peruta, David		25						3		     

		AS		1		42003		MAT		107		09		LEC		Elementary Statistics		TR		9:35am -10:50am		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Sloat, Chloe		25						3		     

		AS		1		42004		MAT		107		10		LEC		Elementary Statistics		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Sloat, Chloe		20						3		     

		AS		1		42005		MAT		107		11		ONL		Elementary Statistics		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cook, Dana		25						3		     

		AS		1		42006		MAT		107		12		HYB		Elementary Statistics		TR		6:15pm -7:30pm		EN C115		LEC-Lecture		Olumide, Kunle		25						3		HyFlex; students attend in person or online synchronously     

		AS		1		42007		MAT		107		13		ONL		Elementary Statistics		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robbin, Ira		25						3		     

		AS		1		42008		MAT		107		14		LEC		Elementary Statistics		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Panchal, Pushpendra		25						3		     

		AS		1		42009		MAT		107		15		LEC		Elementary Statistics		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		EN C112		LEC-Lecture		Bartlett, Andrew		25						3		     

		AS		1		42565		MAT		107		16		LEC		Elementary Statistics		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		BU 438		LEC-Lecture		Chludzinski, Paul		25						3		     

		AS		1		42010		MAT		108		01		LEC		Math for the Natural Sciences		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Gingrich, Ross		25						3		     

		AS		1		42011		MAT		108		02		LEC		Math for the Natural Sciences		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Gingrich, Ross		25						3		     

		AS		1		42012		MAT		108		03		ONL		Math for the Natural Sciences		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cook, Dana		25						3		     

		AS		1		42013		MAT		112		01		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nigam, Chaitanya		25						3		     

		AS		1		42015		MAT		112		03		HYB		Algebra for Business & Sci		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		EN C140		LEC-Lecture		Andriunas, Rachel		25						3		Hybrid Course; HyFlex: Students attend in person or online  synchronously   

		AS		1		42017		MAT		112		05		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ramos, Jose		25						3		     

		AS		1		42018		MAT		112		06		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hong, Jooyoun		25						3		     

		AS		1		42019		MAT		112		07		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Moore, Mikal		25						3		     

		AS		1		42020		MAT		112		08		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		MW		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Guimond, Morgan		25						3		     

		AS		1		42022		MAT		112		10		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Daupern, Peter		25						3		     

		AS		1		42023		MAT		112		11		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Daupern, Peter		25						3		     

		AS		1		42024		MAT		112		12		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gardner Spencer, Matthew		25						3		     

		AS		1		42025		MAT		112		13		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hensley, Peter		25						3		     

		AS		1		42026		MAT		112		14		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Davison, Amy		25						3		     

		AS		1		42027		MAT		112		15		HYB		Algebra for Business & Sci		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		EN C140		LEC-Lecture		Garb, Gregory		25						3		Hybrid Course; HyFlex: Students attend in person or online  synchronously   

		AS		1		42131		MAT		112		16		ONL		Algebra for Business & Sci		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gardner Spencer, Matthew		25						3		     

		AS		1		42030		MAT		120		03		ONL		College Algebra		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Audie, Nicole		27						3		     

		AS		1		42711		MAT		120		HS1		LEC		College Algebra				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		O'Brien, Kathleen		20		AA				3		Restricted to Bunnell High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		42712		MAT		120		HS2		LEC		College Algebra				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		20		AA				3		Restricted to Bunnell High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		42713		MAT		120		HS3		LEC		College Algebra				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		20		AA				3		Restricted to Stratford High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		42031		MAT		122		01		HYB		Precalculus		F		11:10am -12:00pm		BU 204		LAB-Laboratory		Fields, Joseph		25						4		Hybrid Course; HyFlex: Students attend in person or online  synchronously   

		AS		1		42031		MAT		122		01		HYB		Precalculus		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Fields, Joseph		25						4		Hybrid Course; HyFlex: Students attend in person or online  synchronously   

		AS		1		42032		MAT		122		02		ONL		Precalculus		MW		5:40pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		de Andrade, Robson		25						4		     

		AS		1		42033		MAT		122		03		ONL		Precalculus		F		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Gardner Spencer, Matthew		25						4		     

		AS		1		42033		MAT		122		03		ONL		Precalculus		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gardner Spencer, Matthew		25						4		     

		AS		1		42034		MAT		122		04		ONL		Precalculus		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Hong, Jooyoun		25						4		     

		AS		1		42034		MAT		122		04		ONL		Precalculus		W		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Hong, Jooyoun		25						4		     

		AS		1		42036		MAT		125		01		ONL		Applied Business Math		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robbin, Ira		27						3		     

		AS		1		42037		MAT		125		02		ONL		Applied Business Math		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Redmond, Nancy		27						3		     

		AS		1		42038		MAT		125		03		ONL		Applied Business Math		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		D'Amour, Alain		27						3		     

		AS		1		42039		MAT		125		04		ONL		Applied Business Math		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		D'Amour, Alain		27						3		     

		AS		1		42318		MAT		125		05		LEC		Applied Business Math		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Sloat, Chloe		27						3		     

		AS		1		42042		MAT		139		02		ONL		Short Course in Calculus		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hamidzadeh, Archer		27						3		     

		AS		1		42043		MAT		150		01		ONL		Calculus I		W		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Hong, Jooyoun		25						4		     

		AS		1		42043		MAT		150		01		ONL		Calculus I		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hong, Jooyoun		25						4		     

		AS		1		42044		MAT		150		02		ONL		Calculus I		W		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Kruczek, Klay		25						4		     

		AS		1		42044		MAT		150		02		ONL		Calculus I		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kruczek, Klay		25						4		     

		AS		1		42045		MAT		150		03		HYB		Calculus I		R		4:45pm -5:35pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Bennett, Therese		25						4		Hybrid Course; students attend in person MW;  synchronous online R   

		AS		1		42045		MAT		150		03		HYB		Calculus I		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		EN C115		LEC-Lecture		Bennett, Therese		25						4		Hybrid Course; students attend in person MW;  synchronous online R   

		AS		1		42714		MAT		150		HS1		LEC		Calculus I				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Ciskowski, David		20		AA				4		Restricted to Naugatuck High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		42046		MAT		151		01		ONL		Calculus II		W		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Gardner Spencer, Matthew		25						4		     

		AS		1		42046		MAT		151		01		ONL		Calculus II		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gardner Spencer, Matthew		25						4		     

		AS		1		42047		MAT		151		02		LEC		Calculus II		M		4:45pm -5:35pm		BU 207		LAB-Laboratory		Gingrich, Ross		21						4		     

		AS		1		42047		MAT		151		02		LEC		Calculus II		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		Gingrich, Ross		21						4		     

		AS		1		42048		MAT		178		01		ONL		Elementary Discrete Math		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Carrigan, Braxton		30						3		     

		AS		1		42050		MAT		221		01		L/L		Inter Applied Statistics		M		10:10am -11:00am		EN A120		LAB-Laboratory		Bartlett, Andrew		23						4		     

		AS		1		42050		MAT		221		01		L/L		Inter Applied Statistics		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		MO 108		LEC-Lecture		Bartlett, Andrew		23						4		     

		AS		1		42051		MAT		221		02		ONL		Inter Applied Statistics		W		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Mugno, Raymond		25						4		     

		AS		1		42051		MAT		221		02		ONL		Inter Applied Statistics		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mugno, Raymond		25						4		     

		AS		1		42052		MAT		221		03		ONL		Inter Applied Statistics		R		3:40pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Robbin, Ira		25						4		     

		AS		1		42052		MAT		221		03		ONL		Inter Applied Statistics		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robbin, Ira		25						4		     

		AS		1		42053		MAT		221		04		ONL		Inter Applied Statistics		MW		2:00pm -3:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hamidzadeh, Archer		25						4		     

		AS		1		42054		MAT		250		01		ONL		Foundations of Mathematics		M		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Hong, Jooyoun		22		DN				4		     

		AS		1		42054		MAT		250		01		ONL		Foundations of Mathematics		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hong, Jooyoun		22		DN				4		     

		AS		1		42055		MAT		252		01		ONL		Calculus III		W		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		D'Amour, Alain		25						4		     

		AS		1		42055		MAT		252		01		ONL		Calculus III		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		D'Amour, Alain		25						4		     

		AS		1		42056		MAT		260		01		HYB		Geometry and the Arts		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		EN C115		LEC-Lecture		Fields, Joseph		25						3		Hybrid Course; HyFlex: Student attend in person or online  synchronously   

		AS		1		42057		MAT		326		01		LEC		Regression Analysis		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		EN C010		LEC-Lecture		Bartlett, Andrew		21						3		     

		AS		1		42058		MAT		360		01		HYB		Foundations of Geometry		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		EN B218		LEC-Lecture		Carrigan, Braxton		22						3		Hybrid Course; HyFlex: Students attend in person or online  synchronously   

		AS		1		42059		MAT		372		01		ONL		Linear Algebra		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		D'Amour, Alain		22						3		     

		AS		1		42060		MAT		378		01		ONL		Discrete Mathematics		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Pinciu, Valeriu		22						3		     

		AS		1		42061		MAT		408		01		ONL		Technology Secondary Math Ed		R		4:50pm -7:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lee, Younhee		22		DC				3		Dual listed w/MAT 508-01     

		AS		1		42062		MAT		480		01		ONL		Topology		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Pinciu, Valeriu		22						3		     

		AS		1		42063		MAT		488		01W		HYB		*Seminar Mathematical Modeling		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		EN B218		SEM-Seminar		Clark, Aaron		22						3		Hybrid Course; HyFlex: Students attend in person or online  synchronously   

		AS		1		42064		MAT		494		01		STT		Student Teaching (Mathematics)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Lee, Younhee		22						9		     

		AS		1		42065		MAT		496		01		ONL		Service Learning for Math Ed		T		3:15pm -6:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lee, Younhee		22		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42625		MAT		499		01		IND		Independent Study				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Kruczek, Klay		1		DN				1		     

		AS		1		42066		MAT		508		01		ONL		Technology for Sec. STEM Ed.		R		4:50pm -7:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lee, Younhee		22						3		Dual listed w/MAT 408-01     

		AS		1		42698		MAT		590		01		THS		Thesis Seminar				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Kruczek, Klay		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		40910		MDS		101		01		ONL		Media and Everyday Life		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dellinger-Pate, Charlene		22						3		     

		AS		1		40912		MDS		101		03		ONL		Media and Everyday Life				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Burke, Karen		22						3		     

		AS		1		40914		MDS		200		01		ONL		How Media Means		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		O'Brien, Wesley		25						3		     

		AS		1		42268		MDS		222		01W		ONL		*Media Theory				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dellinger-Pate, Charlene		22						3		     

		AS		1		40915		MDS		245		01		ONL		Introduction to Media Studies				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Burke, Karen		25						3		     

		AS		1		40916		MDS		280		01		ONL		Media Issues and Problems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Conforti, Rosemarie		25						3		     

		AS		1		40917		MDS		291		01		ONL		Social Media:Private/Public L				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Conforti, Rosemarie		25						3		     

		AS		1		40918		MDS		320		01		ONL		Propaganda in Media				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Burke, Karen		25						3		     

		AS		1		40919		MDS		320		02		ONL		Propaganda in Media				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Burke, Karen		22						3		     

		AS		1		40920		MDS		324		01W		ONL		*Reading Film II: Intrnl Film		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		O'Brien, Wesley		22						3		     

		AS		1		40921		MDS		333		01		ONL		Media Research				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dimauro, Margaret		25						3		     

		AS		1		42269		MDS		385		01		ONL		Political Satire & New Media				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dellinger-Pate, Charlene		25						3		     

		AS		1		42567		MDS		499		01		IND		Independent Study				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Conforti, Rosemarie		1		DN				1		     

		AS		1		40111		MUS		102		01		ONL		University Choir		M		7:40pm -9:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		STU-Studio		Gemme, Terese		50		IS				1		Additional asynchronous work required     

		AS		S8W		42729		MUS		105		02		STU		University Band II		R		6:15pm -8:45pm		EN C112		STU-Studio		Hlavac, Craig		25						1		Full rehearsals on Thursdays, Sectionals on Tuesdays     

		AS		S8W		42729		MUS		105		02		STU		University Band II		T		6:15pm -8:45pm		EA 118		STU-Studio		Hlavac, Craig		25						1		Full rehearsals on Thursdays, Sectionals on Tuesdays     

		AS		S8W		40113		MUS		110		01		ONL		Music History: Western World				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Irving, Jonathan		15						3		     

		AS		F8W		40114		MUS		110		02		ONL		Music History: Western World				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Irving, Jonathan		25						3		     

		AS		F8W		40115		MUS		110		03		ONL		Music History: Western World				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Stutzman, Walter		25						3		     

		AS		S8W		42605		MUS		110		04		ONL		Music History: Western World				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Stutzman, Walter		15						3		     

		AS		1		40117		MUS		115		01		ONL		Music in World Culture		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Scott, Stanley		25						3		     

		AS		1		40118		MUS		115		02		ONL		Music in World Culture		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Scott, Stanley		25						3		     

		AS		S8W		40119		MUS		115		03		ONL		Music in World Culture				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Getter, Joseph		15						3		     

		AS		S8W		40120		MUS		115		04		ONL		Music in World Culture				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Getter, Joseph		15						3		     

		AS		1		40121		MUS		117		01		HYB		Intro to Music Technology		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		EN B014		STU-Studio		Ahearn, William		20						3		Hybrid Course; Students meet in assigned groups of ten (10).     

		AS		1		40122		MUS		117		02		HYB		Intro to Music Technology		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		EN B014		STU-Studio		Kuss, Mark		20						3		Hybrid Course; Students meet in assigned groups of ten (10).     

		AS		1		40124		MUS		117		04		HYB		Intro to Music Technology		MW		11:00am -12:15pm		EN B014		STU-Studio		Groffman, Joshua		20						3		Hybrid Course; Students meet in assigned groups of ten (10).     

		AS		1		42287		MUS		117		05		HYB		Intro to Music Technology		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		EN B014		STU-Studio		Groffman, Joshua		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		42286		MUS		117		06		ONL		Intro to Music Technology		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nystrup, Stephen		20						3		     

		AS		1		42501		MUS		141		04		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Martin, James		3		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42652		MUS		141		22		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Williamson, Lisa		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42497		MUS		142		02		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Cimino, Matthew		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42502		MUS		142		04		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Martin, James		4		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42576		MUS		142		07		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Cadwallader, Rex		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42513		MUS		142		13		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Nigro, Kenneth		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42515		MUS		142		15		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Barko, Rebecca		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42520		MUS		142		17		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Senedak, Irene		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42523		MUS		142		18		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Trudel, Eric		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42528		MUS		142		22		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Williamson, Lisa		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42529		MUS		142		23		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Gamboa-Diaz, Stephen		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		40125		MUS		200		01		STU		Small Ensembles		F		1:10pm -2:00pm		EA 118		STU-Studio		Martin, James		10		IS				1		Guitar Ensemble     

		AS		1		40126		MUS		203		01		HYB		Small Ensembles		TR		1:50pm -2:50pm		EN C112		STU-Studio		Cimino, Matthew		10						1		Hybrid Course; Vocal Scenes Performance Class     

		AS		1		40126		MUS		203		01		HYB		Small Ensembles		TR		1:50pm -2:50pm		EN C112		STU-Studio		Barko, Rebecca		10						1		Hybrid Course; Vocal Scenes Performance Class     

		AS		1		40127		MUS		204		01		STU		Small Ensembles		TR		12:25pm -1:15pm		EA 118		STU-Studio		Chevan, David		10		IS				1		Jazz Standards Ensemble     

		AS		1		40128		MUS		205		01		STU		Small Ensembles		TR		4:50pm -5:40pm		EA 118		STU-Studio		Chevan, David		10		IS				1		Latin Jazz Ensemble     

		AS		1		40129		MUS		206		01		STU		Small Ensembles		F		2:10pm -4:00pm		EA 118		STU-Studio		Martin, James		12		IS				1		Blues Ensemble     

		AS		1		40131		MUS		221		01		STU		Musicianship II		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		EA 118		STU-Studio		Cleary, William		12						2		     

		AS		1		40132		MUS		226		01		LEC		Music Theory II		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		EA 118		LEC-Lecture		Kuss, Mark		12						3		     

		AS		1		40133		MUS		235		01		HYB		Guitar I		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		EA 118		STU-Studio		Mehinovic, Senad		20						3		Hybrid Course; Students meet in assigned groups of ten (10).     

		AS		1		40136		MUS		237		02		HYB		Fundamentals of Piano I		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		EN B016		STU-Studio		Senedak, Irene		20				50		3		Hybrid Course; Students meet in assigned groups of ten (10).     

		AS		1		40137		MUS		237		03		HYB		Fundamentals of Piano I		MW		11:10am -12:25pm		EN B016		STU-Studio		DeLucia, David		20				50		3		Hybrid Course; Students meet in assigned groups of ten (10).     

		AS		1		42503		MUS		241		04		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Martin, James		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42506		MUS		241		07		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Cadwallader, Rex		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42516		MUS		241		15		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Barko, Rebecca		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42651		MUS		241		20		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		DeChamplain, Carrie-Atla		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42498		MUS		242		02		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Cimino, Matthew		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42517		MUS		242		15		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Barko, Rebecca		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42522		MUS		242		18		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Trudel, Eric		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		40140		MUS		303		01W		ONL		*In Search of Mozart				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Irving, Jonathan		22						3		     

		AS		1		40141		MUS		315		01W		LEC		*Jazz History Since 1945		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		EA 114		LEC-Lecture		Chevan, David		18						3		     

		AS		1		40142		MUS		321		01		HYB		Musicianship IV		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		EA 114		STU-Studio		Cleary, William		20						2		Hybrid Course; Students meet in assigned groups of ten (10).     

		AS		1		40143		MUS		326		01		HYB		Music Theory IV		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		EA 114		STU-Studio		Kuss, Mark		20						3		Hybrid Course; Students meet in assigned groups of ten (10).     

		AS		1		40144		MUS		330		01		LEC		Improv Contemp Music Culture		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		EA 114		LEC-Lecture		Chevan, David		18						3		     

		AS		1		42650		MUS		341		01		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Ahearn, William		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42617		MUS		341		07		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Cadwallader, Rex		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42510		MUS		341		11		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		DeQuattro, Anthony		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42514		MUS		341		13		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Nigro, Kenneth		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42518		MUS		341		15		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Barko, Rebecca		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42577		MUS		341		18		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Trudel, Eric		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42499		MUS		342		02		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Cimino, Matthew		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42524		MUS		342		18		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Trudel, Eric		3		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		40145		MUS		428		01		HYB		Electronic Music		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		EN B014		STU-Studio		Ahearn, William		20				50		3		Hybrid Course; Students meet in assigned groups of ten (10).     

		AS		1		42588		MUS		441		01		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Ahearn, William		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42589		MUS		441		04		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Martin, James		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42507		MUS		441		07		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Cadwallader, Rex		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42511		MUS		441		11		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		DeQuattro, Anthony		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42496		MUS		442		01		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Ahearn, William		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42500		MUS		442		02		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Cimino, Matthew		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42504		MUS		442		04		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Martin, James		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42505		MUS		442		06		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Sergueeva-Albonetti, Viara		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42508		MUS		442		07		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Cadwallader, Rex		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42509		MUS		442		10		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Patterson, Rebecca		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42512		MUS		442		11		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		DeQuattro, Anthony		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42519		MUS		442		15		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Barko, Rebecca		3		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42521		MUS		442		17		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Senedak, Irene		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42525		MUS		442		18		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Trudel, Eric		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42526		MUS		442		20		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		DeChamplain, Carrie-Atla		2		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42527		MUS		442		21		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Plotnick, Ellynne		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		42530		MUS		442		45		STU		Applied Music				 -		 		STU-Studio		Lugo, Henry		1		DN				0.5		     

		AS		1		41768		PHI		100		01		ONL		Introduction to Philosophy		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yang, Xiaomei		22						3		     

		AS		1		41771		PHI		100		04		ONL		Introduction to Philosophy		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yang, Xiaomei		22						3		     

		AS		1		41774		PHI		100		07		ONL		Introduction to Philosophy				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Stevenson, Gordon		22						3		     

		AS		1		41775		PHI		100		08		ONL		Introduction to Philosophy				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Harry, Chelsea		22						3		     

		AS		1		41776		PHI		207		01		HYB		Relig Dimension:Human Existen		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Mixie, Joseph		30						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex Option avail.; Dual listed w/JST 207     

		AS		1		41777		PHI		211		01		ONL		Asian Philosophy:  India		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yang, Xiaomei		25						3		     

		AS		1		41779		PHI		215		01		ONL		Logic & Scientific Reasoning				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gilliland, Rex		25						3		     

		AS		1		42197		PHI		217		01W		HYB		*Sex, Love, and Friendship		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		EN C010		LEC-Lecture		Gilliland, Rex		16						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex Option available     

		AS		1		42593		PHI		217		02W		ONL		*Sex, Love, and Friendship		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gilliland, Rex		16						3		Additional asynchronous work required     

		AS		1		41780		PHI		220		01		ONL		Ethics: Know Thyself		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gilliland, Rex		25						3		     

		AS		1		41783		PHI		222		02		ONL		The Creative Process		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gatzke, Kenneth		16						3		     

		AS		1		41790		PHI		242		02		ONL		Death and the Meaning of Life		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yang, Xiaomei		25						3		     

		AS		1		41791		PHI		242		03		ONL		Death and the Meaning of Life		M		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cavallero, Eric		25						3		     

		AS		1		41792		PHI		242		04		ONL		Death and the Meaning of Life		M		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cavallero, Eric		25						3		     

		AS		1		41796		PHI		242		08		ONL		Death and the Meaning of Life		T		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cavallero, Eric		25						3		     

		AS		1		41797		PHI		242		09		ONL		Death and the Meaning of Life				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lockwood, Heidi		25						3		     

		AS		1		41798		PHI		242		10		ONL		Death and the Meaning of Life		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lockwood, Heidi		25						3		     

		AS		1		41800		PHI		270		01W		ONL		*Philosophy of Education		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gatzke, Kenneth		22						3		     

		AS		1		41801		PHI		270		02W		ONL		*Philosophy of Education		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gatzke, Kenneth		22						3		     

		AS		1		41802		PHI		296		01W		ONL		*AncPhil:PreSocrates/Plotinus		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Harry, Chelsea		22						3		     

		AS		1		41803		PHI		296		02W		ONL		*AncPhil:PreSocrates/Plotinus		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Harry, Chelsea		22						3		     

		AS		1		41806		PHI		306		01W		HYB		*Age Reason:Galileo to Kant		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		MO 13		LEC-Lecture		Volkman, Richard		21						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex Option available     

		AS		1		41807		PHI		310		01W		ONL		*Women, Philosophy & Science		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gatzke, Kenneth		22						3		     

		AS		1		41809		PHI		323		02		HYB		Ethical Individualism		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Volkman, Richard		20						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex Option available     

		AS		1		41811		PHI		324		01W		ONL		*Computer Ethics		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lockwood, Heidi		22						3		Dual listed w/CSC 324-01W     

		AS		1		42582		PHI		324		02W		ONL		*Computer Ethics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lockwood, Heidi		22						3		Dual listed w/CSC 324-02W     

		AS		1		41815		PHI		327		01		ONL		Moral Problems in the Law		T		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cavallero, Eric		23						3		     

		AS		1		42386		PHI		490		01		ONL		Philosophy Seminar		MW		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Lockwood, Heidi		10						3		     

		AS		1		42641		PHI		497		01		INT		Philosophy Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Marsoobian, Armen		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		41450		PHY		100		02		ONL		Physics through Inquiry		T		11:00am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Anderson, Lisa		20				60		3		Electrical Energy Production     

		AS		1		41450		PHY		100		02		ONL		Physics through Inquiry		MW		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Murray, Stephen		20				60		3		Electrical Energy Production     

		AS		1		41453		PHY		100		05		ONL		Physics through Inquiry		W		5:00pm -6:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Copeland, Shannon		20						3		LEC online Asynchronous & LAB online Synchronous; Physics of  Music   

		AS		1		41453		PHY		100		05		ONL		Physics through Inquiry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Copeland, Shannon		20						3		LEC online Asynchronous & LAB online Synchronous; Physics of  Music   

		AS		1		41454		PHY		100		06		ONL		Physics through Inquiry		W		7:00pm -8:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Copeland, Shannon		20						3		LEC online Asynchronous & LAB online Synchronous; Physics of  Music   

		AS		1		41454		PHY		100		06		ONL		Physics through Inquiry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Copeland, Shannon		20						3		LEC online Asynchronous & LAB online Synchronous; Physics of  Music   

		AS		1		41455		PHY		103		01		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		T		8:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Sweet, James		20						3		     

		AS		1		41455		PHY		103		01		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		W		6:15pm -7:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Balanda, Matthew		20						3		     

		AS		1		41456		PHY		103		02		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		T		11:00am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Sweet, James		20						3		     

		AS		1		41456		PHY		103		02		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		W		6:15pm -7:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Balanda, Matthew		20						3		     

		AS		1		41457		PHY		103		03		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		T		1:50pm -3:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Sweet, James		20						3		     

		AS		1		41457		PHY		103		03		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		W		6:15pm -7:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Balanda, Matthew		20						3		     

		AS		1		41458		PHY		103		04		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		T		5:00pm -6:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Sweet, James		20						3		     

		AS		1		41458		PHY		103		04		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		W		6:15pm -7:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Balanda, Matthew		20						3		     

		AS		1		41460		PHY		103		06		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		W		8:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Hahne, Frederick		20						3		     

		AS		1		41460		PHY		103		06		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		W		6:15pm -7:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Balanda, Matthew		20						3		     

		AS		1		41461		PHY		103		07		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		W		10:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Hahne, Frederick		20						3		     

		AS		1		41461		PHY		103		07		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		W		6:15pm -7:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Balanda, Matthew		20						3		     

		AS		1		41462		PHY		103		08		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		W		2:00pm -3:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Hahne, Frederick		20						3		     

		AS		1		41462		PHY		103		08		ONL		Physics and Tech: Health Prof		W		6:15pm -7:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Balanda, Matthew		20						3		     

		AS		1		41464		PHY		123		01		HYB		Critical Thinking and Science		T		11:00am -12:15pm		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Loiseau, Heidi		20						3		Hybrid; Tue lecture on ground; Second period  asynchronous online.   

		AS		1		41465		PHY		200		01		HYB		General Physics I		T		1:50pm -4:40pm		JE 107		LAB-Laboratory		Casetti, Dana		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41465		PHY		200		01		HYB		General Physics I		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Casetti, Dana		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41466		PHY		200		02		HYB		General Physics I		T		5:00pm -7:50pm		JE 107		LAB-Laboratory		Casetti, Dana		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41466		PHY		200		02		HYB		General Physics I		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Casetti, Dana		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41467		PHY		200		03		HYB		General Physics I		W		2:00pm -4:50pm		JE 107		LAB-Laboratory		Sutherland, Victoria		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41467		PHY		200		03		HYB		General Physics I		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		EN C112		LEC-Lecture		Schwendemann, Todd		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41468		PHY		200		04		HYB		General Physics I		W		5:00pm -7:50pm		JE 107		LAB-Laboratory		Anderson, Lisa		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41468		PHY		200		04		HYB		General Physics I		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		EN C112		LEC-Lecture		Schwendemann, Todd		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41469		PHY		201		01		HYB		General Physics II		F		9:10am -12:00pm		JE 107		LAB-Laboratory		Wu, Binlin		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41469		PHY		201		01		HYB		General Physics II		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Wu, Binlin		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41470		PHY		201		02		HYB		General Physics II		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Wu, Binlin		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41470		PHY		201		02		HYB		General Physics II		F		12:10pm -3:00pm		JE 107		LEC-Lecture		Patel, Mit		22				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures HyFlex option available; Labs on-  ground   

		AS		1		41472		PHY		230		02		HYB		Physics-SCE & EGR I		R		5:00pm -7:50pm		JE 109		LEC-Lecture		Weiss, Samuel		20				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures Online Synchronous; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		41472		PHY		230		02		HYB		Physics-SCE & EGR I		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sadowski, Thomas		20				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures Online Synchronous; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		41473		PHY		231		01		HYB		Physics-Scientists&EngineersII		R		5:00pm -7:50pm		JE 105		LAB-Laboratory		Sadowski, Thomas		20				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures Online Synchronous; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		41473		PHY		231		01		HYB		Physics-Scientists&EngineersII		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Broadbridge, Christine		20				60		4		Hybrid Course; Lectures Online Synchronous; labs on-ground.     

		AS		1		41474		PHY		370		01		L/L		Modern Physics Laboratory		MW		4:50pm -6:40pm		JE 106		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Wu, Binlin		8				60		2		     

		AS		1		41476		PHY		400		01		ONL		Classical Mechanics I		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Horch, Elliott		12						3		     

		AS		1		42741		PHY		440		02		IND		Intro to Quantum Mechanics				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Enjalran, Matthew		2		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42740		PHY		499		01		IND		Independent Study & Research				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Horch, Elliott		1		DN				1		     

		AS		1		41480		PHY		512		01		LEC		Methods of Theoretical Phys.I		MW		6:15pm -7:30pm		JE 113		LEC-Lecture		Enjalran, Matthew		8						3		     

		AS		1		41481		PHY		521		01		LEC		Char. of Nanomaterials		T		6:15pm -8:45pm		JE 113		LEC-Lecture		Schwendemann, Todd		8		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42534		PHY		580		01		FLD		Special Project				 -		 		FLD-Field Study		Broadbridge, Christine		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42696		PHY		591		01		THS		Thesis Research II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Casetti, Dana		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42697		PHY		591		02		THS		Thesis Research II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Horch, Elliott		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		41121		PSC		200		01		ONL		Political Change and Conflict		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Calin, Costel		25						3		     

		AS		1		41122		PSC		200		02		ONL		Political Change and Conflict		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Calin, Costel		25						3		     

		AS		1		41141		PSC		230		01		LEC		War		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ASC 313B		LEC-Lecture		Buterbaugh, Kevin		40						3		     

		AS		1		41123		PSC		240		01		ONL		Intro to Political Thought				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		O'Hara, Jonathan		25						3		     

		AS		1		41124		PSC		240		02		ONL		Intro to Political Thought				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		O'Hara, Jonathan		25						3		     

		AS		1		41125		PSC		260		01		ONL		U.S. Government				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Hopper, Jennifer		25						3		     

		AS		1		41126		PSC		260		02		ONL		U.S. Government				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Hopper, Jennifer		25						3		     

		AS		1		41127		PSC		270		01		ONL		International Relations				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Olney, Patricia		25						3		     

		AS		1		41128		PSC		270		02		ONL		International Relations				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Olney, Patricia		25						3		     

		AS		1		41142		PSC		270		03		ONL		International Relations				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Olney, Patricia		25						3		     

		AS		1		41129		PSC		301		01		ONL		Russian Politics & Gov't		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Calin, Costel		25						3		Dual listed w/PSC 545-01     

		AS		1		41130		PSC		312		01		ONL		Media & Amer Politics		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hopper, Jennifer		25						3		     

		AS		1		41131		PSC		317		01		ONL		US-Latin American Relations				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Olney, Patricia		25						3		     

		AS		1		41132		PSC		326		01		LEC		Race & Ethnicity:Amer Politics		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Wharton, Jonathan		25						3		Dual listed w/PSC 526-01     

		AS		1		41133		PSC		346		01		ONL		Marxism				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		O'Hara, Jonathan		25						3		Dual listed w/PSC 541-01     

		AS		1		41134		PSC		365		01W		ONL		*Rsrch Mthds Political Science		T		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Marchant-Shapiro, Theresa		22						3		     

		AS		1		41135		PSC		367		01		ONL		Quantitative Analysis of Data		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Calin, Costel		25						3		     

		AS		1		41136		PSC		417		01		ONL		Constitutional Law				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		O'Hara, Jonathan		25						3		     

		AS		1		41137		PSC		435		01		LEC		Modern War		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Buterbaugh, Kevin		25						3		     

		AS		1		41138		PSC		475		01W		LEC		*Capstone Seminar		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Wharton, Jonathan		22						3		     

		AS		1		42431		PSC		497		01		INT		Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Buterbaugh, Kevin		2		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42646		PSC		497		02		INT		Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Wharton, Jonathan		2		DN				3		     

		AS		1		41139		PSC		526		01		LEC		Race & Ethnicity in Am. Pol.		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Wharton, Jonathan		25						3		Dual listed w/PSC 326-01     

		AS		1		41140		PSC		541		01		ONL		Marxist Political Thought				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		O'Hara, Jonathan		25						3		Dual listed w/PSC 346-01     

		AS		1		41143		PSC		545		01		ONL		Russia & Post-Soviet Space		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Calin, Costel		25						3		Dual listed w/PSC 301-01     

		AS		1		42598		PSC		585		01		THS		Thesis Proposal in Pol Sci				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Wharton, Jonathan		1		DC				3		     

		AS		1		41595		PSY		100		01		ONL		Introduction to Psychology		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Stiver, Kelly		225						3		     

		AS		1		41595		PSY		100		01		ONL		Introduction to Psychology		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bordner, Kelly		225						3		     

		AS		1		41596		PSY		100		02		ONL		Introduction to Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Hauselt, William		90						3		     

		AS		1		41597		PSY		100		03		ONL		Introduction to Psychology		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Delucia, Christine		40						3		     

		AS		1		41598		PSY		100		04		ONL		Introduction to Psychology		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Moore, Dina		25						3		     

		AS		1		41599		PSY		100		05		ONL		Introduction to Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Biondi, Dawn		40						3		     

		AS		1		41600		PSY		100		06		ONL		Introduction to Psychology		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Michaud, Sara-Kay		25						3		     

		AS		1		42298		PSY		100		07		ONL		Introduction to Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Billups, Shenira		25						3		     

		AS		1		42440		PSY		197		01		INT		Research Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Durwin, Cheryl		5		IS				1		     

		AS		1		42441		PSY		197		02		INT		Research Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Moore, Dina		5		IS				1		     

		AS		1		42442		PSY		197		03		INT		Research Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Budnick, Christopher		5		IS				1		     

		AS		1		42443		PSY		197		04		INT		Research Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Colwell, Kevin		5		IS				1		     

		AS		1		42444		PSY		197		05		INT		Research Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Nizhnikov, Michael		5		IS				1		     

		AS		1		42450		PSY		197		06		INT		Research Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Walters, Kenneth		5		IS				1		     

		AS		1		42466		PSY		197		07		INT		Research Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Bessenoff, Gayle		5		IS				1		     

		AS		1		42490		PSY		197		08		INT		Research Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Suckle-Nelson, Jessica		5		IS				1		     

		AS		1		41601		PSY		210		01		ONL		Infant and Child Development		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Carrano, Andrew		25						3		     

		AS		1		41602		PSY		210		02		ONL		Infant and Child Development		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Delucia, Christine		40						3		     

		AS		1		41603		PSY		210		03		ONL		Infant and Child Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Novosad, Claire		25						3		     

		AS		1		41604		PSY		210		04		ONL		Infant and Child Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Novosad, Claire		25						3		     

		AS		1		41605		PSY		215		01		ONL		Adolescent Development		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Michaud, Sara-Kay		40						3		     

		AS		1		41606		PSY		215		02		ONL		Adolescent Development		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Carrano, Andrew		40						3		     

		AS		1		41607		PSY		219		01		LEC		Lifespan Development		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ASC 313B		LEC-Lecture		Burinskas, Paul		40						3		     

		AS		1		41608		PSY		219		02		LEC		Lifespan Development		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ASC 313B		LEC-Lecture		Burinskas, Paul		40						3		     

		AS		1		41609		PSY		219		03		ONL		Lifespan Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lasser, Juliana		40						3		     

		AS		1		41610		PSY		219		04		ONL		Lifespan Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Anthis, Kristine		25						3		     

		AS		1		41611		PSY		219		05		ONL		Lifespan Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Anthis, Kristine		25						3		     

		AS		1		41612		PSY		219		06		ONL		Lifespan Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Anthis, Kristine		25						3		     

		AS		1		42549		PSY		219		07		ONL		Lifespan Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Salzman, Beverly		25						3		     

		AS		1		41613		PSY		220		01		LEC		Intro to Mental Health Field		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Goldstein, Henry		40						3		     

		AS		1		41614		PSY		227		01		ONL		Social Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bessenoff, Gayle		30						3		     

		AS		1		41615		PSY		227		02		ONL		Social Psychology		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Delucia, Michele		40						3		     

		AS		1		41616		PSY		227		03		ONL		Social Psychology		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Delucia, Michele		40						3		     

		AS		1		42716		PSY		227		HS1		LEC		Social Psychology				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		25		AA				3		Woodland High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		41617		PSY		228		01		ONL		Personality				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Walters, Kenneth		75						3		     

		AS		1		41618		PSY		228		02		ONL		Personality				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Grier Rogers, Aleesha		25						3		     

		AS		1		41619		PSY		228		03		ONL		Personality				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Abe, JoAnn		25						3		     

		AS		1		41620		PSY		228		04		ONL		Personality				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Abe, JoAnn		25						3		     

		AS		1		42300		PSY		228		05		LEC		Personality		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Billups, Shenira		40						3		     

		AS		1		41621		PSY		259		01		ONL		Statistics in Psychology		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nizhnikov, Michael		30						3		     

		AS		1		41622		PSY		259		02		ONL		Statistics in Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Hauselt, William		30						3		     

		AS		1		41623		PSY		259		03		ONL		Statistics in Psychology		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nizhnikov, Michael		30						3		     

		AS		1		41625		PSY		259		05		ONL		Statistics in Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Budnick, Christopher		30						3		     

		AS		S8W		41626		PSY		300		01		ONL		Psy Major: Curriculum & Career				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Moore, Dina		25		IS				1		     

		AS		S8W		41627		PSY		300		02		ONL		Psy Major: Curriculum & Career				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Moore, Dina		25		IS				1		     

		AS		S8W		41628		PSY		300		03		ONL		Psy Major: Curriculum & Career				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Moore, Dina		25		IS				1		     

		AS		1		41629		PSY		303		01		ONL		Perception		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Moore, Dina		30						3		     

		AS		1		41630		PSY		306		01		ONL		Understanding Intelligence				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kahlbaugh, Patricia		30						3		     

		AS		1		41631		PSY		307		01		ONL		Motivation & Self-Regulation				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Budnick, Christopher		30						3		     

		AS		1		41632		PSY		307		02		ONL		Motivation & Self-Regulation				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Budnick, Christopher		30						3		     

		AS		1		41633		PSY		308		01		ONL		Psychology of Social Bias		W		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Suckle-Nelson, Jessica		30						3		     

		AS		1		41634		PSY		311		01		ONL		Learning				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Biondi, Dawn		25						3		     

		AS		1		41635		PSY		313		01		ONL		Cognition				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Knutson, Stephanie		30						3		     

		AS		1		41636		PSY		313		02		ONL		Cognition				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Knutson, Stephanie		30						3		     

		AS		1		41637		PSY		320		01		ONL		Abnormal Child Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Novosad, Claire		25						3		     

		AS		1		41640		PSY		321		01		ONL		Abnormal Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Jacobs, John		25						3		     

		AS		1		41642		PSY		321		02		ONL		Abnormal Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Jacobs, John		30						3		     

		AS		1		41643		PSY		321		03		ONL		Abnormal Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Jacobs, John		30						3		     

		AS		1		41641		PSY		333		01W		ONL		*Mysteries & Science of Sleep				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Novosad, Claire		22						3		     

		AS		1		41644		PSY		366		01		ONL		Health Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Hamel, Ronald		30						3		     

		AS		1		41645		PSY		366		02		ONL		Health Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Hamel, Ronald		30						3		     

		AS		1		41646		PSY		370		01		ONL		Educational Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Mackey, Jocelyn		40						3		Dual listed w/PSY 371-01     

		AS		1		41647		PSY		370		02W		LEC		*Educational Psychology		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		TE8 101		LEC-Lecture		Durwin, Cheryl		22						3		Hyflex Option Available     

		AS		1		41648		PSY		371		01		ONL		Educational Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Mackey, Jocelyn		40						3		Dual listed w/PSY 370-01     

		AS		1		41649		PSY		383		01		ONL		Brain and Behavior		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bordner, Kelly		22						3		     

		AS		1		41650		PSY		393		01W		ONL		*Experimental Methods		MW		2:45pm -4:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Suckle-Nelson, Jessica		16						4		     

		AS		1		41651		PSY		393		02W		ONL		*Experimental Methods		MW		9:35am -11:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Marsland, Katherine		16						4		     

		AS		1		41652		PSY		393		03W		ONL		*Experimental Methods		TR		11:50am -1:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Marsland, Katherine		16						4		     

		AS		1		41654		PSY		393		05W		ONL		*Experimental Methods		TR		2:00pm -4:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bessenoff, Gayle		16						4		     

		AS		1		41655		PSY		393		06W		LEC		*Experimental Methods		MW		11:50am -1:55pm		EN C010		LEC-Lecture		Kahlbaugh, Patricia		16						4		     

		AS		1		41658		PSY		427		01		ONL		Seminar in Close Relationships				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SEM-Seminar		Jacobs, John		18						3		     

		AS		1		41659		PSY		431		01		ONL		Tests and Measurements		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ozturk, Mehmet		18						3		     

		AS		1		41660		PSY		431		02		ONL		Tests and Measurements		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nuzzo, Ralph		18						3		     

		AS		1		42744		PSY		463		01		INT		Field Practicum				 -		 		INT-Internship		Bordner, Kelly		1		DN				3		     

		AS		1		41661		PSY		465		01		ONL		Sem: Psych. Counseling/Therapy		M		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Abe, JoAnn		18						3		     

		AS		1		41662		PSY		465		02		ONL		Sem: Psych. Counseling/Therapy		W		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Abe, JoAnn		18						3		     

		AS		1		42445		PSY		467		01		PRC		Lab Practicum in PSY Research				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Budnick, Christopher		5		IS				3		     

		AS		1		42446		PSY		467		02		PRC		Lab Practicum in PSY Research				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Walters, Kenneth		5		IS				3		     

		AS		1		42447		PSY		467		03		PRC		Lab Practicum in PSY Research				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Nizhnikov, Michael		5		IS				3		     

		AS		1		42491		PSY		467		04		PRC		Lab Practicum in PSY Research				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Suckle-Nelson, Jessica		5		IS				3		     

		AS		1		41663		PSY		471		01		ONL		Seminar:Psychological Services		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kraemer, Deborah		18		IS				3		     

		AS		1		41664		PSY		471		02		ONL		Seminar:Psychological Services		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Walters, Kenneth		18		IS				3		     

		AS		1		41665		PSY		472		01		ONL		Field Pract: Psy Services I		M		7:40pm -8:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kraemer, Deborah		18		DN				3		     

		AS		1		41666		PSY		472		02		ONL		Field Pract: Psy Services I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Walters, Kenneth		18		DN				3		     

		AS		1		42645		PSY		473		01		INT		Field Pract:Psy Services II				 -		 		INT-Internship		Kraemer, Deborah		2		DN				3		     

		AS		1		41667		PSY		484		01		ONL		Comparative Animal Behavior		M		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Stiver, Kelly		18						3		     

		AS		1		41669		PSY		492		01		LEC		Psychology and Law		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Colwell, Kevin		18						3		     

		AS		1		42169		PSY		494		01		ONL		Sem: Human Nervous Sys & Beh				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SEM-Seminar		Lasser, Juliana		18						3		     

		AS		1		42170		PSY		505		01		ONL		Contemp Theories of Motivation				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Budnick, Christopher		18						3		     

		AS		1		41672		PSY		526		01		ONL		Theories/Research: Personality				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		18						3		     

		AS		1		41673		PSY		527		01		ONL		Abnormal Child Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Mackey, Jocelyn		18						3		     

		AS		1		41674		PSY		544		01		LEC		Personality/Social Assessment		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Colwell, Kevin		18						3		     

		AS		1		41675		PSY		546		01		HYB		Prac: Assessmnt/Rpt.Wrtng 1		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN D031A		LEC-Lecture		Colwell, Kevin		5						3		Hybrid; Course will meet both in-person and online as  directed   

		AS		1		41677		PSY		560		01		ONL		Seminar: Psychology of Women		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Suckle-Nelson, Jessica		18						3		     

		AS		1		41678		PSY		589		01		ONL		Thesis Seminar		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Bessenoff, Gayle		10		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42492		PSY		591		01		THS		Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Bordner, Kelly		2		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42493		PSY		591		02		THS		Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Bessenoff, Gayle		2		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42494		PSY		591		03		THS		Thesis				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Budnick, Christopher		2		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42566		RUS		101		01		IND		Russian II				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Sorokina, Anastasia		2		DN		25		3		     

		AS		1		41820		SOC		100		01		ONL		Introduction to Sociology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Jereza, Rachelle		25						3		     

		AS		1		41821		SOC		100		02		ONL		Introduction to Sociology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Jereza, Rachelle		25						3		     

		AS		1		41822		SOC		100		03		HYB		Introduction to Sociology		MW		12:10pm -1:00pm		ASC 313B		LEC-Lecture		Ogilvie, Mark		25						3		Hybrid Course; remaining 50 minutes per week of class time  is asynchronous   

		AS		1		41823		SOC		102		01		HYB		Exploring Social Issues		MW		9:10am -10:00am		MO 108		LEC-Lecture		Danielowski, Lauren		22						3		Hybrid Course; remaining 50 minutes per week of class time  is asynchronous; Registration restricted to Freshman &  Sophomores until 11/17 

		AS		1		41824		SOC		102		02		HYB		Exploring Social Issues		MW		10:10am -11:00am		MO 108		LEC-Lecture		Danielowski, Lauren		22						3		Hybrid Course; remaining 50 minutes per week of class time  is asynchronous; Registration restricted to Freshman &  Sophomores until 11/17 

		AS		1		42296		SOC		162		01		ONL		Intro Criminology		T		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Pittman, Adam		25						3		Online synchronous; remaining 75 minutes per week of class  time is asynchronous; Registration restricted to Freshman &  Sophomores through 11/17; Course will be applied to Criminology Electives for B.S.

		AS		1		42297		SOC		162		02		ONL		Intro Criminology		R		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Pittman, Adam		25						3		Online synchronous; remaining 75 minutes per week of class  time is asynchronous; Registration restricted to Freshman &  Sophomores through 11/17; Course will be applied to Criminology Electives for B.S.

		AS		1		41825		SOC		201		01		ONL		Social Statistics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lennon, Olena		25						3		     

		AS		1		41826		SOC		201		02		ONL		Social Statistics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lennon, Olena		25						3		     

		AS		1		41827		SOC		211		01		ONL		Social Problems in the U.S.		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Esposito, Robin		25						3		     

		AS		1		41828		SOC		215		01		ONL		Women in Society		WF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schwartzman-Amarone, Jayme		25						3		Dual listed w/WGS 215-01; Online synchronous; remaining 50  minutes per week of class time is asynchronous   

		AS		1		41829		SOC		235		01		ONL		Environmental Sociology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bertana, Amanda		25						3		     

		AS		1		42292		SOC		251		01		ONL		Sociology of Religion				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Laskin, Martin		25						3		     

		AS		1		41830		SOC		255		01		ONL		Methods of Social Research		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bertana, Amanda		25						3		     

		AS		1		41831		SOC		255		02		ONL		Methods of Social Research				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bertana, Amanda		25						3		     

		AS		1		41832		SOC		260		01		ONL		Applied Social Theory				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Adams, Gregory		25						3		     

		AS		1		41833		SOC		260		02		ONL		Applied Social Theory				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Adams, Gregory		25						3		     

		AS		1		41834		SOC		266		01		HYB		Socialization & Social Control		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		EN C140		LEC-Lecture		Maziarka, Kristen		25						3		Hybrid Course; Instructor will designate some class sessions  for online synchronous or asynchronous   

		AS		1		42301		SOC		267		01		HYB		Sociology of Sports		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		ASC 313B		LEC-Lecture		Ogilvie, Mark		25						3		Hybrid course; remaining 50 minutes per week of class time  is asynchronous   

		AS		1		42302		SOC		298		01		HYB		~Abolition, Activism, & Reform		R		6:30pm -8:00pm		BU 438		LEC-Lecture		Maziarka, Kristen		25						3		Hybrid Course; Abolition, Activism, and Reform;  Course will be applied to Criminology Electives for B.S.  Sociology-Criminology majors 

		AS		1		41835		SOC		310		01		ONL		Racial and Ethnic Relations		T		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Meyerhoffer, Cassi		25						3		Online synchronous; remaining 75 minutes per week of class  time is asynchronous   

		AS		1		42299		SOC		310		02		ONL		Racial and Ethnic Relations		R		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Meyerhoffer, Cassi		25						3		Online synchronous; remaining 75 minutes per week of class  time is asynchronous.   

		AS		1		41836		SOC		315		01		ONL		Sociology of Gender		WF		1:10pm -2:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schwartzman-Amarone, Jayme		25						3		Dual listed w/WGS 315-01; Online synchronous; remaining 50  minutes per week of class time is asynchronous   

		AS		1		41837		SOC		322		01W		HYB		*Sociology of the Family		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Weber, LeighAnn		22						3		Writing Intensive; Hybrid Course; Instructor will designate  some class sessions for online synchronous or asynchronous   

		AS		1		42293		SOC		322		02W		ONL		*Sociology of the Family				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Weber, LeighAnn		22						3		     

		AS		1		41838		SOC		334		01		HYB		Probation, Parole, Pardon		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Peterson, David		21						3		Hybrid Course; Meets in person JAN 26; FEB 9, 23; MAR 9,  23; APRIL 6, 20 & MAY 4; Online asynchronous work is  required for weeks not scheduled for in person sessions 

		AS		1		41839		SOC		338		01		ONL		Juvenile Delinquency				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Ciarlone, Jane		25						3		     

		AS		1		41840		SOC		344		01		HYB		Medical Sociology		R		6:30pm -8:00pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		Carmona, Juan		21						3		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41841		SOC		361		01		ONL		Urban Sociology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Meyerhoffer, Cassi		25						3		     

		AS		1		41842		SOC		362		01		ONL		Criminological Theory				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Umamaheswar, Janani		25						3		     

		AS		1		41843		SOC		362		02		ONL		Criminological Theory				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Umamaheswar, Janani		25						3		     

		AS		1		41844		SOC		363		01		ONL		Social Inequality in the U.S.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Pittman, Adam		25						3		     

		AS		1		41845		SOC		366		01		HYB		Penology		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN C010		LEC-Lecture		Peterson, David		21						3		Hybrid Course; Meets in person 2/4, 2/18, 3/4, 3/18, 4/1,  4/15, 4/29 & 5/13; Online asynchronous work is required for  weeks not scheduled for in person sessions 

		AS		1		41846		SOC		367		01		ONL		Crim Justice & Soc Inequality		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Esposito, Robin		25						3		     

		AS		1		41847		SOC		368		01		ONL		Sociology of Law		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kleinstuber, Ross		25						3		Online synchronous; remaining 50 minutes per week of class  time is asynchronous   

		AS		1		41848		SOC		404		01		ONL		Gender and the  Law				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Umamaheswar, Janani		25						3		Dual listed w/WGS 404-01     

		AS		1		41849		SOC		490		01W		HYB		*Seminar in Sociology		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		Maziarka, Kristen		20						3		Hybrid; Envisioning Social Justice; Meets in person 2/1,  2/15, 3/1, 3/15, 3/29, 4/12, 4/26, 5/3 & 5/10; asynchronous  work is required for weeks not scheduled for in person sessions

		AS		1		41850		SOC		490		02W		ONL		*Seminar in Sociology		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Maziarka, Kristen		20						3		Envisioning Social Justice; Meets synchronously online FEB 3  ,17; MAR 3,17, 31; APR 14, 28; MAY 5 & 12; Online  asynchronous work is required for weeks not scheduled for synchronous instruction

		AS		1		42622		SOC		497		01		INT		Sociology Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Umamaheswar, Janani		3		DN				3		     

		AS		1		41851		SOC		502		01		ONL		Community Sociology		W		6:15pm -7:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Meyerhoffer, Cassi		20						3		Online synchronous; remaining 90 minutes per week of  class time is asynchronous   

		AS		1		42295		SOC		551		01		ONL		Sociology of Religion				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Laskin, Martin		20						3		     

		AS		1		42067		SOC		580		01		ONL		Applied Theories/S.J.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Adams, Gregory		20						3		     

		AS		1		40179		SPA		100		01		ONL		Spanish I		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Carrasco, Karen		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40180		SPA		100		02		ONL		Spanish I		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Carrasco, Karen		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40181		SPA		100		03		ONL		Spanish I		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Torres, Sandra		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40182		SPA		100		04		ONL		Spanish I		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hansen, John		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40183		SPA		100		05		ONL		Spanish I		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		King, Tracy		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hrs req.     

		AS		1		40184		SPA		100		06		ONL		Spanish I		TR		3:15pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hansen, John		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40185		SPA		100		07		ONL		Spanish I		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Moniodes, Joanne		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40186		SPA		100		08		ONL		Spanish I		MW		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Moniodes, Joanne		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40187		SPA		100		09		ONL		Spanish I		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Torres, Sandra		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40189		SPA		101		01		ONL		Spanish II		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Narvaez, George		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40190		SPA		101		02		ONL		Spanish II		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hernandez, Rafael		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40191		SPA		101		03		ONL		Spanish II		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Palacios, Rafael		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40192		SPA		101		04		ONL		Spanish II		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Palacios, Rafael		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40193		SPA		101		05		ONL		Spanish II		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sanchez-Chang, Stephanie		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40194		SPA		101		06		ONL		Spanish II		TR		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sanchez-Chang, Stephanie		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40195		SPA		101		07		ONL		Spanish II		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gleason, Jesse		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40197		SPA		101		09		ONL		Spanish II		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gleason, Jesse		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40198		SPA		101		10		ONL		Spanish II		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Menescardi, Kevin		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40200		SPA		101		12		ONL		Spanish II		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hernandez, Rafael		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40201		SPA		200		01		ONL		Spanish III		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Corchero-Jimenez, Olga		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40202		SPA		200		02		ONL		Spanish III		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Zuniga, Alina		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40203		SPA		200		03		ONL		Spanish III		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Corchero-Jimenez, Olga		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40204		SPA		200		04		ONL		Spanish III		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Castro, Genoveva		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40205		SPA		200		05		ONL		Spanish III		TR		3:15pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Egas, Veronica		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40206		SPA		200		06		ONL		Spanish III		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rodriguez Santos, Raquel		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required; Spanish for Educators     

		AS		1		40207		SPA		200		07		ONL		Spanish III		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Arce Taracena, Maria		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40208		SPA		200		08		ONL		Spanish III		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bonn, Kathleen		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40209		SPA		200		09		ONL		Spanish III		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Narvaez, George		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40210		SPA		200		10		ONL		Spanish III		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weng, Miaowei		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40211		SPA		200		11		ONL		Spanish III		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weng, Miaowei		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40212		SPA		200		12		ONL		Spanish III		MW		7:40pm -8:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rojas-Galindo, Silvia		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required; Spanish for Business     

		AS		1		40213		SPA		200		13		ONL		Spanish III		MW		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lopez, Carlos		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40214		SPA		200		14		ONL		Spanish III		MW		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rodriguez Santos, Raquel		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required; Spanish for Educators     

		AS		1		40215		SPA		200		15		ONL		Spanish III		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sarria, Marilin		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40216		SPA		200		16		ONL		Spanish III		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sarria, Marilin		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40217		SPA		200		17		ONL		Spanish III		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Zuniga, Alina		24				25		3		Additional online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		42580		SPA		200		18		ONL		Spanish III		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Arce Taracena, Maria		24				25		3		Additional LAB hours required     

		AS		1		42667		SPA		200		19		ONL		Spanish III		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		24				25		3		Additional Asynchronous Lab Hour Required     

		AS		1		40218		SPA		210		01		ONL		Spanish IV: Latino America		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cerpa, Armando		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40219		SPA		210		02		ONL		Spanish IV: Latino America		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cerpa, Armando		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40220		SPA		220		01		ONL		Medical Spanish		TR		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Flores, William		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40221		SPA		220		02		ONL		Medical Spanish		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Flores, William		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40223		SPA		220		04		ONL		Medical Spanish		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Piemontese, Luisa		24				25		3		Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40224		SPA		220		05		ONL		Medical Spanish		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Piemontese, Luisa		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40225		SPA		300		01W		ONL		*Composition		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Latorre, Sobeira		22				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		42551		SPA		300		02W		ONL		*Composition		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Castro, Genoveva		22				25		3		Additional online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40226		SPA		310		01		ONL		Spanish Civilization		T		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Piemontese, Luisa		24						3		     

		AS		1		40227		SPA		405		01		ONL		Adv. Speaking & Writing Dev.		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Flores, William		24				25		3		Â Additional Online LAB hours required     

		AS		1		40228		SPA		410		01		ONL		Theor Pract Translation		R		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cardone, Resha		24						3		     

		AS		1		40229		SPA		498		01		ONL		~History & Memory in Spain		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weng, Miaowei		24						3		History and Memory in Spain; Dual listed w/SPA 599     

		AS		1		40230		SPA		599		01		ONL		~History & Memory in Spain		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weng, Miaowei		24						3		History and Memory in Spain; Dual listed w/SPA 498     

		AS		1		41171		THR		100		01		LEC		Understanding Theatre		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Keirstead, Gracy		40						3		     

		AS		1		42289		THR		100		02		ONL		Understanding Theatre		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Keirstead, Gracy		25						3		     

		AS		1		42290		THR		121		02		LEC		Foundations of Acting		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		LY 141		LEC-Lecture		Nye, Larry		20						3		     

		AS		1		41173		THR		122		01		ONL		Professional Voice & Diction		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hinton, Michael		16						3		Dual listed w/COM 122-01     

		AS		1		41174		THR		131		01		ONL		Principles:Theatrical Design		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Macur, Douglas		20						3		     

		AS		1		41175		THR		220		01		LEC		Acting I		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		LY 141		LEC-Lecture		Curns, Benjamin		16						3		     

		AS		1		41176		THR		240		01		LEC		Play Analysis and Dramaturgy		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		EN C010		LEC-Lecture		Nye, Larry		20						3		     

		AS		S8W		41177		THR		291		01		STU		Rehearsal & Performance I				 -		 		STU-Studio		Nye, Larry		16		DC				1		     

		AS		1		42594		THR		291		HS1		ONL		Rehearsal & Performance I				 -		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bowles, Sarah		16		AA				1		Restricted to Common Ground High School students     

		AS		S8W		41178		THR		296		01		STU		Technical Theatre Production I				 -		 		STU-Studio		Skinner, Michael		16		DC				0.5		.5 - 2 credits     

		AS		F8W		41182		THR		391		01		STU		Rehearsal & Performance II				 -		 		STU-Studio		Nye, Larry		25		DC				1		     

		AS		F8W		41183		THR		396		01		STU		Technical Theatre Prod. II				 -		 		STU-Studio		Skinner, Michael		16		DC				0.5		     

		AS		1		42187		THR		398		01		STU		~Stage Combat: Sword Play		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		LY 141		STU-Studio		Curns, Benjamin		12						0.5		Stage Combat: Sword Play     

		AS		1		41184		THR		399		01		HYB		Practicum in Play Production		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		LY 141		PRC-Practicum		Hanson, Heidi		12		DC				1.5		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41184		THR		399		01		HYB		Practicum in Play Production		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		LY 141		PRC-Practicum		Macur, Douglas		12		DC				1.5		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41184		THR		399		01		HYB		Practicum in Play Production		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		LY 141		PRC-Practicum		Skinner, Michael		12		DC				1.5		Hybrid Course     

		AS		1		41185		THR		415		01W		ONL		*The Critical Eye		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Macur, Douglas		22						3		     

		AS		1		41188		THR		497		01		INT		Internship in Theatre				 -		 		INT-Internship		Staff, TBA		10						1		     

		AS		1		40231		TSL		315		01		ONL		Foundations in Bilingual Educ		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lopez-Velasquez, Angela		15						3		     

		AS		1		42557		TSL		315		02		ONL		Foundations in Bilingual Educ		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Myler, Thomas		15						3		     

		AS		1		40232		TSL		321		01		ONL		Assessment English Learners		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schmitt, Elena		15						3		Dual listed w/TSL 521     

		AS		1		40233		TSL		503		01		ONL		Second Language Acquisition		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schmitt, Elena		12						3		     

		AS		1		40234		TSL		511		01		ONL		TESOL: Methods and Materials		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sorokina, Anastasia		12						3		     

		AS		1		40235		TSL		512		01		PRC		TESOL: Practicum				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Schmitt, Elena		10						1		     

		AS		1		40236		TSL		517		01		ONL		Literacy Dev Eng Lang Lrns		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sorokina, Anastasia		15						3		     

		AS		1		40237		TSL		521		01		ONL		Assess. Eng Lang. Lrns		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schmitt, Elena		15						3		Dual listed w/TSL 321     

		AS		1		41223		WGS		100		01		ONL		*Dynamics of Gender,Race & Cla		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		McDonald, Katherine		22						3		     

		AS		1		41224		WGS		100		02W		ONL		*Dynamics of Gender,Race & Cla		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rubino, Jennifer		22						3		     

		AS		1		42735		WGS		100		HS1		LEC		Dynam. of Gender, Race & Class				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		22		AA				3		Restricted to Bunnell High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		42736		WGS		100		HS2		LEC		Dynam. of Gender, Race & Class				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Kelly, Dena		22		AA				3		Restricted to Bunnell High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		42737		WGS		100		HS3		LEC		Dynam. of Gender, Race & Class				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Covino, Garrett		22		AA				3		Restricted to Bunnell High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		42738		WGS		100		HS4		LEC		Dynam. of Gender, Race & Class				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Fiorello, Michael		22		AA				3		Restricted to Stratford High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		42739		WGS		100		HS5		LEC		Dynam. of Gender, Race & Class				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Teague, Jessica		22		AA				3		Restricted to Stratford High School Students ONLY     

		AS		1		41225		WGS		150		01		ONL		Women, Gender, Comm & Tech		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Reeves, Sarah		23						3		     

		AS		1		41226		WGS		150		02		ONL		Women, Gender, Comm & Tech		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ter-Stepanian, AnahIt		23						3		     

		AS		1		41227		WGS		215		01		ONL		Women & Gender in Society		WF		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schwartzman-Amarone, Jayme		25						3		Dual-listed with SOC 215-01     

		AS		1		41228		WGS		280		01		ONL		Human Sexuality				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Glendon, Kathryn		25						3		Dual-listed with PCH 280-01     

		AS		1		41229		WGS		280		02		ONL		Human Sexuality				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Tuttle, Stacey		25						3		Dual-listed with PCH 280-02     

		AS		1		41230		WGS		298		01W		ONL		*~Ethics and Sexuality		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Blackmer, Corinne		22						3		Dual-listed with ENG 217-08W: Ethics and Sexuality     

		AS		1		41236		WGS		310		01		ONL		~Women and Philosophy		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Amenta, Rosalyn		22						3		Women, Philosophy and Science     

		AS		1		41239		WGS		315		01		ONL		Sociology of Gender		WF		1:10pm -2:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schwartzman-Amarone, Jayme		25						3		Dual-Listed with SOC 315-01     

		AS		F8W		42615		WGS		318		01W		HYB		*Women:American Hist 1620-1890		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		McDaniel, Marie		22						3		Hybrid Course; Dual listed w/HIS 318-01W     

		AS		1		41240		WGS		350		01		ONL		Women's Hlth Conscious: 18-40		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Evans, Marian		35						3		Dual-listed with PCH 350-01     

		AS		1		41242		WGS		350		02		ONL		Women's Hlth Conscious: 18-40		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Evans, Marian		25						3		Dual listed w/PCH 350-02     

		AS		1		41362		WGS		404		01		ONL		Gender and the Law				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Umamaheswar, Janani		25						3		Dual-Listed w/SOC 404-01     

		AS		1		41364		WGS		415		01W		ONL		*Contemp. Feminist Theories		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		McDonald, Katherine		22						3		     

		AS		1		40239		WLL		452		01		ONL		Sec. Sch. Student Teaching-WLL				 -		ONLINE ASYN		STT-Student Teaching		Gleason, Jesse		24						10		     

		AS		1		42569		WLL		452		02		STT		Sec. Sch. Student Teaching-WLL				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Evans, Elizabeth		1						10		     

		AS		1		42751		WLL		592		01		IND		Special Project				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Hernandez, Rafael		1		DA				3		     

		AS		1		42222		WMS		510		01		ONL		Research Meth:Women's Studies		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bower-Phipps, Laura		15						3		Women's & Gender Studies Research Methods     

		AS		1		42223		WMS		530		01		ONL		Global Women's Issues		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lin, Yi-Chun		15						3		Global Women's & Gender Issues     

		AS		1		42470		WMS		591		01		THS		Thesis Seminar II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Lockwood, Heidi		1						3		     

		AS		1		42579		WMS		592		01		SEM		Special Project Seminar I				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Councilor, KC		1						3		     

		AS		1		42471		WMS		593		01		THS		Special Project Seminar II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Bower-Phipps, Laura		1						3		     

		AS		1		42472		WMS		593		02		THS		Special Project Seminar II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Counselman Carpenter, Elisabeth		2						3		     

		AS		1		42224		WMS		599		01		ONL		~Queer Studies: Politics, Poet				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Counselman Carpenter, Elisabeth		15						3		Queer Studies: Politics, Poetics, & Praxis     

		AS		1		42548		WMS		602		01		FLD		Field Experience II				 -		 		FLD-Field Study		Staff, TBA		3						3		     

		BS		1		40241		ACC		200		01		ONL		Princ of Financial Accounting		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kirsch, Robert		30						3		     

		BS		1		40242		ACC		200		02		ONL		Princ of Financial Accounting				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Chung, Hanyong		30						3		     

		BS		1		40243		ACC		200		03		ONL		Princ of Financial Accounting		TR		3:15pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kirsch, Robert		30						3		     

		BS		1		40244		ACC		200		04		ONL		Princ of Financial Accounting				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Haylon, Lisa		30						3		     

		BS		1		40246		ACC		200		06		ONL		Princ of Financial Accounting				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bevvino, Frank		30						3		     

		BS		1		40248		ACC		202		01		ONL		ACC Spreadsheet Applications				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Engel, Russell		30						1		     

		BS		1		40249		ACC		210		01		ONL		Managerial Accounting				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Aselta, James		30						3		     

		BS		1		40250		ACC		210		02		ONL		Managerial Accounting				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Chung, Hanyong		30						3		     

		BS		1		40251		ACC		210		03		ONL		Managerial Accounting				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Engel, Russell		30						3		     

		BS		1		40252		ACC		210		04		ONL		Managerial Accounting				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Abdelsayed, Wafeek		30						3		     

		BS		1		40254		ACC		310		01		HYB		Intermediate Accounting I		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Allen, David		12						4		Hybrid Course; meets every Wednesday; Hyflex option     

		BS		1		40255		ACC		310		02		ONL		Intermediate Accounting I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Chung, Hanyong		30						4		     

		BS		1		40256		ACC		311		01		ONL		Intermediate Accounting II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Haylon, Lisa		30						4		     

		BS		1		40257		ACC		311		02		HYB		Intermediate Accounting II		W		6:15pm -8:45pm		EN C115		LEC-Lecture		Haylon, Lisa		12						4		Hybrid Course;meets every Wednesday     

		BS		1		40258		ACC		350		01		HYB		Federal Income Taxation		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		SB 020B		LEC-Lecture		Allen, David		26						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex option     

		BS		1		40259		ACC		350		02		HYB		Federal Income Taxation		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		SB 020A		LEC-Lecture		Allen, David		12						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex option     

		BS		1		40260		ACC		351		01W		ONL		*Advanced Studies in Taxation				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bevvino, Frank		20						3		     

		BS		1		40261		ACC		352		01		PRC		Income Tax Practicum		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		SB 020A		PRC-Practicum		Bevvino, Frank		10						3		     

		BS		1		40262		ACC		370		01		ONL		Accounting Information Systems		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Emenyonu, Emmanuel		20						3		     

		BS		1		40263		ACC		370		02		ONL		Accounting Information Systems		M		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Emenyonu, Emmanuel		20						3		     

		BS		1		40264		ACC		380		01		ONL		Fraud and Forensic Accounting		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Emenyonu, Emmanuel		30						3		     

		BS		1		40265		ACC		410		01		ONL		Advanced Accounting				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Abdelsayed, Wafeek		30						3		     

		BS		1		40267		ACC		424		01		ONL		International Accounting		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kirsch, Robert		30						3		     

		BS		1		40268		ACC		424		02		ONL		International Accounting		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Emenyonu, Emmanuel		30						3		     

		BS		1		40269		ACC		450		01		HYB		Accounting Capstone		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Allen, David		33						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		40269		ACC		450		01		HYB		Accounting Capstone		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Aselta, James		33						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		40269		ACC		450		01		HYB		Accounting Capstone		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Engel, Russell		33						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		40270		ACC		461		01		HYB		Auditing		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN C140		LEC-Lecture		Aselta, James		12						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		42535		ACC		461		02		ONL		Auditing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Aselta, James		30						3		     

		BS		1		42476		ACC		497		01		INT		Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Aselta, James		2		DN				3		     

		BS		1		42587		ACC		497		02		INT		Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Allen, David		1		DN				3		     

		BS		1		40378		BIS		370		01		ONL		Business Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Park, Mina		23						3		     

		BS		1		40379		BIS		370		02		ONL		Business Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Park, Mina		23						3		     

		BS		1		40380		BIS		370		03		ONL		Business Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Pisano, Mark		23						3		     

		BS		1		40381		BIS		370		04		ONL		Business Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Pisano, Mark		23						3		     

		BS		1		40382		BIS		370		05		ONL		Business Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Toskin, Katarzyna		23						3		     

		BS		1		40383		BIS		370		06		ONL		Business Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Toskin, Katarzyna		23						3		     

		BS		1		40384		BIS		370		07		ONL		Business Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Walsh, Laura		23						3		     

		BS		1		40385		BIS		370		08		ONL		Business Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		O'Sullivan, Jill		23						3		     

		BS		1		42264		BIS		370		09		ONL		Business Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		O'Sullivan, Jill		23						3		     

		BS		1		42730		BIS		370		10		LEC		Business Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Walsh, Laura		23						3		     

		BS		1		42265		BIS		371		01		ONL		Info. System Analysis & Tech.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Park, Mina		23						3		     

		BS		1		40386		BIS		375		01		ONL		Decision Support Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bassett, Richard		23						3		     

		BS		1		40387		BIS		380		01W		ONL		*Cloud Computing for Business				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Richardson, Anthony		22						3		     

		BS		1		40388		BIS		400		01W		ONL		*Global Information Systems				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Richardson, Anthony		22						3		     

		BS		1		40391		BIS		430		01		ONL		Project Management				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Stanford, Gregory		23						3		     

		BS		1		40392		BIS		460		01		ONL		Information Security Mgmt.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Pisano, Mark		23						3		     

		BS		1		40393		BIS		470		01W		ONL		*Business Info. System Design		W		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Toskin, Katarzyna		22						3		     

		BS		1		40815		ECO		100		01		ONL		Principles of Macro-Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Crakes, Gary		80						3		     

		BS		1		40816		ECO		100		02		ONL		Principles of Macro-Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Grubacic, Sanja		35						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		40818		ECO		100		04		ONL		Principles of Macro-Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Patalinghug, Jason		25						3		     

		BS		1		40819		ECO		100		05		ONL		Principles of Macro-Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Patalinghug, Jason		25						3		     

		BS		1		40820		ECO		100		06		ONL		Principles of Macro-Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gebremariam, Yilma		35						3		     

		BS		1		40821		ECO		100		07		ONL		Principles of Macro-Economics		T		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Andoh, Samuel		35						3		     

		BS		1		40822		ECO		101		01		ONL		Principles of Micro-Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bodo, Peter		90						3		     

		BS		1		40823		ECO		101		02		ONL		Principles of Micro-Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Yu, Jia		35						3		     

		BS		1		40824		ECO		101		03		ONL		Principles of Micro-Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Yu, Jia		35						3		     

		BS		1		40825		ECO		101		04		ONL		Principles of Micro-Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Grubacic, Sanja		25						3		     

		BS		1		40826		ECO		101		05		ONL		Principles of Micro-Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gebremariam, Yilma		35						3		     

		BS		1		40827		ECO		101		06		HYB		Principles of Micro-Economics		T		4:50pm -6:05pm		ASC 313B		LEC-Lecture		Galatioto, Christopher		35						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		40828		ECO		110		01		ONL		Social Issues and Economics		T		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Younjun		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		40829		ECO		110		02		ONL		Social Issues and Economics		T		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Younjun		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		40830		ECO		201		01		ONL		Micro-Economic Analysis				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bodo, Peter		25						3		     

		BS		1		40831		ECO		270		01		ONL		Applied Business Statistics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Yoon, Sang		25						3		     

		BS		1		40832		ECO		270		02		ONL		Applied Business Statistics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Yoon, Sang		25						3		     

		BS		1		40833		ECO		270		03		ONL		Applied Business Statistics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Chen, Shiyi		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		40834		ECO		270		04		LEC		Applied Business Statistics		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Chen, Shiyi		25						3		     

		BS		1		40835		ECO		303		01W		ONL		*Development Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gebremariam, Yilma		22						3		     

		BS		1		40836		ECO		311		01		ONL		Public Finance				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Patalinghug, Jason		25						3		     

		BS		1		40837		ECO		340		01		ONL		Money and Banking		T		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Andoh, Samuel		22						3		     

		BS		1		40838		ECO		450		01		ONL		Seminar in Applied Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Grubacic, Sanja		25						3		     

		BS		1		40926		FIN		200		01		ONL		Critical Thinking in Finance		T		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yildirim, Alev		22						3		Expect 3 to 4 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40927		FIN		200		02		ONL		Critical Thinking in Finance		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yildirim, Alev		22						3		Expect 3 to 4 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40928		FIN		250		01		ONL		US Financial Industry & Film		R		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Birz, Gene		35						3		Expect 3 to 4 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40929		FIN		300		01		ONL		Corporate Finance				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dutta, Sandip		25						3		No mandatory virtual meetings; However, in addition to  online recorded lectures, the professor will be available  Wednesdays 7:40-10:10pm on Microsoft Teams for one-on-one guidance/tutoring

		BS		1		40930		FIN		300		02		ONL		Corporate Finance				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Birz, Gene		25						3		No mandatory virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40931		FIN		300		03		ONL		Corporate Finance		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nguyen, Khoa		25						3		Expect 5 to 6 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40932		FIN		300		04		HYB		Corporate Finance		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Anand, Punit		25						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex option available.  Three scheduled on-ground meetings. Students may attend in  person or online. Professor will teach from campus. 

		BS		1		40933		FIN		300		05		ONL		Corporate Finance		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Anand, Punit		25						3		Expect 6 to 7 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40934		FIN		300		06		ONL		Corporate Finance		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yu, Han		25						3		Expect 6 to 7 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40935		FIN		340		01		ONL		Financial Markets/Institutions		MW		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nguyen, Khoa		25						3		Expect 5 to 6 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40936		FIN		341		01		ONL		Principles of Investment		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yu, Han		25						3		Expect 5 to 6 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40939		FIN		347		01		ONL		International Financial Mgt				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Dutta, Sandip		25						3		No mandatory virtual meetings; However, in addition to  online recorded lectures, the Professor will be  available Wednesdays 5-7:30pm on Microsoft Teams for on-on-one guidance/tutoring

		BS		1		40944		FIN		401		01		ONL		Financial Modeling				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Cort, Asa		25						3		No mandatory virtual meetings;However, in addition to online  recorded lectures, the Professor will be available at all  times (by appt.) on Microsoft Teams for one-on-one guidance/tutoring

		BS		1		40942		FIN		432		01W		ONL		*Advanced Corporate Finance		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yildirim, Alev		20						3		Expect 3 to 4 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40937		FIN		435		01		ONL		Business Valuation		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yu, Han		25						3		Expect 4 to 5 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40938		FIN		446		01		HYB		Quant Methds in Fin Risk Mgmt		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Anand, Punit		25						3		Hybrid Course; Mix of virtual and on-ground  meetings; Details to be announced by the  Professor at the beginning of the semester 

		BS		1		40943		FIN		450		01W		ONL		*Finance Capstone		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Abugri, Benjamin		20						3		Expect 6 to 7 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		42189		FIN		456		01		ONL		Ent. Fin. and Venture Capital		M		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Singh, Manohar		25						3		Expect 5 to 6 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40941		FIN		460		01		ONL		Treasury Management		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nguyen, Khoa		25						3		Expect 4 virtual meetings     

		BS		1		40940		FIN		470		01		HYB		Practicum in Investing		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Tyson, David		25						3		Hybrid Course; Mix of virtual and on-ground meetings;  Details to be announced by the Professor at the beginning of  the semester 

		BS		1		41100		MBA		500		01		ONL		Management Process		T		5:30pm -8:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wang, Zheni		25						3		     

		BS		1		41101		MBA		501		01		ONL		Business Economics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Younjun		25						3		     

		BS		1		41102		MBA		502		01		ONL		Statistical Decision Making				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Yu, Jia		25						3		     

		BS		S8W		41103		MBA		503		A7		ONL		Managerial Finance		S		8:00am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Birz, Gene		25						3		     

		BS		F8W		41105		MBA		505		A7		ONL		Marketing Management		S		12:30pm -2:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Singh, Amitkumar		25						3		Meeting dates Jan 30, Feb 6, 20, & March 6     

		BS		1		41106		MBA		506		01		ONL		Financial & Managerial Acctg.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Abdelsayed, Wafeek		25						3		     

		BS		F8W		42184		MBA		506		A7		LEC		Financial & Managerial Acctg.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Abdelsayed, Wafeek		25						3		     

		BS		S8W		41107		MBA		507		A7		HYB		Legal Issues in Business & Mgt		S		12:30pm -2:30pm		SB 020B		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Jr., Robert		25						3		Hybrid Course; Meeting dates 3/27, 4/10 ,4/24, & 5/8     

		BS		1		41108		MBA		540		01		HYB		Consumer Behavior		M		5:30pm -8:00pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Sherman, Jeffrey		25						3		Hybrid Course;meets 1/25,2/8,2/22,3/8,3/22,4/5,4/19,5/3,5/10     

		BS		1		41109		MBA		542		01		ONL		Global Business				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gebremariam, Yilma		25						3		     

		BS		1		41110		MBA		548		01		ONL		Business Process Excellence				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bodo, Peter		25						3		     

		BS		F8W		41114		MBA		551		A6		ONL		Bus. Ecology & Sustainability		S		8:00am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cabaniss, Amy		25						3		Meets: 1/30, 2/6, 2/20 & 3/6     

		BS		1		41111		MBA		552		01		ONL		Strategic Management		W		5:30pm -8:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lee, Minjae		25						3		     

		BS		1		41112		MBA		562		02		ONL		Business Planning				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Jung Hoon		25						3		     

		BS		1		41113		MBA		565		01		ONL		Business & Society				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Han, Seungmin		25						3		     

		BS		1		41115		MBA		572		01		ONL		Financ. Markets & Institutions		R		8:05pm -10:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tyson, David		25						3		     

		BS		1		42185		MBA		575		01		HYB		Financial Statement Analysis		R		5:30pm -8:00pm		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Krauss, Timothy		25						3		Hybrid Course; meets 2/4, 2/18, 3/4, 3/25, 4/8,  4/22, 5/6, 5/13   

		BS		1		41117		MBA		595		01		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Singh, Amitkumar		6		DC				3		     

		BS		1		41118		MBA		595		02		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Thorson, James		6		DC				3		     

		BS		1		41119		MBA		595		03		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Pisano, Mark		6		DC				3		     

		BS		1		41120		MBA		595		04		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Wang, Zheni		6		DC				3		     

		BS		1		42532		MBA		595		05		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Yu, Han		6		DC				3		     

		BS		1		42545		MBA		595		06		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Kim, Young		6		DC				3		     

		BS		1		42546		MBA		595		07		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Kirsch, Robert		1		DC				3		     

		BS		1		42610		MBA		595		08		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Grubacic, Sanja		1		DC				3		     

		BS		1		42609		MBA		595		09		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Yu, Jia		1		DC				3		     

		BS		1		42639		MBA		595		10		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Gebremariam, Yilma		1		DC				3		     

		BS		1		42688		MBA		595		11		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Wang, Junhong		1		DC				3		     

		BS		1		42692		MBA		595		12		IND		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Kim, Younjun		1		DC				3		     

		BS		1		42695		MBA		595		13		IND		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Stewart, Carol		1						3		     

		BS		F8W		42462		MBA		595		A1		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Kim, Jung Hoon		6		DC				3		     

		BS		F8W		42541		MBA		595		A2		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Wall, Alison		6		DC				3		     

		BS		F8W		42570		MBA		595		A3		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Smith, Jr., Robert		1		DC				3		     

		BS		F8W		42619		MBA		595		A4		SEM		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		SEM-Seminar		Wang, Zheni		6		DC				3		     

		BS		F8W		42691		MBA		595		A5		IND		Research Project Seminar				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Stewart, Carol		6		DC				3		     

		BS		1		42068		MGT		200		01		ONL		Managerial Communication		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Joyner-McGraw, Laquita		25						3		     

		BS		1		42319		MGT		200		02		ONL		Managerial Communication		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Joyner-McGraw, Laquita		25						3		     

		BS		1		42069		MGT		240		01		LEC		Legal Environment of Business		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Luppino, Grace		22						3		     

		BS		1		42070		MGT		240		02		ONL		Legal Environment of Business				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Badr, Kauther		25						3		     

		BS		1		42071		MGT		240		03		ONL		Legal Environment of Business				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Parrott, Brian		25						3		     

		BS		1		42072		MGT		240		04		HYB		Legal Environment of Business		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Luppino, Grace		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		42073		MGT		300		01		LEC		Management and Organization		TR		8:10am -9:25am		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Lawrence, Denval		22						3		     

		BS		1		42074		MGT		300		02		ONL		Management and Organization		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wang, Zheni		25						3		     

		BS		1		42075		MGT		300		03		ONL		Management and Organization				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lee, Minjae		25						3		Hybrid; Public Utilities Management Majors must take  This section. Open to all students that meet requirements   

		BS		1		42076		MGT		300		04		ONL		Management and Organization		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rosenblum, Betsy		25						3		     

		BS		1		42077		MGT		301		01		ONL		Entrepreneurship/Sm Bus Dev		MW		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wieland, Alice		25						3		     

		BS		1		42078		MGT		305		01W		LEC		*Organizational Behavior		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Marciniec, Sheryl		22						3		     

		BS		1		42079		MGT		305		02W		ONL		*Organizational Behavior		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yang, Chulguen		22						3		     

		BS		1		42080		MGT		305		03W		LEC		*Organizational Behavior		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Marciniec, Sheryl		22						3		     

		BS		1		42081		MGT		305		04W		ONL		*Organizational Behavior				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Wieland, Alice		22						3		     

		BS		1		42082		MGT		305		05W		ONL		*Organizational Behavior				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Wang, Zheni		22						3		     

		BS		1		42083		MGT		305		06W		ONL		*Organizational Behavior		W		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		O'Malley, Thomas		22						3		     

		BS		1		42084		MGT		305		07W		ONL		*Organizational Behavior				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Stewart, Carol		22						3		     

		BS		1		42409		MGT		305		08W		ONL		*Organizational Behavior		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		O'Malley, Thomas		22						3		     

		BS		1		42085		MGT		335		01		HYB		Business Law		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		SB 020A		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Jr., Robert		22						3		Hybrid; Public Utilities Management Majors MUST take  this section. Open to all students that meet requirements.   

		BS		1		42086		MGT		335		02		ONL		Business Law				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Badr, Kauther		25						3		     

		BS		1		42088		MGT		385		01		ONL		Human Resources Management				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Wall, Alison		25						3		     

		BS		1		42089		MGT		385		02		ONL		Human Resources Management				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Wall, Alison		28						3		     

		BS		1		42090		MGT		385		03		HYB		Human Resources Management		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		SB 020B		LEC-Lecture		Lawrence, Denval		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		42091		MGT		385		04		ONL		Human Resources Management				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Wall, Alison		25						3		     

		BS		1		42093		MGT		400		01		ONL		Business and Society				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Han, Seungmin		25						3		     

		BS		1		42092		MGT		400		02		HYB		Business and Society		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		SB 020A		LEC-Lecture		Han, Seungmin		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		42094		MGT		400		03		ONL		Business and Society				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Han, Seungmin		25						3		     

		BS		1		42320		MGT		402		01W		ONL		*Managing Diversity				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Stewart, Carol		22						3		     

		BS		1		42225		MGT		405		01W		ONL		*Employment Law				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Badr, Kauther		22						3		     

		BS		1		42321		MGT		414		01		ONL		Creativity and Innovation				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Yang, Chulguen		25						3		     

		BS		1		42322		MGT		415		01W		ONL		*Developing Managerial Skills				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Stewart, Carol		22						3		     

		BS		1		42095		MGT		418		01		HYB		Negotiation & Conflict Res		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		SB 020B		LEC-Lecture		Wieland, Alice		22						3		Hybrid; Public Utilities Management Majors MUST take  this section. Open to all students that meet requirements.   

		BS		1		42323		MGT		425		01		ONL		People, Planet, and Profit		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Robbins, Gregory		25						3		     

		BS		1		42096		MGT		430		01		ONL		Mgt of Multinational Corps				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Jung Hoon		25						3		     

		BS		1		42324		MGT		440		01		ONL		Mindful Leadership				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Yang, Chulguen		25						3		     

		BS		1		42097		MGT		450		01		ONL		Business Policy & Strategy				 -		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Jung Hoon		25						3		     

		BS		1		42098		MGT		450		02		ONL		Business Policy & Strategy				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Jung Hoon		25						3		     

		BS		1		42099		MGT		450		03		LEC		Business Policy & Strategy		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Ferraro, Linda		22						3		     

		BS		1		42100		MGT		450		04		ONL		Business Policy & Strategy		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Stepanovich, Paul		25						3		     

		BS		1		42101		MGT		450		05		ONL		Business Policy & Strategy				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lee, Minjae		25						3		Public Utilities Management Majors MUST take  this section. Open to all students that meet requirements.   

		BS		1		42102		MGT		450		06		ONL		Business Policy & Strategy		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Stepanovich, Paul		25						3		     

		BS		1		42103		MGT		460		01W		HYB		*International Business		MW		9:10am -10:00am		SB 020A		LEC-Lecture		Graziano, Marcello		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		42104		MGT		460		02W		HYB		*International Business		MW		10:10am -11:00am		SB 020B		LEC-Lecture		Graziano, Marcello		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		42595		MGT		497		01		INT		Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Badr, Kauther		1		DN				3		     

		BS		1		42676		MGT		497		02		INT		Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Kim, Jung Hoon		1		DN				3		     

		BS		1		41365		MKT		200		01		HYB		Principles of Marketing		T		9:35am -10:35am		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Wang, Junhong		30						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41366		MKT		200		02		HYB		Principles of Marketing		T		11:00am -12:15pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Wang, Junhong		30						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41367		MKT		200		03		HYB		Principles of Marketing		T		1:50pm -3:05pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Carmichael, Me'Shea		30						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41368		MKT		200		04		HYB		Principles of Marketing		T		3:25pm -4:40pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Ding, Shibiao		30						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41370		MKT		200		05		HYB		Principles of Marketing		M		10:10am -11:00am		SB 020A		LEC-Lecture		Kulkarni, Atul		30						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41371		MKT		200		06		HYB		Principles of Marketing		M		12:10pm -1:00pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Kulkarni, Atul		30						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41372		MKT		200		07		ONL		Principles of Marketing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Liu, Yue		25						3		     

		BS		1		42705		MKT		200		HS1		LEC		Principles of Marketing		MTRF		9:40am -11:00am		 		LEC-Lecture		Bisasor, Kimala		20		AA				3		Meets at Hill Regional Career HS; B Day Schedule     

		BS		1		42705		MKT		200		HS1		LEC		Principles of Marketing		W		9:05am -9:50am		 		LEC-Lecture		Bisasor, Kimala		20		AA				3		Meets at Hill Regional Career HS; B Day Schedule     

		BS		1		42438		MKT		298		80		HYB		~Women's Leadership		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		ASC 313B		LEC-Lecture		Liu, Yue		23						1		Meets: 2/9, 2/23, 3/9, 3/23, 4/6 & 4/20; ~Women's Leadership     

		BS		1		41374		MKT		321		01		ONL		Consumer Behavior				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Spina, Randye		25						3		     

		BS		1		41375		MKT		321		02		ONL		Consumer Behavior				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Ding, Shibiao		25						3		     

		BS		1		41378		MKT		325		01		HYB		Marketing Research		T		11:00am -12:15pm		SB 020A		LEC-Lecture		Ding, Shibiao		25						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex option available     

		BS		1		41379		MKT		325		02		ONL		Marketing Research				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Prince, Melvin		25						3		     

		BS		1		41380		MKT		327		01		HYB		Marketing Management		M		3:25pm -4:40pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Young		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41381		MKT		330		01		ONL		Retail Management				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kulkarni, Atul		25						3		     

		BS		1		41382		MKT		331		01		ONL		Principles of Advertising				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Prince, Melvin		25						3		     

		BS		1		41383		MKT		331		02		HYB		Principles of Advertising		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Young		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41384		MKT		334		01		ONL		Professional Selling				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Reagle, Charles		25						3		     

		BS		1		41385		MKT		335		01		ONL		Business to Business Marketing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Sherman, Jeffrey		25						3		     

		BS		1		41386		MKT		338		01		ONL		Services Marketing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Wang, Junhong		25						3		     

		BS		1		41387		MKT		341		01		ONL		Digital Marketing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gamble, Charles		25						3		     

		BS		S8W		41388		MKT		341		02		ONL		Digital Marketing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kwak, Lynn		25						3		2nd 8 Week Course     

		BS		1		41389		MKT		342		01		ONL		Social Media Marketing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Spina, Randye		25						3		     

		BS		1		41390		MKT		342		02		HYB		Social Media Marketing		M		2:00pm -3:15pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Young		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41391		MKT		343		01		HYB		Digital Marketing Analytics		R		1:50pm -3:05pm		SB 020A		LEC-Lecture		Singh, Amitkumar		25						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex     

		BS		1		42467		MKT		350		01		ONL		Product and Market Planning				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Forbus, Robert		25						3		     

		BS		1		41393		MKT		397		01		HYB		Current Topics in MKT		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		SB 020A		LEC-Lecture		Singh, Amitkumar		25						3		Hybrid Course; Hyflex; Learning from Practitioners     

		BS		1		42439		MKT		398		01		ONL		~Tourism Destination Marketing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Prince, Melvin		23						3		~Tourism Destination Marketing     

		BS		1		41394		MKT		420		01W		HYB		*Global Marketing		R		5:00pm -6:15pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Liu, Yue		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41395		MKT		420		02W		ONL		*Global Marketing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Huebner, Thomas		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41396		MKT		420		03W		ONL		*Global Marketing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Schneider, Mark		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		41397		MKT		450		01W		HYB		*Strategic Marketing		M		3:25pm -4:40pm		SB 020B		LEC-Lecture		Liu, Yue		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		42477		MKT		450		02W		HYB		*Strategic Marketing		T		3:25pm -4:40pm		SB 020B		LEC-Lecture		Liu, Yue		22						3		Hybrid Course     

		BS		1		42451		MKT		497		01		INT		Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Liu, Yue		1		DN				1		     

		BS		1		42531		MKT		497		02		INT		Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Kim, Young		2		DN				1		     

		ED		1		40659		CSP		521		02		ONL		Subst. Addictive Disorders				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Cheri		20		DA				3		     

		ED		1		40660		CSP		533		01		HYB		Individual Assessment I		W		5:00pm -8:30pm		BU 207		LEC-Lecture		Elias, Eric		15		DA		100		4		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		42236		CSP		533		02		HYB		Individual Assessment I		W		5:00pm -8:30pm		DA 102		LEC-Lecture		McPherson, A. Casey		15		DA		100		4		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		40661		CSP		535		01		HYB		Individual Assessment III		W		4:00pm -7:30pm		SCI 222		LEC-Lecture		McPherson, A. Casey		15		DA		100		4		Hybrid Course     

		ED		F8W		42435		CSP		536		01		ONL		School Psych. Pre-Practicum		R		7:40pm -10:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Starling, Natalie		15						3		     

		ED		S8W		40662		CSP		537		01		ONL		School Psychology Practicum 2		R		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rhoades, Elizabeth		15		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40663		CSP		540		01		ONL		Intro. Assessment in CSP		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Chen, Qu		20						3		Meets Feb 1, 8, 22, Mar 8, 22, Apr 5, 19, & May 3     

		ED		S8W		40664		CSP		542		01		ONL		School Substance Abuse Prevent		R		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Doninger, Lauren		20						3		     

		ED		1		40665		CSP		550		01		ONL		Counseling Skills & Techniques		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bonjo, Laurie		12		DC		20		3		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		40666		CSP		550		02		ONL		Counseling Skills & Techniques		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nwachuku, Uchenna		12		DC		20		3		     

		ED		1		40667		CSP		550		03		ONL		Counseling Skills & Techniques		R		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Parzych, Jennifer		12		DC		20		3		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		40668		CSP		552		01		PRC		Pract.Supervision in CMHC				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Chen, Qu		6		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40671		CSP		553		01		ONL		Pract. & Seminar CMHC		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Foss-Kelly, Louisa		12		DC				4		     

		ED		1		40670		CSP		568		01		ONL		Couns & Life Span Development		S		9:00am -5:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nwachuku, Uchenna		20		DA				3		Meets: Feb 13, Mar 6, 20, Apr 10, & May 1     

		ED		1		40672		CSP		570		01		ONL		Ethics/Legal Issues		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Generali, Margaret		20		DA				2		Meets March 1, 15, 29, April 12, 26, & May 10     

		ED		1		40673		CSP		571		01		ONL		Psychological Disorders		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Foss-Kelly, Louisa		20		DA				3		     

		ED		1		40674		CSP		571		02		ONL		Psychological Disorders		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Foss-Kelly, Louisa		20		DA				3		     

		ED		F8W		40675		CSP		572		01		ONL		Career Counseling				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Cheri		20		DA				3		     

		ED		1		40677		CSP		578		01		ONL		Social & Cultr. Diversity		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rhoades, Elizabeth		20		DA				3		     

		ED		1		40678		CSP		578		02		ONL		Social & Cultr. Diversity		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Chen, Qu		20		DA				3		     

		ED		1		42673		CSP		600		01		IND		Independent Study & Research				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Foss-Kelly, Louisa		1		DN				1		     

		ED		F8W		42238		CSP		601		01		ONL		Adv. Coun. Skills & Tech.		FS		9:00am -3:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nwachuku, Uchenna		15		DA				1		Class meetings: 2/19 & 2/20     

		ED		F8W		40679		CSP		605		01		ONL		Child & Family Counseling				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Cheri		20		DA				2		     

		ED		1		40681		CSP		606		01		ONL		Counseling Chldrn & Adlscents		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bonjo, Laurie		20		DA		20		3		Class meetings: 1/26, 2/9, 2/23, 3/9, 3/23, 4/6, 4/20,  5/4   

		ED		1		40682		CSP		622		01		ONL		Sch Curric Help Professionals		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kery -Hanewicz, Alison		20		DA				3		Meets: Feb 2, 16, Mar 2, 16, 23, Apr 6, 20, & May 4     

		ED		1		40684		CSP		641		01		ONL		Ethical & Professional Conduct		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Rhoades, Elizabeth		20		DA				3		Class meetings: 1/26, 2/9, 2/23, 3/9, 3/30, 4/13, 4/27,  5/11   

		ED		1		40685		CSP		652		01		INT		Internship in School Psych				 -		 		INT-Internship		Benner, Ronald		15		DA				3		     

		ED		1		40686		CSP		653		01		ONL		Professional Seminar		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Starling, Natalie		15		DA				3		     

		ED		1		40687		CSP		659		01		ONL		Individ. Super. Practicum		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Bonjo, Laurie		6		DA				4		     

		ED		1		40688		CSP		659		02		ONL		Individ. Super. Practicum		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Parzych, Jennifer		6		DA				4		     

		ED		1		40688		CSP		659		02		ONL		Individ. Super. Practicum		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sassu, Kari		6		DA				4		     

		ED		1		40691		CSP		674		01		ONL		Consultation in Schools		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Starling, Natalie		20		DA				3		Class meetings: 1/26, 2/2, 2/9, 3/9, 3/23, 4/6, 4/20,  5/4   

		ED		F8W		40692		CSP		674		02		ONL		Consultation in Schools		R		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sassu, Kari		20		DA				3		     

		ED		1		40693		CSP		675		01		ONL		Internship/Seminar Sch.Couns.		R		4:00pm -6:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Parzych, Jennifer		12		DA				4		     

		ED		1		42240		CSP		675		02		ONL		Internship/Seminar Sch.Couns.		R		4:00pm -6:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Generali, Margaret		12		DA				4		     

		ED		1		40694		CSP		676		01		ONL		Intern. & Seminar in CMHC		R		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Cheri		10		DA				4		Course begins 1/1 and ends 5/16     

		ED		1		40695		CSP		676		02		ONL		Intern. & Seminar in CMHC		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nwachuku, Uchenna		10		DA				4		Course begins 1/1 and ends 5/16     

		ED		1		40697		CSP		691		01		ONL		Research: Schls/Ment.Hlt Sett.		S		9:00am -5:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		15		DA				3		Class meetings: 1/30, 2/27, 3/13, 4/3 & 4/24     

		ED		1		40839		EDL		680		01		ONL		Leadership Perspective		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Fowler, Denver		20						3		Synchronous meetings TBA     

		ED		1		40844		EDL		681		01		ONL		Leadership Development		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Jakubowski, Ronald		20						3		     

		ED		1		40849		EDL		682		01		HYB		Organizational Development		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		Gregory, Jess		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		40850		EDL		682		02		HYB		Organizational Development		W		4:00pm -6:30pm		 		LEC-Lecture		Buono, Anthony		20						3		Hybrid Course; Meets in Cheshire     

		ED		1		40850		EDL		682		02		HYB		Organizational Development		W		4:00pm -6:30pm		 		LEC-Lecture		Hernandez, Hamlet		20						3		Hybrid Course; Meets in Cheshire     

		ED		1		40852		EDL		682		04		HYB		Organizational Development		T		4:00pm -6:30pm		 		LEC-Lecture		Trombly, Christopher		20						3		Hybrid Course; Meets in Hamden     

		ED		1		40853		EDL		683		01		ONL		Supervision/Staff Development		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Fowler, Denver		20						3		Synchronous meetings TBA     

		ED		1		40858		EDL		684		01		ONL		Learning Theory into Practice				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Haynes, Norris		20						3		     

		ED		1		40859		EDL		684		02		HYB		Learning Theory into Practice		T		6:35pm -9:05pm		 		LEC-Lecture		Trombly, Christopher		20						3		Hybrid Course; Meets in Hamden     

		ED		1		40861		EDL		684		04		ONL		Learning Theory into Practice				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Haynes, Norris		20						3		Waterford Cohort     

		ED		1		40863		EDL		684		06		HYB		Learning Theory into Practice		M		4:00pm -6:30pm		 		LEC-Lecture		Gregory, Jess		20						3		Hybrid Course; Branford Cohort     

		ED		1		40864		EDL		685		01		HYB		Curriculum Development		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		Trombly, Christopher		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		40865		EDL		685		02		ONL		Curriculum Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Boudreaux, Mary		20						3		Hamden Cohort     

		ED		1		40867		EDL		685		04		ONL		Curriculum Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Boudreaux, Mary		20						3		Branford Cohort     

		ED		1		42106		EDL		685		05		HYB		Curriculum Development		R		6:35pm -9:05pm		 		LEC-Lecture		Labas, Gladys		20						3		Hybrid Course; Meets in Waterford     

		ED		1		42107		EDL		687		01		INT		Internship I				 -		 		INT-Internship		Yavuz, Olcay		10						1.5		     

		ED		1		42638		EDL		687		02		INT		Internship I				 -		 		INT-Internship		Yavuz, Olcay		10						1.5		     

		ED		1		40868		EDL		688		01		INT		Internship II				 -		 		INT-Internship		Yavuz, Olcay		10						1.5		     

		ED		1		40869		EDL		688		02		INT		Internship II				 -		 		INT-Internship		Yavuz, Olcay		10						1.5		     

		ED		1		40870		EDL		688		03		INT		Internship II				 -		 		INT-Internship		Yavuz, Olcay		10						1.5		     

		ED		1		42637		EDL		688		04		INT		Internship II				 -		 		INT-Internship		Yavuz, Olcay		10						1.5		     

		ED		1		40874		EDL		689		01		ONL		Seminar: Leadership & Supv.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SEM-Seminar		Yavuz, Olcay		20						3		     

		ED		1		40878		EDL		689		05		ONL		Seminar: Leadership & Supv.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SEM-Seminar		Boudreaux, Mary		20						3		Cheshire Cohort; Synchronous meetings TBA     

		ED		1		40879		EDL		805		01		ONL		Qualitative Methods				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Haynes, Norris		20						3		Cohort XVII     

		ED		1		40880		EDL		808		01		ONL		Leadership for Social Equity		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		McDaniels, Cynthia		20						3		Cohort XVIII     

		ED		1		40881		EDL		811		01		ONL		Ed.Policy:Context & Inquiry		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Arafeh, Sousan		20						3		Cohort XVIII     

		ED		1		40882		EDL		825		01		ONL		Advanced Research Methods		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Feinn, Richard		20						3		Cohort XVII     

		ED		1		40883		EDL		831		01		IND		Ind. Adv. Diss. Proposal Dlvp.				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Boudreaux, Mary		1		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40884		EDL		831		02		IND		Ind. Adv. Diss. Proposal Dlvp.				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Arafeh, Sousan		3		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40885		EDL		831		03		IND		Ind. Adv. Diss. Proposal Dlvp.				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Trombly, Christopher		3		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40886		EDL		831		04		IND		Ind. Adv. Diss. Proposal Dlvp.				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Haynes, Norris		1		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40887		EDL		831		05		IND		Ind. Adv. Diss. Proposal Dlvp.				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Gregory, Jess		1		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40888		EDL		831		06		IND		Ind. Adv. Diss. Proposal Dlvp.				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Yavuz, Olcay		1		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40889		EDL		831		07		IND		Ind. Adv. Diss. Proposal Dlvp.				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Fowler, Denver		3		DC				3		     

		ED		1		42108		EDL		831		08		IND		Ind. Adv. Diss. Proposal Dlvp.				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Madonia, Peter		1		DC				3		     

		ED		1		42109		EDL		831		09		IND		Ind. Adv. Diss. Proposal Dlvp.				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Staff, TBA		1		DC				3		     

		ED		1		42110		EDL		831		10		IND		Ind. Adv. Diss. Proposal Dlvp.				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Labas, Gladys		1		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40890		EDL		900		01		DIS		Dissert. Advise. & Defense				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Boudreaux, Mary		3		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40891		EDL		900		02		DIS		Dissert. Advise. & Defense				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Arafeh, Sousan		3		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40893		EDL		900		04		DIS		Dissert. Advise. & Defense				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Haynes, Norris		3		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40894		EDL		900		05		DIS		Dissert. Advise. & Defense				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Gregory, Jess		3		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40895		EDL		900		06		DIS		Dissert. Advise. & Defense				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Yavuz, Olcay		3		DC				3		     

		ED		1		40896		EDL		901		01		DIS		Continuing Enrollment for EDD				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Boudreaux, Mary		3		DC				1		     

		ED		1		40897		EDL		901		02		DIS		Continuing Enrollment for EDD				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Arafeh, Sousan		3		DC				1		     

		ED		1		40899		EDL		901		04		DIS		Continuing Enrollment for EDD				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Haynes, Norris		3		DC				1		     

		ED		1		40900		EDL		901		05		DIS		Continuing Enrollment for EDD				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Gregory, Jess		3		DC				1		     

		ED		1		40901		EDL		901		06		DIS		Continuing Enrollment for EDD				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Yavuz, Olcay		3		DC				1		     

		ED		1		40726		EDU		106		01		HYB		New Literacies		M		3:25pm -4:40pm		EN B221		LEC-Lecture		Brown, Mary		24						3		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		40728		EDU		106		03		HYB		New Literacies		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		EN B221		LEC-Lecture		Okobi, Elsie		24						3		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		40729		EDU		106		04		ONL		New Literacies		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		McVerry, John		24						3		     

		ED		1		40731		EDU		200		02		ONL		Teachers, Schools, & Societies		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Torre, Carlos Antonio		25						3		Background check required; Fieldwork required     

		ED		1		40732		EDU		200		03		ONL		Teachers, Schools, & Societies		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Torre, Carlos Antonio		25						3		Background check required; Fieldwork required     

		ED		1		40733		EDU		200		04		ONL		Teachers, Schools, & Societies		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Torre, Carlos Antonio		25						3		Background check required; Fieldwork required     

		ED		1		40734		EDU		200		05		HYB		Teachers, Schools, & Societies		MW		12:10pm -1:00pm		EN A120		LEC-Lecture		Goldberg, Adam		25						3		     

		ED		1		42710		EDU		200		HS1		LEC		Teachers, Schools, & Societies				 -		 		LEC-Lecture		Davis, Christine		20		AA				3		Early College - Ansonia High School     

		ED		1		40736		EDU		206		01		ONL		Principles: Early Childhood Ed		T		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Pocoski, Jeanine		28						3		Background check required; Fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42138		EDU		300		01		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Koehler, Richard		4		DC				6		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42139		EDU		300		02		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Cavallaro, Lisa		5		DC				6		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42140		EDU		300		03		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Kennedy, Christine		2		DC				6		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42141		EDU		300		04		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Roman, Edward		4		DC				6		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42142		EDU		300		05		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Tucker, Lauren		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42143		EDU		300		06		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Puglia, Deborah		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42137		EDU		300		20		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Faraclas, Kara		30		DC				6		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		40737		EDU		305		01		ONL		Emerging Literacies		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Madu, Nicole		25						3		     

		ED		1		40738		EDU		305		02		ONL		Emerging Literacies		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Madu, Nicole		25						3		     

		ED		1		40739		EDU		307		01		ONL		Children's Literature/Litrcy		M		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Shaw, Louise		25						3		     

		ED		1		40741		EDU		307		03		ONL		Children's Literature/Litrcy				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McVerry, John		22						3		     

		ED		1		40742		EDU		308		01		ONL		Childrens Literature - Early		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Randall, Regine		28						3		     

		ED		1		40743		EDU		309		01		ONL		Curr Design & Meth for PK & K				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Pocoski, Jeanine		28						3		Background check required; Fieldwork required     

		ED		1		40744		EDU		312		01		ONL		Integ Curric: Primary Clssrm		W		7:40pm -8:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ellinger-Doviak, Ingrid		28						3		Background check required; Fieldwork required     

		ED		1		40745		EDU		316		01		ONL		Child Dev & Psy for Educators				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Marn, Travis		28						3		     

		ED		1		40747		EDU		316		03		ONL		Child Dev & Psy for Educators				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Marn, Travis		28						3		     

		ED		1		40748		EDU		316		04		ONL		Child Dev & Psy for Educators				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Marn, Travis		28						3		     

		ED		1		40749		EDU		317		01		ONL		Science Ed in Elementary Sch.		W		8:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sherwood, Carrie		28						3		     

		ED		1		40750		EDU		317		02		ONL		Science Ed in Elementary Sch.		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sherwood, Carrie		28						3		Dual listed w/EDU 503-01     

		ED		1		40751		EDU		321		01		ONL		Social Studies Curriculum				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bruni, James		22						1.5		     

		ED		1		40752		EDU		322		01		ONL		Family, School & Community				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Madu, Nicole		28						3		     

		ED		1		40753		EDU		325		01		ONL		Best Practices: Classroom		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Powell, Jessica		25						3		Background check required; Fieldwork required     

		ED		1		40754		EDU		330		01		ONL		Social Studies Elem Sch		R		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Greengross, Steven		28						3		     

		ED		S8W		42347		EDU		370		03		STT		EC Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Bless, Martha		3		DC				5		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42348		EDU		370		04		STT		EC Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		DeCrosta, Gayle		3		DC				5		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42349		EDU		370		05		STT		EC Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Guhl, Dianne		3		DC				5		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42350		EDU		370		06		STT		EC Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Shea, Lynda		3		DC				5		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42351		EDU		370		07		STT		EC Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Vernon, Maureen		3		DC				5		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42352		EDU		370		08		STT		EC Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Vetre, Annette		3		DC				5		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42353		EDU		370		09		STT		EC Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Dunn, Jacqueline		3		DC				5		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42354		EDU		370		10		STT		EC Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Halsey, Grace		3		DC				5		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		40755		EDU		370		20		STT		EC Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Goldberg, Adam		25		DC				5		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42145		EDU		400		01		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Koehler, Richard		4		DC				6		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42146		EDU		400		02		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Cavallaro, Lisa		4		DC				6		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42147		EDU		400		03		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Kennedy, Christine		4		DC				6		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42148		EDU		400		04		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Roman, Edward		5		DC				6		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42149		EDU		400		05		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Tucker, Lauren		1		DC				6		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42150		EDU		400		06		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Puglia, Deborah		1		DC				6		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42144		EDU		400		20		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Faraclas, Kara		30		DC				6		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		40756		EDU		407		01		ONL		Developing Literacies		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ferraro, Marisa		23						3		     

		ED		1		40757		EDU		407		02		ONL		Developing Literacies		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ferraro, Marisa		23						3		     

		ED		1		40758		EDU		413		01		ONL		Secondary Education		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sinclair, Meredith		25						3		Background check required; fieldwork required     

		ED		1		40759		EDU		414		01W		LEC		*Applications of Child Dev.		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		DA 102		LEC-Lecture		Achhpal, Beena		22						3		     

		ED		1		40760		EDU		414		02W		LEC		*Applications of Child Dev.		M		2:00pm -3:15pm		DA 102		LEC-Lecture		Achhpal, Beena		22						3		     

		ED		1		40761		EDU		415		01		ONL		Resp. Curriculum & Assessment				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bower-Phipps, Laura		25						3		Must be taken concurrently w/EDU 475-01     

		ED		1		40763		EDU		424		01		ONL		Teaching Math. in Elem School		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mathews, Kenneth		25						3		     

		ED		1		40764		EDU		424		02		HYB		Teaching Math. in Elem School		M		5:00pm -7:00pm		DA 101		LEC-Lecture		Mathews, Kenneth		25						3		Hybrid Course; Dual listed w/EDU 504-01     

		ED		1		42157		EDU		444		01		PRC		DSAP Supervision & Appraisal				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Koehler, Richard		1		DC				3		     

		ED		1		42158		EDU		444		02		PRC		DSAP Supervision & Appraisal				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Roman, Edward		1		DC				3		     

		ED		1		42159		EDU		444		03		PRC		DSAP Supervision & Appraisal				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Evans, Elizabeth		3		DC				3		     

		ED		F8W		40765		EDU		450		01		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Marx, Helen		20		DC				5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42356		EDU		450		02		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Halsey, Grace		3		DC				5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42358		EDU		450		04		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Vernon, Maureen		3		DC				5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42359		EDU		450		05		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Bless, Martha		3		DC				5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42677		EDU		450		06		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		DeCrosta, Gayle		3		DC				5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42678		EDU		450		07		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Vetre, Annette		3		DC				5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42679		EDU		450		08		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Achhpal, Beena		3		DC				5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42680		EDU		450		09		STT		Student Teaching I				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Shea, Lynda		3		DC				5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42151		EDU		451		01		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Koehler, Richard		4		DC				5		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42152		EDU		451		02		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Cavallaro, Lisa		4		DC				5		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42153		EDU		451		03		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Kennedy, Christine		3		DC				5		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42154		EDU		451		04		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Roman, Edward		2		DC				5		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		40766		EDU		451		20		STT		Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Faraclas, Kara		20		DC				5		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42360		EDU		470		01		STT		EC Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		DeCrosta, Pasquale		25		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42362		EDU		470		03		STT		EC Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Bless, Martha		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42363		EDU		470		04		STT		EC Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		DeCrosta, Gayle		4		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42364		EDU		470		05		STT		EC Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Guhl, Dianne		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42365		EDU		470		06		STT		EC Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Shea, Lynda		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42366		EDU		470		07		STT		EC Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Vernon, Maureen		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42367		EDU		470		08		STT		EC Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Vetre, Annette		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42368		EDU		470		09		STT		EC Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Dunn, Jacqueline		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42369		EDU		470		10		STT		EC Student Teaching II				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Halsey, Grace		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		40768		EDU		471		01		ONL		Supporting Eng Learners		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Diamantis, Sophia		22						1.5		     

		ED		F8W		40769		EDU		471		02		HYB		Supporting Eng Learners		F		9:00am -1:00pm		DA 102		LEC-Lecture		Ferraro, Marisa		22						1.5		Hybrid Course; meets Jan 29, Feb 12 and 26     

		ED		S8W		40770		EDU		471		03		HYB		Supporting Eng Learners		F		9:00am -1:00pm		DA 102		LEC-Lecture		Ferraro, Marisa		22						1.5		Hybrid Course; meets April 9, 16 and 30     

		ED		F8W		40771		EDU		471		04		ONL		Supporting Eng Learners		M		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Botta Sullivan, Suzanne		22						1.5		     

		ED		1		40773		EDU		475		01		ONL		Supervised Fieldwork		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		McVerry, John		10						1		Background check required; fieldwork required  Must be taken with EDU 415   

		ED		1		40775		EDU		475		03		ONL		Supervised Fieldwork		W		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		McVerry, John		10						1		Background check required; fieldwork required;  Must be taken with EDU 415   

		ED		1		42371		EDU		480		01		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		DeCrosta, Pasquale		30		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42372		EDU		480		02		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Achhpal, Beena		4		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42373		EDU		480		03		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Bless, Martha		4		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42374		EDU		480		04		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		DeCrosta, Gayle		3		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42377		EDU		480		06		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Shea, Lynda		3		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42378		EDU		480		07		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Vernon, Maureen		3		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42387		EDU		480		08		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Vetre, Annette		3		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42388		EDU		480		09		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Dunn, Jacqueline		3		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42389		EDU		480		10		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Nelson, Kathleen		4		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42390		EDU		480		11		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Halsey, Grace		3		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42391		EDU		480		12		STT		Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Marx, Helen		3		DC				11		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		40778		EDU		485		01		ONL		Student Teaching Seminar		T		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Pocoski, Jeanine		25		DC				1		Meets alternating weeks starting 1/19     

		ED		1		40779		EDU		485		02		ONL		Student Teaching Seminar		T		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Pocoski, Jeanine		30		DC				1		Meets alternating weeks starting 1/26     

		ED		1		40780		EDU		503		01		ONL		Science in the Elementary Schl		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Sherwood, Carrie		12						3		Dual listed w/EDU 317-02     

		ED		1		40781		EDU		504		01		HYB		Mathematics:Elementary School		M		5:00pm -7:00pm		DA 101		LEC-Lecture		Mathews, Kenneth		12						3		Hybrid Course; Dual listed w/EDU 424-02     

		ED		1		40782		EDU		506		01		ONL		Lang. Arts & Children's Lit.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McVerry, John		22						3		     

		ED		1		40783		EDU		508		01		ONL		Introduction to Education		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Fiondella, Federico		28						3		Background check and Fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42136		EDU		509		01		ONL		Student Teaching Seminar		T		4:30pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Lopez-Velasquez, Angela		20		DC				3		MAT Special Education Concentration Only     

		ED		1		40784		EDU		509		02		ONL		Student Teaching Seminar		W		5:00pm -7:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Ellinger-Doviak, Ingrid		20		DC				3		     

		ED		1		42339		EDU		524		01		ONL		Law for the Classroom Teacher		R		4:50pm -6:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Villani, Christine		25						3		     

		ED		1		42340		EDU		526		01		ONL		STEM for the EC Classroom		T		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Drucker, Marjorie		25						3		     

		ED		1		42341		EDU		528		01		ONL		Differentiated Instruction				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fumiatti, Stephanie		25						3		     

		ED		1		40785		EDU		533		01		ONL		Curriculum: Nursery - Grade 3		T		7:40pm -8:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		25						3		     

		ED		1		40786		EDU		534		01		HYB		Curriculum: Elementary Classrm		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		DA 101		LEC-Lecture		Bruni, James		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		42342		EDU		536		01		ONL		Culturally Resp. Guidance		T		5:00pm -7:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Powell, Jessica		25						3		     

		ED		1		42343		EDU		544		01		ONL		Classroom Management		W		5:00pm -7:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Powell, Jessica		25						3		     

		ED		1		40787		EDU		571		01		ONL		Teachng ELL in Regular Ed Clas		M		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Diamantis, Sophia		20						2		     

		ED		1		42344		EDU		588		01		ONL		Assessment and Research in Ed				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Marn, Travis		12						3		Dual listed w/EDU 592     

		ED		1		40788		EDU		591		01		ONL		Special Project in Education				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bower-Phipps, Laura		10		DC				3		     

		ED		1		42135		EDU		591		03		ONL		Special Project in Education		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brahm, Meghan		15		DC				3		MAT Special Education Concentration Only     

		ED		1		40790		EDU		592		01		ONL		Research in Education				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Marn, Travis		15						3		Dual listed w/EDU 588     

		ED		1		42392		EDU		593		01		STT		Student Teaching (MAT)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Goldberg, Adam		5		DC				9		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42393		EDU		593		02		STT		Student Teaching (MAT)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Marx, Helen		3		DC				9		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42394		EDU		593		03		STT		Student Teaching (MAT)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Guhl, Dianne		3		DC				9		Meets 1/26-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42395		EDU		594		01		STT		Student Teaching 1 (MAT-EC)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Bless, Martha		5		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42396		EDU		594		02		STT		Student Teaching 1 (MAT-EC)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Shea, Lynda		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42681		EDU		594		03		STT		Student Teaching 1 (MAT-EC)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		DeCrosta, Pasquale		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42682		EDU		594		04		STT		Student Teaching 1 (MAT-EC)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Vetre, Annette		3		DC				6		Meets 1/26-4/2; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42397		EDU		595		01		STT		Student Teaching 2 (MAT-EC)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Bless, Martha		5		DC				3		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42683		EDU		595		03		STT		Student Teaching 2 (MAT-EC)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		DeCrosta, Pasquale		3		DC				3		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42684		EDU		595		04		STT		Student Teaching 2 (MAT-EC)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Vetre, Annette		3		DC				3		Meets 4/5-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42399		EDU		596		01		STT		Student Teaching 1 (MAT-SE)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Puglia, Deborah		3		DC				4.5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42400		EDU		596		02		STT		Student Teaching 1 (MAT-SE)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Paolella, Lucia		4		DC				4.5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42401		EDU		596		03		STT		Student Teaching 1 (MAT-SE)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Staff, TBA		4		DC				4.5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		F8W		42402		EDU		596		20		STT		Student Teaching 1 (MAT-SE)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Faraclas, Kara		12		DC				4.5		Meets 1/26-3/19; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42403		EDU		597		01		STT		Student Teaching 2 (MAT-SE)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Puglia, Deborah		3		DC				4.5		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42404		EDU		597		02		STT		Student Teaching 2 (MAT-SE)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Paolella, Lucia		4		DC				4.5		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42405		EDU		597		03		STT		Student Teaching 2 (MAT-SE)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Staff, TBA		4		DC				4.5		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		S8W		42406		EDU		597		20		STT		Student Teaching 2 (MAT-SE)				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Faraclas, Kara		12		DC				4.5		Meets 3/22-5/14; Background check and fieldwork required     

		ED		1		42434		EDU		599		01		ONL		~Foundational Issues		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hegedus, Stephen		12						1		     

		ED		1		40791		EDU		612		01		ONL		The Teaching-Learning Process		R		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Villani, Christine		25						3		     

		ED		1		40792		EDU		613		01		ONL		Diverse Classroom Models		R		7:40pm -8:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Torre, Carlos Antonio		25						3		     

		ED		1		40019		ILS		300		01W		ONL		*Literature for Children				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Schofield, Cindy		20						3		     

		ED		1		40020		ILS		300		02W		ONL		*Literature for Children				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Shea, Carolyn		20						3		     

		ED		1		40021		ILS		300		03W		ONL		*Literature for Children				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Williams, Mary		20						3		     

		ED		1		40022		ILS		302		01		ONL		Library-Information Service				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Sierpe, Eino		20						3		     

		ED		1		40023		ILS		330		01		ONL		User Services				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Andronik, Catherine		20						3		     

		ED		1		40024		ILS		400		01		PRC		Library- Info Service Practice				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Liu, Yan		9		IS				3		     

		ED		1		40025		ILS		421		01		ONL		Organization: Info Center				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Sierpe, Eino		20						3		     

		ED		1		40027		ILS		502		01		ONL		Fundmntals of Lib & Infor Sci				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bielefield, Arlene		20						3		     

		ED		1		40028		ILS		505		01		ONL		Infor Resource Orgnz & Mngmt				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Sierpe, Eino		20						3		     

		ED		1		40029		ILS		507		01		ONL		Infor Sci & Technology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Schofield, Cindy		20						3		     

		ED		1		40030		ILS		508		01		ONL		User Services				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Sierpe, Eino		20						3		     

		ED		1		40031		ILS		509		01		ONL		Mgmt of Lib & Infor Agencies				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bielefield, Arlene		20						3		     

		ED		1		40032		ILS		516		01		ONL		Litacy,Litur&Rding Sch&Pub Lib				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Shea, Carolyn		20						3		     

		ED		1		40033		ILS		523		01		ONL		Tech Srvce & Info Mngmt				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Schofield, Cindy		20						3		     

		ED		1		40035		ILS		554		01		ONL		Data Analysis&Visualization				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Liu, Yan		20						3		     

		ED		1		40036		ILS		571		01		ONL		Mthods for Sch Lib Mdia Cntrs				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Shea, Carolyn		20						3		     

		ED		1		40037		ILS		575		01		ONL		Instruct. Design Principles				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kim, Hak Joon		20						3		     

		ED		1		40038		ILS		581		01		PRC		Media Spclst Pract Stnd Teach				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Minichiello, Mary		6		IS				6		     

		ED		1		40039		ILS		581		02		PRC		Media Spclst Pract Stnd Teach				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Van Leer, Jerilyn		6		IS				6		     

		ED		1		40040		ILS		582		01		INT		Library Science Internship				 -		 		INT-Internship		Real, Brian		9		IS				3		     

		ED		1		40043		ILS		597		01		ONL		Intro. Archival & Museum Work				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Real, Brian		20						3		     

		ED		1		40044		ILS		655		01		ONL		Digital Librarianship				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Liu, Yan		20						3		     

		ED		1		40045		ILS		660		01		ONL		Special Prjct. Lib & Info Sci				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Liu, Yan		12						3		     

		ED		1		40046		ILS		699		01		ONL		Thesis				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Liu, Yan		6		IS				3		     

		ED		F8W		40793		RDG		470		01		ONL		Literacy in the Content Areas				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Mercurio, Mia		25						1.5		     

		ED		S8W		40794		RDG		500		01		ONL		Content Area & Disc. Literacy				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Mercurio, Mia		22						1.5		     

		ED		1		40795		RDG		520		01		ONL		Fund. Language & Literacy		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Raynolds, Laura		25						3		     

		ED		F8W		40796		RDG		565		01		ONL		Content Area Read & Lang Art		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Randall, Regine		25						3		     

		ED		1		40797		RDG		566		01		ONL		Dev Rdg & Lang Arts: El  Ed		T		7:40pm -9:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gilligan, Amanda		25						3		RDG students ONLY     

		ED		1		40798		RDG		566		02		ONL		Dev Rdg & Lang Arts: El  Ed		M		7:40pm -9:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bluestein, Jason		25						3		MAT students ONLY     

		ED		1		40799		RDG		567		01		ONL		Tests, Msmt, & Evaluation		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rafferty, Michael		25						3		     

		ED		1		40800		RDG		568		01		PRC		Pract.Diag.Rdg.&Lang.Arts.Diff		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		DA 218		PRC-Practicum		Pagliaro, Tara		15						3		     

		ED		1		40801		RDG		570		01		ONL		Lit Interv Struggling Readers		T		7:40pm -9:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Randall, Regine		25						3		     

		ED		S8W		40803		RDG		585		01		ONL		Writing Instruction		T		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Shaw, Louise		25						3		     

		ED		1		40804		RDG		649		01		ONL		Diversity in Literacy		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Raynolds, Laura		15						3		     

		ED		1		40806		RDG		659		01		PRC		Practicm Rem Rdg & Lang Art I		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		 		PRC-Practicum		Morgan, Jeanne		10						3		     

		ED		1		40808		RDG		662		01		ONL		School Literacy Program		T		7:40pm -9:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Shaw, Louise		25						3		     

		ED		1		40809		RDG		665		01		ONL		Prac.&Sem.Rdg.&Lang.Arts Res.		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Raynolds, Laura		15						3		     

		ED		1		40810		RDG		676		01		ONL		Prac.Dev.&Lead.Sch.Lit.Prog.II		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Randall, Regine		15						3		     

		ED		1		40812		SCE		494		01		STT		Student Teaching -Science				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Frumento, Gennaro		8		DC				11		     

		ED		1		40813		SCE		496		01		ONL		Student Teaching Seminar - SCE		T		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Frumento, Gennaro		8		DC				1		     

		ED		1		41483		SED		100		01		ONL		Elem. American Sign Language I		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tylinski, Richard		20		DC				3		     

		ED		1		41484		SED		100		02		ONL		Elem. American Sign Language I		MW		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rubin, Leslie		20		DC				3		     

		ED		1		41485		SED		105		01		ONL		Elementary Sign Language II		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Inzinga, Sandra		20						3		     

		ED		1		41486		SED		105		02		ONL		Elementary Sign Language II		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tylinski, Richard		20						3		     

		ED		1		41488		SED		225		01		ONL		Intro to Exceptionalities		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mercurio, Mia		25						3		     

		ED		1		41489		SED		225		02		ONL		Intro to Exceptionalities		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kiarie, Mary		25						3		     

		ED		1		41491		SED		225		04		ONL		Intro to Exceptionalities		T		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mercurio, Mia		25						3		     

		ED		1		41492		SED		235		01		ONL		Early Chldhd SE: Excep Ind		T		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mercurio, Mia		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		41493		SED		325		01		ONL		Curric & Methods/Excep Ind		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tamura, Ronald		25		DC				3		     

		ED		1		41495		SED		335		01		ONL		Accommodating Ind w/Phys. Dis		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Terpstra, Judith		25						3		     

		ED		1		41496		SED		365		01		ONL		Academic Assessment & Remed		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weir, Joan		20		DC				3		Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		41497		SED		365		02		ONL		Academic Assessment & Remed		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wade, Linda		20		DC				3		Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		42562		SED		365		03		ONL		Academic Assessment & Remed		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Memoli, Marissa		20		DC				3		     

		ED		1		41498		SED		375		01		ONL		Classroom Mgt Techniques in Ed		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hynes, Kristy		25		DC				3		Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		41499		SED		375		02W		ONL		*Classroom Mgt Techniques		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Terpstra, Judith		22		DC				3		Hybrid Course;Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		41500		SED		435		01		ONL		Lang  Arts for Excep Ind		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weir, Joan		20		DC				3		Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		41501		SED		435		02		ONL		Lang  Arts for Excep Ind		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wade, Linda		20		DC				3		Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		41502		SED		445		01		ONL		Collaboration in the Schools		R		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tamura, Ronald		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		ED		1		41503		SED		449		01W		ONL		*School Based Practicum		W		9:15am -11:45am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wei, Yan		9		DC				3		Fieldwork; Background check required     

		ED		1		41504		SED		449		02W		ONL		*School Based Practicum		W		9:15am -11:45am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Terpstra, Judith		9		DC				3		Fieldwork; Background check required     

		ED		1		41505		SED		452		01		ONL		Seminar in Reflective Practice		T		4:30pm -6:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tucker, Lauren		20		DC				2		Collaborative Students Only     

		ED		1		41506		SED		452		02		ONL		Seminar in Reflective Practice		T		4:30pm -6:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bean, Kimberly		20		DC				2		Comprehensive Students Only     

		ED		1		41507		SED		481		01		ONL		Tchng Excep Students:Elem		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kiarie, Mary		25						3		     

		ED		1		41509		SED		482		01		ONL		Tchng Excep Student:Secondary		R		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tamura, Ronald		25						3		     

		ED		1		41510		SED		482		02		ONL		Tchng Excep Student:Secondary		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kiarie, Mary		25						3		     

		ED		1		42267		SED		498		01		ONL		~Autism Spectrum Disorders		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Volkmar, Fred		25						3		Autism Spectrum Disorders     

		ED		1		41511		SED		502		01		ONL		Intro. to Exceptional Learners		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kiarie, Mary		25						3		     

		ED		1		41512		SED		503		01		ONL		Learning Theory and Devel		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hynes, Kristy		25						3		     

		ED		1		41513		SED		504		01		ONL		Curr. & Prog. Planning		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weir, Joan		25		DC				3		     

		ED		1		41514		SED		505		01		ONL		Lit. Instr. for Excep. Learner		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wei, Yan		25		DC				3		     

		ED		1		41515		SED		509		01		ONL		Mathematics Instruction		M		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weir, Joan		25		DC				3		Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		41516		SED		512		01		ONL		Curr.Meth.Aut.Spec.Dis.		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bean, Kimberly		25		DC				3		Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		41517		SED		514		01		ONL		Trans w/in Disability Services				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Tamura, Ronald		25						3		     

		ED		1		41518		SED		517		01		ONL		Intro to Adaptive Technology		R		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Zamfir, Bogdan		25						3		     

		ED		1		41519		SED		520		01		ONL		Autism Spectrum Dev.Disabil.		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Forte, Solandy		25		DC				3		Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		41520		SED		521		01		ONL		Diagnostic Assessment		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wei, Yan		25		DC				3		Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		41522		SED		527		01		ONL		Positive Behavior Intervention		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Olive, Melissa		25		DC				3		Fieldwork Required     

		ED		1		42133		SED		531		01		ONL		Research in Special Education		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Saunders, Melissa		25		DC				3		     

		ED		1		41523		SED		536		01		ONL		Diagnostic Testing & Rpt: L D		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Spear-Swerling, Louise		25		DC				3		     

		ED		1		41524		SED		537		01		ONL		Seminar: Learning Disabilities		R		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Battaglia, Elizabeth		25		DC				3		     

		ED		1		42239		SED		593		01		ONL		Adaptive Tech.Rdg.&Writing		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tucker, Lauren		25		DC				3		     

		ED		1		41527		SED		595		01		ONL		Adaptive Technology Assessment		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tucker, Lauren		25		DC				3		     

		ED		1		42134		SED		689		01		ONL		Philosophical Underpinnings		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Molteni, John		25						1		Meets:2/2, 2/16, 3/2, 3/23 & 4/6     

		ED		1		41529		SED		690		01		ONL		Prin. of Appl. Beh.  Analysis		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brahm, Meghan		25						3		     

		ED		1		41530		SED		691		01		ONL		Single Subj. Research Methods		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Molteni, John		25						3		     

		ED		1		41531		SED		695		01		ONL		Sup. Ind. Fld. Appl. Beh.Anal		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brahm, Meghan		20						1		Meets: 1/26, 2/9, 2/23, 3/9, 3/30, 4/13, 4/27 & 5/11     

		HH		1		40523		CMD		200		01		ONL		Intro to Dev Com Disorders				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Greene - Pendelton, Kyle		30		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40524		CMD		201		01		ONL		Intro to Com Disorders:Med Set				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rana, Ruchi		30		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40525		CMD		203		01		ONL		Phonetics & Phonological Sys				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Addis, Haley		25		DC				4		     

		HH		1		42226		CMD		203		02		ONL		Phonetics & Phonological Sys				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		DeLuca, Zara		25						4		     

		HH		1		40526		CMD		205		01		HYB		Social Communication		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		DA 118		LEC-Lecture		Cook, Barbara		20		DC				3		Hybrid Course/HYFLEX     

		HH		1		40527		CMD		317		01		ONL		Anat & Phys: Speech Mechanism				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Alberti, Sara		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42227		CMD		317		02		ONL		Anat & Phys: Speech Mechanism				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Alberti, Sara		25						3		     

		HH		1		40528		CMD		319		01		ONL		Language Dev: Ages Birth-Five		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		DeLuca, Zara		30		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40529		CMD		320		01		ONL		Intro to Hearing Science		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dempsey, James		30		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40530		CMD		321		01		ONL		Introduction to Audiology		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dempsey, James		30		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42618		CMD		398		01		ONL		~Multicultural Populations		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gusewski, Svenja		25		DA				3		Communication Disorders in Multicultural Populations     

		HH		1		40531		CMD		418		01		ONL		Neurological Bases of Com				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McCullagh, Jennifer		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42228		CMD		418		02		ONL		Neurological Bases of Com				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McCullagh, Jennifer		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40532		CMD		419		01		ONL		Lang Acquis: School Age-Adoles				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gusewski, Svenja		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42229		CMD		419		02		ONL		Lang Acquis: School Age-Adoles		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Misencik, Leann		25						3		     

		HH		1		40533		CMD		420		01		ONL		Speech Science		M		10:10am -11:55am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mabry, Kelly		25		DC				4		     

		HH		1		42230		CMD		420		02		ONL		Speech Science		F		10:10am -11:55am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mabry, Kelly		25						4		     

		HH		1		40534		CMD		461		01		ONL		Clin Practice: Spch-Lang Path		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Zipoli, Richard		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42231		CMD		461		02		ONL		Clin Practice: Spch-Lang Path		TR		3:15pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Zipoli, Richard		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42675		CMD		499		01		IND		Independent Study				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Gusewski, Svenja		2		DN				3		     

		HH		1		40535		CMD		527		01		ONL		Neurogenic Speech & Lang Dis		M		12:10pm -2:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Purdy, Mary		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40536		CMD		531		01		ONL		Disorders of Phonology		T		12:10pm -2:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		DeLuca, Zara		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40537		CMD		545		01		ONL		Disorders of Fluency		M		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ramachandar, Sujini		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40539		CMD		551		01		ONL		Lang Disorders: School Age		W		9:10am -11:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Zipoli, Richard		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40540		CMD		560		01		ONL		Speech & Language Practicum A		F		9:10am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Cook, Barbara		35		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40541		CMD		561		01		HYB		Speech & Language Practicum B		F		9:10am -10:50am		DA 101		PRC-Practicum		Hindenlang, Jane		25		DC				3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		40542		CMD		562		01		HYB		School Practicum		W		6:15pm -8:45pm		ASC 313B		PRC-Practicum		Black, Joan		25		DC				6		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		40543		CMD		564		01		HYB		Speech & Language Practicum C		F		9:10am -10:50am		DA 218		PRC-Practicum		Crean, Mary		25		DC				5		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		40544		CMD		568		01		HYB		Audiology Practicum				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Dempsey, James		20		DC				3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		40545		CMD		569		01		HYB		Adv.Clinical Practicum		W		6:15pm -8:45pm		DA 101		PRC-Practicum		Buckley, Shawneen		25		DC				6		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		42232		CMD		591		01		HYB		Thesis Seminar II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Purdy, Mary		1						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		42233		CMD		591		02		HYB		Thesis Seminar II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Purdy, Mary		1						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		42234		CMD		591		03		HYB		Thesis Seminar II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Warner, Heather		1						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		40547		CMD		602		01		HYB		Augmentative & Alternative Com		T		6:15pm -8:45pm		JE 114		LEC-Lecture		Cook, Barbara		25		DC				3		Hybrid Course/HYFLEX     

		HH		1		40548		CMD		605		01		HYB		Special Project in Com Dis		M		6:15pm -8:45pm		BU 207		SPJ-Special Project		Purdy, Mary		15		DC				3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		40549		CMD		605		02		ONL		Special Project in Com Dis		M		6:15pm -8:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weiss, Deborah		15		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40550		CMD		605		03		HYB		Special Project in Com Dis		R		6:15pm -8:45pm		DA 102		SPJ-Special Project		Zipoli, Richard		15		DC				3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		40551		CMD		610		01		HYB		Comm/Develpmntl Disabilities		R		6:15pm -8:45pm		JE 114		LEC-Lecture		Cook, Barbara		25		DC				3		Hybrid Course/HYFLEX     

		HH		1		40552		CMD		627		01		ONL		Dysphagia		F		11:10am -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rana, Ruchi		25		DC				3		     

		HH		1		40047		HLS		200		01		ONL		Health Prof. & Medical Terms		MW		6:10pm -7:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Brancazio, Lawrence		25						3		     

		HH		1		40047		HLS		200		01		ONL		Health Prof. & Medical Terms		M		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Jimenez, Heather		25						3		     

		HH		1		42190		HLS		200		02		ONL		Health Prof. & Medical Terms		TR		2:00pm -2:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Brancazio, Lawrence		25						3		     

		HH		1		42190		HLS		200		02		ONL		Health Prof. & Medical Terms		M		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Jimenez, Heather		25						3		     

		HH		1		42191		HLS		200		03		ONL		Health Prof. & Medical Terms		W		4:10pm -5:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Brancazio, Lawrence		25						3		     

		HH		1		42191		HLS		200		03		ONL		Health Prof. & Medical Terms		M		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Varghese-Joseph, Preethi		25						3		     

		HH		1		42192		HLS		200		04		ONL		Health Prof. & Medical Terms		T		5:00pm -6:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Brancazio, Lawrence		25						3		     

		HH		1		42192		HLS		200		04		ONL		Health Prof. & Medical Terms		M		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Zucker, Leslie		25						3		     

		HH		1		42427		HLS		200		05		ONL		Health Prof. & Medical Terms		W		11:00am -12:45pm		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Brancazio, Lawrence		25						3		     

		HH		1		42427		HLS		200		05		ONL		Health Prof. & Medical Terms		M		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Catlin, Amy		25						3		     

		HH		1		40049		HLS		210		01		LEC		Patient Centered Healthcare		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		DA 101		LEC-Lecture		Devin, Laurie		25						3		     

		HH		1		40050		HLS		210		02		ONL		Patient Centered Healthcare		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Devin, Laurie		25						3		     

		HH		1		42221		HLS		210		03		ONL		Patient Centered Healthcare				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Griswold, Michele		25						3		     

		HH		1		42428		HLS		210		04		ONL		Patient Centered Healthcare		W		2:00pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Catlin, Amy		25						3		     

		HH		1		42201		HLS		400		01		ONL		Health Informatics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Crandall, Ian		25						3		     

		HH		1		42553		HLS		400		02		ONL		Health Informatics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Crandall, Ian		25						3		     

		HH		1		40051		HLS		415		01		ONL		Healthcare Sys/Pol Billing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Strouse, Matthew		25						3		     

		HH		1		42120		HLS		415		02		ONL		Healthcare Sys/Pol Billing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Strouse, Matthew		25						3		     

		HH		1		42121		HLS		427		01		ONL		Research Data Management		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		25						3		     

		HH		1		42122		HLS		437		01		ONL		Clinical Trial Admin  & GCP		R		11:10am -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Zigmont, Victoria		25						3		     

		HH		1		40052		HLS		490		01		ONL		Career Skills for Healthcare		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mercado, Niasia		25						3		     

		HH		F8W		41274		HMS		131		01		SKL		Teaching Aquatics		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		MFH Pool		SKL-Skill		O'Brien, Michael		15						0.5		     

		HH		F8W		42563		HMS		131		02		SKL		Teaching Aquatics		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		MFH Pool		SKL-Skill		O'Brien, Michael		15						0.5		     

		HH		1		41275		HMS		160		01		ONL		Intro to Human Performance				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gregory, Robert		40						3		     

		HH		1		41275		HMS		160		01		ONL		Intro to Human Performance				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Axtell, Robert		40						3		     

		HH		1		41275		HMS		160		01		ONL		Intro to Human Performance				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lunn, William		40						3		     

		HH		F8W		41276		HMS		191		01		HYB		Intro to Teaching Phys. Ed.		MW		12:10pm -1:25pm		DA 102		LEC-Lecture		Swartz, Daniel		20						1.5		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41277		HMS		212		01		HYB		Lifetime Physical Activity		T		11:00am -12:15pm		MFH 204		LEC-Lecture		Fede, Marybeth		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41278		HMS		212		02		HYB		Lifetime Physical Activity		M		12:00pm -1:25pm		MFH 204		LEC-Lecture		Fede, Marybeth		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41279		HMS		281		01		ONL		Anatomy and Physiology I		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rothbard, Matthew		20						3		     

		HH		1		41280		HMS		282		01		ONL		Anatomy and Physiology II		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Latchman, Peter		20						3		     

		HH		1		42171		HMS		283		01		LEC		Functional Anatomy		TR		8:10am -9:15am		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Morin, Gary		20						3		On-ground delivery; Hyflex Option Available     

		HH		1		41281		HMS		292		01		HYB		Instr Strategies for Phys Ed		TR		8:10am -10:00am		PE GYM		LEC-Lecture		Abel-Berei, Catherine		15						3		Hybrid Course; Online first 4 weeks of semester     

		HH		1		41282		HMS		292		02		HYB		Instr Strategies for Phys Ed		MW		8:10am -10:00am		PE GYM		LEC-Lecture		Abel-Berei, Catherine		15						3		Hybrid Course; Online first 4 weeks of semester     

		HH		1		41283		HMS		301		01		LEC		Exercise and Nutrition		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Kelly, Mercy		20						3		     

		HH		1		41284		HMS		301		02		LEC		Exercise and Nutrition		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		DA 102		LEC-Lecture		Lunn, William		20						3		     

		HH		F8W		42251		HMS		302		01		LEC		Ath Clinical III: Ortho Eval		W		9:10am -11:00am		MFH 204		LEC-Lecture		Coleman, Kelly Ann		8						2		Hybrid Course; Additional asynchronous online  component   

		HH		S8W		41285		HMS		303		01		HYB		AT Clinical Practice IV		W		9:10am -11:00am		MFH 204		PRC-Practicum		Coleman, Kelly Ann		8				60		2		Hybrid Course; additional asynchronous online component     

		HH		1		41286		HMS		308		01		HYB		Cond Strength & Human Perf		R		9:35am -10:50am		MFH 110		LAB-Laboratory		Gregory, Robert		20						3		Hybrid Course; meets online synchronous on Tuesday;  On-ground Lab in MFH Weight Room   

		HH		1		41286		HMS		308		01		HYB		Cond Strength & Human Perf		T		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gregory, Robert		20						3		Hybrid Course; meets online synchronous on Tuesday;  On-ground Lab in MFH Weight Room   

		HH		1		41287		HMS		308		02		HYB		Cond Strength & Human Perf		R		11:00am -12:15pm		MFH 110		LAB-Laboratory		Reynolds, Brian		20						3		Hybrid Course; Meets online synchronous on Tuesday;  On-ground Lab in MFH Weight Room   

		HH		1		41287		HMS		308		02		HYB		Cond Strength & Human Perf		T		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Reynolds, Brian		20						3		Hybrid Course; Meets online synchronous on Tuesday;  On-ground Lab in MFH Weight Room   

		HH		1		41288		HMS		319		01		ONL		Health & Safety Coaches		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Strong, Amanda		15						3		     

		HH		1		41289		HMS		352		01		LEC		Trgt/Strk/Fld/Net/Wall Games		MW		9:10am -11:00am		MFH 165B		LEC-Lecture		Swartz, Daniel		15						3		     

		HH		1		41290		HMS		370		01		ONL		Coaching Indiv., Dual, & Team				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Swartz, Daniel		20						3		     

		HH		1		41291		HMS		380		01W		ONL		*Sport Psychology		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Misasi, Sharon		22						3		     

		HH		1		41292		HMS		380		02W		ONL		*Sport Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Misasi, Sharon		22						3		     

		HH		1		41293		HMS		380		03W		ONL		*Sport Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Misasi, Sharon		22						3		Psychology of Sport     

		HH		1		42252		HMS		380		04W		ONL		*Sport Psychology				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Griffith, Kelsey		22						3		     

		HH		1		41294		HMS		383		01		HYB		Biomechanics		T		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gregory, Robert		20						3		Hybrid Course; Meets online synchronous on Tuesday;  On-ground Thursday   

		HH		1		41294		HMS		383		01		HYB		Biomechanics		R		1:50pm -3:05pm		DA 102		LEC-Lecture		Gregory, Robert		20						3		Hybrid Course; Meets online synchronous on Tuesday;  On-ground Thursday   

		HH		1		41295		HMS		383		02		HYB		Biomechanics		MW		8:10am -9:00am		BU 438		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Marc		20						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41296		HMS		384		01		HYB		Exercise Physiology		MWF		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rupp, Kristie		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41297		HMS		384		02		HYB		Exercise Physiology		MW		11:10am -12:00pm		DA 101		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Marc		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41299		HMS		386		02W		HYB		*Fitness Management		R		12:25pm -1:40pm		MFH 204		LAB-Laboratory		Kelly, Mercy		8						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41299		HMS		386		02W		HYB		*Fitness Management		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Axtell, Robert		8						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		42253		HMS		386		03W		HYB		*Fitness Management		T		11:00am -12:15pm		MFH 203		LAB-Laboratory		Kelly, Mercy		8						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		42253		HMS		386		03W		HYB		*Fitness Management		R		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Axtell, Robert		8						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		F8W		41300		HMS		387		01		LEC		Stnd First Aid&Personal Safety		MW		8:10am -9:00am		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Feiner, Heather		12				40		1		     

		HH		F8W		41301		HMS		387		02		LEC		Stnd First Aid&Personal Safety		MW		9:10am -10:00am		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Feiner, Heather		12				40		1		     

		HH		1		41302		HMS		389		01		LEC		Exercise Physiology II		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ASC P24		LEC-Lecture		Lunn, William		25						3		     

		HH		1		41303		HMS		389		02		ONL		Exercise Physiology II		F		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rupp, Kristie		25						3		Remaining course time will be online asynchronous     

		HH		F8W		42255		HMS		402		01		HYB		AT Clinical Practice V		TR		8:10am -9:25am		JE 114		PRC-Practicum		Rothbard, Matthew		6						3		Hybrid Course; Additional asynchronous online  component   

		HH		S8W		41304		HMS		403		01		PRC		Ath Clin VI- Capstone		TR		8:10am -9:25am		JE 114		PRC-Practicum		Rothbard, Matthew		6				60		3		Hybrid Course; Additional asynchronous component     

		HH		1		41305		HMS		411		01		L/L		General Medical Perspectives		W		12:10pm -1:50pm		DA 101		LAB-Laboratory		Robertson, Marc		20						3		Dual listed w/HSC 411-01     

		HH		1		41305		HMS		411		01		L/L		General Medical Perspectives		MF		12:10pm -1:00pm		DA 101		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Marc		20						3		Dual listed w/HSC 411-01     

		HH		1		41306		HMS		421		01		ONL		Org & Adm: Human Performance		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Scibek, Jessica		25						3		     

		HH		1		41307		HMS		442		01		LEC		Practicum Seminar:Physical Ed.		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Fede, Marybeth		20						3		     

		HH		1		41307		HMS		442		01		LEC		Practicum Seminar:Physical Ed.		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Panichas, Patricia		20						3		     

		HH		1		41308		HMS		452		01		STT		PE Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Panichas, Patricia		20						5.5		     

		HH		1		41309		HMS		453		01		STT		Sec. PE Student Teaching				 -		 		STT-Student Teaching		Panichas, Patricia		20						5.5		     

		HH		1		41310		HMS		480		01W		LEC		*Motor Learning & Development		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Yang, Qin		20						3		     

		HH		1		41312		HMS		485		01		ONL		Measurement & Stats in EXS		F		11:10am -12:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rupp, Kristie		20						3		Remaining course time will be online asynchronous     

		HH		1		41314		HMS		485		02		LEC		Measurement & Stats in EXS		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		JE 127		LEC-Lecture		Panichas, Patricia		15						3		Hyflex option available; some courses will be  asynchronous; students must be on-ground for  examinations and certain laboratory experiences 

		HH		1		41315		HMS		490		01W		LEC		*Org/Admin in Athletic Trning		TR		9:35am -10:50am		DA 120		LEC-Lecture		Coleman, Kelly Ann		8						3		     

		HH		1		41316		HMS		497		01		PRC		Human Performance Practicum				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Latchman, Peter		20						6		     

		HH		1		41317		HMS		552		01		LEC		Biomechanics		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		MFH 204		LEC-Lecture		Gregory, Robert		12						3		     

		HH		1		42202		HMS		571		01		ONL		Physical Fitness Testing		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Axtell, Robert		15						3		     

		HH		1		42203		HMS		583		01		LEC		Physiology of Exercise II		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		SCI 222		LEC-Lecture		Lunn, William		15						3		     

		HH		1		42204		HMS		590		01		THS		Thesis I: Proposal Development				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Axtell, Robert		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42205		HMS		590		02		THS		Thesis I: Proposal Development				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Gregory, Robert		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42206		HMS		590		03		THS		Thesis I: Proposal Development				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Latchman, Peter		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42207		HMS		590		04		THS		Thesis I: Proposal Development				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Lunn, William		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42208		HMS		590		05		THS		Thesis I: Proposal Development				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Robertson, Marc		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42209		HMS		590		06		THS		Thesis I: Proposal Development				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Rupp, Kristie		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42210		HMS		590		07		THS		Thesis I: Proposal Development				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Swartz, Daniel		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42556		HMS		590		08		THS		Thesis I: Proposal Development				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Coleman, Kelly Ann		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42211		HMS		591		01		THS		Thesis II: Thesis Completion				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Axtell, Robert		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42212		HMS		591		02		THS		Thesis II: Thesis Completion				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Gregory, Robert		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42213		HMS		591		03		THS		Thesis II: Thesis Completion				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Latchman, Peter		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42214		HMS		591		04		THS		Thesis II: Thesis Completion				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Lunn, William		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42215		HMS		591		05		THS		Thesis II: Thesis Completion				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Robertson, Marc		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42216		HMS		591		06		THS		Thesis II: Thesis Completion				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Rupp, Kristie		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42474		HMS		600		01		IND		Independent Study				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Axtell, Robert		1		DN				0.5		     

		HH		1		42196		HSC		200		05		ONL		Health Prof & Medical Terms		TR		11:00am -11:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LAB-Laboratory		Latchman, Peter		25						3		     

		HH		1		42196		HSC		200		05		ONL		Health Prof & Medical Terms		M		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Latchman, Peter		25						3		     

		HH		1		41336		HSC		411		01		L/L		General Medical Perspectives		W		12:10pm -1:50pm		DA 101		LAB-Laboratory		Robertson, Marc		35						3		Dual listed with HMS 411-01     

		HH		1		41336		HSC		411		01		L/L		General Medical Perspectives		MF		12:10pm -1:00pm		DA 101		LEC-Lecture		Robertson, Marc		35						3		Dual listed with HMS 411-01     

		HH		1		42634		HSC		421		01		IND		Interprofessional Persp				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		O'Brien, Kyle		1		DN				3		     

		HH		1		40010		MFT		506		01		ONL		Therapeutic Self-Intermediate		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Levatino, Paul		14						3		     

		HH		1		40011		MFT		506		02		ONL		Therapeutic Self-Intermediate		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Harvey, Rebecca		14						3		     

		HH		1		40012		MFT		548		01		ONL		Intro to Family Clinic Policie		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Herne, Sujatha		30						1.5		Meets alternating weeks with MFT 609     

		HH		1		40002		MFT		562		01		ONL		MFT Pract Beg Case Mgt		M		4:30pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Liefeld, Julie		7						3		     

		HH		1		40002		MFT		562		01		ONL		MFT Pract Beg Case Mgt		M		4:30pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Lawrence, Germaine		7						3		     

		HH		1		40003		MFT		562		02		ONL		MFT Pract Beg Case Mgt		T		4:30pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Perumbilly, Sebastian		7						3		     

		HH		1		40004		MFT		562		03		ONL		MFT Pract Beg Case Mgt		R		5:30pm -8:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Kania, William		7						3		     

		HH		1		40005		MFT		562		04		ONL		MFT Pract Beg Case Mgt		S		8:30am -11:30am		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Staff, TBA		7						3		     

		HH		1		40017		MFT		587		01		ONL		Family Therapy Outcome Res		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Perumbilly, Sebastian		13						3		     

		HH		1		40018		MFT		587		02		ONL		Family Therapy Outcome Res		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Perumbilly, Sebastian		12						3		     

		HH		1		42702		MFT		600		01		IND		Independent Study in MFT				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Liefeld, Julie		1		DN				1		     

		HH		1		40015		MFT		606		01		ONL		Therap. Use of Self II		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Harvey, Rebecca		30						3		     

		HH		1		40014		MFT		607		01		ONL		Systemic Psychopathology		M		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Liefeld, Julie		14						3		Meets every other week     

		HH		1		42425		MFT		607		02		ONL		Systemic Psychopathology		M		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Liefeld, Julie		14						3		Meets every other week     

		HH		1		40013		MFT		609		01		ONL		Diversity & Multicultrl in MFT		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Perumbilly, Sebastian		30						3		Meets alternating weeks with MFT 548     

		HH		1		40006		MFT		662		01		HYB		MFT Intern. Case Mgt		M		4:30pm -7:30pm		DA 028		INT-Internship		Cushing, Erin		7						3		Hybrid (on ground at Agency); online for seminar     

		HH		1		40007		MFT		662		02		HYB		MFT Intern. Case Mgt		T		4:30pm -7:30pm		DA 028		INT-Internship		Harvey, Rebecca		4						3		Hybrid (on ground at Agency); online for seminar     

		HH		1		40008		MFT		662		03		HYB		MFT Intern. Case Mgt		R		5:30pm -8:30pm		DA 028		INT-Internship		Dorazio, Malwina		5						3		Hybrid (on ground at Agency); online for seminar     

		HH		1		40009		MFT		662		04		HYB		MFT Intern. Case Mgt		S		8:30am -11:30am		DA 028		INT-Internship		Scianna, Katrina		7						3		Hybrid (on ground at Agency); online for seminar     

		HH		1		40016		MFT		668		01		ONL		Family Systems Theory II		M		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		14						3		     

		HH		1		42426		MFT		668		02		ONL		Family Systems Theory II		M		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dorazio, Malwina		14						3		     

		HH		1		41399		NUR		350		01		ONL		Therapeutic Nutrition		M		8:10am -9:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Burger, Susan		50						2		     

		HH		1		41400		NUR		350		02		ONL		Therapeutic Nutrition		M		10:10am -11:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Burger, Susan		50						2		     

		HH		1		41401		NUR		351		01		ONL		Evidence-Based Practice		R		11:10am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Roy, Joanne		50						2		     

		HH		1		41402		NUR		351		02		ONL		Evidence-Based Practice		R		11:10am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Penny, Frances		50						2		     

		HH		F8W		41403		NUR		351		03		ONL		Evidence-Based Practice				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Krol, Maria		25						2		RN to BSN students only     

		HH		1		41404		NUR		352		01		HYB		Adult Health I		R		8:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kulacz, Regina		50						5		Hybrid Course; 84 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		1		41405		NUR		352		02		HYB		Adult Health I		R		8:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Prendergast, Krista		50						5		Hybrid Course; 84 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		1		41406		NUR		352		03		HYB		Adult Health I		M		12:10pm -2:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Green, Cheryl		39						5		Hybrid Course; ACE students only; 84 On Ground Clinical hrs     

		HH		1		41407		NUR		353		01		ONL		Integrated PathoPharm II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Borgognone, Kristen		55						3		     

		HH		1		41407		NUR		353		01		ONL		Integrated PathoPharm II		R		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Borgognone, Kristen		55						3		     

		HH		1		41408		NUR		353		02		ONL		Integrated PathoPharm II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LAB-Laboratory		Borgognone, Kristen		55						3		     

		HH		1		41408		NUR		353		02		ONL		Integrated PathoPharm II		M		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Borgognone, Kristen		55						3		     

		HH		1		41409		NUR		353		03		ONL		Integrated PathoPharm II		M		8:10am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Martinez, Kelly		55						3		ACE Students only     

		HH		1		41410		NUR		354		01		HYB		Mental Health Nursing		M		8:10am -9:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Adimando, Andrea		50						3		Hybrid Course; 56 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		1		41411		NUR		354		02		HYB		Mental Health Nursing		M		10:10am -11:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Adimando, Andrea		50						3		Hybrid Course; 56 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		F8W		41412		NUR		354		03		HYB		Mental Health Nursing		T		8:10am -11:30am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Glendon, Mary Ann		39						3		Hybrid Course; ACE students only; 56 On Ground Clinical hrs     

		HH		S8W		42241		NUR		421		01		ONL		Spirituality in Nursing		T		11:00am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Green, Cheryl		18						1		     

		HH		S8W		41415		NUR		425		01		ONL		Palliative/End-of-Life Care		T		11:00am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		O'Sullivan, Cynthia		18						1		Second eight weeks     

		HH		F8W		41416		NUR		428		01		HYB		Legal Issues in Nursing		T		11:00am -12:50pm		NU 102		LEC-Lecture		Westrick, Susan		15						1		Hybrid Course; First eight weeks; 3/2 & 3/9 On Ground.     

		HH		S8W		41417		NUR		430		01		HYB		The Childbearing Family		T		8:10am -11:30am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Krol, Maria		39						3		Hybrid Course; ACE students only; 56 On Ground Clinical hrs     

		HH		1		41418		NUR		431		01		HYB		The Childrearing Family		M		11:10am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Martin, Elaine		45						3		Hybrid Course; 56 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		S8W		41419		NUR		431		02		HYB		The Childrearing Family		T		12:30pm -3:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Martin, Elaine		39						3		Hybrid Course; ACE students only; 56 On Ground Clinical hrs     

		HH		1		41420		NUR		442		01		HYB		Public Health Nursing		M		11:10am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Penny, Frances		48						3		Hybrid Course; 56 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		1		41421		NUR		443		01		HYB		Nursing Capstone		M		8:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Westrick, Susan		28						5		Hybrid Course; 112 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		1		41422		NUR		443		02		HYB		Nursing Capstone		M		8:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Aronson, Barbara		28						5		Hybrid Course; 112 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		1		41423		NUR		443		03		HYB		Nursing Capstone		M		8:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Prendergast, Krista		28						5		Hybrid Course; 112 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		1		41424		NUR		444		01		ONL		Leadership/Management in Nurs		T		8:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Martin, Elaine		28						3		     

		HH		1		41425		NUR		444		02		ONL		Leadership/Management in Nurs		T		8:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Roy, Joanne		28						3		     

		HH		1		41426		NUR		444		03W		ONL		*Leadership/Management in Nur		T		8:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Borgognone, Kristen		22						3		     

		HH		F8W		41427		NUR		462		01		ONL		Health Assessment for RN-BSN				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Michalski, Carrie		25						3		42 hours of virtual & occasional ground lab     

		HH		S8W		41428		NUR		463		01		ONL		Concepts: Comm Health Nursing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lacey, Kimberly		25						4		56 hours field experience     

		HH		S8W		41429		NUR		469		01		ONL		Informatics and Quality				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Glendon, Mary Ann		25						3		     

		HH		F8W		42242		NUR		498		01		ONL		~Intro to Emergency Nursing		T		11:00am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kulacz, Regina		18						1		Intro to Emergency Nursing; Prerequisite: Senior status in  Nursing Program or Departmental Permission.   

		HH		F8W		42243		NUR		498		02		ONL		~Breastfeeding & Lactation Edu		T		11:00am -12:50pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Penny, Frances		18						1		~Breastfeeding and Lactation Education in Nursing; Prereq:  Senior status in Nursing Program or Departmental Permission.   

		HH		1		41430		NUR		514		01		ONL		Transforming Nur Practice		T		2:10pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Roy, Joanne		25						3		 Meets every other week starting 2/2 w/NUR 540     

		HH		1		42585		NUR		520		01		ONL		Cur Dev/Tchng in Nursing		T		2:10pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Glendon, Mary Ann		10						3		     

		HH		1		41432		NUR		524		01		ONL		Advanced Pharmacology		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Maynard, Kristi		25						3		Meets every other week starting 1/26     

		HH		1		41433		NUR		526		01		HYB		Advanced Health Assessment		T		11:10am -2:00pm		JE 130		LAB-Laboratory		Knickerbocker, Joshua		25		DA				3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41433		NUR		526		01		HYB		Advanced Health Assessment		T		8:10am -9:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Knickerbocker, Joshua		25		DA				3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41434		NUR		536		01		HYB		Family Nurse Practitioner III		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		O'Sullivan, Cynthia		25						6		Hybrid Course; 220 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		1		41434		NUR		536		01		HYB		Family Nurse Practitioner III		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Moller, Beth		25						6		Hybrid Course; 220 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		1		41434		NUR		536		01		HYB		Family Nurse Practitioner III		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Knickerbocker, Joshua		25						6		Hybrid Course; 220 On Ground Clinical hours     

		HH		1		41435		NUR		540		01		ONL		Legal Issues in Health Care		T		2:10pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Westrick, Susan		25						3		Meets every other week starting 1/26 w/ NUR 514     

		HH		1		42452		NUR		592		01		IND		Special Project in Nursing				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		O'Sullivan, Cynthia		10		DA				3		     

		HH		1		41436		NUR		803		01		ONL		Curriculum Dev, Impl, and Eval				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Aronson, Barbara		11						3		     

		HH		1		41437		NUR		804		01		ONL		Nursing Faculty Role:Higher Ed				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Doherty, Mary Ellen		11						3		     

		HH		1		41438		NUR		815		01		ONL		Dissertation Advisement II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		DIS-Dissertation		Abate, Ellen		1						3		     

		HH		1		41439		NUR		815		02		ONL		Dissertation Advisement II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		DIS-Dissertation		Aronson, Barbara		1						3		     

		HH		1		41440		NUR		815		03		ONL		Dissertation Advisement II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		DIS-Dissertation		Burger, Susan		1						3		     

		HH		1		41441		NUR		815		04		ONL		Dissertation Advisement II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		DIS-Dissertation		Roy, Joanne		1						3		     

		HH		1		41442		NUR		815		05		ONL		Dissertation Advisement II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		DIS-Dissertation		Lacey, Kimberly		1						3		     

		HH		1		41443		NUR		815		06		ONL		Dissertation Advisement II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		DIS-Dissertation		Westrick, Susan		1						3		     

		HH		1		41444		NUR		815		07		ONL		Dissertation Advisement II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		DIS-Dissertation		Griswold, Michele		1						3		     

		HH		1		41445		NUR		815		08		ONL		Dissertation Advisement II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		DIS-Dissertation		Staff, TBA		1						3		     

		HH		1		41446		NUR		815		09		ONL		Dissertation Advisement II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		DIS-Dissertation		Staff, TBA		1						3		     

		HH		1		42260		NUR		817		01		ONL		Dissertation Advisement Cont.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		DIS-Dissertation		Aronson, Barbara		1						3		     

		HH		1		42654		NUR		817		02		DIS		Dissertation Advisement Cont.				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		O'Sullivan, Cynthia		2						3		     

		HH		1		42655		NUR		817		03		DIS		Dissertation Advisement Cont.				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Kardong-Edgren, Suzan		1						3		     

		HH		1		42656		NUR		817		04		DIS		Dissertation Advisement Cont.				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Penny, Frances		1						3		     

		HH		1		42657		NUR		817		05		DIS		Dissertation Advisement Cont.				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Lacey, Kimberly		1						3		     

		HH		1		42658		NUR		817		06		DIS		Dissertation Advisement Cont.				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Westrick, Susan		2						3		     

		HH		1		42659		NUR		817		07		DIS		Dissertation Advisement Cont.				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Sessler Branden, Pennie		1						3		     

		HH		1		42660		NUR		817		08		DIS		Dissertation Advisement Cont.				 -		 		DIS-Dissertation		Resha, Cheryl-Ann		1						3		     

		HH		1		41679		PCH		200		01		ONL		Introduction to Nutrition		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lickteig, Elaine		25						3		     

		HH		1		41680		PCH		200		02		ONL		Introduction to Nutrition				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lickteig, Elaine		25						3		     

		HH		1		41681		PCH		200		03		ONL		Introduction to Nutrition				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Doran, Marcia		25						3		     

		HH		1		41683		PCH		201		02		ONL		Wellness		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Jung, Betty		25						3		     

		HH		1		41685		PCH		201		04		HYB		Wellness		T		1:50pm -3:05pm		DA 102		LEC-Lecture		Pascucilla, Mike		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41686		PCH		201		05		HYB		Wellness		T		3:25pm -4:40pm		DA 102		LEC-Lecture		Pascucilla, Mike		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41687		PCH		201		06		ONL		Wellness		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Seely, Lisa		25						3		     

		HH		1		41689		PCH		201		08		ONL		Wellness				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Balch, Leslie		25						3		     

		HH		1		41690		PCH		201		09		ONL		Wellness				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Stefanou, Monique		25						3		     

		HH		1		41692		PCH		201		10		ONL		Wellness				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Apatow, Aimee		25						3		     

		HH		1		41693		PCH		201		11		ONL		Wellness				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Njoku, Anuli		25						3		     

		HH		1		41694		PCH		202		01		ONL		Introduction to Public Health		MW		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Flynn, Deborah		25						3		     

		HH		1		41696		PCH		202		03		ONL		Introduction to Public Health				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Njoku, Anuli		25						3		     

		HH		1		41697		PCH		205		01		LEC		Principles of Meal Management		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		MO 108		LEC-Lecture		Migdalski, Tom		25						3		     

		HH		1		41698		PCH		259		01		ONL		Environmental Health				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Joseph, Trent		25						3		     

		HH		1		41699		PCH		259		02		ONL		Environmental Health		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Joseph, Trent		25						3		     

		HH		1		41700		PCH		265		01		ONL		Illness and Disease		MWF		8:10am -9:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rissman, Tamara		25						3		     

		HH		1		41701		PCH		265		02		ONL		Illness and Disease		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rissman, Tamara		25						3		     

		HH		1		42271		PCH		265		03		ONL		Illness and Disease				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Varghese-Joseph, Preethi		25						3		     

		HH		1		41702		PCH		270		01		ONL		Stress Management		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Frankel-Gramelis, Diane		25						3		     

		HH		1		41703		PCH		270		02		ONL		Stress Management		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Frankel-Gramelis, Diane		25						3		     

		HH		1		41704		PCH		270		03		HYB		Stress Management		M		2:00pm -3:15pm		EN B121A&B		LEC-Lecture		Botwick, Jennifer		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41704		PCH		270		03		HYB		Stress Management		W		2:00pm -3:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Botwick, Jennifer		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41706		PCH		273		01		ONL		Weight Management		TR		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Doris, Dominique		25						3		     

		HH		1		41708		PCH		275		02		LEC		Intro to Health Promotion		MWF		11:10am -12:00pm		EN C115		LEC-Lecture		Risisky, Debra		15						3		     

		HH		1		41709		PCH		280		01		ONL		Human Sexuality				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Glendon, Kathryn		25						3		Dual listed w/WGS 280-01     

		HH		1		41710		PCH		280		02		ONL		Human Sexuality				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Tuttle, Stacey		25						3		Dual listed w/WGS 280-02     

		HH		1		41711		PCH		306		01		ONL		Diet and Nutritional Therapy		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Anthony, Eve Marie		25						3		     

		HH		1		41712		PCH		340		01		ONL		Public Health Research		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lamonica, Aukje		25						3		     

		HH		1		41713		PCH		340		02		ONL		Public Health Research		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lamonica, Aukje		25						3		     

		HH		1		41714		PCH		342		01		ONL		Introduction to Epidemiology		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nwangwu, John		25						3		     

		HH		1		41715		PCH		342		02		ONL		Introduction to Epidemiology		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nwangwu, John		25						3		     

		HH		1		41716		PCH		349		01		ONL		Men's Health		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Smart, Gary		25						3		     

		HH		1		41717		PCH		350		01		ONL		Women's Health		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Evans, Marian		25						3		Dual listed w/WGS 350-01     

		HH		1		41718		PCH		350		02		ONL		Women's Health		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Evans, Marian		25						3		Dual listed w/WGS 350-02     

		HH		1		41719		PCH		351		01W		ONL		*Health in Society		T		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Flynn, Deborah		22						3		     

		HH		1		41720		PCH		351		02W		ONL		*Health in Society		MWF		12:10pm -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Flynn, Deborah		22						3		     

		HH		1		41722		PCH		352		01W		ONL		*Health, Disease and Culture		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Skoczen, Kathleen		22						3		Dual listed w/ANT 312-01     

		HH		1		41723		PCH		353		01		ONL		Global Health		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Unson, Christine		25						3		     

		HH		1		41724		PCH		353		02		ONL		Global Health		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Unson, Christine		25						3		     

		HH		1		41725		PCH		356		01		ONL		Maternal and Child Health		MW		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Moret, Marta		25						3		     

		HH		1		42272		PCH		356		02		ONL		Maternal and Child Health				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kelsey, Chandra		25						3		     

		HH		1		41726		PCH		358		01W		ONL		*Health Policy		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bernard, Stanley		22						3		     

		HH		1		41727		PCH		358		02W		ONL		*Health Policy		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Schwartz, Elizabeth		22						3		     

		HH		1		41729		PCH		360		01		ONL		Community Nutrition		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Doris, Dominique		25						3		     

		HH		1		41730		PCH		362		01		ONL		Public Health Management		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rosenblum, Betsy		25						3		     

		HH		1		41731		PCH		362		02		ONL		Public Health Management		W		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Vancour, Michele		25						3		     

		HH		1		41732		PCH		371		01		ONL		Food Systems and Food Justice		W		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gallup, Peggy		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41733		PCH		440		01		ONL		Food Hygiene		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Weeks, Tracey		25						3		     

		HH		1		41735		PCH		441		01		ONL		Water Supply/Waste Treatment		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Civitelli, Stephen		25						3		     

		HH		1		41737		PCH		450		01		ONL		Death, Dying & Bereavement		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bernard, Hyacintha		25						3		     

		HH		1		41738		PCH		450		02		HYB		Death, Dying & Bereavement		T		6:15pm -7:30pm		EN C008		LEC-Lecture		LaDore, Frank		20						3		Hybrid Course; meets: Tuesdays     

		HH		1		41739		PCH		450		03		ONL		Death, Dying & Bereavement				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Bradshaw, Alfred		25						3		     

		HH		1		41740		PCH		456		01		ONL		Health Promotion Strategies		T		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lamonica, Aukje		25						3		     

		HH		1		42273		PCH		457		02		ONL		Public Health Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Njoku, Anuli		25						3		     

		HH		1		41742		PCH		458		01		HYB		Program Planning		MWF		9:10am -10:00am		EN C112		LEC-Lecture		Risisky, Debra		24						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41743		PCH		492		01		ONL		Health and Aging				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Hurt, Susan		25						3		     

		HH		1		41744		PCH		497		01		HYB		Public Health Internship		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		 		INT-Internship		Bernard, Stanley		6		DC				6		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41745		PCH		497		02		HYB		Public Health Internship		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		 		INT-Internship		Carbone, Annette		8		DC				6		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41746		PCH		497		03		HYB		Public Health Internship		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		 		INT-Internship		Schur, Paul		8		DC				6		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41748		PCH		497		04		HYB		Public Health Internship		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		 		INT-Internship		Mulvihill, Alicia		11		DC				6		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		42436		PCH		497		05		HYB		Public Health Internship		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		 		INT-Internship		Risisky, Debra		6		DC				6		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41749		PCH		510		01		ONL		Environmental Health		M		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rivera-Rodriguez, Elizabeth		14						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		42276		PCH		510		02		ONL		Environmental Health		M		7:40pm -8:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rivera-Rodriguez, Elizabeth		14						3		     

		HH		1		41750		PCH		515		01		ONL		Biostatistics		M		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Leung-Gurung, Lucie		14						3		     

		HH		1		42278		PCH		515		02		ONL		Biostatistics		M		7:40pm -8:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Leung-Gurung, Lucie		14						3		     

		HH		1		41751		PCH		548		01		ONL		Health Serv Systems & Admin		R		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bernard, Stanley		14						3		     

		HH		1		42279		PCH		548		02		ONL		Health Serv Systems & Admin		R		7:40pm -8:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bernard, Stanley		14						3		     

		HH		1		41752		PCH		551		01		ONL		Epidemiology		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nwangwu, John		14						3		     

		HH		1		42281		PCH		551		02		ONL		Epidemiology		R		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Nwangwu, John		14						3		     

		HH		1		41753		PCH		586		01		ONL		Hlth.Prom.Meth.Strategies		R		6:15pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Griswold, Michele		12						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		42280		PCH		586		02		ONL		Hlth.Prom.Meth.Strategies		R		7:40pm -8:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Griswold, Michele		12						3		     

		HH		1		41754		PCH		591		01		ONL		Thesis Seminar II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Bernard, Stanley		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41755		PCH		591		02		ONL		Thesis Seminar II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Breny, Jean		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41756		PCH		591		03		ONL		Thesis Seminar II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Flynn, Deborah		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41757		PCH		591		04		ONL		Thesis Seminar II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Gallup, Peggy		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41758		PCH		591		05		ONL		Thesis Seminar II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Unson, Christine		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41759		PCH		591		06		ONL		Thesis Seminar II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Risisky, Debra		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41760		PCH		591		07		ONL		Thesis Seminar II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Zigmont, Victoria		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42219		PCH		591		08		ONL		Thesis Seminar II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Griswold, Michele		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42708		PCH		591		09		THS		Thesis Seminar II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Lamonica, Aukje		1						3		     

		HH		1		42282		PCH		593		01		ONL		Special Project Capstone		T		7:40pm -8:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		IND-Independent Study		Flynn, Deborah		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42283		PCH		593		02		ONL		Special Project Capstone		T		7:40pm -8:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		IND-Independent Study		Bernard, Stanley		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42614		PCH		593		03		ONL		Special Project Capstone				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SEM-Seminar		Gallup, Peggy		1		DA				3		     

		HH		1		41761		PCH		594		01		ONL		Special Project II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SPJ-Special Project		Bernard, Stanley		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41762		PCH		594		02		ONL		Special Project II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		SPJ-Special Project		Breny, Jean		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41763		PCH		594		03		ONL		Special Project II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Flynn, Deborah		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41764		PCH		594		04		ONL		Special Project II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Gallup, Peggy		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41765		PCH		594		05		ONL		Special Project II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Unson, Christine		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41766		PCH		594		06		ONL		Special Project II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Risisky, Debra		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42220		PCH		594		07		ONL		Special Project II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		THS-Thesis		Griswold, Michele		3		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41767		PCH		595		01		ONL		Public Health Internship		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		INT-Internship		Faraclas, William		12		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41532		REC		100		01		HYB		Intro: Rec, Tour, & Leisure		MW		9:10am -10:00am		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Dodge, Michael		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41533		REC		120		01		LEC		Leadership Development		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 114		LEC-Lecture		Bertolino, Joseph		18						3		     

		HH		1		41533		REC		120		01		LEC		Leadership Development		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		EA 114		LEC-Lecture		Regos, Roland		18						3		     

		HH		1		42381		REC		120		02		ONL		Leadership Development		T		4:50pm -6:20pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Vancour, Michele		25						3		     

		HH		1		41534		REC		120		02W		ONL		*Leadership Development				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Panza, Joseph		22						3		     

		HH		1		41535		REC		120		03		HYB		Leadership Development		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		MO 102		LEC-Lecture		Mebane, Karreem		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41536		REC		210		01		LEC		Activity Dev. and Leadership		TR		8:10am -9:25am		BU 438		LEC-Lecture		Dodge, Michael		25						3		     

		HH		1		41537		REC		220		01		ONL		Inclusive Recreation		F		9:15am -11:45am		ONLINE SYNC		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Paugas, Patricia		22				10		3		     

		HH		1		41538		REC		220		02		ONL		Inclusive Recreation				 -		ONLINE ASYN		L/L-Lecture/Lab		Patella, Elizabeth		22				10		3		     

		HH		1		42382		REC		220		03		ONL		Inclusive Recreation		F		9:15am -11:45am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Laydon, Alyssa		20				10		3		Synchronous Friday lab meets 8 times     

		HH		S8W		41539		REC		241		01		HYB		Outdoor Adventure Leadership		S		8:30am -12:30pm		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Usuzawa, Rikiya		20				30		3		Hybrid Course; Meets 2nd 8 weeks     

		HH		1		41540		REC		300		01		PRC		Practicum		W		5:30pm -6:30pm		OB1 108J		PRC-Practicum		MacGregor, James		5		DC		10		3		Leadership minor     

		HH		1		41541		REC		300		02		PRC		Practicum				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		deLisle, Lee		5		DC		10		3		Event Management minor     

		HH		1		41542		REC		301		01		INT		Internship I				 -		 		INT-Internship		MacGregor, James		5		DC		10		3		     

		HH		1		41543		REC		307		01		ONL		Disabilities in Society				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Panza, Joseph		25						3		     

		HH		1		41544		REC		307		02		ONL		Disabilities in Society				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Adele, Goldie		25						3		     

		HH		1		41545		REC		307		03		LEC		Disabilities in Society		TR		9:35am -10:50am		BU 438		LEC-Lecture		Dodge, Michael		25						3		     

		HH		1		41546		REC		312		01		ONL		Therapeutic Play				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Beales, Charlotte		20						3		     

		HH		1		42560		REC		312		02		ONL		Therapeutic Play				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Beales, Charlotte		20						3		     

		HH		1		42383		REC		314		01		ONL		Medical Aspects of TR				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Butler, Kathryn		20						3		     

		HH		1		41547		REC		320		01		ONL		Program Planning & Development		MW		10:10am -11:00am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Milone, Joseph		25						3		     

		HH		1		41548		REC		352		01		ONL		Park and Rec Areas		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Milone, Joseph		10						3		Dual listed w/REC 576-01; Field Trips Required     

		HH		1		41549		REC		360		01		ONL		Travel and Tourism Principles		M		3:15pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Ferrara-Shaw, Suzanne		20						3		     

		HH		1		41550		REC		363		01		ONL		Event Management		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		deLisle, Lee		25						3		     

		HH		1		41551		REC		365		01		ONL		Event Planning & Production		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		deLisle, Lee		20						3		     

		HH		1		41552		REC		366		01		ONL		Hospitality Service Mgmt		TR		3:25pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Staff, TBA		20						3		     

		HH		1		42722		REC		366		02		LEC		Hospitality Service Mgmt		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Costello, Patricia		20						3		     

		HH		1		41553		REC		368		01		ONL		Risk Management for THEM		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		deLisle, Lee		20						3		     

		HH		1		41554		REC		381		01W		ONL		*Leisure in Contemp. Society				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		deLisle, Lee		22						3		     

		HH		1		41555		REC		390		01		ONL		Grant Writing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fowler, Julianne		12						3		Dual listed w/REC 599-01     

		HH		1		41556		REC		391		01		ONL		TR Interventions		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Paugas, Patricia		20						3		     

		HH		1		41557		REC		400		01		INT		Internship II				 -		 		INT-Internship		MacGregor, James		5		DC		10		6		     

		HH		1		41558		REC		400		02		INT		Internship II				 -		 		INT-Internship		Staff, TBA		5		DC		10		6		     

		HH		1		41563		REC		431		01		ONL		Current Practices in TR		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Archambault, Mary Jo		20						3		     

		HH		1		41564		REC		433		01		PRC		Field Exp: Therapeutic Rec				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		Davenport, Melanie		5		DC		10		6		     

		HH		1		42449		REC		441		01		ONL		Design & Admin. of TR Service		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Connolly, Janet		20						3		     

		HH		1		41565		REC		460		01		ONL		Prof Dev in REC & SMT		F		11:40am -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Milone, Joseph		25						1		Meets 4 times; REC majors only     

		HH		1		42384		REC		460		02		ONL		Prof Dev in REC & SMT		F		11:40am -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Villemaire, Jillian		25						1		Meets 4 times; SMT Majors only     

		HH		1		41567		REC		470		01W		ONL		*Research Methods		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Medeiros, Joshua		22						3		     

		HH		1		41568		REC		470		02W		ONL		*Research Methods		TR		11:00am -12:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Medeiros, Joshua		22						3		     

		HH		1		41569		REC		480		01W		ONL		*Philosophy of Rec and Leisure				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Milone, Joseph		22						3		     

		HH		1		42379		REC		509		01		ONL		Foundations of Rec Therapy		T		7:35pm -10:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Archambault, Mary Jo		22						3		     

		HH		1		41570		REC		575		01		ONL		Operational Research: Rec				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McGinniss, Kevin		20						3		     

		HH		1		41571		REC		576		01		ONL		Designs/Park & Rec Facilities		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Milone, Joseph		20						3		Dual listed w/REC 352-01; FIELD TRIPS REQUIRED     

		HH		1		41572		REC		581		01		ONL		Seminar:Therapeutic Recreation		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Hammond, Ronald		20						3		     

		HH		1		41573		REC		583		01		PRC		Practicum Experience				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		McGinniss, Kevin		5		DC		10		3		     

		HH		1		41574		REC		583		02		PRC		Practicum Experience				 -		 		PRC-Practicum		MacGregor, James		5		DC		10		3		     

		HH		1		41575		REC		588		01		IND		Special Project				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		McGinniss, Kevin		5		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41576		REC		588		02		IND		Special Project				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Milone, Joseph		5		DC				3		     

		HH		1		42463		REC		588		03		IND		Special Project				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Archambault, Mary Jo		1		DC				3		     

		HH		1		41577		REC		599		01		ONL		Grantsmanship				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Fowler, Julianne		20						3		Dual listed w/REC 390-01     

		HH		1		42257		RSP		325		01		ONL		Healthcare Leadership				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kreiger, Joan		25						3		     

		HH		1		41358		RSP		330		01		ONL		Case Studies in Medical Ethics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Taylor, Lynn		25						3		     

		HH		1		40055		RSP		415		01		ONL		Healthcare Sys/Pol Billing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Salvatore, Frank		25						3		     

		HH		1		41359		RSP		420		01		ONL		Neonatal-Pediatric Care				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Salvatore, Frank		25						3		     

		HH		1		41360		RSP		425		01		ONL		Respiratory Care Education				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kreiger, Joan		25						3		     

		HH		1		42429		RSP		440		01		ONL		Evidenced Based Practice				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Strouse, Matthew		25						3		     

		HH		1		42258		RSP		445		01W		ONL		*Respiratory Care Seminar				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Kreiger, Joan		22						3		     

		HH		1		41487		SED		205		01		ONL		American Sign Lan. III		TR		4:50pm -6:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Posner, Michael		20						3		     

		HH		1		42132		SED		205		02		ONL		American Sign Lan. III		MW		3:30pm -4:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rubin, Leslie		20						3		     

		HH		1		41337		SHE		203		01		ONL		School Health				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Anderson, Janet		25						3		     

		HH		1		41338		SHE		203		02		ONL		School Health				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Marino, Doris		25						3		     

		HH		1		41339		SHE		203		03		ONL		School Health		TR		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Okwuka, Obiageli		25						3		     

		HH		1		41340		SHE		203		04		ONL		School Health		TR		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Marino, Doris		25						3		     

		HH		1		41341		SHE		203		05		ONL		School Health				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Mahon, MariBeth		25						3		     

		HH		1		41346		SHE		301		01		ONL		Drug Education				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McClure, Tracie		25						3		     

		HH		1		41347		SHE		301		02		ONL		Drug Education				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McClure, Tracie		25						3		     

		HH		1		41348		SHE		302		01		ONL		Mental Health Education				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Marino, Doris		25						3		     

		HH		1		41349		SHE		389		01		LEC		Holistic Health		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		TE8 101		LEC-Lecture		Valentino, Allison		20						3		Dual listed w/SHE 579-01, JR status     

		HH		1		41350		SHE		552		01		ONL		Methods Teach School Hlth. Ed.		R		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Stefano, Tracy		20						3		     

		HH		1		41351		SHE		560		01		ONL		Cur. Dev. in Health Education		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Edmondson, Bonnie		15						3		     

		HH		1		41352		SHE		561		01		ONL		Sexual Health Education		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Edmondson, Bonnie		15						3		     

		HH		1		41353		SHE		579		01		LEC		Holisitic Health Institute		T		5:00pm -7:30pm		TE8 101		LEC-Lecture		Valentino, Allison		20						3		Dual listed w/SHE 389-01     

		HH		1		41354		SHE		590		01		THS		Thesis/Special Proj.Sem. I				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Marino, Doris		5		DA				3		     

		HH		1		41355		SHE		590		02		THS		Thesis/Special Proj.Sem. I				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Edmondson, Bonnie		5		DA				3		     

		HH		1		41356		SHE		594		01		THS		Thesis/Special Proj.Sem.II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Marino, Doris		5		DA				3		     

		HH		1		41357		SHE		594		02		THS		Thesis/Special Proj.Sem.II				 -		 		THS-Thesis		Edmondson, Bonnie		5		DA				3		     

		HH		1		42380		SMT		207		01		HYB		Adaptive Recreational Sport		MW		8:10am -9:00am		BU 204		LEC-Lecture		Dodge, Michael		25						3		Hybrid Course     

		HH		1		41579		SMT		271		01		ONL		Foundations of SMT		TR		9:35am -10:50am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Villemaire, Jillian		25						3		     

		HH		1		42385		SMT		295		01W		ONL		*The Digital Sport Industry				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Cotrufo, Raymond		20						3		     

		HH		1		41580		SMT		301		01		INT		Internship I				 -		 		INT-Internship		MacGregor, James		5		DC		10		3		     

		HH		1		41581		SMT		351		01		ONL		Facility Design and Management		M		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mockus, Edward		25						3		     

		HH		1		41582		SMT		354		01		ONL		Sport Communication				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Cotrufo, Raymond		25						3		     

		HH		1		41583		SMT		355		01		ONL		Ethics in Sport Management				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Manetta, Edward		20						3		     

		HH		1		41584		SMT		356		01		ONL		Sport Marketing				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Villemaire, Jillian		20						3		     

		HH		1		41585		SMT		388		01		ONL		Administration of Sport Orgs.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Cotrufo, Raymond		25						3		     

		HH		1		41586		SMT		401		01		INT		Internship II				 -		 		INT-Internship		MacGregor, James		5		DC		10		6		     

		HH		1		41587		SMT		451		01		ONL		Intercollegiate Athletics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Hathaway, Jeffrey		25						3		     

		HH		1		41588		SMT		456		01		ONL		Sport Finance				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Abbott, Thomas		25						3		     

		HH		1		41589		SMT		457		01		ONL		Contemporary Issues in SMT				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lopiano, Donna		25						3		     

		HH		1		41591		SMT		513		01		ONL		Market.& Sales in Sport Ent.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Villemaire, Jillian		15						3		     

		HH		1		42663		SMT		513		02		ONL		Market.& Sales in Sport Ent.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Villemaire, Jillian		10						3		     

		HH		1		41592		SMT		514		01		ONL		Global Issues in Sport & Ent.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Lopiano, Donna		15						3		     

		HH		1		41593		SMT		516		01		ONL		Sport Ethics				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		McGinniss, Kevin		15						3		     

		HH		1		41853		SWK		200		01		ONL		Social Welfare in America		R		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cameron, Sabrina		24						3		     

		HH		1		41854		SWK		200		02		ONL		Social Welfare in America		M		5:00pm -6:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lombardi, Jessica		24						3		     

		HH		1		41856		SWK		200		04		ONL		Social Welfare in America		T		8:10am -9:25am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Frazier, Charles		24						3		     

		HH		1		42412		SWK		200		HS1		ONL		Social Welfare in America				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Hoffler, Steven		20		AA				3		Early College Course; New Haven Academy Students ONLY  Permission by SCSU Transfer Advising   

		HH		1		41857		SWK		321		01W		ONL		*Human Beh & Social Enviro II		W		9:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Means, Joan		18						3		     

		HH		1		41858		SWK		321		02W		ONL		*Human Beh & Social Enviro II		W		2:00pm -3:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kozu, Shuei		18						3		     

		HH		1		41859		SWK		321		03W		ONL		*Human Beh & Social Enviro II		W		2:00pm -3:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Reyes, Loida		18						3		     

		HH		1		41860		SWK		321		04W		ONL		*Human Beh & Social Enviro II		W		7:00pm -8:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Smoyer, Amy		18						3		     

		HH		1		41861		SWK		378		01		ONL		Methods of Intervention III		M		11:10am -12:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Hoffler, Steven		18						3		     

		HH		1		41862		SWK		378		02		ONL		Methods of Intervention III		M		9:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Levey, Kia		18						3		     

		HH		1		41863		SWK		378		03		ONL		Methods of Intervention III		M		7:00pm -8:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bissonnette, Jaime		18						3		     

		HH		1		41864		SWK		378		04		ONL		Methods of Intervention III		M		9:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Tinney, Barbara		18						3		     

		HH		1		41865		SWK		380		01		ONL		Child Welfare Practice		W		11:10am -12:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Frazier, Charles		18						3		     

		HH		1		41866		SWK		380		02		ONL		Child Welfare Practice		W		9:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gilzene, Isalena		18						3		     

		HH		1		41867		SWK		381		01		ONL		Mental Health and Addictions		M		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Barton, Deborah		18						3		     

		HH		1		41868		SWK		382		01		ONL		Social Work with Elders		W		11:10am -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		O'Brien, Kyle		18						3		     

		HH		1		41869		SWK		390		01		ONL		Social Work Interviewing Skill		W		9:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Lombardi, Jessica		18						3		     

		HH		1		41870		SWK		390		02		ONL		Social Work Interviewing Skill		W		11:10am -12:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Rodriguez-Keyes, Elizabeth		18						3		     

		HH		1		41871		SWK		390		03		ONL		Social Work Interviewing Skill		W		2:25pm -4:55pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Paul, Nicole		18						3		This section has a focus on interviewing, engaging,  and learning about working with the older adult  population 

		HH		1		41872		SWK		390		04		ONL		Social Work Interviewing Skill		W		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		SEM-Seminar		Rodriguez, Dexter		18						3		     

		HH		1		41873		SWK		430		01		ONL		Social Welfare Inst.&Policy II		M		9:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Raffa, Gretchen		18						3		     

		HH		1		41874		SWK		430		02		ONL		Social Welfare Inst.&Policy II		M		11:10am -12:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Limone, Christine		18						3		     

		HH		1		41875		SWK		430		03		ONL		Social Welfare Inst.&Policy II		M		11:10am -12:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		D'Angelo, Karen		18						3		     

		HH		1		41876		SWK		430		04		ONL		Social Welfare Inst.&Policy II		W		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		D'Angelo, Karen		18						3		     

		HH		1		41877		SWK		491		01		HYB		Field Practice Seminar II		M		2:00pm -3:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Reyes, Loida		12						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41878		SWK		491		02		HYB		Field Practice Seminar II		M		2:00pm -3:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Hoffler, Steven		12						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41879		SWK		491		03		HYB		Field Practice Seminar II		M		2:00pm -3:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Caswell, Lori Ann		12						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41880		SWK		491		04		HYB		Field Practice Seminar II		M		2:00pm -3:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Tinney, Barbara		12						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41881		SWK		491		05		HYB		Field Practice Seminar II		M		2:00pm -3:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Rodriguez-Keyes, Elizabeth		12						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41882		SWK		491		06		HYB		Field Practice Seminar II		M		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Aguilar, Jemel		12						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41883		SWK		512		01		ONL		Child Welfare Policies & Prac.		T		12:00pm -1:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Reyes, Loida		18						3		     

		HH		1		41884		SWK		512		02		ONL		Child Welfare Policies & Prac.				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rowe, William		18						3		     

		HH		1		41885		SWK		516		01		ONL		Social Welfare Policy:The Aged		W		2:00pm -4:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gesino, Jack		18						3		     

		HH		1		41886		SWK		518		01		ONL		Soc. Welf. Pol.:Ment. Hlth&Sub		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Limone, Christine		18						3		     

		HH		1		42458		SWK		518		02		ONL		Soc. Welf. Pol.:Ment. Hlth&Sub		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Finch, Krystal		18						3		     

		HH		1		41887		SWK		530		01		ONL		Soc.Wrk.Prac.Educ.Settings		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Onofrio, Alison		18						3		     

		HH		1		41888		SWK		533		01		ONL		Theory & Practice II-Groups		R		6:45pm -9:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cameron, Mark		18						3		     

		HH		1		41889		SWK		533		02		ONL		Theory & Practice II-Groups		R		1:50pm -3:05pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cameron, Mark		18						3		     

		HH		1		41890		SWK		533		03		ONL		Theory & Practice II-Groups		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cameron, Mark		18						3		     

		HH		1		41891		SWK		533		04		ONL		Theory & Practice II-Groups		S		10:40am -1:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Wilson, Nicole		18						3		     

		HH		1		41892		SWK		533		05		ONL		Theory & Practice II-Groups		F		9:00am -1:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Bishop, Ann-Marie		18						3		Course meets: 1/29,2/26,3/26,4/23; COD Cohort Only     

		HH		1		41893		SWK		534		01		ONL		Theory&Practice III-Org.&Comm.		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		D'Angelo, Karen		18						3		     

		HH		1		41894		SWK		534		02		ONL		Theory&Practice III-Org.&Comm.		T		1:50pm -4:20pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Cameron, Mark		18						3		     

		HH		1		41895		SWK		534		03		ONL		Theory&Practice III-Org.&Comm.		T		12:25pm -1:40pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Lemanski, Rebecca		18						3		     

		HH		1		41896		SWK		534		04		ONL		Theory&Practice III-Org.&Comm.		S		1:00pm -5:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Brereton, Maria		18						3		Course meets: 1/30,2/27,3/27,4/24,COD Cohort Only     

		HH		1		42469		SWK		534		05		ONL		Theory&Practice III-Org.&Comm.		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Murray, Kevin		18						3		     

		HH		1		41900		SWK		548		03		ONL		Evidence-based Social Work		T		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Mendez, Melissa		18						3		     

		HH		1		41901		SWK		549		01		ONL		Clin Pract./Late Life Fam		T		1:50pm -4:20pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Gesino, Jack		18						3		     

		HH		1		41902		SWK		551		01		ONL		HBSE II: Diversity,Oppression		R		1:50pm -4:20pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Kozu, Shuei		24						3		     

		HH		1		41903		SWK		551		02		ONL		HBSE II: Diversity,Oppression		W		7:45pm -9:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Barnes, Patrice		24						3		     

		HH		1		41904		SWK		551		03		ONL		HBSE II: Diversity,Oppression		R		12:00pm -1:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Keenan, Elizabeth		24						3		     

		HH		1		41905		SWK		551		04		ONL		HBSE II: Diversity,Oppression		U		1:00pm -5:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Davis, Tracy		24						3		Course meets: 1/31,2/28,3/28,4/25; COD Cohort Only     

		HH		1		41906		SWK		552		01		ONL		Human Behav: Psychopathology		W		7:40pm -10:10pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rowe, William		24						3		     

		HH		1		41907		SWK		552		02		ONL		Human Behav: Psychopathology		R		6:45pm -9:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Metcalf, Benjamin		24						3		     

		HH		1		41909		SWK		552		04		ONL		Human Behav: Psychopathology		S		2:00pm -6:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Barton, Deborah		24						3		Course meets: 1/30,2/20,3/6,3/27,4/10,4/24,5/8     

		HH		1		41910		SWK		555		01		ONL		Gender and Sexuality		T		1:50pm -4:20pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Counselman Carpenter, Elisabeth		18						3		     

		HH		1		41912		SWK		561		01		ONL		Social Work Research Methods		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Aguilar, Jemel		18						3		     

		HH		1		41913		SWK		561		02		ONL		Social Work Research Methods		R		6:45pm -9:15pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Genovese, Michael		18						3		     

		HH		1		41914		SWK		561		03		ONL		Social Work Research Methods		R		9:10am -10:40am		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Costeines, Jessica		18						3		     

		HH		1		41915		SWK		561		04		ONL		Social Work Research Methods		S		2:00pm -6:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Aguilar, Jemel		18						3		Course meets: 2/6,2/27,3/13,4/3,4/17,5/1     

		HH		1		42459		SWK		568		01		ONL		Adv. Practice in Addictions		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Finch, Krystal		18						3		     

		HH		1		41917		SWK		568		02		ONL		Adv. Practice in Addictions		W		5:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Dimeola, Kimberly		18						3		     

		HH		1		41918		SWK		568		03		ONL		Adv. Practice in Addictions		US		9:00am -4:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		LEC-Lecture		Rakfeldt, Jaak		18						3		Course meets: 2/6&7, 3/6&7,4/10&11; COD Cohort ONLY     

		HH		1		41920		SWK		571		01		HYB		Generalist Field Practicum II		R		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Paul, Nicole		12						3		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41921		SWK		571		02		HYB		Generalist Field Practicum II		R		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Howe, Esther		12						3		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41922		SWK		571		03		HYB		Generalist Field Practicum II		R		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Dubose, Varsha		14						3		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41922		SWK		571		03		HYB		Generalist Field Practicum II		R		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Keenan, Elizabeth		14						3		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41923		SWK		571		04		HYB		Generalist Field Practicum II		R		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Iacono, Tanya		12						3		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41924		SWK		571		05		HYB		Generalist Field Practicum II		R		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Nogelo, Patricia		12						3		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41925		SWK		571		06		HYB		Generalist Field Practicum II		S		8:30am -10:10am		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Cameron, Sabrina		12						3		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41926		SWK		573		01		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Costeines, Jessica		6						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41927		SWK		573		02		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Kozu, Shuei		6						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41928		SWK		573		03		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Counselman Carpenter, Elisabeth		6						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41929		SWK		573		04		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		O'Brien, Kyle		3						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41930		SWK		573		05		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Gardella, Lorrie		5						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41931		SWK		573		06		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Albee, Laura		10						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41931		SWK		573		06		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Smith, Carmela		10						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41932		SWK		573		07		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Rowe, William		6						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41933		SWK		573		08		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Bellamy, Chyrell		6						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41934		SWK		573		09		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		5:00pm -6:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Worden, Barbara		5						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		41935		SWK		573		10		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		S		3:00pm -5:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Rofuth, Todd		9						6		Hybrid (on-ground at agency); meets 1/30, 2/13,  3/6, 3/27, 4/17 ,5/1, 5/8   

		HH		1		41935		SWK		573		10		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		S		3:00pm -5:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Gustafson, Caitryn		9						6		Hybrid (on-ground at agency); meets 1/30, 2/13,  3/6, 3/27, 4/17 ,5/1, 5/8   

		HH		1		41936		SWK		573		11		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		F		9:00am -4:00pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Rakfeldt, Jaak		11						6		Hybrid Course; (on-ground at agency) meets: 2/5, 3/5, 4/9;  COD Cohort only   

		HH		1		42414		SWK		573		12		HYB		Practicum IV and Capstone		T		6:00pm -7:30pm		ONLINE SYNC		PRC-Practicum		Petitti, Rachael		6						6		Hybrid Course (on-ground at agency)     

		HH		1		42411		SWK		600		01		IND		Independent Study				 -		 		IND-Independent Study		Gardella, Lorrie		1		DN				1		     

		HH		1		41937		SWK		802		01		ONL		Program Evaluation				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Acri, Mary		18						3		Matriculated DSW students ONLY; Synchronous meetings     

		HH		1		41939		SWK		808		01		HYB		Externship II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Keenan, Elizabeth		5						2		Hybrid Course; (On-ground in agency externship);  Matriculated DSW students ONLY   

		HH		1		42161		SWK		808		02		HYB		Externship II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Acri, Mary		5						2		Hybrid Course; (On-ground in agency externship);  Matriculated DSW students ONLY   

		HH		1		42162		SWK		808		03		HYB		Externship II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rakfeldt, Jaak		5						2		Hybrid Course; (On-ground in agency externship);  Matriculated DSW students ONLY   

		HH		1		42163		SWK		808		04		HYB		Externship II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Smith, Carmela		5						2		Hybrid Course; (On-ground in agency externship);  Matriculated DSW students ONLY   

		HH		1		42164		SWK		808		05		HYB		Externship II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rofuth, Todd		5						2		Hybrid Course; (On-ground in agency externship);  Matriculated DSW students ONLY   

		HH		1		42165		SWK		808		06		HYB		Externship II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		O'Brien, Kyle		5						2		Hybrid Course; (On-ground in agency externship);  Matriculated DSW students ONLY   

		HH		1		42166		SWK		808		07		HYB		Externship II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rodriguez-Keyes, Elizabeth		5						2		Hybrid Course; (On-ground in agency externship);  Matriculated DSW students ONLY   

		HH		1		41946		SWK		809		01		ONL		Capstone I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rakfeldt, Jaak		5						1.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41940		SWK		809		02		ONL		Capstone I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Keenan, Elizabeth		5						1.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41942		SWK		809		03		ONL		Capstone I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Acri, Mary		5						1.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41941		SWK		809		04		ONL		Capstone I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rofuth, Todd		5						1.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41943		SWK		809		05		ONL		Capstone I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gesino, Jack		5						1.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41944		SWK		809		06		ONL		Capstone I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		D'Angelo, Karen		5						1.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41945		SWK		809		07		ONL		Capstone I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Reyes, Loida		5						1.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		42620		SWK		809		08		ONL		Capstone I				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		O'Brien, Kyle		5						1.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41948		SWK		810		01		ONL		Capstone II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Keenan, Elizabeth		5						2.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41949		SWK		810		02		ONL		Capstone II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rofuth, Todd		5						2.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41950		SWK		810		03		ONL		Capstone II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Acri, Mary		5						2.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41951		SWK		810		04		ONL		Capstone II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rodriguez-Keyes, Elizabeth		5						2.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41952		SWK		810		05		ONL		Capstone II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Reyes, Loida		5						2.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41954		SWK		810		06		ONL		Capstone II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rakfeldt, Jaak		5						2.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41955		SWK		810		07		ONL		Capstone II				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gesino, Jack		5						2.5		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41956		SWK		821		01		ONL		Therapeutic Rel:Adv Clin Pract				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Rodriguez-Keyes, Elizabeth		18						3		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41956		SWK		821		01		ONL		Therapeutic Rel:Adv Clin Pract				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Counselman Carpenter, Elisabeth		18						3		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     

		HH		1		41957		SWK		823		01		ONL		Neurosci Pract w Couples&Fam				 -		ONLINE ASYN		LEC-Lecture		Gesino, Jack		18						3		Matriculated DSW students ONLY     







